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Introducing LaserScope from Konami.
The amazing voice activated firing system for Nintendo!

Now you can zap the enemy using the sound of your voice with Konami's

incredible LaserScope voice command optical targeting headset. Just zero in on

your target through the scope. Then say "Fire!" And it does! You can even switch

to rapid shooting Turbo Fire when things really get tough.

LaserScope connects easily to your Nintendo

control deck, and works with any Nintendo Zapper
5

game. Plus, with LaserScope all of the awesome
game action sound goes right to your own ears.

Not your Mom's or Dad's.

So get into some hi-tech, hands-free excite-

ment today with LaserScope. And you'll have the

most powerful voice in video games!
Konami 6

is a registered trademark of Konami
Industry Co., Ltd. LaserScope™ is a trademark
of Konami Inc. Nintendo,® Nintendo Entertain-

ment Systemf and Zapper® are registered

trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1990
Konami Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Casino Kid™ Wall Street Kid™

“Casino Kidf where skill and
luck are what it takes to win.”

“The non-stop casino action of

the strip.”

“In Wall Street Kid™ confide in

the rich and powerful.”

“Cruise through the life

ofsuccess.”

It’s your turn to wheel and deal with

two exciting games from SOFEL. If you
like to take wild risks, Casino Kid™ and

Wall Street Kid™ are your next challenge.

Take a gamble with the high stakes

game Casino Kid,™ where blackjack and

poker skills are your tools of success.

Take the upper hand as you're dealt inside

tips in order to make thousands at the ta-

bles. What's wrong with a little greed?

If the fast track of Wall Street is more
your speed, achieve fame and fortune in

Wall Street Kid.™ Deal with the stock-

market giants in this life simulation game.

Remember, to inherit billions, invest your

time and money wisely.

Now, are you ready to deal?

SOHEt:
MIND POWER

Licensed by Nintendo® for play on the

(Nintendo)
EnTERTRinmenT

SVSTEm®

©1990 SOFEL Corp. Nintendo® and Nintendo Entertainment System® are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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Is About TOGo Down

Fight or be flushed! Those are your only options

as you team with a fellow commando and battle

the galaxy's greatest foe— Red Falcon.
* v>

'* Wtk
Never; not even in the original arcade ;

version, has computer warfare been this
**''

devastating. At every level Red's assault will
* "

intensify as he punishes earth with tanks, I ffigjlP
*

electro zappers and an army of alien annihilators. w J’’
,
Jr ^

These ruthless characters are so tough, they Vi
°

often engulf half the battlefield! "
* ? ,

To blast through Red's full course menu of % ^

mayhem, featuring Fort Fire Storm and the Tropics # #

of Torture, you'll need marksmanship prowess - ^

with a Machine Gun, Spread Gun, Rocket Launcher

and Laser. You'll also need multiple commando skills to overcome

both side and overhead war perspectives. Ultimately though to

save every man, woman, child and amoeba, you must clog up
Red's attack and snatch victory from the jaws of defeat.

Super C is programmed with realistic bit-map explosions

and aliens that replicate the size of those in the original

arcade version. It also supports Ad Lib™ and Tandy*

Sound Boards. ^ ^

.

.
.

,
Super C is a one or two player

jc game available for: Amiga; IBM /

100% compatibles, Tandy* 1000.

1

.

&NT .. •

mm

Super C™ is a trademark of Konami Inc.

KONAMI' is a registered trademark of Konami Industry Co.. Ltd

c 1990 Konami Inc. All rights reserved. Konami (708) 215-5111
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Cover: The Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles are hot, and Ultra has
brought them back to the NES for

more martial-arts action. Turn to

page 66 to read the review of this

new cartridge.

Cover Art: Alan Hunter

j
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t's hard to

believe that

we've been doing VideoGames &
Computer Entertainment for two

years now, but looking in the

archives shows our first issue has a

December 1988 cover date. Yessir,

that scrawny 96-page magazine,

with the now-classic illustration of

Jason—the hero in SunSoft's Blaster

Master—by Alan Hunter gracing the

glossy cover, seems so long ago.

Now you sit reading

my monthly chatter page,

holding more of a book

than a magazine. The evo-

lution of VG&CE comes
from a lot of contributors,

and now, like a long-wind-

ed speech from an Oscar

winner, I'll try to thank a few of them

for their help:

• First and foremost, thanks—and

a high level of congratulations—go

to Lee Pappas, who began this mag-

azine with a small but determined

staff of freelance contributors,

myself included, to put together

what then seemed to be an impossi-

ble amount of material. Over time,

Lee has come to the attention of the

various video-game companies,

helping VG&CE become the leading

source of information.

• Thanks to all the freelance writ-

ers and artists whose names have

filled the thousands of pages we've

printed since the start. Their words

and brush strokes have helped

VG&CE earn the reputation as the

magazine in our field with hard-hit-

ting news, honest opinions and

good-looking pages.

• Particularly

vigorous hand-

shakes go to Clayton Walnum, who
not only has my vote for most reli-

able writer in the business, but has

also helped get this editor up to

speed at simply being an editor.

• To our computer-game experts,

Arnie Katz, Bill Kunkel and Joyce

Worley, kudos for being able to com-

pile the sheer volume of double-

spaced pages that we request each

month. Their experience in

gamedom has no equal,

and their contribution to

VG&CE is awesome.
• Behind the scenes are

all the people who help put

this magazine together

each issue, and they get a

hearty pat on the back. Particular

mention goes to Maxine, Cathy,

Norma, Colleen and Donn, the latest

crew to toil on VG&CE, who have

helped our recent growth move
along smoothly, making VG&CE
look better and make sense while

providing the highest content of

game information possible.

• Thanks and fare-thee-wells to

Jeff Eisenberg, our advertising rep-

resentative from the start, who
marks his last issue of VG&CE. We
wish Jeff the absolute best at what-

ever endeavors he undertakes.

• Final thanks go to you, the read-

er, who has stuck with us, helping us

with advice and boosting us with

your letters. Let's raise a glass in a

toast for another two years, and

another, and another....

—Andy Eddy, Executive Editor
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Licensed by Nintendo
for use with the

(Nintendo)
er»TER*rainmenT

SVSTEm *

^«Ja|m
entertainment, inc.

Masters of the Game"

Playing games on the Nintendo Entertainment System® will never be the same
with Acclaim’s new DOUBLE PLAYER™ System— the two player set of wire-

less controllers that really gives you and a friend the power to move when
playing your favorite videogames— especially games with head-to-head,

2-player action!

Officially approved by Nintendo,®the DOUBLE PLAYER™ System scores

BIG with score-raising features like twin turbo rapid-fire, slow-motion, and

pin-point accuracy from up to 30'away. Get the winning edge.

THE HEAD-TO-HEAD WIRELESS winning edge!

Double Player,™ Masters Of The Game™ and Acclaim™ are trademarks of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Hulk Hogan™ is a trademark of the Marvel Comics Group, licensed exclusively to TitanSports, Inc. All other wrestlers’ names and character

likenesses are trademarks of TitanSports, Inc. © 1988 TitanSports, Inc. Nintendo* and Nintendo Entertainment System* are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc. © 1989 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.
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Enjoy

Hudson

Those are your orders, Captain.

It’s a fight to the finish in the wild-

est SHOOTING game this side of
Saturn: STARSHIP HECTOR.

If zapping bad guys is what you
do best, then this is your game.
But watch out. ‘Cause these

dudes aren't just bad, they’re

BAD! A bunch of gruesome, Bio-

Mechanical mutants who have

devastated earth. So hold on to

your joystick! To save the planet,

you’ve got to blast these goons
into cosmic dust!

STARSHIP HECTOR is the ultimate

challenge to your shooting skills.

There’s even a 2 and 5 minute

competition mode, plus a furious

interchange between vertical and
horizontal battle zones.

But remember. Take NO prisoners

Look for STARSHIP HECTOR today,

And happy hunting!

LICENSED BY NINTENDO
FOR PLAY WITH THE

[Nintendo,

HUDSON GROUP

HUDSON SOFT*
Hudson Soft USA, Inc., 400 Oyster Point Blvd. S-515

South San Francisco, CA 94080 • Tel:41 5-495-HINT
EnTERTRinmERT

SMSTEm’ Hudson Soft is a trademark of Hudson Soft Co., Ltd. Starship Hector' M is a trademark of Hudson Soft USA. Inc.

Nintendo? and Nintendo Entertainment System? are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.



Enjoy

Hudson THI . i R€ A lVt!

And Lurking in Mendel Palace*
Suddenly, you're transported to anew dimension!
Where only you can save a beautiful sirl from her own
nightmare - from her own toys that have sprung to life!

Welcome to MENDEL PALACE™, a fantasy as wild as

your imagination!

Get ready for non-stop thrills and the hottest graphics

around. With 20 areas and 200 levels! You've never
played anything like it.

\

Two Player Mode

MENDEL PALACE ... a dreamworld that will blow your
mind!

Look for it today at your favorite video store.

LICENSED BY NINTENDO "

FOR PLAY WITH THE

Nintendo
enTERTmnmenT

SVSTEm*

Hudson Soft USA, Inc., 400 Oyster Point Blvd. S-515

South San Francisco, CA 94080 • Tel:41 5-495-HINT

Hudson Soft is a trademark of Hudson Soft Co., Ltd.

Mendel Palace™ is a trademark of Hudson Soft USA, Inc.

Nintendo® and Nintendo Entertainment System®
are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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Boomer’s Adventures in

Asmik World is the story of

a last-chance warrior who
battles an evil warlord and
his army of mutant guards.

crx;

We’ll take you to the ulti-

mate sports challenge in 1,

2, 3 or 4 player games with

EVERT and LENDL’S TOP
PLAYERS TENNIS.
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Corporation of America

Presenting four new
games by Asmik that

will take you to worlds where
adventure and challenge is not just

an option, it’s the law.

If you’re tired of fighting the

same small enemies, then return

to the throne at the Crystal Palace.

There you will find the evil Zaras in control. Zaras

is the toughest, meanest enemy you will face on
the NES. Zaras will prevail unless you, with the help

of your dog Zap, master the ancient skills of Crystal

Palace and discover the

secrets in the epic action

adventure—Conquest of the

Crystal Palace.

If these games aren’t exactly

up your alley, then there’s

Catrap, a unique labyrinth of

complicated mazes and mon-
sters that seems to go on forever.

And if you manage to solve

Catrap’s puzzle, amaze your
friends by designing your very
own mazes for tne labyrinth.

So, if you think you have the guts to play
with us, then you know what you have to do.

Face me. ^
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PEN PALS NEEDED
Dear VG&CE:
Many thanks for your great mag! It

has been a lifeline here in South
Africa. We don't always get informa-

tion, especially as there are limited

amounts of magazines entering the

country.

We in South Africa have about

75,000 game machines that have been

bought in the past three years—Nin-

tendo, Sega and Famicom are freely

available— but most storylines for

games are in Japanese, so your maga-

zines are ideal. We have about 800 dif-

ferent games, and we have been using

your maps to translate some of the

games for the members of our club.

This club is multiracial and multi-

cultural. We would love any mail,

information and inquiries from any-

body and think a pen-pal club is a fan-

tastic idea.

—Michael Van Etteryk

P.O. Box 2759

Randburg, Johannesburg,

South Africa 2157

It's good to hear from fellow video

gamers in other countries , Michael.

Thanks for writing.

Judging by the volume of mail that

we receive, I'm sure that you'll soon

start getting lots of letters from our

readers. This cultural exchange will

soon have your club loaded up with

information from this side of the

globe. Video games—and its partici-

pants—seem to cross all boundaries.

HANDHELD QUERIES
Dear VG&CE:

I would like to say thanks for mak-

ing a great magazine!

I have a few questions. In the article

titled "NEC Gets Handheld Game Play-

er" (News Bits , VG&CE September

1990), it says the TurboExpress is

capable of displaying up to 512 on-

screen colors simultaneously. Isn't it

256 out of 512?

Is it true that Atari is planning to

make another Lynx that is less expen-

sive, but not as good as the current

Atari Lynx? I am planning to get a

Lynx, since it is such a great handheld

game machine, but if it is true about

Atari making the Lynx 2, will it stop

making the present Lynx?

—Stephan Suhocki

Mendham, New Jersey

The specifications for the Turbo-

Grafx-16, and therefore the TurboEx-

press , have been somewhat con-

fused. In fact, our article in the

August issue comparing the

Genesis and TG-16 with 16-bit

computers listed simultaneous-

color output at 256 out of 512. We
have since discovered that the TG-16

is able to display all 512 colors at once

(though a handful of the colors are

"transparent and, therefore, not visi-

ble to the player).

Regarding Atari creating a new
model of the Lynx, it's been rumored

for quite a while, but Atari spokesmen

have said it's too early to comment on

it. This isn't a denial that the

redesigned product exists, but often a

company will create prototypes of a

device, assess its marketability, then

scrap the plans to bring it out. A good

example of this is the NES-compatible

color portable that BDL has built.

Though it's been rumored to be ready

for release , a BDL spokesman said

that Nintendo still hasn't granted a

license for the product's release. With

that in mind and in view of Nintendo's

push on the Game Boy, which BDL's

machine would conflict with market-

ing-wise , it doesn't look like BDL's

handheld will ever see the light of a

store shelf.

For these reasons, we won't report

on a new Lynx until we've gotten con-

firmation that the product exists and

will be released.

HARDWARE WARS
Dear VG&CE:
In your review comparing the Com-

modore Amiga (blech!) and the Atari

ST to the NEC TurboGrafx-1 6 and

Sega Genesis, you left out some fac-

tors about the ST. The most important

thing you left out was the sound. With

the addition of a product called the

Tweety Board, the ST has three-chan-

nel stereo sound, and the new STe

boasts digital six-channel stereo!

Also, current titles by Sierra (i.e.:

Leisure Suit Larry 2) use the MIDI

port to deliver superb sound. And
with the addition of the JRI 4096

board to the ST or standard on the

STe, you can have a palette of 4,096

colors. The newest addition to the ST

family, the 32-bit TT, boasts a palette

of over 200,000 colors.

—Kevin Mazzone

Liverpool, New York

Dear VG&CE:
I am writing this letter in response

to the extremely biased and unin-

formed article "Genesis and Turbo-

Grafx-16 Take on the 16-Bit Comput-

ers" in the August 1990 issue of

VG&CE. Mr. Eva obviously knows
nothing about the Amiga or the com-

puter market in general. Perhaps the

Amiga is a "niche" market in the com-

Letters to be considered for publication

should be addressed to Reader Mail, VG&CE,
9171 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly Hills,

CA 90210. Letters may be edited for style,

clarity and space considerations. We regret

that we cannot respond to all mail received.

12 VG&CE • DECEMBER 1990



Trash all those other basketball

cartridges! ULTIMATE BASKETBALL™
captures all the thrills and intensity

of a real full-court basketball game.
You are in command; leading the

court, making the plays, and
scoring the points.

Want close ups? Go for the Zoom into the action

slam or a 3-pointer and let the

full-screen animation blow

you away!

When your men start

to drag, you can substitute

some fresh blood.

It's all jam packed into

one NES cartridge,

pro-basketball Be a part of the action-not See your shots-up close

at your fingertips! just a spectator and personal

You control full court

movement

Pick your starting line-up Team up with a friend

against the computer

American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501

PHONE: (213) 320-7167 • GAME TIPS: (213) 320-7362

ULTIMATE BASKETBALL™ is a trademark of

American Sammy Corporation. Nintendo and

Nintendo Entertainment System® are registered

trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.

CIRCLE #107 ON READER SERVICE CARD



puter industry, but with over a million

Amiga owners, it currently has a larg-

er installed user base and more than

ten times as much entertainment soft-

ware as the Genesis. The weaknesses

of IBM conversions for 16-bit comput-

ers is utterly inconsequential. A brief

look at any Amiga mail order listing

reveals that more than 90% of Amiga

games are developed on the Amiga or

the ST first! Those games that are

converted from the IBM to the Amiga

are almost never arcade games.

So what if neither Commodore or

Atari produce their own software? Are

we really "at the mercy of third-party

software publishers"? Since when do

any original programs come from big

corporations? SimCity and Populous,

two of the most successful game pro-

grams in recent history, were
developed by independents. Might

I also add that SimCity came out Ip

on the Amiga before the IBM and fe

that Populous was written first on

the Amiga. Furthermore, it is now the

Amiga, not the ST as Mr. Eva states,

that is the most popular computer in

Europe. The ST is third, behind IBM!

I could go on and on. I know people

within game producing companies. I

could tell you how head programmers

and artists of major game producers

detest writing for game consoles, how
the very graphics on those same game
consoles are drawn on the IBM and

Amiga. I believe, however, that I have

made my point.

Yes, I readily agree that the Gene-

sis will produce the most realistic

arcade conversions. It's very difficult

for open-ended computer systems to

compete with dedicated game con-

soles. That doesn't mean, Mr. Eva,

that you have the right to resort to

half-truths and falsehoods to prove

your point.

—Steve Chang

Oakland, California

Dear VG&CE:

I am writing in response to your

article about consoles vs. 16-bit com-

puters in the August 1990 issue. I own
an Amiga and a Genesis and have a

friend who owns an ST and a TG-16,

so I have seen all four machines and

am not biased toward any of them.

First of all, the article didn't hesitate

to include the TG-16's 256-color mode,

though up to now there hasn't been a

single game written for that mode.

Secondly, you left out many of the

Amiga's graphics resolutions and

color modes. The article stated that

games are written using 320 x 200 res-

olution. Anybody who owns an Amiga

knows that this is not true. The Amiga

has programmable resolutions, mean-

ing that you can have any graphics

resolution from 640 x 400 down;
Sword ofSodan is a good example.

The article also stated that the

Amiga's overscan mode is not used in

games. I admit that overscan mode is

now widely used, but there are some
games that take advantage of it,

including Unreal, Crystal Quest and

Heart of the Dragon. Mr. Eva also

j
said that Amiga games are written

using 32 colors on-screen, but he

. failed to mention the Amiga's 64-

color (half-bright) mode and

4,096-color (HAM) mode. There are

games that utilize these modes includ-

ing Menace (64 colors). Beast (128 col-

ors) and Pioneer Plague (4,096 colors),

to name just a few.

—Korbie Ntiforo

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Frank Eva responds: First of all, no

add-on has any relevance in an article

that attempts to speak from the basic

hardware level. For example, the

Tweety Board and JRI board for the

ST are add-ons, not part of the ST
hardware. The same case exists with

the use of the MIDI ports, which

required additional hardware. Also,

the STe and TT weren't available at

the time the article was written.

With regard to the Amiga argu-

ments: Games that use expanded
palettes are the exception, not the

rule. In fact, some Amiga 1000s aren't

even capable of displaying Extra Half

Bright graphics! Finally, Heart of the

Dragon, which uses HAM (Hold and

Modify) graphics, wasn't available at

the time the article was first written.

Having IBM translations for the

Amiga is not inconsequential, since, to

a large extent, Amiga owners can

expect that most domestic software

will begin its life on an IBM. Granted,

much software in the UK is geared

more toward 68000 computers, and
my article stated that in different

terms. The problem with the vast

majority of UK software is that it is

hastily produced, and budgets are

very low. Consequently, material com-

parable to that being produced for

Genesis and TG-16 is subpar.

Lastly, its obvious to me that 90%
ofAmiga game software has not been

produced first oh the Amiga. A very

large portion began on the ST; anoth-

er large chunk began on the IBM; and

a recently growing batch was actually

developed on the Amiga.

WHY IS IT SO GOOD?
Dear VG&CE:
If the Neo*Geo has the same pro-

cessor as the Genesis, how can the

Neo«Geo have better graphics and

sound? it can't be the arcade software

because you could then put Neo #Geo
software on the Genesis.

—Aaron Brennan

SCRF12C on Prodigy

The basic answer to your question

is that the systems' graphics and
sound capabilities aren't a function of

the main processor. Each game con-

sole has support chips that provide

the quantity of colors that can be dis-

played simultaneously, the number of

channels of sound (and type) that can

be output and how many sprites can

be put on the screen at once, as well

as many other specifications.^
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Masters of the Game

For action on the go, it's

Acclaim's blockbuster SuperPlay
hand-held games! With high tech

features that leave ordinary hand-

helds grounded— like super sound
effects, high score memory, and
4-way action controls— you've got an
arcade game in the palm of your hand

Solve BartSimpsons™
Cupcake Crisis. Grab your high tech

machine gun in NARC

T

Crash 'n

bash your way to the finish line with

Bigfoot® For a slam dunkin'

basketbrawl, it's Arch Rivals

*

And
forthe ride of your life, it's Total

Recair
Any way you play 'em . . the

action is out of this world.

Arch Rivals" © 1989 licensed from and trademark of Midway Manufacturing Company. Narc" TM & © 1988 Williams'’’ Electronics Games, Inc. IronSword" and Wizards & Warriors’"

© 1987, 1988, 1989 Rare Ltd., licensed to Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. by Rare Coin It, Inc. Bigfoot’ and 4x4x4’ TM Bigfoot 4x4, Inc. The Simpsons " and © 1990 Twentieth Century Fox

Film Corporation. All rights reserved. Ring King " TM & © 1987 Data East. Manufactured under license. Knight Rider™ TM & © 1982 Universal City Studios, Inc. Combat Zone “ TM &
© 1989 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. 1943: The Battle of Midway " TM & © 1988 Capcom USA, Inc. Hulk Hogan " is a trademark of the Marvel Comics Group licensed exclusively to

TitanSports, Inc. World Wrestling Federation,’ WrestleMania" and all other wrestlers’ names and character likenesses are trademarks of TitanSports, Inc. All rights reserved. © 1988

TitanSports, Inc. Total Recall™ © 1990 Carolco Pictures, Inc. (U.S. & Canada); Carolco International N.V. All rights reserved. IronSword,™ Wizards & Warriors,™ Acclaim,™ Masters of the

Game,™ and SuperPlay™ are trademarks of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. © 1990 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.
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Climb in and discover the earthshaking
power of BATTLETANK™ the only NES
tank game that puts yow inside the tank!

Ten different missions take you through
punishing enemy terrain and pit you
against such bloodthirsty enemy defenses

as tanks, copters, machine-gun fire, and
mines. Culminate later missions with
pulse-pounding full-scale attacks on huge
enemy strongholds.

A Satellite Radar Map, 150mm cannon,

.50 caliber machine guns, smoke bombs,
and wire-guided missiles help you
complete your orders.

Designed by Garry Kitchen.

Licensed by Nintendo
for play on the

*

EnTERTRinmenT
(it)

Ik

ABSOLUTE
ENTERTAINMENT

Published by: Absolute Entertainment, Inc., 251 Rock Road, Glen Rock, NJ 07452 (201) 652-1227.
Absolute Entertainment® is a registered trademark and Battletank™ is a trademark of Absolute Entertainment, Inc.

Nintendo
R
and Nintendo A Entertainment System ™ are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. (c) 1990 Absolute Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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ven the best

L
player has trou-

.

ble with a game

now and again, but

where can you turn for

help? VideoGames & Com-

puter Entertainment has

designed Tip Sheet to

give you, the reader.

answers to questions

such as "How do I

defeat the end boss on

this level?" or "I've

looked everywhere, but

I can't find the blue

vase." So if you're hav-

ing a problem on a

game, write to us, and

our group of experts

will do everything they

can to solve it. Send

your letters to

VG&CE,

9171 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 300

Beverly Hills, CA

90210

Attn: Tip Sheet

by Donn Nauert

walking right up to him and punching.

By the time I beat him, I have no extra

men and have used at least one

continue. Is there an easy way to defeat

him? I also have the same problem with

Dr. Octopus on the fifth level. And I can’t

even get close to Venom on the sixth

level because of his web. Can you help

me out?

The boss characters in Amazing
Spider-Man, such as Dr. Octopus, are

extremely diffucult to beat

I bought a game called the Amazing

Spider-Man, and I’m having some
problems. I find the fourth level easy,

but the boss at the end (the Rhino) is so

tough that I can’t get past him without

—Patrick Harrison

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

I’ve been playing Amazing
Spider-Man for a while and

can’t beat the fifth stage boss!

Must I waste my lives to get

past him?

Masatoshi Enomoto
Miami, Florida

Unfortunately three lives

and three continues are all

you get to work with in the

game
,
but to get by Rhino

you will need to punch him.

The web seems to have no

effect on him.

As long as he is not

moving, you can do a lot of

damage to him. You’ll want to

punch once, then retreat and
jump over him as he moves
back to the left. When he

comes at you again, jump
and turn, then punch

,

repeating this until you have

defeated him.

To defeat Dr. Octopus

you’ll have to use the ledge

above the good doctor. Stand at the far

right of the ledge to lure him in that

direction. Then run back to the left and

fall to the lower level, shoot a few webs
at him and then jump back on to the

ledge above.

Sorry, but we’re going to let you

handle Venom yourself. Hey we don’t

want to give away all of our secrets!
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The Ultimate
in Comfort
and Control

.

Jr

Available at most retailers.

(§) 1990 Boodwell Global Ltd Bondwell is a registered trademark of Bondwell Global Ltd
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Ifyou are hewing trouble with Tengen's

Gauntlet/ storting on Room 79, the

passwords we've provided will help

you out quite a bit;

I was wondering if you know of any

tips on an older game called Gauntlet

,

by

Tengen. Are there any passwords or tips

that you could give me?
—Erik Smolski

Southington, Connecticut

Here are codes for all four characters.

For the Warrior
;
input 43C-BBI-HZZ; for

Valkyrie
,
input 43C-BBI-HYZ; for the Elf,

input 43C-BBI-HYY; and for the Wizard,

input 43C-BBI-HZY.

When you reach Room 100, the

combination for all four characters is

XRTW98Y7/?. This password will start

you at Room 79 with

full power, ten keys

and bombs.

Here’s another

hint: If you get

caught on a stun tile,

press START. This

will pause your game
and take you to the

sub-screen. When
you press START

again, you will return to the game, but

the stun tile will be gone, and you’ll then

be able to move about freely. The only

other tip I can give you is to take your

time, and try not to just muscle your way
through.

I was wondering if you could give me
help on the CD game Monster Lair, for

the TurboGrafx-CD. Do you have any

hints available?

—Mike Howland
(CFGS43C on Prodigy)

By “hints” I’m not sure ifyou mean
codes to help you through the game or if

you’re looking for help on a certain level.

As far as the latter, about the only thing I

can say is something stupid like: Don’t

get hit.

As for codes, however, here are a few

that will let you continue as

often as you like. When “Game
Over” appears on the screen,

press L, R, D, U, SELECT and
L, and you’ll continue from the

last spot that you died.

The second continue code

requires you to obtain a high

enough score that you can

enter your initials on the high

score table. Once there, hold

down SELECT, which will let

you enter numbers. Input

“68K”as your initials and start a

new game as usual. The only

difference is that you’ll now be

able to continue as often as

you want.

Here are some other tips: For a

sound test, simply press the I and II

buttons during the title screen. To control

both players with one joystick for twice

the firepower, start a two-player game as

usual then disconnect the TurboTap and
insert a single joystick into the TG-1 6.

You’ll now have control of both

characters. 1.

There are some
neat Master eggs
hidden in NEC's

Monster loir, for

the TurboGrafx-

16 and
TurboGrafx-CD
Mayer, such as
these helpful

continue codes.
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Don't let Kickle's "nice guy" image fool you.

He's really the hot new hero in this relentless

strategy-action game on NES!
M
He plays it cool

while blowing away the bad guys with lethal

kicks and blizzard breath.

Discover why Nintendo® Game Counselors

rated Kickle Cubicle so highly. "Icin' on the cake"

game-play features include:

Numerous obstacles and traps in over 100

maze-like courses that send shivers of excite-

ment up and down the spine.

Increasingly difficult levels which make Kickle

Cubicle impossible to put down.

With titles

ranging from

Kid Niki"* and

Kung Fu Master
7

to R-Type® and

Image FighC

you've probably

played Irem

America games

before. Now

chill out as

Kickle Cubicle

heats up

the screen.

. .V.-;

Irem America Corporation

8335 154th Avenue N.E.

Redmond, WA 98052

FAX: (206) 883-8038

LICENSED BY NINTENDO

FOR PLAY ON THE

(Nintendo)
EnTERTRinmenT

m

©1990 Irem America Corp TM and ® are trademarks of Irem. Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.
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Welcome to Maniac maq
Heh-heh-heh-heh!!

Once you go in, you may never

come out!

mmm

Official

NintendoWatch the Maniac Mansion TV Show
on The Family Channel

k Seal of Quality /

The weirdest house
on the block!

“Dr. Fred should
chill out."

A game of life

or death.



Why is there a chainsaw in the kitchen?
And a scalpel-wielding doctor with an attitude? And a
cheerleader held captive in the basement?

Just your average day in Maniac Mansion® ! Totally weird! Definitely

wacky! It’s the first game for your Nintendo Entertainment System® that
combines the challenge ofa mystery with the off-the-wall humorAmericans love.

Your goal— rescue the cheerleader and keep the mad doctor from taking over the
world. There are over 50 rooms to search for clues. A cast of dangerous characters to avoid.

And five completely different endings. It’s even based on the original from LucasFilm Games.
You pick three of seven teenagers to go inside to solve the mystery.Who you pick determines

the course ofthe game.
Want to take a break? No problem. Maniac Mansion’s battery back-up always saves your place.

Maniac Mansion is different every time— sometimes scary. . . sometimes silly. . .but always a
challenge . . . the kind ofa game that will keep you up nights trying to figure it out— or afraid to fall asleep!

©JALECO™ S

The Tentacle is

hungry!

Listen!
A nuclear reactor!

Don't get Weird Ed's
hamster mad.

ME1-1-. TO THE DOMGEOH. SPV!

mm *

„ T
j

3
,

•---—

;

GET OOOR

iv§e mi m.
Into the dungeon.

Dog Breath!

“Ill suck out
your brains!*'

This mummy is
no dummy!

The mystery hasjust begun.

“Nurse Edna, A chainsaw The hamster's Look for clues
you are U-G-L-YI’ in the kitchen!? in the microwave!! on the film.

Get the official Maniac Mansion
Hint Book. Call 1-800-STARWARS

Jaleco™ is a trademark of Jaleco USA Inc. Maniac Mansion R

is a
trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. Nintendo" and
Nintendo Entertainment System " are registered trademarks of Nintendo
of America Inc. © 1990 Jaleco USA Inc.
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($1.75 first minute; 90C each
additional minute.)



views with leading designers

that give insights into how to

play better. According to

Comtec president Steve Lam-
pert, callers can order any of

the products described on
the service.

World's Most
Published Game
Gets Sequel

The world's most widely
available game is about to

get a sequel. Activision's

classic game, Shanghai,
which has been published for

more systems than any other

game in the world, is the
basis of a new contest,

Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye.

The new game contains
all the features of the origi-

nal, with some new wrinkles.

As in the original, players
match up pairs of tiles until

the board is empty. However,
the new program has 12 dif-

ferent layouts, taken from the

Chinese calendar, in shapes
of a rabbit, ram, snake, ox,

rooster, tiger, etc. Each time

all tiles are cleared from the

board, an animated picture

of the animal comes to life.

As players win at Shang-
hai II, they get a chance to

play Dragon's Eye, which re-

verses the procedure.
Dragon's Eye challenges
players to strategically place

tiles on the board for points,

instead of removing them.

Cinemaware Courts
IBM PC Sales

Cinemaware has a deal

for IBM PCers to help them
build a gaming library. The
company is distributing "buy

Compiled by
Joyce Worley

VG&CE's Own
Creates Clone

Frank Tetro, Jr., VG&CE's
computer-game strategy edi-

tor, has put his years of gam-
ing (and his degree in com-
puter science) into use. The
long-time editor and game
whiz started his own com-
pany, Spectre Computers,
(Yorktown Heights, New
York, [914] 962-1587) for the

sale and servicing of PC com-
puters. Now Spectre is build-

ing an IBM PC compatible,

The Shadow, which delivers

a high quality, fully loaded
PC clone at reasonable cost.

The Sha-
dow uses only

name-brand
components.
All models in-

clude a Sam-
sung 14-inch

VGA monitor.

Super VGA
card, Seagate
hard drive.

Western Digi-

tal Cards, two
Toshiba
floppy drives,

Microsoft or

IBM DOS, 101

key AT
clicking

key-
boards
with key-

pad and
cursor
controls,

Intel processors and one me-
gabyte of RAM. There's also

a one-year parts and two-
year labor warranty.

Frank explained, "We
want to offer a no-hidden-
charges type of deal. The
price includes everything
you'll need." The machines
are custom configured to any

setup desired. Finally, a

salesman is assigned to each

customer to give continuing

personalized service after the

computer is installed.

VG&CE's computer edi-

tors tested a 286/12 mega-
hertz system with a 20-

megabyte hard drive ($1,499).

dow comes
in a variety

of configu-

rations
ranging
from 12

MHZ XT
with no HD
($1,099) to

a 386/33
t w o - m e g
RAM with

120 MG HD
($3,699).

Tengen's senior vice-presi-

dent of marketing, Ted
Hoff, explained the rea-

sons the company is

trying this approach. "It

makes sense for us to

offer our customers the

opportunity to sample
our games while also

offering the video-rental

stores the opportunity

to sell Tengen games
and tap into a new rev-

enue source." He elabo-

rated, "This is no longer a

sellers market.. ..We encour-

age sampling through video-

rental stores."

One Stop Hotline
There have been several

"hints and clues" hotlines,

but most cover the games of

only one publisher. Comtec,
a leader in the "900" number
field, with 28 services in op-

eration, will soon enter the

game world with the Video
and Computer Games Hot-

line. Working in conjunction

with the International Com-
puter Group and Katz Kunkel

Worley, Inc., Comtec says
that its new hotline will be a

one-stop service for all elec-

tronic gamers.

Callers will get both ad-

vanced and novice hints for

titles from all major video-

and computer-game publish-

ers, previews of upcoming
hot games and late-breaking

news. Also featured are inter-

Tengen Announces
Details of "Rent to
Own" Program

Tengen has completed the

arrangements for their "rent

to own" video-game pro-

gram. Over 25,000 video-
rental stores will carry Ten-

gen's line of video games,
playable on NES, Sega Gene-

sis or NEC TurboGrafx-1

6

systems, along with point-of-

purchase posters and infor-

mation about new product
releases. Gamers will be able

to rent the games; then when
they buy the program, they'll

receive a $5 rebate coupon to

offset the rental fee.
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NICE GUYS FINISH

hen HQ radios you the bad trash-compact their cars. After all,

guy’s stats,you hit

turbo boost and
feel your eyes in

the back of your

head. But don’t

just follow that car,

bash it. Orsmash
it. Just do what it

takes to rid the

road of the fast-

est, nastiest thugs

alive.

these guys didn’t

make the Most
Wantedon account

of a few dozen
parking tickets! If

you don’tstop them

in time, they’re

gone for good.
And you’re just

spinning your
wheels. Andsmell-
ing the rubber.

Think itsounds easy? Think again.

Living at 178 m.p.h. is no piece of

cake. You’ve got five missions and
hundreds of miles of screaming,

twisting, 3D L.A. highways to mas-

ter, andplenty ofinnocent drivers

to avoid. What’s worse, criminals

don’t stop until you practically

m 1 1:

Check your stats and
blast off!

Catch him. Book him.

And keep him off the

road.

Licensed by Nintendo”

for play on the

(Nintendo)
EnTERTpinmenT

SVSTEm’

T ITO
Taito Software, Inc., 390 Holbrook Drive, Wheeling, Illinois 60090

Taito* and Chase H.Q’
M
are trademarks of Taito America Corporation. Copyright ©1990.

All Rights Reserved. Nintendo* Game Boy,™ and the official seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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one get one free" coupons in

special Cinemaware software

packs, including It Came
From the Desert TV Sports:

Basketball and Brainblaster

for the IBM PC format. The
coupon is also available in

Spotlight products and with

Kraft joysticks.

Consumers submit the

coupon to Cinemaware, with

proof of purchase of the first

game, to receive another free

IBM program. Titles available

are Darkside, Speedball, To-

tal Eclipse, The Krystal, The
Three Stooges, Rocket Ranger
and TV Sports: Football.

Educational Programs
Get Game Boost
Educators all agree that

learning can be acquired al-

most painlessly through
game play, and software
publishers are taking note of

that fact. Davidson & Associ-

ates (Torrance, California,

[800] 545-

7677), has a

new version of

Math Blaster

Plus that fea-

tures a bigger

emphasis on
games than its

; i i
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previous program. Currently

available for IBM PC ma-
chines, the company plans to

release a Macintosh version

during first quarter 1991. The

New Math Blaster Plus is said

to use state-of-the-art sound,

animation and graphics.

The new program permits

users to input their own
problems. It also has a

record-keeping feature for

teachers. The four games on
the disk have been beefed up
to make them more enter-

taining while they tutor.

Rocket Launcher teaches
basic math as kids build a

space ship and go into outer

space. Trash Zapper lets

them destroy space trash

while answering math equa-

tions. Number Recycler fea-

tures problem-solving for

gold coins, and the new
Math Blaster Game lets stu-

dents control a space craft,

dodge debris and gobble
space food for bonuses, as

they solve math problems.

First Byte also upped the

fun content in their new
spelling program. Spell-A-

Saurus uses multicolored
graphics and synthesized
speech in four word games.
AstroDrive , Zug Escape !,

Ptera-Tutor and Spell-A-Saur

all feature a time-traveling

theme, where children hear

the spo-
ken words
from spell-

ing lists

they (or the

parent)
put in.

The pro-

gram can
be customized to

suit individual

needs by list size

and case sen-

sitivity, and the

animations can
be turned on or

off. The speech
synthesis works
with no addi-

tional hardware,

but it does support
Covox, SoundBlaster

and ACPA sound ac-

cessories. It's avail-

able for $44.95 for

IBM PC and Macin-
tosh computers.

Nintendo Goes
to Europe

Nintendo of Japan
recently formed a new sub-

sidiary in West Germany. The
new company is already sell-

ing Nintendo Entertainment

Systems, and Game Boy
products should be available

in Europe soon.

The new subsidiary is

under the parent company,
Nintendo Company Limited

(not under Nintendo of

America). The company will

be headed by Mr. Shigeru
Ota, formerly the director of

product planning and devel-

opment for Nintendo of

America.

Video War Game Goes
to Computer;

AD&D Computer
Game Goes to NES
Multisysteming is

becoming noticeably more
popular in today's gaming

climate. The Koei hit NES
game Bandit Kings of An-
cient China is now available

for play on IBM PC and
Amiga computers. The 12th-

century war game casts the

player as a bandit king. It fea-

tures role-playing elements
as the player is given at-

tributes including mercy, wis-

dom, strength, courage and
dexterity, which have bearing

on the player's ability to fight

and lead. The company has

also released Genghis Khan
and Romance of the Three
Kingdoms for computer play.

Going in the other direc-

tion, Fujisankei Communica-
tions International (FCI) is

poised to release a Nintendo
version of Advanced Dun-
geons & Dragons: Heroes of

the Lance, to be followed by
AD&D: Pool of Radiance.
Both role-players were origi-

nally released by Strategic

Simulations, Inc. (SSI), for

play on computer.

Activision Announces
Game Boy Titles
Activision has unveiled

three new programs for the

Game Boy. Heavyweight

Championship Boxing is a

one- or two-player action
game, with two views. A
third-person ring view shows
the two boxers as they face

off. The first-person-view pic-

tures the opposing boxer in a

face-to-face image.

Ghostbusters II uses the

plot and music from the hit

movie. The player maneu-
vers two ghostbusters
through multiple spook-in-
fected levels until they reach

the ultimate showdown.
Malibu Beach Volleyball

features men's and women's
teams from four countries,

each with different strengths

and specialized shots. It can

be played alone, against an-

other player or two players

can team against the com-
puter opponent.

Florida Kids Star in

Mario Ad
Nintendo's advertising

"Mario Is Back" campaign
uses some real computer
wizardry. VG&CE went to the

source to answer readers'

questions about how many
people appeared in the ad
and came back with some in-

teresting facts.

The film was shot in

Florida, where a group of ap-

proximately 100 high school

students participated in

Mario's return. The crowd
was swollen into a number-
less horde through the magic
of computer graphics.

The ad features Mario's

face, apparently made up of

thousands of gamers, as the

camera pans back into space

to show Mario superimposed
on the United States.

Tiger Puts a Spark in

SPARCstation
Tiger Media introduced an

entertainment product for

Sun Microsystems' SPARC-
stations, marking the first

commercially available enter-

tainment for the workstation.

Airwave Adventure: The
Case of the Cautious Condor,

a murder mys-
tery, is a CD-ROM
program that

runs on SunCD, a

peripheral for

SPARCstation.
Set in the 1930s,

the murder takes

place aboard a

BOXING
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A Game So True-to-Life,

You Don’t Just Play It.

You Live It!

Beware ofthe serpant’s bite.

It is deadly. Andyou are

vulnerable.

licensed by Nintendo®
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luxury airliner, and the on-

board detective-player has to

interview characters and
gather clues to find the guilty

person.

The SPARCstations are

professional workstations,

and Tiger is the only enter-

tainment software company
to develop fun programs for

the system. Tiger's president,

Laura Buddine, explained
that the company had been
using the SPARC to develop

products for three years, and
the response they got from
showing the game at a

graphics seminar encour-
aged them to make the pro-

gram available.

Sierra Makes Scoring
Correction i n Camelot

Christy Marx, designer of

Sierra's Conquests of
Camelot: The Search for the

Grail, has announced a cor-

rection in the scoring of the

game. Camelot lists a possi-

ble 368 skill points; however,

according to Marx the actual

maximum number of skill

points is 362. Marx assures

us that the wisdom and soul

points are correctly shown in

the game.
Marx invites players to

write to her personally, in

care of Sierra, P. 0. Box 485,

Coarsegold, CA 93614. She's

hoping to get some feedback

on her game and also to

learn what players would like

to see in her next project.

Carmen Sandiego to
Go Low-Tech

Brpderbund Software has

entered into an agreement
for Western Publishing Co. to

develop a line of nonelec-

tronic items based on Where
in the World Is Carmen San-

diego? Western plans to in-

troduce the new products at

Toy Fair in New York City in

February 1991.

Western will unveil a

board game, several chil-

dren's story books, activity

books and puzzles based on

Carmen and her heisting co-

horts. Each is designed to

promote geography literacy.

Brpderbund's Carmen
Sandiego line of software
( Where in the World, Where
in the USA, Where in Europe
and Where in Time Is Car-

men Sandiego) has sold al-

most two million copies
since the first game ap-

peared in 1985.

Capcom USA is using
good taste to promote its line

of NES games. The company
will launch promotions with

Domino's Pizza and Corn-
nuts, Inc., to give snackers a

chance to save on games.
The Domino's Pizza pro-

motion is scheduled for

February 1991. Participants

can complete a mail-in cer-

tificate from the pizza box
top and send it in for a $5
discount on Capcom's Yo!

Noid NES cartridge.

The Cornnuts promotion
started October 1990 and
runs through April 1991. Par-

ticipants can mail in a certifi-

cate from the package of

Cornnuts for a special price

on Mega Man 2.

Strategic Simulations,
Inc., has released a clue

book that goes with Ad-
vanced Dungeons & Drag-
ons: Secret of the Silver

Blades. The player's guide
contains maps of every
major location in the game
and descriptions and loca-

tions of major encounters.
Also listed are the locations

and descriptions of magical

treasures and a checklist so

you won't miss anything. It

includes such tactics for play

as how to defeat foes and
which combinations of char-

acters are most successful.

The clue book sells for

$12.95 and is available at re-

tail outlets or from Electronic

Arts ([800] 245-4525).

Spectrum Holobyte
Sponsors

Sweepstakes
Spectrum Holobyte's

sweepstakes drawing in sup-

port of three

of their game
lines will send

three winners

on fantasy
trips. Entrants

must be age
18 or over. En-

try forms with

contest rules

can be found at software
stores or in specially marked

Spectrum Ho-

lobyte game
boxes. En-
trants com-
plete the form

and indicate

which of the

trips they
would prefer.

One win-
ner will attend a three-day

course in professional racing

at the Jim
Russell Rac-

ing Driver

School, at La-

guna Seca
Raceway, Sa-

linas, Califor-

nia. The win-

ner will drive

a Formula
Ford during the course. The
course is part of a week for

two in California.

A second winner will go
to a half-day class in aerial

dogfighting at the Air Com-
bat USA school in Fullerton,

California. The seven-day trip

for two includes passes to

Disneyland.

The third grand-prize win-

ner will get a ten-day trip for

two to the Soviet Union,
where he or she will meet
Alexey

"
Tetris" Pajitnov and

visit Kiev, Leningrad and
Moscow.

The contest is to promote
three game series: Stunt
Driver and Vettel; Falcon 3.0

and Flight of the Intruder;

Welltris and Faces.

GEnie Cuts Prices
The GEnie online service

just introduced a flat sub-
scription rate of $4.95 per

month for unlimited, non-
prime time access to over
100 of their services. The
new pricing structure lets

users pay a monthly rate for

unlimited access to basic ser-

vices, which include news
and information services and
travel, education, hobby and
entertainment departments.

There are over 100 basic ser-

vices covered under the new
flat rate. The company has
also eliminated the $29.95
sign-up fee, so that the only

cost for subscribing is the

monthly rate of $4.95 (in the

USA; $5.95 in Canada).

Services not covered
under the basic rate include

personal-computing bulletin

boards, software libraries, fi-

nancial services, chat lines

and real-time conferences,
which are billed at $6 per

hour in the U.S. ($8 in

Canada), a reduction of $4
per hour from the current

2400 baud non-prime time
rate. Prime time rate remains

at $18 per hour in the U.S.

($25 for Canada).

GEnie is part of the GE In-

formation Services, a divi-

sion of General Electric Com-
pany ([800] 638-9636).

Top Coin-Ops of
August 1990

Figures courtesy of

RePlay magazine, based on
an earnings-opinion poll of

arcade operators.

Best Upright Videos
1 . Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles by Konami
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2. Hard Drivin' by Atari

3. G-LOC by Sega
4. Smash TVby Williams

5. Galaxy Force by Sega
6. Mercs by Capcom
7. Final Lap by Atari

8. World Soccer Finals by

Leland

9. Off Road by Leland

10. Beast Busters by SNK

Best Coin-Op Software
1. Final Fight by Capcom
2. Combatribes by Ameri-

can Technos
3. Cadash by Taito

4. Neo^Geo by SNK
5. WWF Superstars by

Technos
6. MVP by Sega
7. Aliens by Konami
8. Hydra by Atari

9. Off Road Trak Pak by
Leland

10. Thunder Jaws by Atari

Best New Uprights
1. Top Landing by Taito

2. Gate Of Doom by Data

East

3. Thunder Fox by Taito

Seg£ Has No-Cost
Cure for TV Woes
Sega, quick to find a cure

for TV/Genesis mismatches,
has a no-cost solution for

anyone with the problem.
According to a company
spokesman, the first Genesis

machines produced were in-

compatible with one model
of Magnavox TV and a Zenith

model, both now out of pro-

duction. Sega corrected the

problem so that new Genesis

machines don't have the mis-

match.

However, anyone who has

this problem should tele-

phone Sega's customer-as-
sistance line at (800) USA-
SEGA. They'll arrange for a

quick, no-charge fix.

It will probably be a long

time before all coin-op ma-
chines stop snatching quar-

ters. But at least some ar-

cades are replacing the

coin-slots with mag-stripe
mechanisms. The Fun-Pass
System, created by Recre-

ation Technologies, Inc., has

been tested in amusement
parks for up to two years, but

it's still a new phenomenon
in most play-for-pay palaces.

The players use a credit

card or currency to pur-

chase a paper magnetic-
striped card encoded for

the amount they wish to

spend. This is then swiped
through the slots on ma-
chine readers attached to

each game.
The new system carries

more benefits than just

lightening the weight in a

player's pocket. It makes
possible different price lev-

els for different quality

games, time-programmed
price changes and infinitely

variable price settings (in-

stead of multiple quarters.)

From the operator's
standpoint, it gets rid of the

coin-box jams, break-in

risks and makes data collec-

tion a snap.

Innerprise Offers
Globulus Challenge
Innerprise Software has a

challenge for arcade aces.

The company is sponsoring a

contest for the first ten Glob-

ulus players who complete
the game's 25 levels.

The first prize is a Carib-

bean cruise for two. The sec-

ond winner will get a five-

day trip to visit Innerprise

Software (Hunt Valley, Mary-

land), or $500 cash. The next

eight winners will receive the

entire Innerprise catalog of

games and then will continue

to receive the software com-

pany's new releases for the

next two years.

Contest details are packed

with the game.

Dragon Warrior
Becomes Animated

Cartoon ;

The popular Japanese
role-playing game Dragon
Warrior is now an animated
nationally syndicated cartoon

show. The TV show will echo

the plot of the hit game. A

party of intrepid adventurers

must complete a quest
through a mythical land

while slaying monsters and
collecting clues and weap-
ons, as they struggle to de-

feat the Dragon Lord.

The game Dragon Warrior

hit such heights in Japan that

merchants were only allowed

to market it on Sundays.
Seems that eager Japanese
gamers were so anxious to

get the cartridge, they'd cut

school to buy it. Enix Corpo-

ration brought Dragon War-
rior to the United States last

year in an English language
version for play on the Nin-

tendo. Dragon War-

rior II will be on re-

tailer's shelves for

purchase this holi-

day season.

Enix can help
players through the

game, which is said

to take up to 120
hours to complete.

An order form in

the instruction

manual offers a

map for $2 (postage

charges), but does not men-
tion that a strategy guide is

available. However, Enix will

include the guide free of

charge, to everyone who
sends for the map.

Wizardrome Opens;
Features Video Games

The latest wrinkle in

play-for-pay is Wizardrome, a

video-game room located in

the Jamestown Village shop-

ping Center, Tustin, Califor-

nia. Billed as a family fun

center, it's run by Dave and
Debra Scott and their two
sons, Cy and Chris.

Wizardrome has Gene-
sis, Nintendo, TurboGrafx-

16, Mega Drive, Game Boy
and SuperGrafx games
available for play on the

spot or for home rental,

and new releases are con-

stantly being added to the

game library. Gamers pay

$7 per hour ($4 for a half

hour) to play any of the
games on the spot; the
price even allows them to

change games and/or sys-

tems during the playing

time. The Scotts provide
accessories at no addi-
tional charge, including

controllers, U-Force,
Power Glove and the NES

Power Pad.

There are 28 televisions

used as play-stations, and
large screens are available

for tournaments. Gamers
wear headphones, so gam-
ing sounds are kept to a min-

imum in the well-run store.

And there's always a Scott

on hand to give game tips.

Wizardrome also buys
and sells used games and
systems and stocks a supply

of gaming magazines, so
users can keep up to date on
what's new.

Computer-Game
Sales Soar in

Second Quarter
Pop the champagne

corks! Computer-game sales

rose a sparkling 36.1% dur-

ing the second quarter of

1990 according to figures re-

leased by the Software Pub-

lishers Association (SPA).

The total for the three-month

period April-June was $73.1

million, compared to $53.7

million for the corresponding

quarter of 1989. This is the

first time since 1988 that en-

tertainment registered a big-

ger quarterly sales jump than

the computer-software busi-

ness as a whole.

IBM PC game sales ex-

ploded, leaping over 80% to

$50.4 million. Macintosh en-

tertainment nearly doubled
to $3.1 million. The contin-

ued decline in 8-bit computer
gaming, down 16.5% in the

second quarter, meant little

in the midst of the general

improvement in the market. JL
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LightBoy, there's no better way to see the light.
LightBoy™ is a unique accessory designed to be used with Game Boy®. It is a lightweight,

compact instrument which unfolds to fit directly onto Game Boy®, allowing you to view the

screen with light through a magnifying glass. As an added bonus, Vic Tokai is including a

shoulder/waist carrying case with the purchase of a LightBoy™ . This case can house both the

LightBoy™ and the Game Boy® together. It also has compartments which hold up to four

Game Boy® game paks.

LightBoy™ for use
with NINTENDO®
Game Boy®

VIC TOKAI INC.
22904 Lockness Ave., Torrance, California 90501

TEL: (213) 326-8880

Nintendo®, Game Boy® and Nintendo Entertainment System® are

trademarks of NINTENDO OF AMERICA, INC. LightBoy™ is a trademark

of Nintendo, licensed exclusively to VIC TOKAI INC.
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Golgo 13™
Air wolves and iron tanks? Hey, this dude eats heavy metal

for breakfast. The man likes to pack a custom M-16, but his

karate kicks to the chops are just as deadly. He's anybody's

agent if the price is right; and he's everybody's worst

nightmare. Golgo 13™ is the secret code for action. Air

combat anyone? Golgo 13™ takes you right up the tailpipes of

bellowing bombers, right through the little choppers, and right

around screaming interceptors. Whether it's crunching karate

combat, tense underwater tank warfare, or the sizzling laser

fights in the best mazes in video, Golgo 13™ means action. In

fact, there's so much action that you'll probably wear down the

B-button.

Conflict™
At the break of dawn, the eerie sounds of heavily-laden tanks

pierce the morning calm. The metallic reflection in the distance

only proves that the sun is bright, but who is it?

Are these tanks the armored support you called for, or has the

red machine broken through? There is little time to react. Should

you wait till your men are in range, or should you attack them

now?

As Commander-in Chief, you've got no time to waste.

Kid Kool™
In a realm that might have been, in a time that could have

been long ago, or just tomorrow, a good king lies dying. The

enemies of the north are massing for an attack on his kingdom.

The good king's sorceror has been searching for magic and

out of desperation pulls a rockin' rebel from the eighties back in

time. Kid Kool™ is sent on a quest to help retrieve the seven

wonder herbs, the only hope to save the king.

The Mafat Conspiracy™
A “StarWars” satellite has been snatched out of earth orbit,

the inventor of satellite capture technology has disappeared, the

C.I.A. and the K.G.B. are blaming each other, and the world

edges toward nuclear oblivion.

Golgo 13 is back just in time. The Mafat Conspiracy™ is a

phantasmagora of action and interaction. Your eyeballs will

stretch from their sockets as you speed through Europe in

Golgo's Ferrari. Your bones will rattle as you leap across the

cars on the Orient Express. And if you think you've Seen bad

dudes, wait till you feel the power of Duke Togo's wicked

karate kick.

The Mafat Conspiracy™ is for those who demand the very

best in video games. See it at World of Nintendo, and we'll

prove it to you!

H Conspiracy



All-Pro Basketball™
Bored with simple-minded one-on-one basketball?

Disappointed that only three men on your team can dribble

down court? In a foul mood because the guy who made the

basketball game you bought seems to be using hockey rules?

If you’re a die-hard gym rat who can play the game, and

expect your competition to be the same way, then it's time to

play ball because All-Pro Basketball™ has arrived.

All-Pro is true all-court Five-On-Five basketball complete

with long-range jumpers, in-your-face stuffs, passes, steals,

rebounds, fouls, and even a half-time show.

If you're new to basketball, buy the other games. But if

you're a real basketball junkie, leave that weak stuff on your

home court, and let's get down to the pro game.

Clash at Demonhead™
Professor Plum and his designs for the dreaded,

death-dealing doomsday device, Dead End, are in the clutches

of the diabolical Lawbreakers-a sinister society dedicated to

the destruction of mankind. It's only a matter of time before

the Dead End Device is assembled and the final countdown to

global Armageddon begins.

As Sgt. Billy “Big Bang” Blitz-the youngest and gutsiest

commando of the Special Assault Brigade for Real

Emergencies (S.A.B.R.E)-your mission is to foil the

Lawbreakers' insidious plot. To accomplish your mission, you

must find the shortest route to the summit of Demonhead

Mountain, where the poor professor is being held prisoner.

Rescue the professor, and you save the world from total

destruction. But if you should fail. .

.

Terra Cresta™
Bored with action on earth? Sick of hohumming it around

the neighborhood? Need some excitement in your life?

Take off into space with Terra Cresta™ . You'll be hurled

in to space and thrown into a fight with the evil forces of

darkness. Only you can break through the enemy's treachery

and beat Mandora, the Supreme Commander of the evil that

awaits.

GAME BOY GAME BOY GAME BOY GAME BOY GAME BOY GAME BOY GAME BOY

Daedalian Opus™
The ancient land of Daedalus is governed by symmetry and

time. It is a land, where your progress will be severely tested

by the challenge of myriad shapes and blocks. It will take the

art of Daedalus and the power of your mind to solve the

confounding riddles of the blocks. To be beaten is ordinary, to

achieve victory is an art.

Nintendo®, Game boy® and Nintendo Entertainment System® are trademarks of

NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC.
Golgo 13 rM

, Conflict™, Kid Kool™, The Mafat Conspiracy™, All-Pro Basketball™,
Clash at Demonhead™ and Terra Cresta ™ are trademarks of VIC TOKAI INC.

VIC TOKAI, INC.
22904 LOCKNESS AVE.
TORRANCE, CA 90501
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Tips are graded on a scale
of one to five joysticks . The
more joysticks that are col-

ored in, the more valuable the
hint.

Blow the dust off those old
games, and try out some of
our new hints! If you have
some great hints and tips for

us, just put them on a piece of
paper, and send them to
VG&CE, 9171 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA
90210, ATTN: Easter Egg
Hunt. The author of each new
tip we use will receive $10.
Write neatly and be sure to in-

clude your name and address!

(Electronic Arts for the Genesis)

iHilll H Wmi fv 11

5 5 nQQQQ
Mike Fritch, of Gresham, Oregon, has discovered a stage select for this

complicated game. First, go to the "New Game" screen, then hold down

A and B and you will be able to scroll through numbers instead of letters.

Simply enter the stage number you want to play and press START. Great

find, Mike.

Here's a key to the
abbreviations:

U = Up
D = Down
L = Left

R = Right
A = "A" button
B = "B" button
C = "C" button

(Seismic for the Genesis)

In the City of the Woods, go to

the screen with the pond in it.

Stand on the left side at the bot-

tom of the bridge. Use any coin,

then search the ground, and you

will receive 30 experience points.

Keep doing this until you have

enough experience to advance a

level. Go to the monastery and

gain another level. This way you

can gain several levels before

you leave town. Thanks to Jason

Roberts of Shelby Township,

Michigan, who sent in this helpful

Easter Egg.

(Mindscape for the NES)

XXX o 5Q t£Zh dZb £3 dZh

Matthew Dohn, of Baldwin, New York,

has sent in a code that will allow you to skip

the car adventure and start in the arena. To

do this, simply enter the password MMAX.

continued on page 41
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IT’SYOUR TURN!
Get Ready for a wild romp through time. ",

Your Challenge: a double mission to save “
I Sk

the past, present and future. Here’s your

chance to teach Biff Tannen a thing or two for

stealing your Sports Almanac. It’s nonstop excitement, from

high-speed hover boarding in the year 2015, to gun slinging

mayhem in the wild west. Get “Back to the Future” now—and
save the world—before it’s too late.

4 i
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I. Hang gliding deep into enemy
territory is just the start.

Past these gleaming turrets

lie frozen wastes, mechanical

jungles and gigantic battleships.

2.

Beware of the burly

machine gunners. Unleash

your laser sword. Watch for

the special item to get a super

sword.

3.

Use your grappling hook
to clamber up vertical walls,

while fierce guards attack

without mercy.

4.

On the top of a building,

climb rickety scaffolding

to build your stamina. Also

collect a mechanical attack

bird here.

5. Collect two drones and

then you get the white

mechanical panther to help

in your assault, as he leaps at

the moon.



6. Mad wolves lunge at you

from deep in the arctic wastes.

Here you can get a friendly

droid to help you battle the

enemy.

7 In the midst of angled scaf-

folding, mechanized defenders

rock on ball bearings as they

try to blast you into atoms.

8. Within the forest you fling

yourself onto swinging vines

and meet Amazon women.
Don’t fall—deadly piranha fish

infest the waters below.

9. Automatic cannon fire

assaults you aboard the fleet

cruiser of the evil empire.

Soon you’ll face its largest

cannon— it’s awesome.

10. You must face and defeat

such mechanical minions of

death, before you reach the

inner sanctum of Number One.

It’s here. Strider—the most powerful home video game ever The

ultimate arcade hit. From hard hitting non-stop action to the awesome
graphics and radical gameplay. Strider is definitely here!

An evil Syndicate has violently overthrown Russia and is using their

scientific and military might to take control of the world. You land your

hang glider in an industrial town and begin your quest to defeat the evil

mastermind. You use your incredible acrobatic skills as you leap onto

moving platforms, climb to the top of I-beams with your grappling hook
and slide with heels dug in down steep slopes while you evade razor

sharp spokes.

With your only weapons, a trusty laser sword and swift hover craft,

you take on mutant centipedes, ancient dinosaurs,

pirates, mad dogs, monkey-like mechan-

ical robots and finally the evil

mastermind in his mechano-

skeletal headquarters.

It’s what happens when
8-meg power combines with

the only true 16-bit system. Only

on Genesis by Sega.
M

Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. Strider is a trademark of Capcom, Inc. © 1990 Sega of America, Inc. P.O. Box 2167, South San Francisco, CA 94080.
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GENESISDOES ITALL
ARCADE GAMES

Golden Axe" Space Harrier II Super Hang-On"

> •ifcJUto.l-t 4 (.tJ

ADVENTURE GAMES

Super Monaco GP

"

E-S.W.A.T.
City Under Siege

"

Afterburner II Michael Jackson’s
Moonwalker

Phantasy Star II
" The Sword

of Vermillion

"

SPORTS GAMES

Tommy Lasorda
Baseball"

World Championship
Soccer

Arnold Palmer
Tournament Golf

u

Pat Riley’s James“Buster”Douglas Joe Montana Football
"*

Basketball " Knockout Boxing

"

ACTION GAMES

Alex Kidd:
Enchanted Castle"

Last Battle
"

Mystic Defender

SCORE 004T240

Dynamite Duke u

STRATEGY PUZZLE GAMES

Zooml" Columns" Herzog Zwei Dick Tracy* Spider-Man,®+ The Castle of Illusion"

Starring Mickey Mouse

Altered Beast!" the Sega arcade hit, comes with the Genesis system. Other games sold separately. Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. Ghouls n’ Ghosts and Forgotten Worlds are licensed trade-

marks of Capcom, Inc. Rambo III is a registered trademark of Carolco International N. V. Thunder Force II is a trademark of Techno Soft. Zoom! is a trademark of Discovery Software International, Inc. Truxton is a copyright of

Toaplan Co., Ltd. Cyberball is a registered trademark of Atari Games, Inc. Ghostbusters: © 1984 Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. Original game © 1984 Activision. Spider-Man® & © 1990 Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc. All

rights reserved. Dick Tracy and Mickey Mouse are copyrights of The Walt Disney Company. Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker is a trademark of Ultimate Productions. Strider is a trademark of Capcom, Inc. Dynamite Duke is a

trademark of Seibu & Kaihatsu, Inc. All other game titles are trademarks of Sega of America* Anticipated game availability Winter/ 1991 CIRCLE #120 ON READER SERVICE CARD



continuedfrom page 36

(NEC FOR THE TG-16)

To receive 100 continues, during the

title screen press D, R, SELECT, D, II, D, I,

L, SELECT, U, I, II, I then press RUN.

(NEC FOR THE TG-16)

IIELCOWE TO
PS¥C«OSIS II,

9 9 9 9 9
r^S r^S r^S r^S

To start on the second level, which

is more difficult, press and hold U,

SELECT, I and II then hit RUN during

the title screen.

Sffl :

9 9 9 9 9
dZb £Ib dZb dZb dZb

There are two special characters that can be found in the game. Butter-

flies will fly around as you meet the first end boss. To make them appear,

you must save the worm at the beginning of the stage by shooting the two

i
|

i
*

|
m^ 1

1

1

1

1

|
eneftii#$ ibaf attacfi it. Be %ure not to

kill the worm.

The second special character will

appear in Stage 4. If you can make it

there without dying, a big turtle will

appear. This turtle will hover over

your ship and destroy any enemy that

comes near. (You can die if you run

into the walls, however.)

9 9 9 9 9
H S H S d S H S H

S

During the title screen

press the SELECT button 1

6

times then press RUN. This

will bring up a level select.

To chose a level, press the

SELECT button.

9 9 9 9 9
r

1 S r
1 S r

1

S r
1 S d S

To get unlimited contin-

ues, during the title screen

press I and RUN together,

then press II and RUN to-

gether.

*«oi * res t *44 MM- m

S&LM. #— NO . MM
* «=#=*=C I NO . MM

9 9 9
f
r=q

| r
r\

l r
HH

1 (

To get the sound test for

Drop Off, during the title

screen, press and hold II,

then press SELECT.
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(Acclaim for the NES)

9 9 9 9 9

There are many hidden 1 -Ups and life capsules in this game, and well reveal a

bunch to you so you can get through this sci-fi adventure easier.

WSMSm first one can be

found in the theater. If you

watch the credits long

enough, you'll notice that

you now have three extra

|||||||||||||^^
men instead of two. 1

• In any alley that's comprised of only one

screen, there's a hidden health to the left of the stairs

at the right side of the screen.

• In the third stage (the

cement factory), there is a

short cut you can take after

you have defeated the end

boss. When you're at the

second set of chained

wheels, push down to jump through the floor (see the

photo for the exact location).

• Once on Mars,

climb the first column in the second room and

then jump to the left. You'll find a hidden

extra man.

• In the city on Mars, walk

to the far left of the first or-

ange building to find three

extra health capsules. There's

also an extra man hidden

later in this stage. When you reach the sec-

ond girl throwing fire bombs, go to the far top

right and jump through the floor.

• When you reach the underground mine,

in the section where you can find the killer frogs, if you jump

through the ledges you can find extra health capsules and one

extra man.

• Throughout the entire last stage, you can frequently find

extra health hidden in the pillars. You'll need to jump on the ledge of the pillars,

then hold down and jump to find them.

1?§§
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You are

about to be trans-

ported 100 years in the fu-

ture, where the latest wave

in warfare is the New Age

Power-Suit, or NAP - a

robotic combat machine

which gives the wearer un-

heard-of fighting ability.

Your NAP can be equipped

with up to 15 weapon,

speed, and maneuverability

options, out of 100 avail-

able - including flame

throwers, land mines, and

both hand-held and body-

mounted firing equipment.

With this kind of firepower

to command, your only

limitation will be your own
strategic sense and

combat savvy. The ulti- ^
mate battlefield - the

FINAL ZONE - awaits you!
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(NEC FOR TG- 16)

TW

9 9
dZb £3

V /O - Cl

Here are passwords that will jump you to Stages 201 and

255. Type in MACKY and MICKY, respectively.

WORLD AHERICA STAGE 201

ENTER THE PASSWORD.

MACtO

ftBCDEFSH IJKLMNOPORS TUVW>m?

iMIi

m I >, Wm mm m m

. mi

x

llllllillillilll

(Hudson Soft for the NES)

9 9 9 . aaati
In Mendal Palace you can play through 100

different rounds, but if you press and hold START

and SELECT down at the same time during the title

screen then press RESET, you'll get to play Mendal

Palace Extra. This

bonus game will

provide you an

extra 100 rounds

of play.

I
i / ; / \

I r-\\ ! !

; i * H ' /LOAo
W s?> iK/y.

Vi '~v : ,-s ::i-
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(Asmik for the Game Boy)

9 9 9
J L J L J L
r i CL** Zl i d

Thomas Bennett, of Mission Viejo,

California, has a code that will start

you at the end boss of either Level 1 or

Level 9. For Level 1 , input AXOLOTL;

for Level 9, input BLUTEN.

MB (NEC FOR THi TG- 1 6)

9 9 9 9 9
dZbaa d=ba

To see a second

ending for this game,

type in the password

DEBDE DEBDA, then

press I and RUN si-

multaneously. At this

point, the game will

say this is an invalid

code. Then, input a

password that will

take you to the point were the King turns into Natas and

steals the orb such as AENIP BLKEE for a Level- 1 4 Fighter. Fi-

nally, go sit on the throne.

|

I

HA HA HA The chair is mine
now, all mine. I shall never
Mi ve it up. I will dominate/

i

AXOLOTL

BLUTEN
is

:'0

A Xfc c 0 E F G
H X J K L. H |HJ G
P a R S T U V U
X V Z s "4*

IP PAUSE
2P 00 STAGE0199

0 3 0*00 =

A B c D E F G
H X J II M M G
P a Ft s T U U M
X V z £ o «4>

ZT
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FRESH FROM THE SAGE
SUMMON THE POWER OF

ire you v;

spray wi

engrailedmet

HYPRION TO STAND DEFIANT
IN THE SHADOW OF EVIL

Experience the supernatural
Powers of Warriors from
distant times as they roam the
planet battling the forces of

darkness, the phantoms of

Ashura. Hurling the Flames
of Justice they seek and
destroy the scourge that has
befallen the Earth.

©1990 SIGMA ENTERPRISES^SHADOW BLASTERS
© TAITO CORP. 1989 - INSECTOR-X
© & TM SAGE’S CREATION. Inc. y ,(714) 893-0309
12062 Valley View, Suite 250, Garden Grove, CA 92645
Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the
Sega Genesis System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of

Sega Enterprises Ltd. /
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VideoGames& Computer Entertainmentn (vi n

Ratings and
Reviews on

Over 200
Video Games!

The Complete

Guide on

What’s Hot and

What’s Not!

No-holds-barred

reviews and

ratings on:

• Game play

• Age level

• Graphics and

appearance

• Sound
• Game Boy

Y
ou go into a

store to buy a

new cartridge for

your Nintendo

Entertainment Sys-

tem, but how do

you know what's

good and what's

bad? Now VideoGames & Computer Entertain-

ment and Hayden Books have put together

the final word on NES games. VideoGames &

Computer Entertainment's® Complete Guide to

Nintendo® Video Games is a full-color book

that offers over 200 descriptions and

reviews of NES and Game Boy titles, featur-

ing the latest cartridges from all of the NES

software manufacturers like Ultra, Capcom,

Electronic Arts, Acclaim, Konami and even

Nintendo itself. Even "unlicensed" compa-

nies such as Tengen, American Video Enter-

tainment and Color Dreams are covered.

VideoGames & Com-

puter Entertain-

ment's® Complete

Guide to Ninten-

do® Video Games

is available at

most bookstores,

or send $12.95

(plus your state sales tax) to Macmillan Pub-

lishing, Front and Brown Streets, Riverside,

NJ 08075, Attn: Mail-Order Department.

Credit-card orders (MasterCard, Visa or

American Express) can be made toll-free at

(800) 257-5755.

Don't be an uninformed buyer. Pick up a

copy of VideoGames & Computer

Entertainment's® Complete Guide to Ninten-

do® Video Games today. It makes a great

Christmas gift!

HAYDtX BOOKS
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Official

(Nintendo)

Sea! of Quality
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Ninfendo

/t s here.
Challenge your wisdom
with this ultimate new
adventure/puzzle game!

Over 250 Challenging
Rooms to Explore

Brilliant 3-D Graphics,

Music and Side Effects

Powerful Potions and
Magical Keys
Fearless Evil Characters
to Defeat

Nintendo
Solstice” Is distributed by

CSG Imagesoft Inc . Los

Angeles. CA CSG
Imagesoft” and

"Imagesoft” are trade-

marks of CSG Imagesoft

Inc. Solstice” is a trade-

mark of Software

Creations (ROM Develop-

ments) Ltd ,
© 1989.

Software Creations

(ROM Developments) Ltd

Nintendo" and Nintendo

Entertainment System*

are trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc

Licensed by Nintendo® for play on the



IMAGES•FT

r® m •
/ ^ u A hotnew
> remake ofthe
epic adventure

classic. Coming
soon to theNES
and Game Boy™

P fnarkets/

Nintendo



ox offices are booming and home-enter-

tainment systems are soaring. But in-

stead of battling for the big bucks,

game developers and producers are

perfecting the license lingo and giving gamers

more than they ever imagined.

Whether a child or adult, most everyone

loves movies, and now the chance to play a

video game based upon a film is the ultimate

way to immerse yourself further into a film-

fantasy world.

50
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Thanks to films like Star Wars and Raiders of the Lost

Ark, new life has been brought to the action/adventure/

fantasy genre of filmmaking, and as a result related games

have evolved. Recently, however, as a dark and handsome

hunk put passion and brains into flying air force jets and

four green pizza-worshipping reptiles made battling bad

guys "gnarly," video games have entered a whole new ball-

game. Once this group of characters leapt from comic

books to T-shirts and finally the big screen—though not nec-

essarily in that order—the end result caused such a wave of

attention that the licensing industry and the video-game

market would never really be the same.

we're all competing for that entertainment dollar," explains

Joan Ziegler, marketing director of Hi Tech Expressions, a

top Nintendo licensee that is currently releasing The Hunt for

Red October. "It would be foolhardy of us to think that

we're in a smaller field of the entertainment industry just be-

cause we develop video games. We're all a part of this in-

dustry."

To understand the licensing process itself, one must under-

stand the motives of the parties involved. For the most part, li-

censing agencies sell to licensees to increase product aware-

ness and gain royalties. Considering that film-production

costs are blowing the roofs off Hollywood high-rises lately,

chances are product awareness is a secondary motive.

When the summer box-office roundups came this August,

numbers revealed that the season's supposed blockbusters

found themselves barely in the black. Up in front was the

detective adventure Dick Tracy. Although the film stuck Dis-

ney Studios with a tab of $35 million, it grossed a pretty

profit of $102.3 million, giving its producers well over
*

.
.

:

profit.

I

Also scoring suc-

cessfully, this

time for 20th

Century-Fox,

was the $60-mil-

lion-dollar se-

quel, Die Hard

2: Die Harder,

which raked in

$101 .2 million.

Paramount's Days of

Thunder
,

production

costs ran up to $55

million, probably could

have fared better than

its intake of $76.9 mil-

lion, and Robocop 2

faced the same plight,

grossing $43.1 million

at an investment of

$25 million. A film that

barely broke even,

Gremlins 2, pocketed

a mere $39.7 gross. Its

producers and backers

shelled out $32 million.

When you look back there's been very little camaraderie

between these two creative mediums. In most cases, the past

reveals that game developers haven't been so generous with

game quality where film adaptations are concerned. For

every success, there have been many more flops. During the

early '80s, however, both licensing and video games took a

break from the limelight to assess their futures. Now as en-

tertainment dollars reach epic revenue proportions and

product awareness increases for home video systems, the

two industries are recon-

sidering each other's val- i

ues and, as a result, form-

ing powerful partnerships, r

"The impact of the film L

industry on the video- |
game industry is signifi- r

cant due to the parallel L

audiences," says Luana

Chambers, a licensing agent

for Warner Brothers' Licens-

ing Corporation of America

(LCA). "The same kids who

enjoy action and adventure

on the big screen are anx-

ious to see it translated to

video qames. It is clear that

the video-game industry has

become very title-driven.

After all, we are both in the

entertainment business."

"We've realized that

whether we're selling video

games, software, music

videos or motion pictures,

Top left and above: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Top right: Dick Tracy
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GET READY FOR
A MIND-WRENCHING

EXPERIENCE.

What if you had a whole warehouse full of plumbing parts
COMING AT YOU? AND YOU HAD TO BUILD A HUGE PIPELINE OUT OF THEM? WHAT IF THERE

WAS A BIG PUDDLE OF SLIMY GREEN STUFF CALLED FLOOZ? AND IT WAS RUNNING THROUGH THE
PIPES RIGHT BEHIND YOU? WELL, THAT'S THE WHOLE IDEA BEHIND PIPE DREAM. IT HAS BASIC, EXPERT,

AND TWO-PLAYER MODES. IT HAS 256 LEVELS TO GET INTO. AND YOU GET BONUS
USHrOUNDS EVERY FOUR LEVELS. YOU ALREADY KNOW WHAT NINTENDO POWER MAGAZINE

t j. j
. J SAYS ABOUT IT. BUT THERE’S ONLY ONE WAY TO SEE HOW INTENSE

lllllI Pipe Dream really is. Go down to your NES®/Game Boy
3BI11 DEALER AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

PIPE DREAM

PIPE DREAM

It takes about five seconds

to get the idea. It can take a

lifetime to get good at it.

Really good.
BULLET-PROOF SOFTWARE inferxfrO

8337 154th Ave. N.E., Redmond, WA 98052 206-861-9200

it's just as addicting as Tetris
— Nintendo Power™ May/June 1990

Pipe Dream is a trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. Original game design © 1988 Entertainment International U.K. Ltd. Original game concept by The Assembly Line. Tetris™ & © 1987 v/o Electronorgtechnica (Elorg.) Tetris licensed to Nintendo © 1989 Nintendo. Original

concept, design and program by Alexey Pajitnov. Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System, Game Boy and Nintendo Power are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Bullet-Proof Software is a trademark of Bullet-Proof Software, Inc. © 1990 Bullet-Proof Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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So what, you say? Well, all of these titles are currently

scheduled for release and will be gaining extra cash in the

form of royalties from any combination of the NES, Game

Boy, coin-ops or computer software. And, by golly, as if it

really needed the extra dough, Dick Tracy
,
will also be

available on the Sega Genesis.

"A lot of our revenue comes from video games," admits

Paramount licensing agent Kristin Miller. "It's a very lucra-

tive area that's been very good to us. But part of our success

has been that we've had good properties available that do

well in that category."

What kind of revenue is available? Consider Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles: In the United States alone, 1 30 li-

censees develop products using the characters. On a world-

wide basis, there are 400 companies doing the same.

The most beneficial licensee, however, has been Golden

Harvest Films, an independent pro-
.

i

J

.Ml.MLM. 1
duction company that made Teenage

• - V- -

Mutant Ninja Turtles—The Movie (a

sequel is currently in production) and

Konami, the sole licensee of TNMT s

video-game rights, which has struck

it rich with one arcade-game coin ran S

One company known by producers to excel at "Pin the

Video Game on the Movie" is Acclaim. In the last few years,

the company has enjoyed steady success with its original li-

censes and only occasionally has experimented with film

and television titles such as Rambo, Airwolf and Knight

Rider. But 1 990 was the year that Acclaim went Hollywood

' n *wo corporate decisions that put the tidal into

the film-licensing wave.

The first big move was an agreement with

MCA, Inc., owners of Universal Studios, by

which Acclaim acquired its subsidiary company,

I UN, Ltd. With that purchase, Acclaim was given

&M the rights to Who Framed Roger Rabbit?, Friday

i n the 1 3th, Jaws,
Nightmare on Elm Street, Beetle-

juice> Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure and the Back to the

Future trilogy.

"Our relationship with Ac-

claim provides an ideal avenue

f° r us *° continue participating

in the video-game industry," was
. _ ,

Acdaim has been very successful

bringing movie and television

translation success, however. Of the

1 3 film and television titles currently

available for the NES by Konami, a

licenses to the video-game world,

as it has done with Rambo (above)

and Knight Rider (below).
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Shoot fast, or Basher’s fist

will rearrange yourface.
You’llface Andro boy

the Hunter whose box
is bigger than his bite.

© 1990 CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. Street Fighter 2010, the
Final Fight is a trademark of Capcom U.S.A., Inc. Capcom is

a registered trademark of Capcom U.S. A. Nintendo and
Nintendo Entertainment System are trademarks of Nintendo
of America, Inc.

Fight hard or the

Tornado parasites
will spin you to death.

Licensed by Nintendo' for Play on the

(Nintendo)
enTEBTmnmenT

svsTem’

The whole thing started when you invented

this radical formula that turns men into

supermen. And someone stole it. You’ll have

to fight some very deadly interplanetary

characters to get it back.

And that’s just for starters

in Street Fighter, one of

the toughest games for

Nintendo ever. Play it

today. You might even

live to tell about it.

Maybe.

CAPCOM*
USA
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the statement made by MCA Executive Vice-President

Charles S. Paul in March of this year. "We are confident

that UN will prosper under Acclaim's leadership, and we

look forward to contributing to that advancement."

The second move was the nurturing of a relationship from

way back, Rambo, that provided a tidy connection with a

film company called Carolco. Because of Acclaim's previous

success with one of their film titles, the production company,

whose primary star is Sylvester Stallone, felt comfortable

enough to drop off a script they thought had strong video-

game potential—Total Recall.

"From a business point of view, Carolco came to us

with a hot property and said, 'What do we have here?"'

remembers Acclaim's marketing director Steve Lux. "We

have a goad working relationship with Carolco dee ,0

the success of Rambo. Because of our relationship, we

were able to read the [Total Recall] script, notice the

strength of its characters, its storyline and plot twists.

Total Recall was something we thought would make an

excellent video game."

Another bonus to the friendship with Carolco is a current

project, which will remain nameless, that has Acclaim game

programmers working right on the set. The purpose: to un-

derstand the meaning behind the future film, to perfectly

capture and utilize the atmosphere and visuals of the set.
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When Acclaim bought UN
Toys, it acquired a bunch of

licensed games, such as Who
Framed Roger Rabbit? (above

left), Nightmare on Elm Street

(left) and the Back to the

Future series of cartridges

(above and right).

1

TS A AATTCR OF bOHDira

Relationships? Partnerships? Game developers on the set?

All this talk is beginning to sound like a psychotherapy ses-

sion for the chronically business-minded. And for the sake

of the consumer, let's hope so. As producers and developers

claim, development bonding has made a big difference in

the quality of film-inspired games.

"It is very important, from a studio standpoint, to work

closely with our licensees from the concept stage through the

development and distribution stages of a video game," ex-

plains LCA's Luana Chambers, a member of the team that

brought Batman to Consumerville. "During the production of

Batman
,
Sunsoft [the Nintendo licensee that owns the film's

video-game rights] was invited to Pinewood Studios in Lon-

don on several occasions and basically had carte blanche

access to any and all materials available.

"We were even able to set up a screening of Batman in

Japan for the Sunsoft programmers prior to the film's re-

lease," Chambers added. We feel this type of involvement is

reflected in the quality of the game. Additionally, Sunsoft

was sensitive to our direction, understanding our concerns

and working with us to insure accurate representation of all

the movie elements."

This trend toward greater game playing for film titles is

most likely in response to criticism from many in the gaming

field. Nintendo's main competitor, Sega, has laid relatively

low in the film-licensing area claiming that there's more to

excellent video games than their names.
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FFICIAL

GAMEBOt:

GAME P A K

riJSH KEY

TIME

TIME

live a free Natsume T-shirt,

PC labels from any Natsume

product with $2.00

for delivery. Offer good
or while supplies last.

Official

(Nintendo)

Seal of Quality

Split-second timing combines with the chal-

lenge of multiple mazes in this action-strat-

egy game. It takes quick reflexes and keen

tactics to help Pendrich win back the Pen-

guin Realm from Borbon’s invaders!

• 40 levels of non-stop action!

• Password feature returns you to your last

completed zone.

• Unlimited "continues " gives you

Portable Penguin Power.

Join Pendrich, the Prince of Penguins as he

battles the enchanted armies of the wizard

Borbon the Great. The evil magician has sent

scores of animated erasers, metal clips,

crayons and pencils to block the passage-

ways of the Penguin Realm.

Attack with mighty kicks that blast the ene-

mies across the screen. Reverse their direc-

tion by bursting the power seals. Clear all the

panels to progress to the higher levels.

LICENSED BY

mTSUME
NINTENDO, GAME BOY
AND THE OFFICIAL SEA
ARE TRADEMARKS OF
NINTENDO OFliiklC/

Natsume Inc.

1243A Howard Avenue

Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 342-9231
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mm vz"Just because a title

has a familiar name, it's

not guaranteed a suc-

cess/' says Sega market-

ing director Al Nilsen.

"With the Nintendo sys-

tem specifically, their nu-

merous film titles are not

necessarily their top sell-

ers, We want to do more

than just slap a license on a game.

"What happens a lot, for example, is that a generic fly-

ing game will be developed and a big title will be put on it,

regardless of the game's quality," Nilsen continues. A game

developer has to be careful how the game and the title are

Action movies ore a

natural for video games—
as demonstrated by such

recent entries as Acclaim's

Total Recall (left) and

SunSoft's Batman

(below)—and lots of

upcoming titles follow this

trend as well*

lcts do Luncn. mt\
••••••••••••••••••••a******

The meshing of a license and a game can usually follow

one of two patterns. First, a developing company can read

a book, see a film or be introduced to the character and de-

velop an idea. Depending on the property's popularity, a

"full court press" can occur in which competition explodes

and everyone makes their bid via that entity's agent. The

agent in turn puts the potential developers in touch with the

licensing agent. Finally, the proposal (usually a storyboard

of the future game) is made. The tables can be turned,

though, and a film or other licensing agent can, like Carolco

did with Acclaim, offer a property. Either way, if a company

somehow gains the go-ahead, the negotiations can begin.

The negotiating end of any deal is exciting, according to

Hi Tech's Joan Ziegler. It's a time for companies to strut their

stuff and attract licensing agencies via technology, cash and

talent.

"In the negotiating process, there are always a number of

companies involved," Ziegler says. Sometimes it's a case of

who reached who first or who has the best relationship with

the studios. Quite often we have to 'belly up to the bar' and

show them that, financially, we are there. But for the most

part, it's who's got the technology and the distribution."

As with any competitive negotiating process, speculation

arises regarding how much a company must pay once it's

given the opportunity to reveal its potential for technology

and distribution. The latest agreements to burn the ears of li-

censees have been Sega's agreement with Joe Montana and

Acclaim's lucky catch of what's considered the most popu-

lar—and lucrative—license available today, The Simpsons.

No one, and that means no one, will talk specific numbers,

but they will add that

high royalty costs are

not common.

"It's been my expe-

rience that if people

have a sure property,

they are more com-

fortable when negoti-

ating partnerships and

prices," says Ziegler.

"When we meet with

a studio, we project

their possible revenue

and they are usually

comfortable with that

projection. We then

work together to de-

velop

product

"I've heard some rumors about the prices

panies have paid for licensing rights,"

think,'Good Golly!' To quarantee your

arm in licensing is risky. The best business

everybody wins."

Insider sources reveal that the most a company should

yield in the way of a video-game royalty is 50 per unit

—

tops. When you think about it, that can result in a good

chunk of cash. With all the money floating around, one can-

not help but wonder: Will the licensing agencies set aside

quality and game play if it means higher royalties?

"The licenses are not necessarily given to the highest

bidder," claims Sega's Al Nilsen abruptly. "It is an impor-

tant factor to consider who will provide the best game...We
don't cater to bidding wars. I won't discuss dollar amounts;

we have admitted that the agreement with Joe Montana is

a multimillion dollar contract. But there's more to it. It con-

sists of many games, and it is over a five-year period of

time. So you see, there will be lots coming from [the Mon-

tana contract]."

As with any licensing situation, there is always a risk in-

volved. Not only do the parties have to consider the need

for qame quality and how the public receives the character

or 1, bj4 must also consider proper promotions and

optimum release times

"Usually, you cannot put together a game until you know

what the property is," explains Paramount's Kristin Miller.

"A film usually takes six to eight months to produce, but a

game can take up to a year. So to have a strong film with a

strong box office is great to improve awareness. If the film

isn't any good, there's a risk involved."
Continued on page 102
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or the first time in the history of mankind,

you can play the existing

16-bit library of killer Turbofirafx-16 games

anywhere in the known world

with the newTurboExpress™ Handheld

Entertainment System.

an

TV Sports Football ™ it i trademark of Cioomawaro Corporotioo ©1990 Cioomawaro Corporation. Boak’a Adventure ™ ia a trademark of NEC Tochnolo|ioa, Inc. ©1990 Hudaon Soft, 1990 Atlna Ltd., 1990 Red.



&

I ctual size and screen E ual Turbo-fire button*

TurboExpress, TurboVision, TurboGrafx are trademarks of NEC Techaologies, Inc.
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Just buy a TurboGrafx-16 system and you’ll not only get Keith Courage in Alpha Zones,"

games worth up to $70 totally free. How can we be so generous? See your dealer for

Keith Courage in Alpha Zones™ and TurboGrafx are trademarks of NEC Technologies, Inc. © 1990 NEC Technologies, Inc. Call the TurboTeam at 1-708-860-3648 for details.
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YOU MUSTBONK 28 STAGES OF BAD GUYS

TO RESCUE YOUR PRINCESS.

AND VOiniEONiyGOT 1 WEAPON.

You live in a world of DDEDODE Tfl RlITT UEDDQ the Princess Za (a most

prehistoric swamps, tropical r liErHUE I U DII I I IlCflUwa excellent-looking babe.)

forests and stone age deserts. Humongous dinosaurs, As Bonk, the heroic young Neanderthal head-banger, you

primordial gators and various other slimies, beasties and will now embark on an epic quest through five levels of

creepies roam at will. monstrous foes to rescue your princess. But there’s just one

And the bad news is, evil King Drool has kidnapped catch. The only weapon you can take with you is your head.



H .m.mrn

Look for more lives inside the dinosaur. Also remem
her to check every cave entrance and bonk all walls

to find secret bonuses.

As Bonk, you must battle Huey, the first Boss. Huey is

hypnotized, so he forgets he’s really your friend. Just

keep bonking him on the head to jog his memory.

Meat helps Bonk get fired up to beat the bad guys.

Like all fast food, you never know when you’ll come
across it, so keep your eyes peeled.

A most heinous boss, Tractor Head, has a deadly

beanball fight with Bonk. You can beat him, just use

Sometimes Bonk needs to climb to get where he’s

going. Since they hadn’t invented the ladder in

10,000 B.C., he uses his teeth.

TurboGrafx™ and Bonk’s Adventure™ a re trademarks of NEC Technologies, Inc © 1990 Hudson Soft, © Atlus Ltd., © 1990 Red. © 1990 NEC Technologies, Inc
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Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles II

ULTRA

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($54.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 2 3 B 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Those who enjoy the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles find in the series a

blend of ninja action, tongue-in-cheek

dialogue, off-the-wall gags and some
fairly cute characterizations. Those who
don't get into TMNT probably don't care

for either the unpretentiously juvenile

humor or constant repetitive violence.

Still others haven't even given the

TMNT a chance, since— in their

view—anything that appeals to such a

wide audience must be stooping to the

lowest common denominator. That may
be true, but it still can be fun.

Take the Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur-

tles out of this cartridge—what little of

their humor and personality is present

to begin with—and you're left with a

spectacular-looking but repetitious

action game. It's graphically ambitious,

tough to play and packed with

nonstop action. But where's the

dudeness? Where are the funny

characterizations? And where,

oh where, is the pizza? It's there,

but only in short supply (unless

you count all the free plugs for

Pizza Hut). The action is quite

commendable, but the humor
and personality are not at the

level they should be.

Your goal is simply to get to

the end of each level and battle

the boss. April's been kid-

napped, and— in classic Super
Mario style— is snatched away
just as you defeat her latest cap-

tor. Along the way, you come up

against hordes of enemy ninjas,

robots, mad doctors and other

denizens of the evil city. They
keep coming every few steps you take,

down sidewalks, through the sewers,

buildings and everywhere else.

You generally use the same tech-

nique on all of them: jump kick them to

death. You've only got one kind of kick

and two kinds of attack with your hand
weapon. You don't learn any new tech-

niques, so the whole game is made up
of those three movements over and
over, and this is where it can become
tedious.

Two can play at once in TMNT //;

each chooses one of the turtles. But the

turtles look nearly identical, so you're

bound to end up confused as to which

turtle you're controlling. Each of the tur-

tles also carries a different weapon, but

I generally found

little difference

between the

effectiveness of

one weapon
over another.

There are three

continues that

you can utilize,

and I found no
way to increase

that number.

There are a

good number of

impressive ele-

ments to be

found in TMNT II. The characters

are large and well-defined,

although there's a lot of on-screen

flicker—strange since there are

rarely more than five or six mov-
ing items on-screen at once.

Other noteworthy graphics: the

enormous bouncing balls that

inexplicably tumble downstairs in

the first scene, the spectacular

appearance of the first boss, the

wild multilevel scrolling in snowy
New York City and helicopter

screens. (Yes, you heard that right:

multilevel scrolling of the sort usu-

ally seen only in 16-bit, "next gen-

eration" graphic games). Even
explosions are handled far better

than in most NES games. Eight-bit

graphics are occasionally brought

to new heights in this game.

Overall, this game is engaging, but it

took this reviewer a long time and a lot

of patience to finally arrive at that con-
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tic balloon that appears in parades right

along with inflatable likenesses of

established characters like Woody
Woodpecker and SPIDER-MAN. And
now he's invading your NES!

So who is this long-eared, red-garbed

goofball? It's the Noid, of course.

Though this "anti-hero" spends most of

his time thinking up devious ways to

keep pizza-delivery persons from their

appointed rounds, his video-game
debut finds him bouncing through the

Big Apple in search of his evil twin, the

troublemaking Mr. Green. It's not clear

why he's so intent on catching up with

his chlorophyll-colored counterpart, but

with your help, his persistent pursuit is

bound to pay off.

Bright graphics and whimsical music

make the Noid's quest a lighthearted

one, and the comical enemies he faces

are not a particularly threatening bunch.

As he trots along with good-natured
enthusiasm, he can whip bad guys in

the face with his killer yo-yo, and the

hilariously exaggerated look of concen-

tration that replaces his buck-toothed

grin when this happens is worth the

price of admission. But that's not the

only trick he's got up his scarlet sleeve:

Certain bonus items can give him the

ability to perform special stunts, and

some parts of the game require use of

CAPCOM
For the Nintendo Entertainment

System ($49.95)

elusion. The main draw-

backs are the constant

sameness of the arcade

action and lack of the Tur-

tles' wacky sense of

humor. The strong points

are the exceptional graph-

ics and a few surprising

touches along the way.

My advice: Unless
you're the rabid sort of

TMNT fan who'll buy anything with

their logo on it, try before you buy. That

way, you can't go wrong.

—Joshua Mandel

Ultra Software

900 Deerfield Parkway

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

(708) 215-5100

Yo! NOID

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6h 8 9
MM
10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 B 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
|

8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 B 8 9 10

He got his start, innocently

enough, in a simple television com-

mercial. With the help of the award-

winning "claymation" process, his

mischievous antics captured the

attention of millions of

viewers—and sold a lot of Domino's

Pizza too. Other commercials fol-

lowed, and soon his popularity led

to a huge merchandising effort,

with his face turning up on T-shirts,

toys, dolls, candy and even a gigan-

the "Hyperboard" skateboard

or the "Pizza Crusher," an over-

sized pogo stick.

Actually, the Noid's biggest

problem in getting through cer-

tain areas is not the abundance

of enemies, in many cases the

location itself is tough enough

to do him in. Even the first

level, which takes place along

the wharf, is a major challenge.

Between the rhythmic up-and-
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down movements of the land and the

abrupt rise and fall of the water level,

you'll find it hard to make it through

without getting seasick. Just make sure

you play the game on an empty stom-

ach, unlike the Noid, who gets to partici-

pate in a pizza-eating contest after each

odd-numbered level.

The purpose of these bonus stages is

oddly vague; your opponent wolfs

down a number of pizzas in each
"round," and you can earn one

point for each pizza you con-

sume over that number. If you

earn enough points, you win.

But it's not clear if the Noid has

a limit or if there's any reason-

ing behind the number of piz-

zas chosen by the other guy. It

all seems a bit pointless. But

Capcom claims that Yo! NOID
is aimed at younger players,

and the pizza-eating contest is

really the only area that's not fun for

gamers of all ages.

Activists who are concerned about

the increasing use of advertising in

entertainment media will surely take a

close look at Yo! NOID, and the obvious

product tie-in will probably be criticized

by some. But it should be said that the

game doesn't beat you over the head

with a Domino's Pizza sales pitch at

every opportunity. In fact, the Noid

seems to have become much bigger

than the role he was created to play,

and Domino's isn't afraid to let him
stand on his own without the advertis-

ing connotations. Most important, if you

stripped Yo! NOID down to the essen-

tials of game play and replaced the Noid

with a newly created character, it would

still be an entertaining contest.

—Chris Bieniek

Capcom U.S.A., Inc.

3303 Scott Blvd.

Santa Clara, CA 95054

(408) 727-0400
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Caveman Games
DATA EAST

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($49.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 nrIt 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1234 5 6 7 8 9 10

Caveman Games, the

NES version of Electronic

Arts' Caveman Ugh-lympics

is both a send-up and an

homage to the Epyx Games
series and its inspired

clones that permeated the

computer-gaming industry

during the mid-'80s—and
even today. The game play's

premise is the same: six

Olympic-style events tied together by a

central theme. In this case, it's the pre-

historic times of cave dwellers. Or, more
specifically, that nonexistent, fictional-

ized era when Neanderthals and
dinosaurs dominated the land, as so

popularized by the black-and-white

movies of the 1950s.

Those familiar with Epyx's Games
line will feel right at home with Cave-

man Games. There are six cave events

to choose from and six different person-

Adapted from
Electronic Arts'

Caveman Ugh-lympics,

Data East's Caveman
Games for the NES has
all of the wacky events

of the computer
original, such as the

Dino Race, Mate Toss

and Dino Vault.

alities to represent your

player. Up to six people

can play, taking turns on

some events while com-
peting in groups of two
on others. You can prac-

tice playing any one of

the six events before

engaging in all of them in

the formal competition. Finally, there's a

"Caves of Fame" listing the current

records made and broken in an individ-

ual event.

Each of the six characters to select

from displays strengths and weak-
nesses for competing in a particular

event. For example, Ugha is adept at the

fire-making and dino-race contests,

while Vincent—the only "intellectual" of

the group—has no listed strengths.

Cutesy mini-biographies along with

each caveperson's head shot have been
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Power-up your

spear to attack

“Lons-distance”!

Stab a frozen

ForceFace to sain

the powerful Wave!

The spear really helps when

dimbins the mishty diffs!

Do You Have the Intense Concentration

Required to Save the Countries of

United Earth from War-Crazed Robots?

The lives of trillions depend
on you - Low G Man, the most
incredible warrior alive. If you
are to succeed in your near im-
possible quest, you must master
the deadly armor-piercing spear,

an electro-magnetic disruptor

pistol and a super-human jump
(up to l 3/4 screens)!

If You Don't Master

the Spear, You'll Die

a Quick Death!

After you power-up
your anti-gravity back-

pack you can blast from above:

WAY ABOVE! Stab or use one of

your many acquired weapons:

T&XAIM
Consumer Division

a Boomerang,
Fireball, Bomb,

or the awesome Wave !

You get blazing action, detailed

scrolling backgrounds, multiple

levels, heavy power-ups, infectious

music, infinite continue & password.

Are You Worthy of "Low G Man”?

Everyone can play Low G Man,
but only a few can master it.

If you're ready for a game that

gives you everything and only
asks for your extreme concentra-

tion, then watch for Low G Man.

CIRCLE #131 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



added to make the gamer's character

selection seem much more exciting

than is really necessary. Naturally, the

biographies contain several Stone Age
puns with references to "rock" bands

and "club fu" that will induce more
groans than giggles.

The best way to describe each event

in Caveman Games is to contrast it with

an athletic contest often seen on other

video-game screens. The mate toss is

essentially the hammer throw—except

your cave contestant spins and throws a

cavewoman instead. The saber race is a

two-man dash with a unique incentive

to keep moving: A hungry saber-toothed

tiger tries to catch up from behind to

devour the slowest competitor. The dino

vault is pole vaulting in which a

dinosaur is the obstacle that must be

vaulted over. Perform this badly and

your caveman will either fall into a

canyon or fly right into the dino's jaws.

The Dino Race, featuring dino-back rid-

ers, is similar to a two-player equestrian

competition. The one-on-one clubbing

contest is a cross between fencing and

the event on the TV show American
Gladiators where two gladiators battle

one another with giant Q-Tips atop

above-ground platforms.

About the only genuinely original

event in Caveman Games is the tedious

Fire Start. The one who can start a

campfire first by rubbing sticks is the

winner.

Game play lends a little something

more to be desired. The challenge in

Caveman Games lies not in mastering

the events themselves but the game
controls. Particularly frustrating to learn

how to play is Fire Start, which tends to

be more exhausting than enjoyable.

However, once you get the technique

down, this event becomes a cinch to do

(as do all the others). Competitive play

with other people appears to be the

intention for Caveman Games, but this

need seems better suited for other titles

to fulfill.

A great ad man once said, "Sell the

sizzle, not the steak." And, for the most

part, that's what Caveman Games
is—more sizzle than steak.

—Howard H. Wen
Data East USA, Inc.

470 Needles Drive

San Jose, CA 95112

(408) 286-7074

Back to the Future,
Part II &

LJN

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($44.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 4 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 H 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Combining the last two
films of the series into one
CfiFiTicvgwr un rras Dt^fici©,ci

the action and comedic
aspects of the Sack to the

Future movies in its Sack to

the Future, Port It & HI

game for the NES.

Let's go back. No, not to the future,

but back to March 1990. In that month's

issue of VG&CE, Chris Bieniek gave
Back to the Future , the NES game, a low

rating. In his review he explained why
the game was bad, concluding that

many players would "likely consider it a

dud." There was also mention that a

game based on Back to the Future, Part

II would be arriving. "Let's hope it's an

improvement over the original," Chris

said optimistically.

As a fan of all the Back to the Future

films, I could see—to a degree—why the

NES game based on the first movie was
not up to expectations. Back to the

Future isn't

action-packed,

nor does it

have many
key scenes
that can be

easily trans-

lated into a

comparable
video-gaming
experience.
But last year's

adventure-
filled sequel.

Back to the

Future, Part II,

featured
numerous possibilities. And, though it

was less action-paced, the third and

final installment that came out last sum-

mer had a great locale, the Old West.

So after much anticipation, I was
excited to receive a copy of LJN's Back

to the Future, Part II & III to review. Two
separate games based on the films have

been placed back-to-back in the same
cartridge. "Wow," I thought, turning the

manual's pages, "two for the price of

one." Then I started playing....

Chris described the look of the origi-

nal Back to the Future as a "lame Paper-

boy rip-off." Back to the Future, Part II &
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Whti Low G Man you can

Ron, Jump, Stab, Seize A More!
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Power-up your

flima9fdvii| OClif

then jump almost

t SCREENS HIGH!

END JUMP HERE!

START JUMP HERE!

Hit tapir hamin jienpinj iMfc
io aimo Siam chiis a iaci lowers*

If Von Fail,

No Oik Survives!

Can You Handle the Responsibility

to Save the Countries of United

Earth from War-Crazed Robots?

The lives of trillions depend
on you - Low G Man, the most
skillful warrior alive. Ifyou
think you've aot the guts, your
stash will include a deadly
armor-piercing spear, an electro-

magnetic disrupter and a super-

human jump (up to l3/4 screens)l

So don't. But
just in case you'll

have infinite con-

tinue & a password.

You'll get rapid action,

detailed scrolling backgrounds,

T&XAIVI
Consumer Division

bundles of surprises,

multiple levels,

infectious music,

heavypower-ups, and
outrageously massive Bosses.

Art roil wormy or me rrtsiigious

title “Low G Man”?

Everyone can play Low G Man,
but only a few can master the

skills to save the CUE.

If you're ready for a game that

gives you everything and only
asks for your extreme concentra-
tion, then watch for Low G Man.



Ill not only looks, but is, a lame
Super Mario Bros, rip-off—minus
the good graphics, sound/music
and game play.

As in the second movie. Biff Tan-

nen from 2015 has gone back to

1955 with the DeLorean time

machine, giving his younger self a

sports almanac. When Marty McFly

and Doc Brown arrive back in 1985

from the 21st century, they discover

that Hill Valley has been horribly

altered by an evil Biff, who has used

the information in the almanac to win

a fortune and build a corrupt empire.

From there, the video game diverges

slightly from the film's plot: The 1985

Biff—and apparently his 1955 and
2015 counterparts, too—have scat-

tered 30 items through the aforemen-

tioned three time periods.

As Marty McFly, you must recover

these 30 items and put them back in

their original time periods. This will

restore 1985 to the way it was and stop

the unraveling of the space-time con-

tinuum. In your mission, you must also

get a compass to find your way
around.

Each time period is divided into 16

levels—or "streets"—that resemble
crude versions of Super Mario Bros.

screens and other similar games. Ob-

jects are found behind locked doors,

which can be opened only with a key. To

get a key, you make Marty jump on an

enemy creature, which will then some-
times throw a key into the air. Sound
familiar? A few of these creatures will

even release a star, which Marty can

catch to attain—yes—shooting power.

Super Mario Bros.-like obstacles, such

as platforms moving in midair that

Marty can jump on, are built into these

screens as well.

Inside the rooms, you must solve

puzzles (by collecting items within a

time limit) before you are given the

object. Then, you must find a hidden

"puzzle room" and return the specified

object. To complicate matters, the let-

ters of the object's name have been

scrambled.

Marty will need to jump from one
time period to another to perform all

these duties. This is done by calling Doc

with a walkie-talkie and hopping into

the DeLorean as it hovers by. After the

time controls are set, it's back to the
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Back to the Future, Part

It A III, by UN, takes Marty
McFly from one time period

to another to recover 30
items and bring them back
to their proper eras, saving
the time-space continuum
from destruction.

future. ..or the past. Performing these

time jumps takes a specific number of

nuclear fuel tokens, which Marty can

collect throughout his time travels. But

too many time jumps can have disas-

trous results: Marty might run into his

previous self, which will create a para-

dox and result in the loss of one life.

Besides the extremely poor graph-

ics, the enemies are a

strange assortment of

creatures that look like re-

jects from a Super Mario
Bros. game. Where are the

hoverboarding feral

youths? The motorcycle
gangs? Hotel security

guards from Biff's Pleasure

Palace? Crew-cut teen bul-

lies? Not here. A better

name for this game would

have been Super Marty
McFly 2 & 3.

The puzzle rooms will

remind you of the old Atari

2600 games. Seriously. In

addition, solving the puzzles

is more aggravating than

challenging. The thought of

going through all 30 screens

is a major turnoff. One of

these puzzle rooms is enti-

tled "That Sinking Feeling"—a feeling

you'll often experience while playing.

When you complete the first game,
you'll move to the Old West portion,

where you must rescue Doc, who's
stranded there. This game is a Super
Mario Bros, clone too! There are only 16

levels in this second mission and just

ten items to be found and put back in

place. Hence, this is one-third the length

of the first game.

There's little mention of the Old West
game in the manual, and with good rea-

son: It's not worth trudging through the

first part for. The instructions also fail to

document that you can hold down the B

button, press SELECT from the title

screen and then rearrange the scram-

bled letters to read "FLUX CAPACITOR
IS THE POWER," which will take you
directly to the Old West.

Then there's the soundtrack. The
rousing movie score by Alan Silvestri

isn't here. ZZ Top's "Doubleback" isn't

here either. Instead, a mangled version

of Huey Lewis and the News' "Back in

Time" plays at the title. Then, once the

i rtf) fi 1
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Bring the Strip to your neighborhood—and the

W^casino of your choice home to your living room. Set

off with your friends to that magical oasis where dreams
come true, and fortunes are made and lost. Combining four of

the most popular casino games into one exciting package,

VEGAS DREAM lets up to four players compete in the Hal Palace

Hotel casino. Side bets, sub-plots and a cast of fascinating

characters assure non-stop action. Try your hand at Blackjack

or Roulette, spin the Slot Machines in denominations from $1

to $100, then take a little break in the action and play a few
games of Keno. Loan j|^Vmoney back and forth, change to a

different game at rjr any time, or save your bankroll

to use next time. Take 'IJxT * chance on VEGAS DREAM—odds
are you’re going to love it.

, Available April, 1990.
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Seal of Quality
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game is started, generic Nintendo
music—of the worst kind—takes over.

It's astonishing that the blockbuster

Back to the Future movies—one of the

most spirited adventure trilogies—have

been turned into a trio of mega-lacklus-

ter NES games. How this happened is

probably as mysterious as the space-

time continuum itself. "Great Scott!" as

Dr. Emmet Brown would exclaim. When
I cast aside my love for the movies, I

saw Back to the Future, Part II & III for

what it truly is—a turkey.

—H. H. W.
LJN Ltd.

Distributed by Acclaim Distribution, Inc.

71 Audrey Ave.

Oyster Bay, NY 11771

(516) 922-2400

Frankenstein
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under Frank's power. Your character can

enter buildings where treasure chests

containing potions to increase your life

energy points may be opened. Some-
times a creature must be defeated
before you can get these chests.

At first, your only means of bringing

down the monsters is the standard
punching and aerial kicking. Some of

the fallen enemies leave

behind weapons, which
may be picked up and
used. Your potential

weapons inventory

includes various clubs,

hooks, swords and firing

power. Many of these can

be used indefinitely, or at

least until your player is

struck down by a mon-
ster, after which they

must be replaced or

quickly picked up off the ground before

they disappear. Floating heart shapes,

which restore your character's life

energy, can also be retrieved.

Frankenstein is broken up into sev-

eral stages of play. The monsters you
must challenge on your journey to

Frankenstein's hideout range from the

arrogant Demon Horse to the out-of-

place Medusa. Besides the aforemen-

tioned village streets, game play takes

place in such environs as a forest, a

sewer, a castle and a cemetery, to name
just a few.

The biggest problem with Franken-

stein is its handling of your player's

lives. Besides picking up hearts and life

potions, only a maximum of five hits

can be sustained. After that, the game
must be continued, and only two contin-

ues are allowed. None are given if you

are starting the game with a password.

The background graphics are nice.

BANDAI

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($44.99)

SOIJND/MWflr 0 21 4 5 ft H o^ Km ^ 9wn§a|

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 |H 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

Frankenstein comes to the NES
screen in this second video-gaming
effort by Bandai based on a famous
monster. In Frankenstein, the scenario

depicts Dr. Franken-

stein's undead cre-

ation as an evil

sort, who pillages

the town of Transyl-

vania and kidnaps

the fair lass Emily.

"I will take this girl

for my own!" he

proclaims. This is

not the benevolent

and misunderstood

creature portrayed

in the original novel

and films.

Playing the role

of an adventurer
whom you may christen with any six-

character name, it's up to you to save

Emily. After choosing your name, it's off

to the action. Moving your player

through a village street, you must fight

rabid, purple dogs, demons, gargoyles

and a host of other monsters who are

Bandai's Frankenstein for

the NES puts you up against

the enormous beast, in an
effort to save Emily, one of

Transylvania's innocent

citizens*
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of the ’90s! ROLLERBALL brings

you two exciting new games in one.

SKYSCRAPER—Afour-screen, vertical-
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wizard! MATCHPLAY—Fast-paced bead-to-

head competition with afew twists you’ve

never seen before! Tbe electronic pinball
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action! Tbe only thing it won’t do is TILT!
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temple and cave areas, your character

may actually move along the ceiling to

evade the dark ninja's attacks.

A variety of weapons are at your

disposal. Each stage is designed so

that a specific weapon will be most
effective throughout, but weapon
changes are still needed often. The
sword is the standard weapon.
You'll also attack with throwing
stars, a bamboo bomb and a sickle

and chain for long distance attacks.

All of the above weapons are avail-

able immediately and
don't have to be col-

lected. Changing
weapons is as simple as

pressing the SELECT but-

ton anytime during play.

Along the way, certain

ninjas will appear that,

when killed, provide

power-ups. One type of

power-up increases your

weapon power, while

another acts as a smart

bomb, clearing

the screen of

enemies.
Another power-

up provides up
to two addi-

tional "shad-
ows" of yourself

that copy your
movements
exactly (includ-

ing all jumps
and shots taken)

but cannot be
hurt. The last

power-up sur-

rounds your
characters with a shield of yellow

fire, helping to protect you from

enemy shots for a short time.

As each level is completed, a

boss must be defeated (standard

operating procedure). Some may
be hurt only with certain weapons,

and each requires some strategy

and practice to defeat.

Both one- and two-player

modes are available; the two play-

ers alternate as one or the other

dies. Two modes of play are possi-

ble: The first is like the arcade ver-

sion in that, if your player is hit, he

dies. The second version allows

and careful attention is given to tex-

tures. The game characters themselves

while richly detailed are a bit small in

size. Compared to other recent NES
games of this type, Frankenstein falls

short in this area.

Frankenstein is standard video-gam-

ing material, not a bad game. The
graphics are average, the sound and

music are average and its difficulty and

challenge are too. The end product is a

game that won't disappoint—or

excite—casual players. Pickier gamers,

on the other hand, will probably find

Frankenstein terminally bland.

—H. H. W.

Bandai America, Inc.

12951 East 166th St.

Cerritos, CA 90701

(213) 926-0947

Ninja Spirit
NEC

For the To r b o G r a f x- 1 6 ($61.99)

What's a young ninja to do? Your

father was murdered right before your

eyes by another evil ninja in the guise

of a wolf (your average ninja in wolf's

clothing). As Moonlight, your quest is to

seek out the beast that killed your father

and tear him, as well as his cronies,

limb from limb.

Ninja Spirit is a horizontally scrolling

martial-arts fighting game that origi-

nally appeared in the arcade. Game
play is divided into

seven areas, each

filled with followers

of the dark side of

ninja magic. The
backgrounds consist

of dark temples and

stormy nighttime

landscapes and pro-

vide a perfect back-

drop for the action.

Wind-blasted trees,

steep cliffs and rocky

outcroppings must be

carefully navigated

while keeping alert

for enemies. In the

7

GRAPHICS

PLAYABILITY

OVERALL
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Cartridges
Bonus

Receive a $10 Bonus whenyou sellback5 or

more cartridges. Return this coupon withyour

cartridges (5 or more) foryour$10 Bonus.

We Sell Used / We Buy We Sell Used / We Buy We Sell Used / We Buy

1942 19.95/10.00

1943 29.95/15.00

720 Degrees 29.95/15.00

8 Eyes 29.95/15.00

A Boy

and His Blob

Abadox

Adventure Island

Adventures

in Magic Kingdom 32.95/18.00

Adv. of Bayou Billy 19.95/8.00

Adv. of Dino Riki

Adv. of Unk
Adv. of Lolo

Adv. of Lolo 2

Adventures

of Tom Sawyer

Afterburner

Air Fortress

Airwolf

Alien Syndrome

All Pro Basketball

All Star Softball

Alpha Mission

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

Amagon
Anticipation

Archon

Arkanoid

with Controller

Arkista’s Ring

Astynax

Athena

Back to the Future

Back to the

Future 11/III

Bad Dudes

Bad News Basebal

Bad Street Brawler

Balloon Fight

Bandit Kings

ofAncient China

Baseball

Simulator 1.000

Baseball Stars

Bases Loaded

Bases Loaded 2

Bat Man
Battle Chess

Battle of Olympus

Big Foot

Bionic Commando
Black Bass

Blades of Steel

Blaster Master

Bomber Man
Breakthru

Bubble Bobble

Bump N Jump
Burai Fighter

Burgertime

Cabal

California Games
Captain Comic

Captain Skyhawk

Casino Kid

Castle of Dragon

Castlequest

Castlevania

Caveman Games
Challenge

Pebble Beach

Championship

Bowling

Chessmaster

Chubby Cherub

Circus Caper

City Connection

Clash

at Demonhead

Clu Clu Land

Cobra Command
Cobra Triangle

Codename Viper

Commando
Contra

Crystalis

Cybemoid

Dash Galaxy

Days of Thunder

Deadly Towers

Defender

of the Crown

Defender II

Demon Sword

Desert

Commander
Destination

Earthstar

Dick Tracy

Dig Dug II

Donkey Kong

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

49.95/25.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

37.95/22.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

39.95/25.00

32.95/18.00

37.95/22.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

32.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

34.95/20.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

28.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

37.95/22.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

34.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

37.95/22.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

Donkey Kong

Classics

Donkey Kong 3

Donkey Kong Jr.

Donkey Kong

Jr. Math

Double Dragon

Double Dragon II

Double Dribble

Dr. Jekyll

& Mr. Hyde

Dr. Chaos
Dragon Ninja

Dragon Power

Dragon Tale

Dragon Warrior

Dragon Warrior II

Dragon's Lair

Duck Tales

Dynowarz

Elevator Action

Elway’s

Quarterback

Excite Bike

Fantasy Zone

Fast Break

Faxanadu

Fester’s Quest

Fighting Golf

Final Fantasy

Fist of North Star

Flying Dragon

Freedom Force

Friday the 13th

Galactic Crusader

Galaga

Gauntlet

Genghis Khan

Ghostbusters

Ghostbusters 2

Ghosts N Goblins

Gilligan’s Island

Goal

Godzilla

Golf

Golgo 13

Goonies II

Gradius

Guardian Legend

Guerilla Wars
Gunsmoke

Gyruss

Heavy Barrel

Heavy Shreddin

Hollywood

Squares

Hoops

Hydlide

Ice Climber

Ice Hockey

Ikari Warriors

Ikari Warriors II

Impossible

Mission II

Indiana Jones
Infiltrator

Ironsword

Iron Tank

Isolated Warrior

Jack Nicklaus Golf

Jackal

Jaws

Jeopardy

Jeopardy Jr.

Jeopardy 25 Aniv.

Jordan vs. Bird

Journey to Slius

Joust

Karate Champ
Karate Kid

Kamov
Kid Icarus

Kid Kool

Kid Niki

King’s Knight

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

24.95/12.00

24.95/12.00

32.95/18.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/8.00

39.95/25.00

39.95/25.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/8.00

17.95/6.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

37.95/22.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

34.95/20.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

32.95/18.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

17.95/6.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

19-95/10.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

32.95/18.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

32.95/18.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/20.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

Mach Rider

Mafat Conspiracy

Magic of

Scheherazade

Magmax
Major League

Baseball

Mappy Land

Marble Madness

Mario Brothers

Marvel’s Xmen

17.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

28.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

32.95/18.00

Mechanized Attack 29.95/15.00

49.95/30.00

29.95/15.00

49.95/30.00

19.95/8.00

We Sell Used / We Buy

Robo Warrior 24.95/12.00

Megaman
Megaman 2

Megaman 3
Metroid

Mickey

Mousecapade

Mig Hunter

Mighty Bomb Jack

Millipede

Milon’s

Secret Castle

Monster Party

Ms. Pac Man
Muscle

Mystery Quest

NARC
National Football

League

Nightmare

on Elm Street

Ninja Gaiden

Ninja Gaiden 2

Ninja Kid

Ninja Taro

Nobunaga’s

Ambition

Operation Wolf

Othello

Pac Man
Paperboy

Pesterminator

Phantom Fighter

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/20.00

32.95/18.00

37.95/22.00

19.95/10.00

37.95/22.00

24.95/12.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/20.00

19.95/8.00

24.95/12.00

28.95/15.00

28.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

Robocop

Robodemons
Rock N Ball

Rocket Ranger

Roger Rabbit

Rollerball

Rolling Thunder

Romance of the

Three Kingdoms

Rush N Attack

Rygar

Section Z

Seicross

Shadowgate

Shingen the Ruler

Shinobi

Side Pocket

Silent Assault

Silent Service

Silkworm

Simon’s Quest

Skate or Die

Skate orDie2
Sky Shark

Skykid

Slalom

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

34.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

34.95/20.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

69.95/30.00

32.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

34.95/20.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/10.00

Snake Rattle N Roll 29.95/15.00

Snakes Revenge 29.95/15.00

Snoopy Silly Sports 29.95/15.00

Soccer

Solomon’s Key

Solstice

Spelunker

Spot

Spy Hunter

Spy vs. Spy

Sqoon

Star Force

Star Soldier

Star Voyager

Stealth ATF
Stinger

19.95/10.00

32.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

32.95/18.00

37.95/22.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

19.95/10.00

Guaranteed

Highest
Prices
Paid
For

Nintendo®
Cartridges

We will pay more for your

Nintendo cartridges than any

other company. Enclosed a

current price list with your

catridges if you can find any
higher buy back prices. We
will pay at least $1.00 more

Street Fighter 2010 34.95/20.00

Strider 24.95/10.00

Super C 34.95/20.00

Super Dodge Ball 32.95/ 18.00

Super

Mario Brothers 2 32.95/18.00

Super

Mario Brothers 3 49.95/30.00

Super Off Road 32.95/18.00

Superman 29.95/15.00

Super Pitfall 29.95/15.00

Super Sprint 24.95/12.00

Swords & Serpents 37.95/22.00

T&C Surf Design 17.95/6.00

Tag Team
Wrestling 19.95/10.00

Target Renegade 29.95/15.00

Tecmo Baseball 29.95/15.00

Tecmo Bowl 32.95/18.00

Tecmo Wrestling 32.95/18.00

Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles 32.95/18.00

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Arcade Game 44.95/30.00

Kings of the Beach 24.95/12.00

Klax 32.95/18.00

Knight Rider 24.95/12.00

Kung Fu Heroes 29.95/15.00

Last Starfighter 29.95/15.00

Legacy of Wizard 24.95/12.00

Legend of Kage 19.95/8.00

Legend of Zelda 19.95/8.00

Legendary Wings 19.95/10.00

Life Force 19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00 Little League Championship

19.95/10.00

34.95/20.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

Baseball

Lode Runner

Loopz

Low G Man
Lunar Pool

24.95/12.00

32.95/18.00

37.95/22.00

37.95/22.00

39.95/25.00

-for EACH Nintendo Tennis 19.95/10.00

1 Cartridge and send you a 1 Terra Cresta 24.95/12.00

check within 48 hours of
1

Tetris (Nintendo) 32.95/18.00

1 receiving your cartridges. . Three Stooges 24.95/12.00

Thundercade 24.95/12.00

Pidionary 32.95/18.00 Tiger Heli 19.95/8.00

Pinball 29.95/15.00 Time Lord 37.95/22.00

Pinbot 29.95/15.00 Tombs & Treasures 29.95/15.00

Pipedream 34.95/20.00 Toobin 29.95/15.00

Ratoon 19.95/8.00 Top Gun 19.95/8.00

Popeye 19.95/10.00 Top Gun 2 29.95/15.00

P.O.W. 24.95/12.00 Top Rayer Tennis 32.95/18.00

Predator 24.95/12.00 Total Recall 37.95/22.00

Pro Am Raang 19.95/8.00 Track and field 19.95/8.00

Punch Out 19.95/10.00 Track and field II 19.95/8.00

RBI Baseball 19-95/10.00 Trojan 19.95/8.00

RBI Baseball 2 32.95/18.00 Turbo Raang 29.95/15.00

Racket Attack 24.95/12.00 Twin Cobra 24.95/12.00

Rad Racer 19.95/10.00 Twin Eagle 28.95/15.00

Rad Racer 2 29.95/15.00 Ultima 29.95/15.00

Raid Urban Champion 19.95/10.00

on Bungling Bay 19.95/10.00 Vegas Dreams 34.95/18.00

Rally Bike 29.95/15.00 Vindicators 24.95/12.00

Rambo 19.95/8.00 Volley Ball 29.95/15.00

Rampage 24.95/12.00 Wall Street Kidd 24.95/12.00

Remote Control 24.95/12.00 Wheel of Fortune 32.95/18.00

Renegade 19.95/8.00 Family Edition 29.95/15.00

Rescue The Junior 24.95/12.00

Embassy Mission 29.95/15.00 Wild Gunman 19.95/10.00

Rescue Rangers 34.95/20.00 Willow 32.95/18.00

Ring King 29.95/15.00 Win, Lose or Draw 29.95/15.00

River City Ransom 29.95/15.00 Winter Games 19.95/8.00

Road Blasters 29.95/15.00 Wizards

Road Runner 24.95/12.00 and Warriors 19.95/8.00

We Sell Used / We Buy

Wizardry 37.95/22.00

World Championship

Wrestling

World G.P.

World Runner

Wrath of the

Black Manta

Wrecking Crew

Wrestlemania

Xenophobe

Xevious

Xexyz

Zanac

37.95/22.00

28.95/15.00

19.95/8.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

19.95/8.00

19.95/10.00

24.95/12.00

19.95/10.00

We Sell Used / We Buy

Used
Vscu\ „

When selling back your
Nintendo cartridges, we deduct

$2.00 for each missing box and

$1.00 for missing instructions.

Although all Nintendo
cartridges include instructions,

some may not have the original

box. If you require a box with

your cartridge, please make a

note of it with your order.

Used

TurboGrafx 16

Cartridges
29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

39.95/20.00

39.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

39.95/25.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

39.95/20.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/18.00

34.95/18.00

34.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

39.95/25.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

29.95/15.00

24.95/12.00

34.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

34.95/18.00

34.95/18.00

39.95/25.00

Alien Crush

Blazing Lasers

Bloody Wolf

Bonk’s Adventure

China Warrior

Cratermaze

Cybercore

Deep Blue

Devil’s Crush

Double Dungeons

Dragon Spirit

Dragon’s Curse

Dungeon Explorer

Fantasy Zone

Final Lap Twin

Galaga '90

JJ and Jeff

King of Chicago

Legendary Axe

LegendaryAxe II

Military Madness

Moto Roader

Neutopia

Ordyne

Pac Land

Power Golf

R Type

Side Arms

Space Harrier

Splatterhouse

Takin it to the Hoop34 .95/ 18.00

Victory Run 24.95/12.00

Vigilante

World Class

Baseball

World Court

Tennis

24.95/12.00

34.95/18.00

29.95/15.00

All Used TurboGrafx 16

cartridges must include plastic

case and instructions.

Cartridges
Afterburner II 39.95/23.00

Air Diver 29.95/15.00

Alex Kidd 29.95/15.00

Arnold Palmer Golf 34.95/18.00

Atomic Rotx) Kid 39.95/23.00

Budokan 34.95/18.00

Buster Douglas Boxing 39.95/23.00

Columns 39.95/23.00

Crackdown 39.95/23.00

Cyberball 39.95/23.00

Dick Tracy 39.95/23.00

ESwat 39.95/23.00

Forgotten Worlds 34.95/18.00

Ghouls N Ghosts 29.95/15.00

Golden Axe 39.95/20.00

Ghostbusters 34.95/18.00

Hell Fire 34.95/18.00

Herzog Zwei 29.95/15.00

InspectorX 39.95/23.00

Joe Montana Football 44.95/25.00

Klax 39.95/25.00

Last Battle 29.95/15.00

Moonwalker 34.95/18.00

Mystic Defender 29.95/15.00

Pat Riley Basketball 39.95/25.00

Phantasy Star II 39.95/20.00

Populous 34.95/18.00

Rambo III 29.95/15.00

Revenge of Shinobi 34.95/18.00

Shove It 24.95/12.00

Soccer 29.95/15.00

Space Harrier II 29.95/15.00

Super Hang On 29.95/15.00

Super Hydlide 29.95/15.00

Super Monico GP 39.95/20.00

Super Thunder Blade 24.95/12.00

SLper Volleyball 39.95/23.00

Sword of Vermillion 54.95/30.00

Target Earth 29.95/15.00

Technocop 39.95/23.00

Thunderforce II 29.95/15.00

Thundetforce III 39.95/23.00

Tommy Lasorda

Baseball 39.95/20.00

Truxton 29.95/15.00

Zoom 24.95/12.00

Why BRE Software?
- Large Selection

- No Membership Fees

- No Credit Card Surcharge

- FREE Price Lists

- 90 Day Warranty on Used Cartridges

- Used Cartridges are dean, complete

with instructions and shrink wrapped

with plastic just like new.

Order with confidence
- Accepted cartridges paid within

48 hours of receiving your games.
- Open Monday thru Saturday.

- Call and talk to a person, not a

machine, ask about latest titles.

Titles in italics are new and may or may not be available, please call for

availability. All Used Cartridges have a 90 day warranty and are subject

to availability. Although prices are subject to change without notice, most

prices will be effective through January 31, 1991. We reserve the right to

refuse any sale or purchase. Allow 14 working days for personal checks to

dear, send money order for faster processing. Due to the nature of game
cartridges, we are unable to give refunds . For UPS shipping, add $4.50

for the first two cartridges and $.50 for each additional cartridge. Street

addresses only - No P.O. Boxes. Alaska, Hawaii and Canada $10.00

Minimum. California Residents add 6.75% tax. If you are undear about

any of our polides, procedures or prices, please call.

Send your Cartridges to:

BRE Dept. VG12mam ^

Software
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 937 1

1

(209 ) 438-4263
FAX (209)432-2599

No Credit

Card Surcharge

CIRCLE #135 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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your player to be hit five times before

kicking off. An on-screen indicator in the

upper-left and -right corners show your

current weapon and the number of hits

remaining, if applicable.

The game provides unlimited contin-

ues, and believe me, you'll need them. It

takes some time to figure out which

weapons to use where and devise a

strategy that will get you through an

area alive. Even if you know how to get

through an area, the game play is so

frantic that you will most certainly be

kept on your toes.

If you want an idea of how the NEC
version looks and plays, check out the

arcade version. The translation to the

TurboGrafx-16 is practically flawless.

The graphics are excellent, as are the

sound effects and music. The animation

is smooth, and flicker is evident only

when the screen is really packed. Don't

expect any cartoonish graphics and
action here. Dragon Spirit is a great

example of the TurboGrafx-16's abilities.

—Brent Walker

NEC Home Electronics, Inc.

1255 Michael Drive

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094

(708) 860-9500

Hellfire
SEISMIC

For the Sega Genesis (NA)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

GRAPHICS t 2 3 4 5 6 P 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Hellfire is a scrolling side-view

shooter with all the elements that

games like this feature, such as...

An overly dramatic game scenario.

It's 2998 and the Black Nebula has

begun sucking away star systems. The

Galactic Federation's entire weapons'

defense system has been taken over by

an ominous force called the Super
Mech, which controls the ever-increas-

ing power of the Black Nebula. With the

only means of defense destroyed, a

dark cloud has literally been cast over

the fate of the galaxy, and the Federa-

tion is helpless to do anything. But wait!

In settings like this, there's always a...

Lone spaceship. You pilot a powerful

starfighter, the CNCS1. Your mission is

Hellfire§ by Seismic, brings

the intense side-scrolling

arcade shoot-'em-up to the

Genesis, requiring you to

battle it out against the Super
Mech for control of the entire

galaxy.

***** EASY XQ9rrP2 ***** EASY
IS***# 03 Z 1 STAGE?.

j

***** EASY P.O&HPl n>» EASY
*0800

L .

O? C STAGE 1 IBSGOG

to infiltrate the six planets captured by

the Super Mech and destroy the

enemy's weapons in your quest to save

the galaxy. Flying robots and other

types of mechanical attackers swarm
around your craft and fire on it. The
CNCS1 shoots in four different direc-

tions of your choosing: forward, back-

ward, up and down and diagonally in

four angles. In video games like this,

your firepower can be augmented by

destroying certain enemy weapons that,

naturally, release...

Power-up units. The CNCSI's laser

shots can be doubled or tripled by pick-

ing up a specified power-up capsule.

Other auxiliaries will increase the speed

of your spaceship, provide a temporary

shield or award extra lives or points.

One even gives you a hovering robot

that goes on automatic search-and-

destroy missions. Then there are the

hellfire blasts, which incinerate all alien

weapons. Of course, you should have

your ship's firing upgraded as soon as

possible. Because at the end of every

stage in a game like this, you always

have to face a...

Boss enemy. This guy is the toughest

of the tough, the baddest of the bad, the

biggest of the big, and the

one you absolutely have to

defeat in order to advance

to the next level. Most of

the time, the only way you

can defeat a boss enemy is

by finding out its...

Achilles' heel. As a gen-

eral rule, all superbly com-
plex looking and seemingly

powerful enemies in a video

game such as this have a

fatal weak spot. Finding and

exploiting it is the chal-

lenge. There are six Super

Mech bosses for you to

defeat—and an additional

number of "intermediate"

ones to deal with as well.

The graphics in Hellfire

are a little below the usual

standard that Genesis own-

ers have come to expect.

The music tracks sound sus-

piciously familiar, as if they

were lifted from other Gen-

esis titles. Though this cannot be con-

firmed, it seems that a number of Gene-

sis games share the same, fast-tempo
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on. Each manager must alternately

punch at the others while trying to

make it to their favorite wrestler.

Once each player has cho-

sen a champion, the serious

action commences. Each
wrestler has an arsenal of

seven different moves that

may be used to pummel the

opponents. Buttons I and II

and SELECT are used in differ-

ent combinations to produce
two high moves, two middle

moves and two low moves.
The last is a special move that

may only be used once every

five seconds. The moves vary

for each wrestler and may
include any variety of

punches, belly slaps or kicks.

Each player has a limited

amount of damage that he
may take before the wrestler

slows and weakens. Some
strength returns if the player

moves away from the conflict

and avoids battle, but to

speed up recovery, a lim-

ited amount of energy
recharges are available,

with the number depending

upon which of the three dif-

ficulty levels was chosen.

It's easy to see how your

wrestler is holding out.

Each has a wrist band that

changes color according to

their energy level. Four dif-

ferent colors indicate one-

quarter to full strength. Each wrestler

is rated in four statistics: hit strength,

hit speed, walk speed and recovery

rate. A rank of 1 to 5 is given for

each, with each wrestler having dif-

ferent strength and weaknesses com-
pared with the others.

The point of the contest is to

throw all of your opponents out of

the ring while avoiding flying out

yourself. While outside the ring, you
may continue fighting others, both
inside and out, and continue earning

prize money.

Once there is a victor (an instant

replay is shown of the final throw), play-

ers proceed to a statistics screen that

shows how much money has been
earned by each player for that round,

how many hits were given, and how

bass rhythm in their soundtrack. Hence,

the similarities in their music.

Game control proves to be a problem.

It is too difficult to maneuver your star-

ship with the precision needed, espe-

cially in the higher stages, while playing

on the control pad. Hellfire requires an

arcade controller in order to work best.

Thus, the Genesis' add-on joystick not

only helps, but also greatly enhances
overall game play.

This game can't be praised for origi-

nality, but Hellfire does, at least, deliver

the action. Many may not find this a

good enough reason to buy it, but some
will. After all, there has to be a reason

why so many scrolling, side-view shoot-

ers are around.

—H. H. W.
Seismic Software Inc.

3375 Scott Blvd., Suite 100

Santa Clara, CA 95054

(408) 727-3682

Battle Royale
NEC

For the Tu r b o G r a f x - 1 6 ($61.99)

Battle Royale is a wrestling contest

that allows up to five wrestlers (via the

TurboTap) to kick, punch and slam each

other around and out of the ring.

Matches may be played either as

one-on-one confrontations (tourna-

ment mode) or as a free-for-all,

with up to five human or com-
puter-controlled wrestlers (non-

tournament mode). A TV
announcer greets players with a

menu of game choices for the

BRAWL, Battle Royale of America

Wrestling League.

The action begins when each

player takes control of a wrestling man-
ager and prepares to choose the

wrestler that they want to represent for

the upcoming matches. Sumo Master,

Executioner, Mongo Kahn, Spitfire Spike

and Meateater are the five professionals

available for battle. Choice of who gets

what wrestler is a battle in itself. The
managers are lined up in a locker room,

and after a short countdown, the race is

NEC lakes ihe popular
wrestling theme and allows

up to five players to cut

loose in the squared circle

in Battle Royale for the

TuihoGrafx-1 6.

SSSSSMMil 1 2 3 4 5 a 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4
ill

6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10
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many were taken. Bonus cash is

awarded according to how many special

hits you threw, how long you lasted in

the ring and how quickly the round was
ended. When in the nontournament
mode, players can go as many rounds

as they want, but the tournament mode
allows only a limited number of

%

rematches if your player loses.

Battle Royale was designed with mul-

tiplayer fun in mind and is geared
mainly in that direction. While there is

plenty of wrestling action to be had in

the tournament mode, the most enjoy-

ment comes when you have two or

more players going at it full blast in the

ring. Visually the game has its ups and

downs. The screen shots of the man-
agers before a match and the after-

match gloating sessions of the wrestlers

are great, but the graphics during the

matches don't compare. The wrestlers

themselves look okay, but the animation

is jerky. The sound effects are enjoy-

able, from the grunts, groans and slaps,

to the guttural "You die!" threats, it all

helps establish the right atmosphere.

Battle Royale will be enjoyed most by

wrestling enthusiasts with enough play-

ers to fill the ring, but it may appeal less

to other players.

—B. W.

NEC Home Electronics, Inc.

1255 Michael Drive

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094

(708) 860-9500

Gremlins II

SUNSOFT
For the Nintendo Entertainment

System ($47.95)

What's small, furry and cute, should

be kept away from water and sunlight

and must never be removed from the

slot while the power is on? It's Gremlins

II, based loosely on the summer film.

And like the film, the game is a

pleasant surprise. ..a lot of clever

twists, cinematic graphics

and—the biggest rarity of

all—an exceptionally appealing

hero. There's a dichotomy in the

game, though: Its biggest appeal will

probably be for children who love the

characters, but it's a difficult game and
may frustrate its intended audience.

The game starts out with an ani-

mated prologue. Gizmo, the warm
fuzzy Mogwai with puppy-dog eyes, is

trapped in a cage in the genetics lab of

the Clamp Plaza. Zach Galligan, in

what must be his first appearance in

an NES cartridge, frees Gizmo and
takes him to his cubicle elsewhere in

the building. From there,

Gizmo must travel through

various levels of the build-

ing to the control center of

the Plaza, there to meet
his destiny. En route, he'll

face various creatures
bent on his destruction;

evil Gremlins (mostly),

security devices and other

obstacles.

There are five levels in

the game, most of which
have two separate areas,

for a total of nine stages. A
four-letter password lets

you continue at whatever
level you left off; if you lose

your last life in Area 2-2,

for instance, you can pick

up at the beginning of 2-2

next time you play. How-
ever, I found that some areas are

incredibly tough unless you purpose-

fully start at an earlier level and
strengthen your resources. At the end

of each level, you get a new offensive

weapon automatically.

As in most games, the hero has a life

supply, here represented by a row of

hearts. As you take hits,

the hearts shrink and
vanish. Lose your entire

row of hearts, and
Gizmo spins around and

vanishes convincingly in

a puff of smoke.

There are a few ways
to prolong your life. In

each level (though you

may have to search an

out-of-the-way branch of

the area to find it) is an

entrance to Mr. Wing's

shop. Here you can buy

any one of the items he

has to offer: balloons to

f-a / ff ry I § a,#?vrevniifis if is aiirvi ••er

successful porting of a film

to a video game by SunSoft,

and it will challenge the

most serious players with its

l* I,m L| I Alii it |f JtJiWMAnign level or gairre play*
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But will they wait?

Palamedes i^l refreshing new type of dice shooting puzzleigagp. You’ll need sharp wits and quick
fingers to master its simple yet intense technique. Shoot at the myriad of dice descending down
and make poker hands that will eliminate rows of dangerous dice. The better your hand the more
rows you wipe out. You can have single play, match play or a tournament. Use a handicap so all

players can compete on equal footing. PALAMEDES is fun for the whole family.

LICENSED BY NINTENDO®
FOR PLAY ON THE

CNintendoj

Official

Seal of Quality

©1990 HOT-B CO., LTD. PALAMEDES™ is a trademark of HOT-B USA, Inc

1255 Post St., Suite 1040, San Francisco, CA 94109 (415) 567-9501
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save you from falling down the bottom-

less pits in Clamp Plaza, a life-restoring

potion to replenish your dwindling life-

line, a weapon power-up, additional

lives or a heart (which increases the

number of hearts in your row). You pay

the cost of these items in crystals, which

appear momentarily each time you kill

an enemy and must be quickly picked

up.

The frustrating part of the Mr. Wing
Purchase Plan is that he'll only sell you

one item from his selection; you're then

tossed out of the shop, and it vanishes

until the next area. So although you
may have accumulated huge numbers
of crystals, they won't do you much
good.

Gremlins II gets nasty after the first

couple of levels. Children who love

Gizmo (who appears animated in close-

up during the plot-moving scenes
between each level) may be stymied by

the quantity and complexity of some of

the puzzles.

The graphics are excellent, particu-

larly for licensed products, which so

often appear to be rushed to market

with insufficient attention to quality. The

music is also varied and sufficiently

exciting.

While Gizmo may be too cute for

older players to stomach, those who
pass this one by may be doing them-

selves a disservice; there are a lot of

tough and interesting twists here that

will keep the experienced arcade
gamers coming back for more.

—J. M.

Sunsoft

1 1165 Knott Avd., Suites A and B

Cypress, CA 90630

(714) 891-4500

Mendel Palace
HUDSON SOFT

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($49.99)

Who would have ever believed the

hazards one can run into when sleep-

ing! In Mendel Palace from Hudson
Soft, your best friend, Candy, has fallen

In one of Hie strangest

premises for a video game
yet to date, Hudson Soft's

Mendel Palace sets you out
on the trail of your best

friend Candy's kidnappers,
her toy dolls.

into a deep sleep,

and her dolls have

taken her prisoner.

It seems that they

have come to life in

her dreams and
refuse to let her

awaken.

As Bon-Bon
(somebody's sweet

tooth must have
dreamed up these

names), you must
fight your way through eight different

houses before proceeding to the castle

itself, which has two levels. Since each

area has 10 rounds within it, there are

100 different screens to conquer in order

to rescue Candy. An extra Mendel Palace

is also present and can be accessed by

holding down START and SELECT before

turning on the game. In this second
game, you will proceed directly through

100 different rounds and will not be able

to choose when and where you want to

proceed.

The manner in which the dolls

must be defeated is a departure

from the normal blasting and hack-

ing. Each screen is made up of a

5x7 grid of panels that you shuffle

in order to knock an enemy against

either a rock or wall and thus kill

them. Each section of the grid may
have anywhere from two to six dif-

ferent panels that can contain dif-

ferent objects. Stars are the most com-

mon object, and for every 100, your

player's speed increases, and you are

awarded an extra man. There are also

panels that, when exposed, give birth to

more enemies, as well as a "roulette"

panel that switches between awards of

stars, points and a 1-Up, depending on
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The AncientWorld
NeedsAFew Good Men

' s '
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Start-up Screen

Recruit Hero

Battle Map

Bandit Kings availablefor NES, PC and Amiga.

Nobunaga's Ambition - Become a Daimyo warlord in 16th

century Japan. Set in the brutal warring states period, the

conflict begins as the Shogun has fallen. Your quest is to

use military might as well as peacetime negotiations to

unite the separate provinces. With the right moves, you
can secure the command of the entire nation!

Availablefor NES, PC, Amiga and Mac 12/90.

Romance of the Three Kingdoms - As a Warlord of the

2nd century China, you must restore a shattered Empire.
Gather the bravest warriors of the land to build up your

armies. Use strength and strategy to destroy your enemies
and claim the power to govern all of China.

Availablefor NES, PC and Amiga

Genghis Khan - Become the greatest warrior the world has
known. Through battles and allegiances, forge the mighty

Mongol Horde. With armies atyour command, the empires

of the world are tempting targets. Fight bravely to achieve

the ultimate goal of world conquest.

Availablefor NES, PC and Amiga

KOEI Games are available in these retail outlets nationwide! If you can't find the

KOEI product you are looking for, call us at (415) 348-0500 (9am to 5pm PST) to

charge on Visa/MC. Continental U.S. shipping only.

NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Babbages Lionel Leisure Software Etc.

Captron G & G Toys R Us
Electronics Boutique Kay Bee Toys Walmart

Babbages
Egghead
Electronics Boutique

IBM & Amiga are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. & Commodore Amiga Inc.

Nintendo and the Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. TM
designates trademark of KOEI CO.. LTD.

The Song Empire faces two dire threats.

From within - Gao Qiu, the minister of

War. Amanwho has usurped the power
of the throne from a weak, but just

Emperor. His corrupting touch has in-

fected every level of the Kingdom. Hon-
orable men are hunted and exiled while

the wicked are rewarded with positions

of authority.

From outside the borders - The Mongol
Horde waits for the perfect opportunity

to invade. But these are the days when
tigers walk as men. Join the band of

outlaw heroes as they unite to defend

the honor of the Empire from the evil

tyranny ofGao Qiu and the might of the

barbarian armies.

KOEI's "HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW OUR HISTORY?" Sweepstakes

1) Genghis Khan's greatest

(a) a quick temper (b) the hit single 1 feel for you!" (c) a bad smell (d) carving out an empire streching from

China to Europe in the 1 2th century

2) What famous gang defeated the evil minister Gao Qiu and restored peace to the Song Empire?

(a) Hob in the Wall Gang (b) Bandit Kings of Ancient China (c) Gang of Four

3) What was the epic describing the power struggle at the end of China's second Han Dynasty called?

(a) Romance of the Three Kingdoms (b) I Ching (c) Godzilla

4) Who terrorized and almost succeeded in unifying Japan in the 1 6th Century?

(a) Cowabunga (b) Nobunaga Oda (c) Godzilla

5) What type of game does KOEI make?

(a) simulation (b) historical (c) educational (d) entertaining (e) all of the above (f) none of the above

6) "KOEI, We the past, you make the !"

{HH in ttw blanks

Official Rules- NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
How To Eaton On a 3x5 piece of paper, print your name, address, zip

,
age and the answers to the six

questions fisted below. Answers to the questions may be found within the ads, on actual game boxes or from

someone who is familiar with the game. All entries must be postmarked no later than February 1 5, 1 991 . Send

entries to: KOEI CORPORATION, 1 350 Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 Burlingame, CA 94010

Every month (November 1 990-February 1 991 ) 40 winners will be randomly drawn from oil entries having

the correct answers. These winners will receive a KOEI Game Player's T-shirt (approx, retail value $1 2). After

all entries are received (postmarked no later than February 1 5) 50 more prizes will be awarded to winners

randomly drawn from all entries having the correct answers. These winners will receive a KOEI Game, choice

of titb (approx, restail value $65). One grand prize winner will be chosen and awarded Sony's HandiCam

(approx, reatif value $1 ,000). Odds of winning depend on number of voild entries received, judges decision

is final. Not responsible for lost, late or misdirected, incomplete or illegible entries. Winners will be notified

by mail. Total approximate retail value of al prizes $5,000. Sweepstakes open to U.S. residents except

employees and families of KOEI Corporation, Ltd. Ail prizes will be awarded. Limit one prize per household/

family. No substitutions or cash equivalents. Taxes, if any, are the responsibility of winners. Sweepstakes void

where prohibited, taxed or restricted. Winners agree to the use of their names and likenesses for publicity

and advertising purposes without additional compensation or permission. Forwinners list, send a SASE to same

address. Available after March 1, 1 991 .)

KOEI
We Supply The Past, You Make The History

KOEI CORPORATION One Bay Plaza, Suite 540 1350
Bayshore Hwy. Burlingame, CA 94010 (415) 348-0500



when it is grabbed.

Other panels are

useful for attacking

enemies either

directly in your path,

or anywhere on the

screen, because they

send a wave of shuf-

fles that will throw all

enemies in their path

against the walls.

Special bonus rooms

and bonus stars are

also hidden under some panels. A time

limit exists for some rooms, but a spe-

cial panel is available that will increase

your time by five seconds in some
rounds. If the time runs out, the enemies

speed up drastically and become much
more aggressive. In addition to the nor-

mal panels for a round, there are 14 oth-

ers in all, some useful to you, others

meant to slow you down.

There are basically eight different

dolls to contend with, each controlling

its own house. Each doll

is quite unique and pre-

sents a different chal-

lenge. Uni-horned crit-

ters called moko-mokos
are easy to beat and
make an obvious target

as they roam about the

room. Others have a

much different style of

attack.

The Vinci dolls draw
pictures of themselves
on the panels, and if they're allowed to

complete one, the panel is rendered

useless (it may not be shuffled), and the

drawing springs to life and joins in the

attack! Heavy, foot-stomping sumos
send you flying across the panels, and

happily spinning takos frown sadly

when knocked to the floor.

Although there are always items that

may be collected in each room, destroy-

ing the dolls is all that you must do to

advance. Once the tenth room of a

house is reached (or every ten rounds in

the extra version), a boss doll must be

defeated before choosing the next doll

house to take on.

One or two players may compete,

competitively or cooperatively, in saving

Candy. Unlimited continues are avail-

able, so anyone should be able to res-

cue Candy with patience. While there

A wild takeoff from Hie

Breakout/Arkanoid theme,
NEC's Drop OH has weirdly
growing vines on-screen,

with such items as lips and
apples trying to hit the ball

you're batting at them.

are definitely some rounds that will take

a bit of searching and thinking to figure

out, the average player should be able

to finish the first game in under two and

a half hours, less if playing two-player

cooperatively. The extra version is much
more difficult and will take longer.

Graphically, the game comes across

as bland and simple, without much
changing from room to room other than

the panels. Musical themes are different

for each house, but are otherwise unre-

markable.

Mendel Palace provides some enjoy-

ment and challenge when played for the

first time, but once the rooms are

solved and the game is finished, there

probably isn't much to hold the interest

of most players. Younger players will

get more out of the first version, and
older players won't have to work until

the extra version.

—B. W.
Hudson Soft USA, Inc.

400 Oyster Point Blvd., S-515

South San Francisco, CA 94080

(415) 495-4468

Drop Off
NEC

For the Tu r b o G r a f x - 1 6 ($48.99)

SOUND/MUSIC

GRAPHICS

\
i;

-

PLAYABILITY

OVERALL

5 6 7 8 9 10

1 23406789 10

1 23056789 10

Picture, if you will, a multibranched

vine full of not only fruits such as

apples, watermelons and strawberries,

but also such items as amoebas, lips

and brains. Got it? Okay, now picture a

game where these vines slowly lower

toward the bottom of the screen to

where a small blue globe awaits. Your
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LICENSED BY NINTENDO"'
FOR PLAY ON THE

(Nintendo)
EHTERTRinmenT

SVSTEfD'

SNK- Serving the Game Players ofthe World since 1973

MAKE GREAT
STOCKING STUFFERS

Little League Baseball:

Championship Series

LITTLE LEAGUE BASE-
BALL! It’s the game every kid in

America loves to play . . . And
now you can experience the fun

and excitement of Little League
Baseball at any time of the year,

rain or shine, day or night— right

in your own living room!
Create your own winning team

of players with batting, fielding,

pitching, and running characteris-

tics you can tailor to your own
specifications. Then challenge a

friend or the computer to a world-

wide Championship Series

tournament.

You are in full control of your
players: Jump or dive for a tricky

catch . . . Choose a full swing or a

bunt for your batter . . . Shift

fielders at will . . . Send in a pinch
hitter or runner . . . Select a fast

ball, slow ball, or curve ball for

your pitcher . . . Steal a base if you
dare ... Or you might even try a

squeeze play!

Little League Baseball has been
an American institution for 50

years — and you can be a part

of it. If you’re a Little League
fan or a Little League player —
or if you ever wanted to be —
here’s your chance to go for the

glory!

Crystalis

WHEN the Great War brought

civilization as we know it to an
end, it ushered in a new era of sor-

cery and magic. The magicians

used their magic to keep peace for

a hundred years . . . Until an evil

magician named Draygon began
to use his powers for conquest.

To combat Draygon, the other
magicians constructed four
swords of wind, fire, water, and
thunder. Used together, they
would transform into the mighti-

est weapon ever created: Crystalis.

But Draygon seized the weapons
and scattered them far and wide.

Only one hope remained: A
young lad, himself a great magi-
cian, who had been imprisoned
and frozen during the Great War.
The magicians pooled all of their

powers in an attempt to revive

him. When the boy awoke, they

had vanished, leaving him to find

his destiny in this strange new
world.

In CRYSTALIS, you play the

role of the young magician, mak-
ing your way through Draygon’s

hostile land in an effort to locate

the weapons you will need to

defeat him. Draygon’s monsters
and black magic will threaten you
at every turn; but you must not
falter — only you can deliver the

world from his scourge of evil!

Mechanized Attack

AT FIRST, it looked like just

another revolution. But reports

have come in that the rebel forces

are backed by an unusual array of

high-tech weaponry — and that

the rebel soldiers may actually be

a fearsome new breed of fighting

robots! If this revolution succeeds,

the safety of the entire world may
be threatened . . . And that’s

where you come in.

You must attempt to infiltrate

the island base of the rebel forces.

But before you even reach the

shore, you’ll have to contend with

enemy gunboats, frogmen, chop-

pers, and destroyers. The island

itself is patrolled by enemy soldiers

armed with machine guns, daggers

and grenades; vicious attack dogs;

and lethal airborne probes, pro-

grammed to destroy intruders on
sight. And if you reach the rebel

headquarters, you will face the

most terrifying threat of all —
only no one has made it back to

reveal its nature.

Many unknown dangers lie in

wait, but you’ll be equipped with a

complete arsenal — an assault

gun, rocket launcher and grenades
— to provide you with a fully

mechanized system of attack. You
haven’t got a minute to waste —
it’s time to launch your
MECHANIZED ATTACK!

Dexterity

DEXTER DOLITTLE has an
amazing imagination! He can
imagine himself to be anywhere he

would like — including his many
magic puzzle rooms.

Guide Dexter on his merry way
as he jumps from tile to tile,

flipping them over — while he

dodges, blocks, and captures cap-

tivating characters of all shapes

and sizes. Some of his magic puz-

zle friends can be changed into

fabulous fruits. Find the hour-

glass, hammer, and magic heart to

gain bonus points and extra imagi-

nary rooms. But watch out for the

scary skull, which can stop Dexter

short before he finds the delecta-

bly delicious ice cream worth 5000
points!

You won’t find more fun and
fantastic haphazards in any other

Game Boy cartridge as you will in

these 30 nimble-fingered, fast-

paced rounds of Dexter’s dubious

imagination.

So find the magical key to

unlock the door to not only
Dexter’s, but your own wonderful

imagination!

SNK Corporation of America
246 Sobrante Way
Sunnyvale, California 94086

© 1990 SNK Corp. of America. Nintendo,

Nintendo Entertainment System, and Game Boy

are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc
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task? To destroy the

objects with a small

ball that you can
bounce upward at two

different angles.

The description

above will make much
more sense than the

storyline, which tells of

how you, as Takashi,

must save your girl-

friend, Izumi, from an

evil spirit that has

inhabited her dream

In Drop Off for the

TuvfcoGrafx-1 6, you con hit

iiiw 1

1

viiu oiiv oy one Oay or

a larger bonus, "cut" the

vine above a string of

objects, dropping them to

the floor below.

Data East's Werewolf, The
Last Warrior is a tough NES
game that, similar to Sega's

Altered Beast, has you
searching for Hems that will

turn you into a strong

battling werewolf.

not harm you as long as your
ball was blue when the items

were struck. If you miss the ball

and it falls to the bottom, it will

change to red, and any falling

items will kill your globe if it is

hit. Your globe will also die if

you run into any of the objects

while they are still connected to

the vines or if the ball does
escape through

the bottom of

the screen.

An advantage

over similar

Breakout-type
games is that

your globe is

able to move
anywhere on

and won t let her

awaken.

While the Breakout!Arkanoid theme
is not new, a few new twists make Drop

Off different. In most other games with

a similar theme, each of the blocks or

objects must be hit in order to destroy

them. In Drop Off, however, if you can

thin out an area higher up on the vine

and knock out the object by which the

rest are suspended, the entire bunch
will fall, awarding extra points. But

there's a catch! To get points for any of

the items you knock out, you must have

hit the ball immediately before it struck

the object. This is because, unlike other

games, you can miss the ball without

losing it. There is either a bar all the

way across the bottom or a series of

bricks that must be hit several times

before they'll allow the ball to escape.

When the ball is hit by your globe, it

will turn blue and will remain blue as

long as you continue to hit it. Any
items that fall to the bottom will

the screen, instead of being limited to

the bottom. At the beginning of the

round, you are given three "arrows"
that allow you to raise the objects back

up toward the top of the screen if things

start getting out of control. Additional

arrows may be acquired by hitting spe-

cial objects mixed in among the others.

Other special items include invulnerabil-

ity, a halt item that temporarily stops

the objects' march down the screen, an

iron-wall item that prevents the ball

from escaping through the bottom of

the screen and 1-Ups. There are 15 dif-

ferent screens of objects to be dealt

with as described above, plus a final

round where you must defeat the evil

spirit boss to end the game.
If an award was given for the weak-

est link between the storyline and the

game. Drop Off would take it easily.

The boss spirit is easily identified as

such, but referring to vines of apples,

lips and rosaries as "horrible demons"
just isn't going to cut it. The grammar
within the game intro is ridiculous! Get

this: "It's a sweet fruit, from which her

dream, just such a dream as a girl

would have, begun." The game is fairly

challenging, with only three continues

possible, but it isn't interesting, nor

does it entice one to make an effort to

finish it. If you are absolutely ravenous

for some kind of fruit-bashing game on

the TurboGrafx-16, give this a look, oth-

erwise Drop Offcomes off the vine as a

rotten apple.

—B. W.
NEC Home Electronics, Inc.

1255 Michael Drive

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094

(708) 860-9500

Werewolf,
The Last Warrior

DATA EAST

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($49.95)

When a game contains only five lev-

els, you know right off that you're in for

a tough time. You see, game designers

want their video masterpieces to last a
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Trading Zone members get
the lowest prices on games
anywhere...and trade-in your
old SEGA, NINTENDO, AND
LYNX games for credit on hot
new ones!
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•its! Limited time only
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minimum number of hours. They have

two ways of doing this: creating a large

number of levels, or making a fewer

number of levels last longer by increas-

ing the game's diffi-

culty. If you ask me, the

latter method is the

cheap way out. The
game designer gets off

inventing fewer scenes,

which cuts down
tremendously on the

research and devel-

opment cost of the

game. Of course, the

consumer then picks up

the tab, by playing the

same level over and
over and over and....

Werewolf The Last Warrior is a short

game (five levels), so, of course, it's

tough. You play the part of War Wolf, a

strange individual with the power to

mutate into two different werewolf
forms. War Wolf has set off to destroy a

baddy named Faryan, who is the head

honcho of New World, a place with

wall-to-wall goons.

Essentially, Werewolf is a simple

and uninspired punch-and-slice con-

test, with only a couple of extras

thrown in to make it even slightly

interesting. Those extras include a red

"W," which changes you into a were-

wolf; power bubbles, which change
you into a super werewolf; a blue

"W," which forces you back into human
form and takes away life points; red

power bubbles, which, when picked up,

destroy everything on the screen; giant

power bubbles, which make you tem-

porarily invincible; and hearts, which
restore your life points. Other special

items reset the timer, award bonus
points or offer you 1-Ups.

In most battles, you use your fists

(when in human form) or large knives

(when in werewolf form). However, the

power ray, which is activated by holding

down the "A" button, provides extra

offensive power.

When in human form, you have only

limited movement capabilities: You can

run or jump. But when in werewolf
form, you can climb walls and ceilings,

jump higher and perform various flips

and spins. The controls, however, are

clumsy, mostly because the designers

decided to make the "B" button the

Brought over from the

computer-game realm,

where it was called Tongue
of the Fafvtvan, to the

Genesis, Mondu's Fight

Palace pits you against alien

creatures in a head-to-head
fight to the death.

jump button and the "A" button the fire

button, just the opposite of the user

interface for most every other NES
game on the market. Dumb.

Another design flaw becomes appar-

ent whenever you lose your werewolf
form in a location from which your
human form can't escape. Nothing to do
but wait for the timer to run out, a pro-

cess that could take as much as three

minutes. Yawn.

On the positive side, the graphics

are complex and detailed, with some
levels boasting luscious backgrounds.

The music, also, is a step above par,

with catchy tunes and well-pro-

grammed sound.

In summary. Werewolf, The Last War-

rior is only half a game. Whatever plea-

sure may be found is lost because of the

frustrating controls. (Game developers:

Never, NEVER switch the standard func-

tions of the "A" and "B" buttons, unless

you like angry customers.) Buy it if you
like, but don't be surprised if you're left

howling at the moon.

—Clayton Walnum
Data East

1850 Little Orchard St.

San Jose, CA 95112

(408) 286-7074

Mondu's Fight Palace
ACTIVISION

For the Sega Genesis ($49.95)

Feeling feisty? Looking to tan some
alien hide? Wanna get into a brawl with

every lumpy, misshapen freak in the

Star Wars cantina? Then your obvious

destination is Mondu's Fight Palace.

Even the big boss himself, Mondu the

Fat, could pass for Jabba the Hutt if you
closed your eyes and squeezed.

Mondu's Fight Palace is a reworking

of Activision's computer game Tongue
of the Fatman, and the game is largely

the same (although my favorite alien has

been removed from the Genesis ver-

sion). This is a tournament between
alien races, where you go head-to-glob

against 16 competitors. There are eight

different species of aliens, two creatures
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of each species, each with their own
methods of attack...plus there's Mondu
himself, who you'll get to battle if you
make it past ail the others.

Your ability to put on a wild show
directly affects the kind of cash purse

you take home with you. The closer the

fight, the more the game is worth. Pro-

vided you win (lose three rounds and

you're shark bait), you can apply the

purse toward strengthening your arse-

nal of offensive and defensive capa-

bilities.

Those capabilities take various forms.

Each alien is capable of at least a dozen

moves—low, medium, high and jump-

ing kicks; ducks; leaps and turnarounds.

Each also has an individualized bonus

attack skill; for example, Edwina and

Sheba, two punk-rock babes, can whip

their mohawks with devastat-

ing results. And Mondu's enor-

mous, flabby belly unfolds to

reveal a giant mouth with a

tongue that can flick you across

the arena.

You can also use your win-

nings to purchase magic
weapons (each of which can be

used only once, briefly). There

are 12 different magics, of vari-

ous strengths and correspond-

ing prices. You can use up to

four in any one fight, provided

you have the bucks to buy
them. You can also spend
money to raise your stamina

and attack strength before a

fight.

Besides seeing alien scum
dropping like giant flies before

your awesome power, you get

to see the losers gobbled up by

a land shark, who swims
around at the end of each fight to "clean

up" (though he inevitably leaves a splat-

ter of blood or ichor behind).

Once you've proven yourself by best-

ing a few of the contenders, Mondu will

start rewarding you with secret codes.

You can use these codes to play the

game as one of the aliens (rather than

the default humanoid you usually get).

All of this is accomplished in a

splashy sound and light show. Mondu
opens the game with a scratchy digi-

tized welcome, but once the game
starts, the punches, grunts, crunches

and screams fly, some of which are

Shadow of the Ninja, a
high-quality martial-arts

contest for the NES, marks
the much-anticipated entry

of Natsume to the video-

game scene in America.
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startlingly realistic. An eerie music track

runs in the background. The fight

palaces, of which there are several, are

nicely done, with scrolling backgrounds
and multilevel floors, which add an illu-

sion of solidity.

My complaints are petty: When
standing after a fall, your fighter invari-

ably faces in the wrong direction. In

addition, there are times when, if you're

playing a certain character, you can cor-

ner another character and finish him off

with a single repeated attack. And after

all the battling to get Mondu's code, he

was a pretty sluggish fighter!

Despite these minor glitches,

Mondu's Fight Palace has much to rec-

ommend it, including great graphics, a

complicated and challenging combat
system and a head-to-head mode for

two players. Kudos to Activision for

improving upon the original computer
game. It's right at home on the Genesis,

where the animation can really shine.

—J. M.

Activision

3885 Bohannon Drive

Menlo Park, CA 94025

(415) 329-0800

Shadow of the Ninja
NATSUME

For the Nintendo Entertainment
System ($44.99)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

By the time Shadow of the Ninja

reaches store shelves, there will be

nearly a dozen NES games with the

word "ninja" in the

title—not to mention
the countless other

games that feature

ninjas prominently.

With such a large

number of martial-arts

contests already on
the market, how can

anyone get excited

about yet another
ninja adventure?

Easily. Natsume's
latest is one of the

finest NES games
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The bogey came out ofnowhere. You see him just

offyour tail. The adrenalin hits you like a fist. You call

your wingman: "Viper One , I've got a bandit on my six.

This is not good..."

... Nearly blacked out
,
you easeforward on the stick.

The g's drop, and you can see again. There he is! You're

on HIS six now. This is going to be sweet. As you get tone

you know he's yours.

The original Falcon™ F-16 Fighter Simulation was

acclaimed for its realism. Now, Falcon 3.0™ takes this

authenticity to the edge. The flight models are real. The

terrain is real. The radar and weapons systems are real.

And the threats are real. No phony weapons or magic

bullets here... just the best civilian F-16 simulation

available. You don’t just play Falcon 3.0, you strap

yourself in and get ready for battle.

You go to afterburner and your Falcon jumps,

slamming you back in the seat. The MiG 29 has just

reached missile range... There! He'sfired,

the deadly rocket screams toward you,

seeing nothing but the heat ofyour exhaust.

Without thinking, you drop a series of

flares hoping to confuse it, and yank back

on the stick... 50 degrees... 80... over the

top... your Head Up display shows you're

pulling 9g's...

With Falcon 3.0, you lead your own

squadron of pilots. Your missions are

straight from today’s headlines: Panama,

Iraq, or some other international hot spot. The moun-

tains, valleys, and rivers you fly over conform precisely

to militaiy maps of the areas.

True to the General Dynamics F-16 Falcon,

Falcon 3.0 gives you all the exhilaration of flying one

of the most advanced

fighters in the world.

And all the dangers.

Falcon 3.0, from

Spectrum HoloByte™.

If it were any more

authentic, we’d be

in trouble.

You and your wingman
bogin the attack, deep
behind enemy lines.

Falcon 3.0 © 1990 Sphere, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Falcon 3.0, Falcon and Spectrum HoloByte are trademarks of Sphere, Inc.

Available for IBM AT, PS/2 and compatibles

Spectrum HoloByte
™

A Division of Sphere, Inc.

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA 94501, (415) 522-0107

CIRCLE #141 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



released this year or any year. Even if

you've grown weary of the genre, you'll

find it hard to deny that Shadow of the

Ninja is a work of art. If this game
doesn't get your heart pounding and

your adrenaline flowing, then you're

either very jaded or very dead.

Created in large part by a team of vet-

eran designers who sharpened their

skills on early Konami titles like Contra

and Top Gun, this epic tells the tale of

the evil Emperor Garuda and his 21st-

century takeover of New York City. His

only serious opposition comes in the

form of two warriors of the Iga clan.

Fighting alone as Hayate, or with the

help of Lady Kaede in the two-player

cooperative mode, you must breach the

city's defenses and fight through five

levels of gritty action before taking on

Garuda in his lair. Hmmm...a female

ninja? Great idea, but the unmistakably

feminine warrior shown in the game's

advertisements is reduced to an androg-

ynous face on the "player select"

screen, and during the actual game,
Kaede can't be distinguished from Hay-

ate except for the color of her clothing.

The Contra influence is readily appar-

ent; for example, the music uses similar

tempos and percussion sounds, and the

two-player mode is immediately rem-

iniscent of that title. There is some flick-

ering and slowness in the busierareasof

the game, but the overwhelming inten-

sity of the action makes these flaws

barely noticeable.

From the sharply detailed back-

grounds to the digitized "YAH!" and

"OOF!" sound effects. Shadow of the

Ninja is a sensory delight that rivals

many 16-bit games for pure video-game

entertainment. And it's interesting to

note that this awesome audio-visual as-

sault has reportedly been created with-

out the use of Nintendo's highly touted

MMC technology.

In addition to the usual

run/jump/slash play mechanics, the

game includes some less-common fea-

tures that are sure to keep players

hooked. Most interesting is the ninjas'

ability to jump up and cling to moving

platforms and ceilings in certain areas.

Once you've attached yourself this way,

you can flip yourself up to the top of the

surface you're hanging from, and back

down again. This simple feature opens

up a whole new realm of strategic pos-

sibilities in many areas.

The game also includes many hidden

bonus items that aren't mentioned in

the instruction manual. Some of these

power-ups can increase the "reach" of

your weapons, and certain others allow

you to drop powerful bombs on your

enemies. Spectacular boss characters

are the icing on the cake, and a number
of false endings and surprise twists are

also to be found.

Though Shadow of the Ninja is an

extremely tough game, it doesn't start

out that way; there's a fair progression

of difficulty from the earlier levels to the

supreme challenge of battling Garuda.

The game's biggest flaw is the familiar

nature of its martial-arts storyline.

As an entertainment medium, video

games are just as legitimate as books or

movies, and there's no reason why the

subject matter should be limited to

spaceships, Ninjas and baseball. But

Natsume shouldn't be criticized for

bringing out "another ninja game,"
because Shadow of the Ninja is one of

the best games of any genre.

—C. B.

Natsume Inc.

1243A Howard Avenue
Burlingame, CA 94010

(415) 342-1712

Mike Ditka's Big Play
Football

ACCOLADE
For the Nintendo Entertainment

System ($49.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 *1 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5

i-
6i 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 B 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 B 8 9 10
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IN 1972,AN ELITE AIRCORPS
FLEW OVER VIETNAM.
FLY WITH THE BRAVE
AND THE BOLD.

Feel the adrenaline kick in as you

scream down the carrier runway.

You’re up! And so is your squadron

ofF-4 ’s. Now nothing can stopyou

—except the deadlyfirefrom those

MiG 21 ’s, SAMs and anti-aircraft

flak.

Experience the raw emotion

and harrowing danger of

intense air combat over North
Vietnam in this simulation

based on Stephen Coonts’ best-

selling novel, Flight ofthe

Intruder. Authenticated by

Vietnam pilots who flew in the

Linebacker

Campaign of

1972, you
won’t find

any other

simulation so

like the real

thing.

Select

from multi-

ple missions

or map out

your own if

using the

mission (_. ,

creator, p-

Control

up to

eight air-J

Mission accomplished! Now back rnft rli ir_
to Yankee Station to plan your

next attack. mg One
mission (four A-6 Intruder

bombers and four F-4

Off you go to adventure, danger

and excitement.

Zero in on the MiG, before he
zeros in on you.

Screens shown are IBM EGA. Others may vary.

Copyright © 1986 Stephen P Coonts. All Rights Reserved.

Flight of the Intruder and Spectrum HoloByte are trademarks

of Sphere, Inc. Other products are trademarks of their

respective holders.

Phantom fighter interceptors.)

Switch from the A-6

to F-4 cockpit anytime.

Thirty-four dif-

ferent targets pro-

vide new challenges

every time you take

to the sky. Aerial

photos

provide

a pre-

view

FLIGHT OF THE
INTRUDER
PAPERBACK
NOVEL

INCLUDED

of the target zones. For contin-

uous challenges,

choose from 16 vari-

ables to determine the

level of difficulty. Get
Flight of the Intruder

1

now and watch for the

full-length motion pic-

ture coming this summer.

Available for IBM in CGA, EGA and 16-color VGA.

'SfjPSfP

Spectrum HoloByte
2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501 (415) 522-0107

CIRCLE #142 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Accolade's first entry into the NES
market is a pigskin picnic that updates

tried-and-true foot-

ball action with a

number of innova-

tions. You want
sophisticated play

selection and forma-

tion options? You've

got 'em! You want
penalties, injuries

and player substitu-

tion? You've got

those, too.

Unfortunately, you also get a

number of things that you don't

want, like f uzzy-looki ng players,

annoying "flicker" and a passing

game that's straight out of the Twi-

light Zone. In a fictitious league of

six teams, you can challenge the

computer or compete against
another player. An enjoyable "two-

players vs. computer" option is also

available, as well as a coaching
mode that lets you choose the plays

and sit back to watch them unfold.

Actually, the passing game is not

flawed, it's just strange. When your
quarterback takes the snap, you can

freeze the action on the entire field

while you cycle through your eligible

receivers. As you check out your team-

mates' locations, one player at a time,

the screen can scroll in all directions to

give you a complete picture of the

defensive formation. Once you've iden-

tified an open man, the pass is thrown

and everyone starts moving again. It's

nice to have an unlimited amount of

time to choose a receiver; real-life NFL
quarterbacks would need one heck of an

offensive line in order to enjoy such a

luxury. But having the ability to stop the

action in the middle of a play seems
inappropriate in a game that strives for

realism in other areas.

The on-screen referee is another

notable oddity: He's a three-foot-tall

mutant with an oversized head and the

most frightening pair of eyes I've seen

since The Exorcist. Thankfully, the rest

of the game is bolstered by great music

and a number of screens that show
"still photos" of tackles, player substitu-

tions, extra-point conversions and a

vicious dual face-mask penalty. The half-

time show is pretty good, but it's over-

shadowed by a terrific pregame coin

Accolade's Mike DHka's
Big Play Football brings the
expertise of the Chicago
Bears' coach to the NES.

toss. Details like these can help to make
or break a video game, and in this case

they help to cover up some minor flaws

that would have crippled the game if

they had been more noticeable.

I was lucky enough to get a chance
to ask Mike Ditka about his involve-

ment with the game, and he echoed
Accolade's claim that his input was
used in the early stages of develop-
ment. But he was honest enough to

admit that his busy schedule doesn't

allow much time for playing video
games (most of his free

time is spent playing golf),

and that he hadn't seen the

finished product as of mid-

September. It's unfortunate

that the designers didn't

capitalize on Ditka's status

as one of the NFL's most
colorful personalities. I was
expecting an occasional
screen shot of the gum-
chewing coach scowling on

the sidelines behind a pair

of dark sunglasses.

As a football fan, I felt misled by
some of the finer details that weren't as

realistic as promised. As a native and
resident Chicagoan, I was extremely

disappointed that Ditka didn't have
more of a presence in the game. But as

a video-game player, I really enjoyed

Big Play Football. It may not meet the

standards set by Tecmo Bowl (a popular

football title that's regarded by many
gamers as the number-one NES sports

simulation), but it's a lot of fun for folks

who are looking for a contest that bal-

ances equal amounts of action and
strategy. Now, about Mike Ditka Golf...

—C. B.

Accolade, Inc.

550 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 296-8400
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The Best of the Past
Step into the past, and into the

cockpit of a World War I biplane for

thrilling dogfights against the greatest

aerial aces of all time. The masters of

combat flight simulation present the

masters of aerial dogfighting in Knights

of the Sky.

Play against the computer, or

challenge a friend via direct link or

modem. Dazzling Super 3-D Graphics

and realistic sound deliver the action

in unprecedented detail. Infantry units,

trench lines and natural terrain

features below are crystal clear —
they'd better be: you have to navigate

by them.

Flying without radar and at slightly

less than the speed of sound, your

dogfighting skills are more important

than ever. Your opponents aren't just

specks in the sky — you'll see them
close-up, shake your fists at them,

perhaps even salute their skill.

But there's more at stake than just

reputation. When you're not dueling

you'll help the Allies win World War
I. Lend support to ground forces during

the war's major offensives; take part

in legendary bombing raids; penetrate

Axis territory on aggressive patrols.

The heroic adventures of times past

re-created through the latest advances

in modern technology. As always,

MicroProse presents the Best of Times.

The Best of the Future
Journey to the far future,

to a time when Earth is

uninhabitable, and you
must find a new home for

Mankind. The company
that revolutionized com-
bat flight simulation has

taken another bold step, in graphics technology,

sound and role-playing sophistication.

Sid Meier’s

Covert
Action

The Best of the Present

Experience the present

world of international es-

pionage by stepping into

the shoes of special agent

Max Remington. The first

company to successfully

merge simulation, role-

playing and adventure now delivers espionage

as it really is, with the scenarios and methods of

operation you demand in an authentic spy thriller.



Boxy Boy
NEC

For the Tu r b o G

r

a f x - 1 6 ($45.99)

o0)CO

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 O

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 12345 6 7 8 9 10

Welcome to the world of the blue-

collar warehouse worker, where you
slave to earn enough greenbacks to

buy a motorcycle, a new car, a stereo

or maybe a TV. The job sounds easy at

first: Just yank a few crates onto the

floor markers. But, man, who put all

those walls in the way? And what
about those narrow aisles? They actu-

ally expect you to work under these

conditions?

Boxy Boy for the TurboGrafx-1 6 is

one of those puzzle-type games that

are all the rage these days. A simple

contest, all you have to do is push
crates around a room until they cover

all the dots on the floor. Complications

abound, of course. To complete each of

the stages, you must burn a lot of brain

power and call upon razor-sharp strate-

gies. One bad move, and your pay-

check goes back in the cash

drawer.

The game consists of five

worlds, each made up of 20

stages, for a total of 100 stages

in the main game. Each of the

five worlds—Japan, America,

Egypt, China and the South
Pole—has its own theme song

and set of graphics. For

example, in the South Pole,

the floor is made up of ice

blocks, rather than the blue

bricks that form the floors

in Japan.

You'll notice I said "main

game" in the above para-

graph. Although the man-
ual doesn't mention them,

there are actually many,
many more stages than the

aforementioned 100. As an

experiment, I entered random pass-

words, trying to jump ahead to higher

levels. (What a cheater!) By some mira-

cle, I found a few valid ones. When I

entered the password RIGHT, I ended up

in stage 232! How many levels there

may be beyond that point is simply any-

:'s Boxy Boy, a new
puzzle game for fhe

TurboGrafx-1 6, picks up
where Boxxle (for fhe Game
Boy) and Shove If!—Ifie

Warehouse Game (for fhe
Genesis) left off, pushing fhe
player to place boxes in

particular positions in the
fewest moves possible.

body's best

speculation.

The puz-

zles vary in

size, from
small areas

eight blocks

square to

huge multi-

screen areas

3 0x19
blocks in

size. Solving one of the large puzzles

could take the rest of your life, believe

me. Most of these puzzles are tough,

and you'll swear there's no solution to

some of them.

Boxy Boy includes a stage editor that

lets you create your own levels. You can

select any of the game parts and place

them anywhere on the screen, con-

structing a complete puzzle piece by

piece. When your stage is complete, a

play option lets you test it. You can't,

however, save your work unless you
have the TurboGrafx-CD.

Boxy Boy is challenging and engross-

ing at first. Unfortunately, it's too sim-

plistic to have any staying power, being

little more than a fancy version of those

handheld puzzle games with the lettered

tiles. Although the graphics change with

each world, the screens are still made
up of the same few basic parts.

If you like cerebral contests like

Tetris
,
you'll probably get some good

play time out of Boxy Boy. But I can't

help thinking what a great game this

could have been if the designers had

gone the extra mile.

—C. W.
NEC Home Electronics, Inc.

1255 Michael Drive

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094

(708) 860-9500

Tiger Road
NEC

For the Tu r b o G r a f x - 1 6 ($61.99)

SOUND/MUSIC 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 12 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1234 5 6 7 8 9 10

Though it features a martial-arts sto-

ryline, NEC's Tiger Road doesn't include

the type of chop-socky beat-'em-up
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America’s hot new best-seller takes

you on a trip through the golden

age of railroading in America and

Europe. Compete with famous rail

barons. Plan, build, operate, main-

tain and expand your railroad into

a mighty industrial machine.

1990 brings phenomenal new
graphics and game play to the

World War II submarine game that

won Simulation of the Year honors

around the world in 1986. Stalk

Japanese ships through the Pacific

from Pearl Harbor to VJ Day.

Now for Amiga!

SWORD OF THE

SAMURAI

A CK**-u !c» Honor
. , , , %m tf -jetJt. \

v* J
Thr (iriiiplni;

< ouipuicr
SlmubtlliHi.

Itnsi'dOu
'Hu- #1

Hi'M-Sdlim*
Hook H>
1'om (linin'.

AtCROPROSE

The Software Publishers

Association named this one

Simulation of the Year. En-

grossing game play. Fasci-

nating strategies. Revolu-

tionary graphics. Based on

America’s radar-elusive jet.

Command not just one
tank, but a full platoon of

four with controls so

smooth they put single-

tank games to shame. Call

in jets, helicopters, artillery

and infantry support, too.

Dogfighting is the name of

this game. No experience?

No problem: just turn on

all the rookie options and

you’ll be up to your eye-

balls in dazzling graphics

and furious fun.

Discover the game that has

the critics raving. Fight and

scheme your way to power
and prestige in a role-

playing/action/adventure

of war and politics in 16th

Century Japan.

Take on shrewd Russian

commanders in a gripping

game of nuclear submarine

strategy. Find and destroy

the enemy with the latest

sonar and weapons. Based

on Tom Clancy’s novel.

join The MlcroProse
IS

and Win

The Best oi

All the



action that's characteristic of the genre.

In fact, the game's bald-headed hero,

Lee Wong, never uses his hands or feet

to defend himself against the hordes of

hooligans that hound him. The use of

weaponry seems to have made hand-to-

hand combat obsolete in Lee's world.

A master of the powerful "Oh-Lin

Temple" boxing method, Lee must fight

the dreaded Dragon God and rescue the

villagers' kidnapped children. But before

that bone-crushing bout can take place,

Lee has to battle an army of kung-fu

commandos and weird creatures that

fight under the Dragon God's control.

Five colorful levels set the stage for

Lee's quest, which starts out as a simple

axe-swinging affair and leads to a num-
ber of bigger, better battles. Some areas

even allow Lee to float through the air

like a hairless, silk-covered Clark Kent!

The action is quick and smooth, and

the characters have a mildly cartoonish

look that's starting to become a staple of

TurboGrafx titles. But the decent graph-

ics can't cover up some strange quirks

that limit the game's playability. For

example, Lee seems to be completely

outclassed by his enemies; most of the

competition seem to have skills and

special abilities that give them a

tremendous advantage. And their tim-

ing is positively uncanny, particularly in

Stage 3, where they get very good at

knocking you into the trap doors that

cost you a life.

The weapons Lee uses are also a

point of controversy. You start the game
with a sickle and chain, an awesome
tool that allows you to cut a wide path

through your opponents by swinging it

in front of you. But the other weapons
(a staff and a type of mace) are nearly

useless: They don't reach as far as the

sickle-and-chain arrangement does, and

they have a narrow focus that drasti-

cally limits their effectiveness. Certain

bonus items can increase the range of

these weapons, but that proves to be a

mixed blessing. Your
enemies can only be

harmed by the tip of

each weapon, and a

creature who jumps
over your horizontal

thrusts can stand right

on top of you and
grind you into ham-
burger while you fran-

tically hack at thin air.

Having a choice of

weapons should have

been a plus, but it's

just the opposite—a lot

of time is spent con-

sciously avoiding

these and other unde-

sirable power-ups.

At the end of each

level, you enter a

training session with a

wise Oh-Lin mentor. If

you can snuff a candle

with repeated swings

of your sickle and
chain, you gain extra power. (It takes a

lot longer than you'd expect, but it's

still a piece of cake if you use the Tur-

boPad's built-in rapid-fire controls.)

Other training sessions are more rele-

vant, with a schoolful of "training

monks" that attack Lee from both sides.

After you pass the second of these

tests, you will be taught the mysterious

"Tiger Technique," though at this stage

in the game it may be too late to try to

liven things up with a bit of variety in

the combat scheme.

If you're an NES owner who has

never played a TurboGrafx-16 game,
Tiger Road will impress you. But the

repetitive action and monotonous music

are not up to the standard set by some
of NEC's earlier releases. If nothing else,

this one deserves to be recognized as

the most average game I've ever

played. If there's a line between good
games and bad games, Tiger Road bal-

ances on that line with the skill of a cir-

cus tightrope walker.

—C. B.

NEC Technologies, Inc.

1255 Michael Drive

Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094

(708) 860-9500

If you prefer games like

Legendary Axe that require

you to master the various

weapons as you battle your
way toward the end boss,

NEC's Tiger Road is right up
your alley*
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Three smart tactical decisions
for your great strategic mind.

A Fast Paced Game Of Strategic Global Conquest By Dan Bunten.

MCROPW

What ifyou flewyour hang-glider north,

got lucky enough to catch the afternoon
updraft, made it to town, rallied your
troops, and attacked the invaders just as

they reached the narrowest part of the

valley below?

The world is locked in a new ice age. A
powerful enemy has invaded your small

village to overtake your heat mines, your
only source of heat and power.
A collection of mismatched citizens is

the only army to oppose the invaders.

Innocent civilian equipment — skis,

,
hang-gliders, snowmobiles and cable cars

— suddenly become indispensable
implements of war.

Manpower and equipment alone will

never stop the enemy. Your community’s
only hope is superior strategy and leader-

ship.

Strategy and leadership are up to you.
With 32 fully-developed characters,

detailed maps of its 160,000 square mile

playing zone, and fractal, light-sourced 3-

D terrain, Midwinter is gigantic, innova-
tive, unforgettable!

For Amiga, Atari ST, IBM-PC/com-
patibles.

What ifAlexander the Great had fought
Charlemagne

?

What if Napoleon had brought more
artillery to Waterloo?

What ifa band ofIndians attacked King
Arthur’s court?

UMS II is a sophisticated wargame
construction kit that gives you absolute

control of any military encounter you can
imagine. You determine who fights,

where, when, and with what equipment.
In fact, the guiding principle of UMS II

is to let the player control everything,

including the level of control he wants.

You can assemble a battle, watch it

being fought, then tear it down and build

it again with the changes you want. Maybe
change the weather, maybe introduce hills

instead of valleys, maybe give Custer a

few thousand more men at Little Big Horn.

And you can see it all from any of four

levels of zoom and magnification, from a

global view of the whole campaign, down
to a battle zone only 8 miles on a side.

UMS II is the most powerful tool a
strategy wargamer can own.

For Amiga, Atari ST, IBM-PC/com-
patibles, Macintosh.

What ifyou give up on capturing your
enemy’s cities and try to shut down his

oil fields instead?

Command HQ is a wargame for the

rest of us. Serious, but not too serious.

Details, but not too many. You’re the

commander-in-chief; small questions are

no concern of yours. When you move a

plane, you’re really moving hundreds of

aircraft. When you place a soldier some-
where on the global map, you’re deploy-
ing tens of thousands of troops.

But when the conflict starts, an innova-

tive animation window lets you see all

the action as if you were right there on
the front lines.

With its modem and direct connect
capability, Command HQ lets you and a

buddy send taunting messages back and
forth as you maneuver to drive each other

into submission. If your friend’s not
around, no problem... the shrewd com-
puter opponent will give you all the ac-

tion you can handle.

From Dan Bunten, award-winning de-
signer of M.U.L.E. and Seven Cities of

Gold.

For IBM-PC/compatibles.

Watch For Co For The Gold 2.0— The Enhanced Frequent Buyer s Club

Can't find these games? Call 1 -800-879-PLAY for prices and ordering

information. ©1990 MicroProse Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

CIRCLE #145 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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Continuedfrom page 58

As with motion pictures, a marketable video game
should be "evergreen," in the words of Joan Ziegler. As an

evergreen property, products should have either a strong

character, come from a bestselling book or established it-

self as a television property. It should also be a proven

commodity with a marketing life of its own. Hi Tech's

strengths in this area are Tom and Jerry and the Sesame

Street characters.

"In the mind of the consumer, Tom and Jerry are

presold," Ziegler says. "And there isn't a kid around who

doesn't know Big Bird. But you must go further. To succeed

you need to distinguish yourself as a technological devel-

oper. Ensuring that the technology lives up to the character-

ization of the property is important."

As if there weren't enough things to consider, character

lifespan becomes the capper. In the case of The Simpsons
,

a Fox Network animated sitcom that has been in produc-

tion just one year, many peers fear that Acclaim's invest-

ment might be wasted on a "flash in the pan" property.

"Licenses do come and go," admits Acclaim's Lux, who

explains that agreements leave room for the growth or fall

of a property. "It's our feeling that The Simpsons wi II be

around for awhile."

When one of the video-game marketing directors was

asked why his company would want to tie-in a film title to a

video game, he explained that, as a company which was

vying with over 50 other licensees in the video-game busi-

ness, it was easy to get lost in the clutter.

"That's why it's a good idea to ride on the coattails of

an established brand," he said. "Brand awareness and ac-

ceptance in the market will help get you noticed and help

you to stand out."

His answer was intriguing, as it appears that perhaps

character licensing is the only way for developers to survive

the drive of the video-game industry's competitive "full

court press." Perhaps the only way that these established or

up-and-coming companies could survive was to play "Fol-

low the Leader." Then Acclaim's Steve Lux cleared it out,

showing that the potential was really available.

"With 30 million NES units out there, there are a lot of

different players around," he explained. "The games are

appealing to all types of players. That recognition by the

consumer says that there is room for both original proper-

ties and properties like The Simpsons. The company that

succeeds, however, is the one who is able to blend. You're

going to be out of this business if you hitch yourself on one

option. You've got to be well-rounded."

In response to all the hype

on entertainment licensees,

Sega approaches the industry

with a more personal touch. Love

to play the Hollywood name game,
but would rather play with your Sega

home system? Be wary because, unlike

the Nintendo Entertainment System, Sega doesn't have

quite the quantity of film- or television-title adaptations

available as the NES. But don't be too quick to judge this

up-and-coming crowd pleaser. When it comes to name
dropping, Sega is proving to be quite effective in the

area of schmoozing.

You know Pat Riley, don't you? Oh, and of course,

there's Tommy Lasorda, Arnola Palmer and that fabulous

boxer—you know, the one who landed Tyson, Buster

Douglas? Yes, the names are impressive and they defi-

nitely give video-game developers something juicy to

lunch on, but how are names like this going to launch

Sega's sales above the likes of Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles and The Simpsons?

"We're looking for things that the consumer can read-

ily identify with," explains Al Nilsen, Sega's marketing di-

rector, on his company's adventures with big-name sports

celebrities. "We want to personalize and listen to our

consumers."

The answer is simple. First, provide quality graphics,

animation and game-playing capabilities. Second, have

a bia-name celebrity or two who has an exclusive per-

sonal interest in the actual development of the game it-

self. For Sega, the latest names are Michael Jackson and
Joe Montana.

You've already been prepped on Michael Jackson's

Moonwalker (see the August '90 issue of VG&CE), a

game designed by MJ himself, but prepare yourself for

the next five years when Joe Montana gives you custom-

made video games! In the largest royalty licensing

agreement ever, Sega will invest multiple millions of dol-

lars to involve Montana, a self-proclaimed "video-game

nut," in the development of numerous games and soft-

ware. Joe Montana Footballf, for the Sega Master System

II, is the first offspring of the agreement. It will make its

appearance on store shelves this month.

Montana has been and will be integral in setting up

game plans and screen settings for the various projects,

explains Nilsen. Previous sports games, inspired by Pat

Riley, Tom Lasorda, Arnold Palmer and Buster Douglas,

have also involved the celebrity in the development
stages, but no involvement was quite like that with Mon-
tana and Jackson.

It's always been Sega's strategy to develop a great

game first and then see if there's an appropriate license

available, but when Michael Jackson and Joe Montana
approached the company with proposals, Sega—quite

starstruck, we're sure—took the ball and ran.

"Whether it be on the field with Joe Montana or even

in the music industry with Michael Jackson, we're bring-

ing home children's fantasies," Nilsen says.
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Your Favorite Super-Hero In

His Toughest Challenge

(̂»-

From the creators of
Dr. Doom’s Revenge,

Men: Madness in Murderworld
and

The Punisher/

The Fall of the Mutants
SCliCCI HOUR heroes

Your Favorite
Mutants In The
Ultimate Battle

The master-illusionistMysterio has

kidnapped Peter Parker’s wife, Mary
Jane, and taken herto an abandoned
movie studio. There he waits, with

an assortment of tricks, traps and
surprises, for the Super-Hero he
assumes is Parker’s friend— but is

really Peter Parker himself: The
Amazing Spider-Man.

Become the famous web-slinger

as he infiltrates the studio to save his

wife—your strange, potent powers
vs. Mysterio’s devious, and
dangerous, schemes, which include

poisonous gases and electrified

floors. And be prepared for

Mysterio’s robotic sentries, perfectly

disguised to resemble anyone, even
Mary Jane!

Spin webs, climb walls, even call

on the infamous “spider-sense” to

warn you of danger! But the special

powers alone aren’t enough. To
defeatMysterio, and saveMaryJane,
you’ll need all the resourcefulness,

stamina and courage real Super-

Heroes possess.

Based on an actual series ofX-Men com-
ics (issues 225-227), X-Men It: The Fall of
theMutants thrusts your characters into the

middle of one of the greatest battles ever

fought in any Marvel comic.

The forces ofOrder and Chaos are at war,

and Earth’s fate hangs in the balance. Chaos,

in the form of a demon lord known as The
Adversary, has managed to warp time itself,

and only the X-Men can restore order —
provided, of course, they can also defeat

Freedom Force: a group of mercenary mu-
tants hired to eliminate the X-Men at any
cost.

Choose your team of five X-Men from

among 1 5 provided, among them Wolver-
ine, Cyclops, Iceman, Phoenix and
Nightcrawler. Watch all five battle simulta-

neously in combat, with you controlling

any Super-Hero you want. Battle nine arch-

villains and six distinctgroups ofhenchmen
in unique locations that can change with

each new game.
Pick your team, and let the battle begin!

iauMfluamw

lllp
mStmc

SflBIUMdN

Watch For Co For The Cold 2.0— The Enhanced Frequent Buyer's Club

Can't find these games? Call 1 -800-879-PLAY for prices and ordering information, Marketed by MicroProse Software, Inc. © 1 990
Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Amazing Spider-Man, the X-Men, and other Marvel characters and the

distinctive likenesses thereof are trademarks of the Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc., and are used with permission. The Amazing
Spider-Man and X-Men II: The Fall of the Mutants are produced under license from the Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc.

PARAGON SOFTWARE
Marketed by MicroProse Software, Inc.

180 Lakefront Drive • Hunt Valley, MD 21030 • (301) 771-1151
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Ninfendo

i

Official

Mintendo

Seal of Quality

licensed try Nintendo for play on tie

tr Hie Mighty

Mission to So

Ranriai is a registered trademark

DYNOWARZ is a trademark of Ba

c' 1Q89 Bandai America, Inc.

NSo and Nintendo Entertain

Srts of Nintendo of A*
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NOT SUGGESTED FOR
CHILDREN UNDER 12

"I OPERATE ALONE
..the D.O.A. Punks

re out to stop me,

but I've got orders

to bring them in

or drop 'em dead.

To entice their

cooperation,

my VMAX
TWIN-TURBO
Interceptor is

equipped with

APACHE Side-

Mounted can-

nons and
PULSE long

range nuclear

torpe-

does.

Packing a

.95 Auto-

Mag, design-

ed for internal

explosion of

human targets

and a TONARI snare gun...

I play to win."

- TECHNOCOP
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Here are some special codes that will

allow you to start the game on Levels 1

and 10 with full health and magic. For

character names type in TEX, TEXAS,

TEXASA and TEXASB, then input these

codes for each character: 604LSW,
QM9NEK, 7IMFAB and 9QUVNW. For a

game code input either Q2KLS???4?SBR?

for Level 1 (with three experience points)

or HYJAJZZZXNB47K for Level 10 (with

16 experience points).

Eggs

m?'****

w x,



by Donn Nauert
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LAYER’S GUIDE, PART

Four brave souls have stepped forward, each looking to be the victor in battle and proclaimed hero by

his people. No, it’s not self glory that they’re looking for or even the hand of a pretty princess. They’re

out to get the Serpent. For as long as they can remember the Serpent has caused havoc in the region

—

and the time has come for it to end. Oh, there have been others, but they all failed and have not been
heard from since. Only those that don’t travel too far into the caves have returned to tell horrible

stories of death.

So join us as we venture into the dark, lonely maze in search of the hideous Serpent.

We provided detailed maps of the first eight levels of Swords and Serpents in the last issue of VG&CE,
now we finish up the game by giving you the last eight. We have shown you where doors, stairs and

other items are located. Magic spells, mystic weapons and the vital clues have numbers on them, but it’ll

be up to you to find out exactly what each is. After all, we can’t make it too easy for you.

When playing Swords and Serpents, different people may come up with different maps, depending

on the exit used to go to the different levels. So don’t worry if your maps don’t match ours

exactly. We designed our maps so that when each level is placed over the previous level,

the stairs will match.

Also, in the game, you’ll be transported to two separate areas of Level 13. We’ve

combined the two to form one single map.

Best of luck!
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Nmlerwh),

Officia!

THU) SAME IS

LICENSED BY NINTEN
FOB PLAY ON THE

^SjPel to NinJa Oalden,
the arcade and Nintendo,

bestseller!!

ifNTENOO

Ninlcmfu

emtH rwinmeriT
SVSTEfTI '

• 1 or 2 players

• Superior graphics

• Coaching mode
• Password for continued action

• 1 2 teams
• Super action cinema screens

• 1 or 2 players

• Superior graphics

• Password for continued action

• Instant close-ups

• Over 20 different cinema displays

• 24 Different teams
• Choose from 18 different pitches

• Single player action

• fantastic graphics & music

• 6 special weapons
• 5 "Power up" items

• 10 Cinema displays

• 20 Different stages

• Continue option

•• : '-A

The Fight of

• Single player action

• Superior graphics & music

• 6 special weapons
• 4 “Power up" items

• 9 Cinema displays

• 20 Different stages

• Continue option

Y Official

(Nintendo)

Seal of Quality

• 1 or 2 ployers

• Superior graphics

• finimated announcer

• Outside-the-ring action

• 34 different killer moves
• Power meters

•Training mode for 1 player

THIS GAME
IS LICENCED BY NINTENDO®

FOR PLAY ON THE

(Nintendo)
EnTERTRinmEnT

SVSTEm TEcmo*
18005 S. fldria Maru Lane, Corson, Cfl 90746 • Tel: (213) 329-5880 • Far (213) 329-6134

Nintendo « and Nintendo €ntertainment System i< ore registered trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.
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k A novel

fh
based on

*5
Same by

' TECMO *

Officii

Seal of Quality .

!P»

For nearest participating

dealer, call 1-800-338-0336

With the Purchase of
NINJA GAIDEN ™ Cartridge

$2.95 VALUE
At Participating Dealers

LICENCED BY NINTENDO®
FOR PLAY ON THE

Nintendo

Bi Ti

1 1

M

18005 S. fldrio Moru Lone, Corson, Cfl 90746 • Tel: (213) 329-5880 • Fox: (213) 329-6134
Nintendo '< and Nintendo Entertainment System '« are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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Atari Lynx'" comes with AC adaptor, Comlynx' cable and four games on one Lynx game cartridge

1_ V SSI

Ippsp II '

’

* *• *-

% X \

l|j

Gantlet®: Smash arcade hit. The
enchanted Star Gem has crashed to

earth. Capture it from evil creatures

before they use its magical strength

to destroy man. 1 to 4 players.

Lots of games are available on compact

cartridges, with more being developed as

we speak.

Blue Lightning : Fly a top secret combat jet

while avoiding missiles, ice fields, canyon

walls and the dark of night.

Plug any standard x

headset into the Lynx for

more realistic

4 channel sound

Atari®, the Atari logo, LYNX™ and Electrocop™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Atari Corporation. ©1990 Atari Corporation. Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1302. All rights reserved. (Electrocop™ Software ©1990 Epyx, Inc.,



Electrocop ": Rescue the kidnapped

daughter of the president. Invade the

Steel Complex where dangerous robot

traps protect the Criminal Brain.

Connect up to 8 Lynxes.

On some games, all 8 players can be

on screen at once.

KUX'": The latest

arcade mega-hit from

Atari Games. You must

form “Klax” from

colored tiles tumbling

down the conveyor

belt. 100 levels.

CaftfomiaGames ®: Surfyour brains

out. Skateboard the Half Pipe. Juggle the Foot Bag.

Slam off the desert berms on your BMX bike.

a**
Challenge":

Help Chip

through 144

levels without

getting nailed by

cherry bombs, water -

traps, and hundreds of

other hazards.

The Lynx portable game system is every bit as good
as home systems.

It has great color and sharpness like a big screen TV.

It has deep levels of play on popular and new games.

And on some games, you will be able to link up to

eight Lynxes so everybody can play together.

It’s enough to give you chills.

And make our competitors sick.

It’s available at all major toy and electronic retailers.

So see it for yourself at the

Lynx dealer nearest you. PORTABLE COLOR ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

liceased to Atari Corp.) California Games®, Chip’s Challenge™, and Blue Lightning™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of Epyx, Inc.©1990. Gauntlet® and Klax™ are registered trademarks of Atari Games Corp. ©1990.
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AATARI*7800

One of the new
games for the Atari 7800.

Now oozing its way to a

store near you.

The Alien Brigade has entered

the Atari 7800 system. Attacking

with full frontal fury. Infiltrating

your army. Turning your men into

slimy zombies.

You’ve got a war on your hands.

You’ve got to stay alive, man. You’ve

got hostages to rescue. And your

weapons are joystick or light gun

controlled. So start wasting ’em.

But be careful, you could be 86ing

your own men.
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AATARI'7800

You are the Ikari warrior on

the Atari 7800 system.

You go behind enemy lines

with nothing but machine guns,

tanks, grenades and a prayer.

You and your buddy wipe out

the enemy, dodging bullets,

knives and missiles. You have

to rescue the colonel from an

impenetrable fortress. And
ammo is running low. Yes, war

is hell. But you can handle it—

with one or two players.

One of the new games for

Atari 7800. Try it. Ifyou're man
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Carl Lewis' Go for the
Gold is the ultimate com-
puter challenge of skill and coor-

dination. Compete in the Decathlon
against Carl Lewis-the six time Olympic Gold
medalist-or you can be Carl Lewis and try to live up to
his world renowned reputation.

So, if you think that you're up to it; give it a try-

Carl Lewis' Go for the Gold. It's guaranteed to
get your adrenaline pumping.

meHk
Carl Lewis is a trademark of Frederick C. Lewis. ©1990 Frederick C. Lewis. All rights reserved. © 1990 GameTek/lJE, Inc. All rights reserved.

Miam
iipillmM

Screens shown are from the IBM version.
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T
he Harlem Globetrotters bring their brand of high-speed action to the court HBj
on your computer. With all the finesse you'd expect from top professionals, PPP

plus famous trick passes like the heel kick and incredible trick shots like the full-

court hook - you've got basketball game play like you've never seen it before. BEE

So, if you're looking for a nice game, then buy just any old basketball game. But if

you're looking for the ultimate challenge, then get Harlem Globetrotters Basketball!

GLOBETROTTERS

Hi, li

M 1L

jHH V A JM 1^. A w MM

Gjam^lSk*
©1990 GameTek/IJE., Inc. All rights reserved. Harlem Globetrotters® ©1990 Harlem Globetrotters, A Division of International Broadcasting Corporation.

Harlem Globetrotters is a registered trademark of Harlem Globetrotters, A division of International Broadcasting Corporation. All rights reserved.
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\ UITE FREQUENTLY, THE QUESTION

/ \ COMES TO US AS TO WHETHER SEGA

I |] AND NEC CAN TAKE ON NINTENDO,

1 I THE VIRTUAL KING OF THE VIDEO-

I

game hill. Seeing that the two
^

' CHALLENGING COMPANIES HAVE

GOTTEN A DECENT HEAD START IN THE "NEXT-

GENERATION" HARDWARE WARS, AND

Nintendo still refuses to announce the

PLANS TO BRING THE SUPER FAMICOM TO

America, the answer would seem to be an

UNEQUIVOCAL "YES."

Here we sit nearly a year and a half

AFTER THE GENESIS AND TURBOGRAFX-1 6

WERE INTRODUCED, AND LOTS OF PLAYERS ARE

HAPPY WITH THEIR CHOICE TO UPGRADE TO

THE FUTURE OF VIDEO GAMING.

What we offer on the next pages is a

CHECKLIST OF WHAT HAS BEEN RELEASED IN

THE LAST YEAR (FROM JANUARY 1990 TO

January 1991) for the TurboGrafx-1 6.

Being that things are changing and new

GAME TITLES ARE ADDED TO THE LIST EACH

WEEK, THIS IS BY NO MEANS A COMPLETE

CHART OF WHAT TG-16 OWNERS CAN EXPECT

TO HAVE AVAILABLE. THE TG-16 BUYER'S

Guide provides a framework to go by.

Indeed, if 1990 is any indication,

1991 WILL BE A BANNER YEAR FOR THE

TurboGrafx-1 6 AND THE VIDEO-GAME WORLD

IN GENERAL. WE'RE HEARING ABOUT

UPCOMING SOFTWARE THAT WILL KNOCK YOUR

SOCKS OFF—BUT WE'LL LEAVE THE DETAILS FOR

NEXT YEAR.1

VG&CE * DECEMBER 1990



Up to five players can join in on the fun as you try to see who can stay in the ring the longest. But don't get

THIS GAME CONFUSED WITH A WRESTLING GAME BECAUSE IT'S NOT. EACH OF THE FIVE DIFFERENT CHARACTERS HAVE UP TO SEVEN

DISTINCTIVE MOVES THAT CAN BE MASTERED TO THROW YOUR FRIEND(s) FOR A LOOP.

5 v-‘£c •

Buys

—
wwmmmrnmwm

% l
?

.

The President has been kidnapped by a ruthless general in South America after his plane goes down. Use your

SKILLS AS AN ELITE MEMBER OF THE "BLOODY WOLF," A HIGHLY TRAINED SPECIAL COMBAT TEAM, TO FIGHT YOUR WAY THROUGH

THE THICK JUNGLES BEFORE REACHING THE ENEMY STRONGHOLD. YOU'LL HAVE TO BE AT YOUR COMBAT BEST IF YOU WANT TO FREE

the President and take out the mad General.
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Bonk's Adventure
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The evil King Drool has kidnapped the beautiful Dragon Princess Za, and Bonk the caveman is the only one that

CAN SAVE HER. In THE YEAR 10,000 B.C., THERE WAS NO SUCH THING AS A GUN OR EVEN A BAZOOKA, SO BONK WILL JUST

HAVE TO "USE" HIS HEAD IF HE WANTS TO RESCUE THE PRINCESS AND SAVE THE DAY.

Boxy Boy

So YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME JOB TO EARN A LITTLE EXTRA MONEY, ARE YOU? THEN HERE'S A VIDEO GAME THAT COULD

GET YOU GOING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. IN BOXY BOY YOU'VE BEEN HIRED PART-TIME TO ARRANGE BOXES IN A NEAT STACK. BUT

DON'T GET TOO COMFORTABLE IN ONE SPOT, BECAUSE YOUR ADVENTURE WILL TAKE YOU THROUGH 250 SCREENS IN FIVE

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES INCLUDING CHINA, EGYPT AND THE SOUTH POLE.
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Chew-Man-Fu

The evil Chew-Man-Fu has deprived the people of their favorite foods, fried rice and egg rolls, for long

ENOUGH—AND THE TWO TOUGH TWIN SISTERS AREN'T GOING TO TAKE IT ANYMORE. THE OBJECT OF THE GAME IS TO PUSH, PULL

OR KICK COLORED BALLS ONTO PLATES OF THE SAME COLOR. DOING SO WILL WIPE OUT ALL CHEW-MAN-Fu'S HENCHMEN FROM

THE SCREEN. THE GAME ALSO FEATURES KICKBALL AND EDIT-MODE OPTIONS.
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G-16 Buyer's Guide

Cyber Core

After a hundred years in space, your expeditionary party returns to earth only to find out it's been taken over by

GIANT HYPER-INSECTS. YOUR ONLY HOPE (AND MANKIND'S) IS TO MERGE WITH THE ULTRA-LIFE-FORM KlMYRA. BECOMING HALF-

MAN AND HALF-INSECT IS THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN GET THE STRENGTH TO GO UP AGAINST THE GIANT KILLER BEE, DOUBLE SAW,

BEFORE THE NASTY INSECT HORDE DESTROYS EVERYTHING IN SIGHT.

Dragon Curse

You're the cool and handsome Hu-Man, but it seems that you're having a bad day. First, you get yourself

CAPTURED BY THE HORRIBLE MECHA DRAGON. THEN, JUST ABOUT THE TIME YOU'RE GOING TO ESCAPE, HE PUTS A CURSE ON YOU

THAT TURNS YOU INTO A LIZARD. NOW YOU HAVE TO TRAVEL THE LAND IN SEARCH OF THE ONLY THING THAT CAN TRANSFORM

YOU BACK TO YOUR NORMAL HU-MAN SELF, THE LEGENDARY SALAMANDER CROSS.
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Drop Off

Poor Takashi. His girlfriend, Izumi, has been in a deep sleep for some time, and not even his friendliness can wake

her. It wasn't until the goddess appeared in one of his dreams that he knew exactly what had happened and what

MUST BE DONE TO SAVE HER. IT SEEMS THAT AN EVIL SPIRIT HAS TAKEN OVER HER SOUL, AND NOW TAKASHI MUST ENTER IZUMl'S

DREAM AND DEFEAT THE SPIRIT IF SHE'S EVER GOING TO WAKEN. USING A PAD AND BALL YOU MUST KNOCK OUT THE MONSTERS IN

HER DREAMS IN A GAME THAT RESEMBLES BREAKOUT.

Double Dungeons

Do YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST THE EVILS THAT LURK BEHIND THE SHADOWS? YOU CAN PLAY

ALONE AS YOU TRY TO SCORE AS MANY GOLD AND JEWELS IN THE DIFFERENT SCENARIOS AS POSSIBLE OR HAVE A FRIEND JOIN

YOU. But be careful—all the shiny trinkets can turn your BEST FRIEND INTO YOUR ENEMY. Then it becomes a race to see

WHO CAN DEFEAT THE EVIL BOSS FIRST.
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Final Lap Twin

You're not sure why, but your father and sister have sent you on a training mission to become the world four-

wheel-drive champion. Put your driving skills to the test as you go against the computer or a friend. Choose from

THE F3000 GP OR THE F-1 GP SERIES, AND TRY TO SCORE AS MANY POINTS OR COMPETE FOR RANKINGS IN ONE OF THE 24

DIFFERENT RACES. YOU CAN ALSO GO AGAINST A GANG OF FOUR-WHEEL-DRIVE WARRIORS. LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE ALONG THE WAY

FOR CLUES TO FIND OUT WHAT YOUR FAMILY HAS IN STORE FOR YOU.

SSjfftas1s

J.J. & Jeff

Oh no! The evil boss Kara has kidnapped someone, but not to worry—those two detectives J.J. and Jeff are on

the case. Choose either J.J. or Jeff to control through the game but watch out, because your partner can get

JEALOUS, AND THEN IT BECOMES EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF. COLLECT CLUES AND COINS WHILE SEARCHING FOR HIDDEN SCREENS

AND KEYS AS YOU KICK YOUR WAY THROUGH THE EIGHT LEVELS OF THIS HILARIOUS DETECTIVE ADVENTURE.

King of Casino

As YOU ENTER YOUR HOTEL ROOM, THE FIRST THING ON YOUR MIND IS TO GET AS MUCH INFORMATION ON THE 15

CASINOS IN TOWN AS YOU CAN. SOME CASINOS ARE BIG, SOME ARE SMALL, BUT EACH ONE HAS ITS OWN

CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIALIZES IN DIFFERENT GAMES. YOU STROLL INTO ONE OF THE LARGER CASINOS. WILL IT BE

BLACKJACK OR MAYBE POKER? HOW ABOUT THE SLOT MACHINES? YOU COULD TAKE A SPIN AT THE ROULETTE TABLE,

OR IS KENO YOUR GAME? PLAY BY YOURSELF OR WITH UP TO FIVE FRIENDS TO SEE WHO WILL BE CROWNED "KING OF

Casino."
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LICENSED BY NINTENDO
FOR PLAY ON THE

CNinfendo)

Arcadia’ is a registered trademark of Arcadia Systems, Inc. Copyright © 1990 Marvel Entertainment Group,

Inc. All Rights Reserved. Silver Surfer, other characters and character names are trademarks of Marvel

Entertainment Group, Inc. and are used with permission. ©Seven Up, 7UR SPOT name and character are

trademarks identifying products of The Seven-Up Company, Dallas, TX 1990. ©1990 Arcadia Systems, Inc.

All Rights Reserved. Nintendo, Game Boy, Official Seal and Nintendo Entertainment System are registered

trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.

CIRCLE #157 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ARCADIA SYSTEMS, INC.

18001 Cowan Street, Suite A

Irvine, CA 92714

Tel: (714) 833-8710
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Klax

Tengen brings its hit arcade game home to the TG-1 6. In Klax you simply catch colored tiles that come down a

CONVEYER BELT AND ARRANGE THEM IN SAME-COLORED STACKS OF THREE OR MORE THAT CAN BE ORIENTED HORIZONTALLY,

VERTICALLY OR DIAGONALLY. As IN THE ARCADE VERSION, YOU HAVE THE WARPS AND SPECIAL BONUS POINTS THAT HELP MAKE THIS

GAME A CLASSIC NO MAHER WHAT SYSTEM IT'S PLAYED ON.

!

Last Alert

The Force Project, an international arms syndicate led by Dr.Che Garcia, is once again trying to take over the

WORLD. You PLAY GUY KAZAMA TOP C.I.A. AGENT AND THE ONLY PERSON IN THE WORLD CAPABLE OF STOPPING THE HORDE OF

MISGUIDED RENEGADES. USING ALL THE LATEST MILITARY EQUIPMENT, YOU TAKE OFF TO COMPLETE THE SIX MISSIONS NECESSARY TO

DEFUSE AND TAME THE FORCE PROJECT BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT.

-
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Legendary Axe II

YOU AND YOUR BROTHER ARE IN MORTAL COMBAT TO SEE WHICH ONE OF YOU WILL TAKE THE THRONE. YOUR EVIL BROTHER,

DESPERATE FOR VICTORY, CALLS ON THE EVIL POWERS OF THE WICKED KlNG DRODAM. NOW ALL IS LOST. EVIL REIGNS AS YOUR

BROTHER BRINGS DESTRUCTION AND CHAOS ACROSS THE LAND. IF YOU COULD FIND THE LEGENDARY ROYAL SWORD, ONLY THEN

WOULD YOU HAVE THE MAGIC NEEDED TO COMBAT THE EVIL FORCES. IS THE LAND LOST FOREVER, OR WILL THE STING OF THE COLD

SWORD BRING PEACE BACK TO THE KINGDOM?
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Magical Dinosaur Tour

Have you ever wondered what a Tyrannosaurus looks like, or what it ate and what regions of the world it

COULD BE FOUND IN? IN THIS NEW EDUCATIONAL CD-ROM, LET LOLO, THE TALKING DINOSAUR, GUIDE YOU THROUGH A

COMPLETE LOOK AT ALL THE DINOSAURS THAT ROAMED THE LAND, SEA AND SKIES 1 00 MILLION YEARS AGO. USING INFORMATION

PROVIDED BY EXPERTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD, THIS ANIMATED DINOSAUR ENCYCLOPEDIA WILL SHOW YOU THE FAMILY TREE OF

DINOSAUR TYPES, PROVIDE A SEARCH MODE TO HELP LOCATE SPECIFIC DINOSAURS AND EVEN GIVE YOU POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE

DINOSAURS' EXTINCTION.

- -
&

4

Military Madness

It's the 21st century and man has finally inhabited the moon. With the most powerful nations laying claim to the

moon's vast resources, much fighting has occurred. That's when the evil axis empire launched an all-out attack

AND CAPTURED MOST OF THE MOON. THEIR ULTIMATE PLAN—TO DESTROY THE EARTH. CAN YOU LEAD THE ALLIED POWERS IN

DEFEATING THE AXIS EMPIRE BEFORE THEY LAUNCH THE MOST POWERFUL OF ALL WEAPONS, THE SUPREME ATOMIC MISSILE, IN THIS

CLASSIC GAME OF STRATEGY?
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Neutopia

The evil Dirth has stolen the eight sacred medallions and kidnapped the beautiful Princess Raran, sending the

PEACEFUL LAND OF NEUTOPIA INTO CHAOS. CAN THE YOUNG HERO JAZETA SUCCESSFULLY BATTLE THE ENEMY MONSTERS AND

RESTORE PEACE TO THE LAND? ONLY YOU CAN ANSWER THAT QUESTION. THIS ADVENTURE GAME FEATURES EIGHT LEVELS OF PLAY

AND CONTAINS 16 LABYRINTHS TO EXPLORE.

Ninja Spirit

Your father is murdered right before your eyes, but who was that half-man/half-beast ninja? There's no time for

MOURNING, JUST TIME FOR AVENGING HIS DEATH. YOU PLAY MOONLIGHT IN THIS TRANSLATION OF THE ARCADE GAME OF THE

SAME NAME. YOU MUST GUIDE MOONLIGHT THROUGH THE SEVEN STAGES AS YOU TRY TO FIND AND ANNIHILATE THE EVIL NINJA

WHO MURDERED YOUR FATHER.

-'Jr *7-

*

Ordyne

Kubota, the leader of an outer-space gang, has kidnapped Miss Kana, who just happens to be the fiancee of Dr.

Tomari, the inventor of the nuclear reactor Ordyne. Little does Kubota know, the key to the reactor is hanging

around Miss Kana's neck. That's where you come in. You can control either the good doctor or his assistant,

Felix, through the seven stages in an attempt to save Miss Kana, before Kubota finds out exactly how much power

HE HOLDS IN THE PALM OF HIS HAND.

:

Pac-Land

Oh no—a fairy princess is trapped by monsters in Pac-Land. But that's okay, because one of the most

RECOGNIZABLE VIDEO GAME CHARACTERS, PAC-MAN, IS ON THE JOB. GUIDE PAC-MAN AS HE JOURNEYS OVER RIVERS, PAST

MOUNTAIN FACES, AND THROUGH FORESTS AND DESERTS IN A QUEST TO SAVE THE FAIRY PRINCESS. IT WON'T BE AN EASY TASK,

NOT WITH MONSTERS HOT ON HIS TAIL TRYING TO PREVENT HIM FROM REACH THEIR HIDEOUT, MONSTER MANSION.

Psychosis

YOU INNOCENTLY LET YOUR MIND WANDER TO THE EVIL SIDE OF ITS OWN EXISTENCE. YOU DIDN'T MEAN ANYTHING BY IT, YOU

JUST WANTED TO TAKE A PEEK AT THE OTHER SIDE. BUT THE DEVIL UGAR HAS OTHER PLANS—HE PLANS TO BE YOUR KEEPER. YOU

CAN'T THINK, YOU CAN'T CRY OUT, THE ONLY THING YOU CAN DO IS FIGHT. WlTH THE INCREDIBLE FIGHTING SHIP YOUR MIND HAS

CREATED, YOU'LL STOP AT NOTHING TO BE FREE AGAIN.

... ...
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At PLAY IT AGAIN, we have been buying and selling used Video Game Cartridges

by mail order since 1982 (originally as Forest Hills iJsed Video Game Cartridges Inc.).

You can sell us those Nintendo. Sega. Genesis. Turbografx-16 and Atari 2600 car-

tridges you don’t play anymore. We will send payment within 7 to 10 days of receipt

of your cartridges. We offer a one-year limited warranty on all used Nintendo, and

Sega cartridges. We also sell accessories for all three game systems. We will ship your

order within 30 days. If we are unable to completely fill your order we will refund your

money and send you a 10% discount coupon good for 1 year on all the products we
sell. If you love to play video games then you’ll love us. For complete current price list

check fist for over 800 titles, send (3) Three 25‘ stamps to: PLAY IT AGAIN. P.O.

Box 6718. Dept. List. Flushing. NY 11365 For lifetime club membership which in-

cludes FREE PLAY IT AGAIN T-SHIRT. 12 bi-monthly price lists. 5% discount on all

purchases. We pay members 10% above the quoted prices when they sell cartridges,

unadvertised specials for members only. Send $30.00 to Dept. ESN. State T-shirt

sizes S. M. L. XL.

OUR 18TH CONSECUTIVE AD IN THIS MAGAZINE

NINTENDO
We Sell $19.95
We Buy $5.00

10 YARD FIGHT

1942

ALFA MISSION
ATHENA
BALLOON FIGHT

BASEBALL
CLU CLU LAND
COMMANDO
DEADLY TOWERS
ELWAY’S QUARTERBACK
EXCITE BIKE

FRIOAY THE 13TH.

GAUNTLET
GHOSTS N GOBLINS
GOLF
GOTCHA
GRADIUS
GUMSHOE
ICE CLIMBER
ICE HOCKEY
IKARI WARRIORS
IKARI WARRIORS II

IRON TANK
JACKAL
JAWS
KARATE CHAMP
KARATE KID

KUNG FU
LEGEND OF KAGE
LIFE FORCE
MACH RIDER
MAGMAX
METAL GEAR
METROID
MUSCLE
OPERATION WOLF
OTHELLO
PLATOON
PRO-AM RACING
RAID ON BUNGLING BAY
RAMBO
RENEGADE
RUSH ’N ATTACK
RYGAR
SECTION Z

SKATE OR DIE

SKYKID
SPELUNKER
SPY HUNTER
SPY VS. SPY 1

STAR FORCE
STAR VOYAGER
T&C SURF DESIGN
TENNIS
TIGER-HELI
TOP GUN
TRACK AND FIELD

TRACK AND FIELD II

TROJAN
URBAN CHAMPION
VOLLEYBALL
WILD GUNMAN
WINTER GAMES
WIZARDS & WARRIORS
WORLD RUNNER (3-D)

WRECKING CREW
XENOPHOBE
XEVIOUS
ZANAC
We Sell $24.95
We Buy $10.00
8 EYES

1943
720*

ADVENTURE ISLAND

ADV OF BAYOU BILLY

ADV. OF DINO RIKI

SINCE 1982

ADV. OF TOM SAWYER
ADVENTURES OF LINK

ADVENTURES OF LOLO
AFTERBURNER
AIR FORTRESS
AIRWOLF
ALIEN SYNDROME
AMAGON
ANTICIPATION
ARCHON
ASTYANAX
BABY BOOMER
BASES LOADED
BIONIC COMMANDOS
BLADES OF STEEL
BLASTER MASTER
BOMBER MAN
BREAKTHRU
BUMP N JUMP
BARAI FIGHTER
BURGER TIME
CAPTAIN COMIC
CASTLEQUEST
CASTLEVANIA
CITY CONNECTION
CLASH AT DEMONHEAD
COBRA COMMAND
COBRA TRIANGLE
COMIC CAPER
CONTRA
CRYSTAL MINES
CYBERNOID
DASH GALAXY
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEFENDER II

DEMON SWORD
DESSERT COMMANDER
DESTINATION EARTH STAR
DR. CHAOS
DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE
DONKEY KONG
DONKEY KONG CLASSICS
DONKEY KONG 3

DONKEY KONG JR

DONKEY KONG JR MATH
DOUBLE DRIBBLE
DRAGON POWER
DRAGON WARRIOR
FAXANADU
FIGHTING GOLF
FREEDOM FORCE
GALAGA
GHOSTBUSTERS
GOLGO 13

GOONIES II

GUERILLA WARS
GUNSMOKE
GUARDIAN LEGEND
GYRUSS
HOOPS
HYDLIDE
I CAN REMEMBER
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2

INFILTRATOR
IRONSWORD
JOUST
KARNOV
KID NIKI

KINGS KNIGHT
LEGACY OF WIZARD
LEGEND OF ZELDA
LEGENDARY WINGS
LODE RUNNER
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
MAPPY-LAND

MICKEY MOUSECAPADE
MILLIPEDE
MILON'S SECRET CASTLE
MONSTER PARTY
MYSTERY QUEST

NINJA GAIDEN
PACMAN

PEBBLE BEACH
P’RADIKUS
PINBALL
PREDATOR
PRISONER OF WAR
PRO WRESTLING
PUNCH OUT
QBERT
RBI BASEBALL
RACKET ATTACK
RAD RACER (3-D)

RAID 2020
RAMPAGE
RESCUE
ROAD BLASTER
ROAD RUNNER
ROBO WARRIOR
SEICROSS
SESAME ST ABC
SESAME ST. 123

SHOOTING RANGE
SIMON’S QUEST
SKY SHARK
SLALOM
STAR SOLDIER
STINGER
SUPER DODGE BALL
TABOO
TAG TEAM WRESTLING
THUNDERCADE
TO THE EARTH
TWIN COBRA
TWIN EAGLE
vindicators
WORLD GAMES
WRESTLEMANIA
XEXYZ

WE SELL $29.95
WE BUY $15.00
ABADOXA BOY AND HIS BLOB
ADVENTURES OF LOLO 2

ALL PRO BASKETBALL
BACK TO THE FUTURE
BAD DUDES
BAD NEWS BASEBALL
BASEBALL SIM. 1,000

BATTLE OF OLYMPUS
BLACK BASS
BUBBLE BOBBLE
BUGS BUNNY

CALIFORNIA GAMES
CASINO KID

CHESSMASTER
CHUBBY CHERUB

CODE NAME: VIPER

CYCLE SHOOTING
DIG DUG 2

DOUBLE DARE
DOUBLE DRAGON
DYNOWARZ

ELEVATOR ACTION
EVERT AND LENDL TENNIS
FANTASY ZONE
FAST BREAK

FESTERS QUEST
FIST OF NORTH STAR

FLYING DRAGON 1

GALACTIC CRUSADER
GHOSTBUSTERS 2

GOAL
GODZILLA
HEAVY BARREL
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
INDIANA JONES
JEOPARDY
JEOPARDY JR

JORDON VS. BIRD
KID KOOL
KID ICARUS
KINGS OF THE BEACH

KNIGHT RIDER

LUNAR POOL
MAGIC OF SCHEHERAZADE
MARBLE MADNESS
MARIO BROS
MARVEL'S XMEN
MEGAMAN 2

MIGHTY BOMB JACK
MISSION COBRA
MS. PACMAN
NAT'L FOOTBALL LEAGUE
NINJA KID

PAPER-BOY
PERFECT FIT

PHANTOM FIGHTER
PINBOT

POPEYE
RING KING
RIVER CITY RANSOME
ROBO DEMON
ROCK N BALL
ROGER RABBIT

ROLLING THUNDER
ROMANCE 3 KINGDOMS
SHADOWGATE
SHINOBI
SILENT SERVICE
SILKWORM
SNAKES REVENGE
SNOOPY
SOCCER
SOLOMONS KEY

SOLSTICE
SQOON
STEALTH
STRIDER

SUPER CONTRA
SUPER OFF ROAD

SUPERSPIKE V BALL
SUPER SPRINT

SUPER MARIO BROS 2

SUPERMAN
SUPER PITFALL

TARGET RENEGADE
TECMO BASEBALL
TECMO BOWL
TERRA'TRESTA
TETRIS
THREE STOOGES
TOOBIN
TOP GUN II

TURBO RACING
ULTIMA

VEGAS DREAM
WILLOW
WHEEL OF FORTUNE

ACTION KUNG FU
ADV IN MAGIC KINGDOM
ARKISTAS RING
BATTLE CHESS
bigfoot
boulder dash
cabal
captain SKYHAWK
castle of dragon
caveman games
chip n dale
circus capers
conflict
dexterity
dragon spirit

dugeon magic
dusty diamond
softball
Sfinal mission
H GALAXY 5000
p;GILLIGANS ISLAND

IMAGE FIGHT
INDIANA JONES LAST CR

JEOPARDY 25th ANNIV
KIWI KRAZE
LAST STARFIGHTER

LITTLE NEMO
LOW-G-MAN
MAD MAX

MAFAT CONSPIRACY
MASTER CHU
MECHANIZED ATTACK
MENDEL PALACE

MISSION COBRA
NARC
PESTERMINATOR
PICTIONARY
PIPE DREAM
PIRATES
PRINCESS TOMATO
PUSS N BOOTS
rad RACER II

RALLY BIKE

REMOTE CONTROL
RESCUE RANGERS
rocket ranger
SHINGEN THE RULER
SILENT ASSAULT
SKULLS & CROSSBONES
STARSHIP HECTOR
SWORDS & SERPENTS
TAGIN DRAGON
tecmo world wrestling
timelord
tombs & TREASURES
WALL ST. KID

wheel OF FORTUNE JR

wizardry
world champ wrestling
world grand prix

nBAD ST. BRAWLER
METAL FIGHTER

SPOT
ROLLERBALL

WIN LOSE OR DRAW
WRATH OF BLACK MANTA

WE SELL $34.95
WE BUY $20.00
BASEBALL STARS
BASES LOADED II

BATMAN
CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING
DOUBLE DRAGON II

DUCKTALES
GENGHIS KHAN

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF
NINJA GAIDEN II

riNOBUNGAS AMBITION
RBI BASEBALL II

ROBOCOP
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
(Family Edition)

TOTAL RECALL
DICK TRACY

FINAL FANTASY

NEC
TURBOGRAFX- 16

WE SELL $29.95
WE BUY $15.00

ALIEN CRUSH
BLAZING LAZERS
CHINA WARRIOR
DEEP BLUE
DRAGON SPIRIT

DUNGEON EXPLORER
FANTASY ZONE
FINAL LAP
GALAGA 90
LEGENDARY AXE
MOTO ROADER
PAC-LAND

POWER GOLF
R-TYPE
SIDEARMS
VICTORY RUN
VIGILANTE
WORLD CLASS BASEBALL

WORLD COURT TENNIS

FIGHTING STREET

space HARRIER

MONSTER LAIR

ORDYNE
TAKIN IT TO THE HOOP

SEGA GEN1S1S®

WE SELL $29.95
WE BUY $15.00

LAST battle
RAMBO III

ncnrrpR
SUPER THUNDERBLADE
THUNDER FORCE II

nAIR DIVER
ALEX KIDD ENCH CASTLE
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
GOLDEN AXE
GHOULS AND GHOSTS
HERZOG ZWEI
MYSTIC DEFENDER
REVENGE OF SHINOBI
SHOVE IT

SPACE HARRIER II

SUPER HANG ON
SUPER HYDLIDE
TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL
TOURNAMENT GOLF
TRUXTON

ZOOM

WE SELL $54.95
WE BUY $30.00

PHANTASY STAR II

MISC.

WE SELL $44.95
WE BUY $30.00
MEGAMAN
SUPER MARIO BROS 3

ORDERING INSraUCnON^^I orders & memberships of PLAY IT AGAIN to P O Box 6718. Flushing. NY 11365 MINIMUM ORDER: $10 (X) PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY U S
funds only. NO FOREIGN ORDERS. In Canada only, write to: Microplay Video Games. 2555 Dixie Rd.. Ottawa. ONT. K2P 1W8 Add $3.50 for shipping and handling on each order- $8 50
for Aiaska. Hawaii and Puerto Rico. We do not accept credit cards. New York residents must add appropriate sales tax Personal check will delay shipment up to three weeks All U S shipping is by
United Parcel bervice If you order three or more Nintendo or Sega cartridges in one order and list.alternates for each we will pay the shipping (U S only) We reserve the right to refuse any
order. All used Nintendo cartridges are sold with a one-year limited warranty. We put a (invisible to the eye) numbered code on all cartridges sold If the cartridge case or chip is tampered withdamaged or abused, warranty will not be honored Order with confidence

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: Send to PLAY IT AGAIN. Dept IB. 67-25B 186 Lane. Flushing. N Y 11365 Please Print Clearly. Wrap cartridges securely If yWu send (5) five or more

NfntfSS riSd
9*8 " addH°? t0 th

* ?'
m2U" f d '

“J
' Ple

?f
ship by UPS ° r U

J
Mail We wil1 deduct S1 (K) for each missing instruction booklet. 50C for missing slip

case for Nintendo cartridges and $2 00 for missing 3-D glasses $3.50 will be deducted for any cartridge we have to ship back to you If your packaqe is not received bv -January 31 W‘M we willpay you using price list *20 effective February 1. 1991 We pay $1.00 for broken Nintendo cartridges 50< deducted for missing Atari Instructions

by any of the manufacturers of the products contained in this list. We reserve the right to refuse any purchase or sale Price sublect tochange without notice. Not responsible for typographical errors. All Items subject to availability. - PLAY IT AGAIN 1990. All Rights Reserved.
^
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Sherlock Holmes: Consulting Detective

Using 50 live actors in a total of 1 50 scenes, Icom Simulations presents one the greatest detective series of all-

time to the TG-1 6 . Watch as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson question suspects and witnesses for clues in three

SEPARATE MYSTERIES. YOU CAN CHECK THE COMPLETE MAP OF LONDON, AN ACTUAL 1 9TH-CENTURY LONDON TIMES NEWSPAPER

OR EVEN SUMMONS THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS TO GET CLUES. ONCE YOU THINK YOU CAN SOLVE THE MYSTERY, PRESENT YOUR

THEORY TO A JUDGE. IF HE ACCEPTS YOUR THEORY THEN IT'S OFF TO THE NEXT CASE; IF NOT, IT'S BACK TO THE BEGINNING TO

LOOK FOR MORE CLUES.

SlNISTRON

BlO-MORPHIC BIO-BATTLESHIP SlNISTRON IS KILLING PLANETS LIKE IT WAS GOING OUT OF STYLE, AND IT'S HEADED RIGHT FOR

Earth. As the only cybernaut left in our solar system, it's up to you to brave the inner workings of this rogue ship

that's out of control. Destroy the brain before it takes out the entire galaxy.

Space Harrier

You're a space adventurer with a strong reputation for fighting evil to protect all that is good. This time it will

BE NO DIFFERENT. ARMED ONLY WITH AN AUTOLOCK ENERGY LAUNCHER AND THE SPECIAL MAGICAL POWERS THAT ARE ENDOWED

TO YOU, YOU FACE AN EVIL FORCE THAT NOW OCCUPIES DRAGON LAND, A ONCE BEAUTIFUL AND PEACEFUL PLANET IN A GALAXY

FAR, FAR AWAY.

Splatterhouse

As PART OF A COLLEGE FIELD TRIP, RlCK (THAT'S YOU) AND HIS GIRLFRIEND, JENNIFER, DECIDE TO STUDY THE EXPERIMENTS OF THE

WORLD'S MOST RENOWNED PARAPSYCHOLOGIST, Dr. WEST. THE ONLY PROBLEM IS THAT NO ONE HAS SEEN DR.WEST IN MONTHS.

AS THE TWO SLOWLY ENTER THE HOUSE KNOWN BETTER AS SPLATTERHOUSE, THERE'S A THUD AND THE LIGHTS GO OUT. WHEN

Rick turns around, Jennifer is gone. Now it's up to you to help Rick through seven of the most grueling,

GRUESOME LEVELS IN VIDEO-GAME HISTORY.

Sonic Spike

In THIS FOUR-PLAYER BEACH VOLLEYBALL GAME, PLAYERS CAN SELECT ONE OF THE SIX TEAMS REPRESENTING THE DIFFERENT

COUNTRIES COMPETING IN THE TOURNAMENT, AS WELL AS ADJUST THE OVERALL ABILITIES OF THE TEAMS' CHARACTERS. YOU'LL NEED

A GOOD STRONG TEAM THAT HAS LOTS OF SPEED, STAMINA, TECHNIQUE AND JUMPING ABILITIES IF YOU WANT TO FIND OUT WHO

THE MYSTERY TEAM REALLY IS.
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tmtnt memmi* i>»mj

Nintendo*

You are Max Force... your mission... bust Mr. Big and
destroy the dreaded criminal empire . . . seize all

contraband, stolen money, illegal weapons... use

rocket bombs, high-powered machine guns . .

.

I

apprehend all suspects... protectthe innocentand

punish the guilty... stop at nothing!

Licensed by Nintendo
for play on the

Nintendo

Masters of the Game
Masters of the Game v

and Acclaim are Trademarks of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. NARC* TM & c) 1988 Williams* Electronics Games, Inc. Nintendo,* Nintendo Entertainment System* and the official

seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. has made a contribution of $25,000 to "Just Say No" International, the organization dedicated to the prevention of

substance abuse in young adults nationwide. ©1990 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.
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Super Star Soldier

Four long years ago, Ceasar, a strong, valiant warrior, defeated the vicious brain army. Now a new force, the

Mother Brain, has reared its ugly head and is attacking. In response, they send you, Neo-Ceasar, to stop the

ROGUE ENEMY INVADERS. USE THE SPECIAL WEAPONS FOUND ALONG THE WAY TO SINGLE-HANDEDLY SAVE THE GALAXY.

Super Volleyball

Super volleyball is one of the most comprehensive volleyball simulators on the market today. Featuring four

DIFFERENT MODES OF PLAY, THIS GAME ALLOWS A ONE- OR TWO-PLAYER GAME, AND LETS YOU EDIT YOUR TEAM PLAYERS'

STATISTICS OR WATCH OTHER TEAMS PASS ROCKETS OVER THE NET FOR A WHILE. YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR SERVE, UTILIZE FOUR

VARIOUS FORMS OF ATTACKS AND EVEN MAKE DIVING SAVES.

Takin' It to the Hoop

Be READY TO USE ALL YOUR SKILLS AND THE STRATEGY OF REAL BASKETBALL AS YOU SELECT ONE OF EIGHT TEAMS FROM AROUND

THE NATION TO COMPETE IN TOURNAMENT, LEAGUE PLAY OR AN EXHIBITION GAME. WHETHER YOU'RE PLAYING A ZONE, MAN-TO-

MAN OR A COMBINATION OF THESE DEFENSES, YOU'LL STILL NEED TO KNOW WHEN TO GO FOR THE STEAL AND WHEN TO CHANGE

PLAYERS AS THEY GROW TIRED. PLAY A ONE-PLAYER GAME OR JOIN A FRIEND AS YOU COMPETE FOR THE CHAMPIONSHIP.

_ w-m

.

i Jf- Mi T6- f Ow* r r
T

*

-

Tiger Road

When the priests of the Oh-Lin Temple heard that the Dragon God attacked and abducted the children of the

VILLAGE, THEY HURRIED TO HELP SAVE THEM. ONCE THEY REACHED THE VILLAGE, THEY WERE AMBUSHED BY THE DRAGON GOD'S

henchmen and quickly defeated—which leaves only you, Lee Wong, master of the ultra-secret Oh-Lin Temple

"double-headed tiger" fighting technique, to defeat the Dragon God and save the children.

—

Timed a i i
I i Iwl B B/t

In this game for strategy buffs, you must adjust the configuration of various tubes so that a ball will travel

through each one. The constantly advancing sphere and the assortment of twisting tube pieces are just a few of

THE OBSTACLES THROWN YOUR WAY. YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN MAZE OR TRY TO COMPLETE THE 1 00 ROUNDS OF PLAY.

—s ;

• r-y

-

m
.

seoRK

;

40 COUNTDOWN?*OOP

1

v?‘
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REWRITE HISTORYWITH

This is too heinous, dude.

Your army thrashed.

Half of Georgia smoking.
You should have listened to me, dweeh
But no way, you had to do it your way.
What a mistake. But listenup dude,

it’s not too late.

I have a most excellent plan . .

.

S
o, you think you'd make

an awesome leader?

Prove it.With North &
South™ the hot new action

strategy game with a twist.

What’ll you be? AYankee
general? A Confederate

commander? Choose one—
and make a radical change

to Civil War history!

Realistic graphics and

sound guarantee action to

the max. Friendly icon

interface makes controlling

your soldiers a breeze.

Take the challenge, ifyou

think you’re good enough.

You’ll need screeching

speed and a masterful

mind. Can you do it? Do you

have the guts to try? North

& South from Data East.

It’s one radical game.

Copyright © 1989 Infogrames, Ltd. United States

and Canadian copyright Data East USA, Inc.

Manufactured under license from Infogrames.

CIRCLE #160 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

1850 Little Orchard St, San Jose, CA 95125
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Tricky Kick

This brain-teasing chess-like game offers the puzzle theme in a unique way. There are six different heroes trapped

IN THEIR OWN MAZES. EACH ONE HAS TEN DIFFERENT LEVELS (FOR A TOTAL OF 60 IN THE GAME) AND ITS OWN STORYLINE. THE

OBJECT OF THE GAME IS TO RID THE MAZE OF CERTAIN ENEMIES BY BASHING THEM INTO EXTINCTION. TO CLEAR A LEVEL, YOU MUST

KICK MATCHING ENEMIES INTO EACH OTHER, WHICH REMOVES THEM FROM THE PLAYFIELD.

TV Sports: Football

In A DIRECT TRANSLATION OF THE COMPUTER GAME, ClNEMAWARE PRESENTS ONE OF THE BEST SELLING SPORTS GAMES ON THE

TurboGrafx-16. 7V Sports: Football has every aspect of real gridiron action from the pregame show to a

MARCHING BAND AT HALFTIME TO UPDATES FROM AROUND THE LEAGUE. WITH THE OPTIONAL TURBOTAP, UP TO FIVE PLAYERS CAN

PLAY IN THE 1 6-GAME SEASON AND CHOOSE TO PLAY ANY POSITION INCLUDING COACH.

Valis II

Long ago, the kind and generous King Rogress ruled the ancient land of Vecanti. That ended when the beloved

KING DIED. As THE PEOPLE MOURNED HIS DEATH, AN EVIL ARMY, LED BY THE EMPEROR MAGUS, ATTACKED AND DEFEATED THE

LOYAL FOLLOWERS OF KING ROGRESS. THE COUNTRY SOON SANK INTO A SEA OF DESPAIR—THAT IS UNTIL A YOUNG MAIDEN

NAMED YUKO ACCEPTED THE CHALLENGE. WITH YOUR HELP (AND THE SWORD OF THE KINGDOM) THE EVIL EMPEROR IS DOOMED

AND PEACE CAN BE RESTORED TO THE KINGDOM.

.

a .

Veigues Tactical Gladiator

Mysterious invaders have attacked and destroyed all the cities along the pacific coast. Their fighting strength

GOES BEYOND ANYTHING KNOWN TO THIS PLANET, EVEN IN THE YEAR 2321 . EVERY WEAPON THAT THE FEDERATION ARMY HAS

LAUNCHED AGAINST THIS AWESOME FOE HAS BEEN STRUCK DOWN LIKE A CHILD'S TOY. DOES THIS SPELL THE END OF MANKIND AS

WE KNOW IT? Not IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH IT, AS YOU CONTROL VEIGUES THROUGH TEN OF THE MOST INTENSE

ACTION-PACKED ROUNDS EVER MADE FOR THE TG-16.

Y's—Book I & II

In the land of Y's, THE treasured black pearl contained a special magic that allowed the people to live in a world

OF PEACE AND PROSPERITY. SUDDENLY, ONE DAY IT ALL CHANGED. THE BLACK PEARL WAS NOW A SOURCE OF GREAT EVIL, AS

DEATH AND DESTRUCTION RULED THE LAND. SEVEN HUNDRED YEARS PASSED BEFORE A YOUNG MAN NAMED ADOL STEPPED

FORWARD TO FULFILL HIS DESTINY. To DEFEAT BOSS DaRM, THE KEEPER OF THE BLACK PEARL, ADOL MUST LOCATE THE SIX

HISTORICAL BOOKS OF Y'S AND RETURN THEM TO THE SIX POWERFUL YET PEACE-LOVING PRIESTS THAT ONCE RULED THE LAND. CAN

YOU GUIDE ADOL TO VICTORY IN ONE OF THE MOST INCREDIBLE CD-ROM GAMES EVER CREATED?

SLOiTEmmmM
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NotJust Kid Stuff

Phantom Fighter is the martial arts game with a big difference. It’s the new action game that lets

you chop and kick against ghostly enemies with supernatural powers! These zombie phantoms get

even bigger and stronger as your skill improves. (But don’t worry—you’ve got some magic of your
own.) You’ll be challenged by some tricky questions. Ghosts, puzzles, and dialogue make this Kung
Fu challenge more unpredictable. Get your kicks with Phantom Fighter!

Over 100 Ghosts! ^Dialogue! Password Memory!
*Send the UPC Bar Codes from any two FCI games with your size, name, address, zip code,

and $2 postage and handling in an envelope to this address: FCI T-SHIRT OFFER, PO Box
669508, Charlotte, NC 28266. Adult sizes only: S, M, L, XL. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Offer good through Dec. 31 , 1990, or while supplies last.

Licensed by Nintendo for play on the (Nintendo) Entertainment System s

.

WCW and World Championship Wrestling are service marks (SM) of World Championship Wrestling, Inc.

Phantom Fighter is a trademark of Fujisankei Communications International, Inc. Licensed by FCI for play on the Nintendo

Entertainment System®. Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.

FCI is a registered trademark of Fujisankei Communications International, Inc. 150 East 52 Street, New York, NY 10022

Consumer Information (708) 968-0425
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Holiday Suggestions for High-Tech Hobbyists
Compiled by Joyce Worley With Becky Shayne

It's gift-giving (and getting) season again, the time of year for new gimmicks and gewgaws. VG&CE's letter

to Santa lists lots of goodies guaranteed to light up the face of that favorite joystick jockey or mouse master
on your holiday list.

Dear Santa, please stuff my stocking with

things to protect all of my high-tech equipment
and games.

NES carts need special storage, to prevent clutter

and protect them from dust. Suncom has two roll-top

storage units for NES game carts. Docking Bay
10 holds ten games and retails for $12.99,
while Docking Bay 20 holds 20
cartridges and retails for $24.99.
Both units are color-coordinated

to match the Nintendo
Entertainment System.

The Road Warrior Rainbow Disk
Wallet, by Computer Products Plus

(Huntington Beach, California, [800]

274-4227), was made to carry
diskettes in a briefcase or luggage. The
wallet is a three-fold pouch with six

inner pockets constructed of Cordura
Nylon and a Velcro sealing strip that holds

up to a dozen 3.5-inch computer disks. It’s

sold with six multicolored diskettes for

$24.95 or without the disks for $9.95.

Beware the dreaded spilled coffee, the dusty

winds; they’re computer killers. It makes sense

to protect your equipment with a high-tech

protective cover. Abcom (Bishop, California, [619]

872-1946) makes dust covers for over 700 models
of computers and printers. Each is custom-fitted and
waterproof, made of anti-static nylon pack cloth, the

same kind that protects camping gear. They wipe

clean with a damp sponge. The covers are available in

navy and silver and make fine gifts for high-tech

friends. Prices vary depending on computer style and
range from $6.95 to $24.95.
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Dear Santa, please bring me some nifty odds

and ends.

J-Bar Assoc. (Southboro, Massachusetts
, [508]

485-0878) is selling the MacBit Bucketfor $3.95. It

comes in red, ivory or gray andfeatures aflat back
to adhere to the side ofyour monitor. It provides

convenient storagefor pens, pencils, maps,

instruction pamphlets and all the clutter that

accumulates next to your computer.

Hunt Data Products has an accessory that puts

an end to those map-in-the-lap blues experienced

by adventure gamers who don’t have three hands.

The MediaMate CopyHolder holds maps,
instruction cards or any other data that needs to

be visible, leaving the gamer’s handsfreeforfun.
It attaches to any monitor, and a roller bar holds

documents securely. It has three height settings

and adjusts left or right to suit individual taste. It’s

available at most computer stores orfrom Hunt
Data Products ([800] 446-7823).

The Marstek Hand Scanner (Marstek, Inc.,

Irvine, California, [714] 833-7740) will dress up
your gamingfanzine with pictures and
photographs. It turns any piece of art into a
computer document, which can then be sized up or

down or otherwise manipulated by paint-box

programs. The scanner handles 64 levels ofgray-

scale image reproduction andfeatures 800 dpi

(dots per inch) resolution. It also contains a special

inverse-imagefunction and 12 halftone patterns.
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Dear Santa, please bring me some portable fun for

when I'm away from home.
Acclaim's (Oyster Bay, New York, [516] 922-2400)

SuperPlay Handheldgame line has been expanded. The

latest palm-players are NARC, BigFoot, IronSword:

Wizards & Warriors II, Arch Rivals, The Simpsons and
Total Recall. Each is $19.95.

NARC is a miniature of the arcade gamefrom
Williams. BigFoot is a big truck event. IronSword:

Wizards & Warriors II continues the adventures of

Knight Kuros through a medievalfantasy. Arch Rivals is

a basketball game, andYovA Recall is based on the

Arnold Schwarzenegger sciencefiction movie. The

Simpsons features Bart and the rest of TV’sfavorite

family.

The small games usefour-sided control rosettes. Each

retailsfor $19.95. Theyfeature high-score memory,

realistic sound effects (which can be toggled offfor quietplay),

increasing difficulty levels and have an arcade-style continue

mode. They work on two AA batteries (not included) and have

automatic shut-off to savepower when not in use.

The Illuminator (Greer & Associates, Hayward, California,

[800] 426-5767) brightens up the Game Boy screen forplay

even in darkened rooms. It slides over the Game Boyfor
stability and then angles a tensor-rotating light, powered by

two AA batteries, over the screen. The lampfolds down for
compact storage. It’s availablefor $19.95.

The LightBoyfrom Vic Tokai, Inc. (Torrance, California,

[9131 326-8880), sheds light on the Game Boy screen. It clips

on top of the Game Boy and angles a lighted magnifying glass

over the machine to make the screen look bigger and brighter.

It comes with a special shoulder/waist carrying case large

enough to carry the Game Boy, the LightBoy and up tofour

gamepacks and listsfor $24.95.

Saft (Valdosta, Georgia, [912] 247-2331) rechargeable

batteries can put an end to the high cost ofpowering up

yourportables. A special giftpack, The Again & Again

Rechargeable Battery System, includes a multiple-cell

battery charger, six rechargeable batteries, (two AA,

two C and two D), plus a $5 coupon to lower the

cost after rebate to $9.99.

The MegaBoy Cleaning Kit, from Doc’s High

Tech Game Products (Rialto, California, [714]

873-1967), contains cleaning solution, cleaning

cards, applicators, polishing wand and an
illustrated manualfor maintaining the Game
Boy or Lynx.

High-tech playthings need safe storage.

Doc ’s MegaLynx Protector stores the Lynx

and up to nine games, plus earphones,

cables and otherperipherals. Thepadded
case has a strapfor over-the-shoulder,

around-the-waist or handle carrying.

Doc ’s MegaBoy Protector holds that

system, plus six Game Boy cartridges,

plus peripherals.
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Pictionary' is a registered trademark of Pictionary Incorporated. ©1990 Pictionary Incorporated All rights reserved. Nintendo. Nintendo Entertainment System' and the
official seals are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1990 LJN Ltd. All rights reserved.
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PICTIONARY:

foranyfamily! Wdi'rV
'’' 1

WILDARCADE ACTION PLUS CLASSIC PICTIONARYFUN
! Jj

An NES" game that everyone in the family will enjoy playing? Not your family you

say? Wait 'til you play UN's Pictionary! /
Four thoroughly addictive arcade-type games will challenge the NES® champ in /

your family. The higher the score before the clock runs out, the more the hidden picture

is revealed. Here's where the Pictionary fans take over, trying to identify the object

before their time runs out.

Most videomaniacs will want to hog Pictionary all to themselves for the arcade

action. Others might choose to play

the electronic version of the

legendary board game. Better

yet, everyone can join in on

the fast-paced, video quick-

draw super arcade action

together. So, get ready for

Pictionary like it's never

been played before.

$ § 1
b § b
5 S 8

6 & £

Licensed by Nintendo
for play on tbe

EnTERTommEnT
svsTem®
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NintendoGAME BOYi

Over one hundred years ago during the mighty Shogun Era, the Lord of

Darkness sent his fearsome army to terrorize the Japanese countryside. Using
the Dark Lord’s powerful magic, his evil minions spread famine, plague, and
pestilence wherever they went, leaving the peaceful population hopelessly

oppressed. It’s up to you to recruit a lethal Mercenary Force from a band of

deadly warriors and free the country from the Dark Lord’s ruthless reign of terror.

Now Nintendo® Game Boy™ players can get mercenary with Meldac’s
completely new type of action/shooting game, MERCENARY FORCE. Voted
one of the top 10 game introductions in 1990 by Japan’s Game Boy Club
Magazine, Mercenary Force brings superior graphics and incredible stereo

sound to Game Boy™ software. So if you have a head for strategy and a body
for action, what are you waiting for? Let's Get Mercenary!

Licensed by

Nintendo*
for play on the

Nintendo® Game Boy

For more information

please contact:

National Sales Department
Telephone: 213/286-7040
Fax: 213/286-7039

Meldac of America, Inc.

1801 Century Park East

Suite 2210
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Nintendo. Game Boy and the

official seals ane trademarks of

Nintendo of America. Inc.

©1990 Nintendo of America, Inc.

©1990 Meldat/Lrve Planning

CIRCLE #162 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Dear Santa, please bring me some new
gaming toys.

Arch Rivals (Playtime Products) is an electronic pinball based on the arcade game. The

company also has hand-held versions of Spy Hunter, Rampage and Atlantis ($1 7).

Playtime's four-way-control hand-held electronic games for young sports enthusiasts are

housed in triangular casings. The games are Soccer, Tennis, Baseball and Football.

Playtime also has flipper games based on the Nintendo heroes. Triple Flipper Electronic

Pinball boasts triple-flipper controls, digital scoring, and a realistic playfield and backboard ($48).

For younger folks, Nintendo Super Mario Bros. Shoot and Score and Nintendo Super Mario Bros.

Mario's Revenge are target games that require the gamer to flip balls into the correct pockets.

Both are priced at about $43.

World of Nintendo departments stock cool gaming gifts. There are Nintendo sweats,

jackets, hats, key chains, bath towels, wristwatches, umbrellas, cassette players and even

Nintendo-inspired chairs, TV-tables and bean-bags. The mini-stores are stuffed with

Nintendo storage devices, wall clocks, controllers, mugs, kites, calendars, pens and

pencils. There's even food: candy bars and ice cream, plus a full line of party supplies,

including paper plates, cups and napkins. And, of course, they also have Nintendo T-shirts,

buttons and badges.

There are scads of World of Nintendo headquarters. You'll find them in department stores,

kids shops, Sears, Toys "R" Us, Woolworth and about six dozen other locations.

Braderbund (San Rafael, California, [41 5] 492-3200) has Carmen Sandiego merchandise to

bring a smile to computerists. The Carmen Sandiego Watch with sweep second hand comes in two

styles, both shock and water resistance. The classic large-dial watch has a black band and a white

face with a shadowy image of Carmen. The petite dial watch has a white band and a colorful face

with a picture of Carmen peering out. Both retail for $24.95.

There are also Carmen posters ($5), stickers (eight for $2.50) and a nifty 9
M

by 12" two-

pocket folder ($1 .50). The Carmen sweatshirt ($1 6.95) is white with a large Carmen picture on

the chest, and Carmen T-Shirts ($9.95) feature the famous Where Is Carmen Sandiego? logo.

Mario and other top Nintendo video-game characters star in a series of comic books

published by Voyager Communications, Inc., (New York, New York, [212] 366-4900). VCI has a

line of Nintendo-themed comics: Super Mario Bros., Captain N: The GameMaster, Zelda and Game

Boy are each 32-page monthlies. The 64-page Nintendo Comic System contains five stories and

features. There's also a special Super Mario Brothers, a $1 .95 book sold through comic book

specialty stores.

All books are in full color and printed on thick paper similar to that featured in Nintendo

Power magazine. The size is a little bigger than the current comics industry standard, more like

the comics of the 1 940s. The comic books are available in most stores which sell Nintendo

hardware, accessories and games.

Please Santa, bring me some add-ons to make my
machines do even more.

Software Toolworks’ Miracle Keyboard is a fully touch-sensitive

electronic instmment with a MIDI interface and keys as large as a

Steinway grand piano. A special program allows it to mate with a

regular Nintendo Entertainment System in a two-way connection.

The user can either play the keyboard into the video-game system

or channel the console’s output through the keyboard. A “learn to

play the piano” cartridge employs games and diagnostic tests to

teach anyone to tickle the keys.

Covox’s (Eugene
,
Oregon, [503] 342-1271) music/sound

enhancement card for PCs ($119.95) is supported by many

microcomputer software developers. Over 60 major developers and publishers have received kits to

incorporate sound files for the Sound Master PC into upcoming titles. Recent

titles that support the sound board include IBM and compatible versions of

Windwalker/rom Origin, SimCity by Maxis and Monday Night Football

by Data East.

Walt Disney’s Sound Source produces digitized speech, music and

sound effects for IBM-PC and compatible computers. The $35 system,

produced for Disney by Electronic Speech Systems of California, attaches

to the printer port, then amplifies sound through its own three-inch

speaker. The first products to use the Sound Source are three preschool

products, Mickey’s 123s, Mickey’s ABCs and Mickey’s Colors and

Shapes.

ICD Inc. (Rockford, Illinois, [815] 968-2228) has a two-module

system for adding up to six megabytes of internal memory to the

Commodore Amiga 500 computer. The first module, AdRAM 540,

adds up to four megabytes of RAM to the system and fits in the

A501 expansion port. It comes with a special feature so users can

add an additional 512Kof chip RAM; this feature requires some

modifications to the computer. AdRAM 540 also comes with a battery-backed clock

that holds the date and time even when the computer is off. The second module, AdRAM 560D,

has two megabytes of RAM built in. It plugs directly into the AdRAM 540, to increase the internal RAM to

six megabytes.
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(HAY-YANK-KYO)

This legendary Japanese best-selling video

sensation is now a GAME BOY!

Multi-Matrix Sound System for High-

Tech Audio!

New T\vo-Player Mode Doubles The

Possibilities!

Both Original And Updated Versions In

Single Game Cartridge!

GAMEBOf.
Meldac of America, Inc.

1801 Century Park East • Suite 2210

Los Angeles, CA 90067

For more information

please contact:

National Sales Department

Telephone: 213/286-7040

Fax: 213/286-7039

LICENSED BY

CNintendoQ
Nintendo, Game Boy and the

official seals are trademarks of

Nintendo of America, Inc.

©1989 Nintendo of America, Inc

©1989 Meldac/Live Planning
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Dear Santa
, please bring me

some gadgets to make game playing

even morefun.
There's nothing like a trackball to

make game play even more fun.

MicroSpeed (Fremont California, [415]

490-1403) has a great trackball for

Apple, Amiga, IBM PC and Mac
computers. MacTrac takes up less than

four inches of space and requires no

mouse pad to operate. The ergonomic

design is said to reduce wrist strain and tension. It features built-in drag lock,

so the gamer doesn't have to hold down a button to move the cursor. The

action buttons wrap around the ball, and the low profile design is said to be

more comfortable than any mouse.

MacTrac ADB works with Mac SE, Mac II and Apple IIGS. The DB9 versions

works with Mac, MacPIus, Apple lie and Apple lie. The PC-Trac comes packed

with a free copy of Welltris and is available in serial, bus, PS/2 and InPort

versions. Am-Trac is for Amiga users.

The track ball controllers work with games and also with spreadsheets,

word processors, desktop-publishing and graphic packages. Prices range

from $99 to $139 depending on the version.

The G.A.M.E. (Genuine Arcade Machine Entertainment, by Arcade Masters,

Inc., Cromwell, Connecticut, [203] 632-2523) is a 5' 8" gourmet gaming cabinet

that houses a Sega Genesis, NEC TurboGrafx-16 or Nintendo NES, to turn the

video game into an arcade-style amusement. Designed for gamers who want

the best, it comes with a 19-inch high-resolution monitor, two pairs of

controllers and a pair of Boston Acoustics 757 speakers. It contains a 20-watt

stereo amplifier and has joystick connectors for all video-game units. It also

has inputs for a CD player, tape deck, VCR or any other equipment. The

deluxe game room accessory sells for around $2,000.

The Pro-Play Home Arcade (Eclectic Products, Los Altos,

California, [415] 949-4983) is a realistically styled,

ready-to-assemble cabinet for an

Amiga, Atari computer,

Commodore 64/128 or

Sega game player. The

upright cabinet looks very

much like the ones in play-

for-pay parlors, complete

with flashy art on the side

panels. A couple of arcade-

styled Happ Control joysticks

and fire buttons complete the

illusion, for $199.95.

Dear Santa, please be
sure to bring me some disks.

Fuji is giving away a sample of Lotus

Magellan 2.0 hard-disk management

utility program with each purchase of Fuji

Film floppy disks. Specially marked boxes

of Fuji 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch double-

sided, high-density floppy disks include the

new hard-disk management utility

program. Magellan 2.0 helps users search

and manage files across an entire hard

disk, search smaller groups offiles for

specific information and compress files. A

$25 consumer rebate coupon good toward

the purchase of the complete program is

also included. The 3.5-inch 11 -pack is

priced at $45.10; and the 5.25-inch 11-

pack retails for $22.40.
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Enjoy

Hudson

ACTION KUNG FU /

Ready... Set... ROW!!! It's a Black Belt Blowout
with JACKIE CHAN'S ACTION KUNG FU.

Punch. Kick. Flip. Dive. Hurl fire bolts at legions of demons!
Who knows? You just might last long enough to face the

Prince of Sorcerers.

Battle your way past molten lava pits, creep by the skull

and crossbones tomb, slay man-eating tigers!

And NO wimpy graphics. Everything's big, splashy, exploding with

color through hundreds of levels!

JACKIE CHAN'S ACTION KUNG FU. Look for it wherever you buy super

video games.
LICENSED BY NINTENDO'
FOR PLAY WITH THE

Nintendo
enTERTPinmenT

svsTErrr
Hudson Soft USA, Inc., 400 Oyster Pont Blvd. S-515

South San Francisco, CA 94080 • Tel: 415-495-HINT

Hudson Soft is a trademark of Hudson Soft Co., Ltd. Jackie Chan's Action Kung Fu™ is a trademark of Hudson Soft USA, Inc. Nintendo® and Nintendo
Entertainment System ® are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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The Jetpod.

An intergalactic

explorer’s dream

machine.

Don’t make him

mad. He doesn’t

take well to

strangers. J

Usually travels

in space gangs
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LICENSED BY NINTENDO FOR PLAY ON THE

(Nintendo)

TRADEWESTOfficial

Nintendo
Seal of Quality
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by Clayton Walnum

Warning: Ifyou already own The Battle of Olympus, we suggestyou play

it before reading the information presented here. Studying our maps
prematurely may decrease your enjoyment of the game. However

; fyou
have yet to purchase The Battle of Olympus, it should be safe to browse

through this article in order to decide ifthe game is somethingyou'd enjoy.

It's unlikelyyou'll remember many ofthe clues onceyou do start to play.
-

At last! Gird your loins and pack up your equipment. We’re about to take

that fateful trip to the closing level’s of Broderbund’s fascinating mythological

adventure. The Battle of Olympus. On this final journey, we’ll face more

terrifying dangers than ever before. You’re going to have to be a hot player to

make it through to the underworld, where you’ll battle for Helene’s release

from the forces of darkness. Do you have the stuff from which adventurers

are made? Turn the page and let’s find out!
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Take this door and you’ll

end up below the snake
in Strip 27, where you

This dbqr will take ^
to the mounrains on
*tew way to Argolis.|

At last! Here’s the «

the final castle. In I

must find your way
maze of stairways.
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D
on't you Game Boy players panic. I'm

not breaking last issue's promise of

Game Boy reviews. Two of the three

promised are here, with only

Gargoyle's Quest left until next time. The

reason for this change was that, just before

deadline, I found some new Lynx games

dropped in my lap, and, because Lynx

owners haven't yet been flooded with titles

for their machines, I thought I'd give them

all a holiday "gift" by reviewing a couple of

more new titles just in time for whatever

holiday you're celebrating this season.

Road Blasters
Atari for the Lynx

I hate the idiotic stories that always get

plugged into the manuals for these

things—they try to be amusing, but fail

miserably. This one's no different. If you buy

the game, do yourself a big favor and skip

the introduction. Go straight to the

"Getting Started" section of the manual.

The manual's "story" notwithstanding,

Road Blasters is a wonderfully faithful

adaptation of the Atari coin-op hit of the

same name.

This is a race-or-die sort of contest, where

you not only have to try to complete each

leg of the race, but gather fuel (in the form

of globes zooming down the road on their

own) along the way, at the same time

dodging and/or destroying other vehicles.

The view is sort of Pole Position- ish, from

just above and behind your trusty car. The

fuel this thing uses gets eaten up even

sitting still, so don't spare the gas pedal!

Driving 55 won't get you better economy; in

fact, it'll result in your losing the game.

As you zip down the road, you'll have to

duck mines on the pavement, rocks on the

curbs and (nearly) invulnerable limousines,

all the while shooting more combustible

%i' i *

HUtfiPUerai
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GAMING
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/

Road Blasters is a faithnful re-creation of the Atari

coin-op game, that takes the driving genre, a la Pole

Position, into a highway battlefield.

vehicles for points (and sometimes fuel). To

aid you in your driving, a jet occasionally

flies over and drops a special weapon,

which, if you can catch it (just by moving

under it), can help you. Special weapons

MmJim
on Luggable

Lynxes

by

MAURICE MOLYNEAUX

include a U.Z. Cannon for blasting cars and

gun turrets; an Electro Shield that allows you

to plow through everything like it wasn't

there; a Cruise Missile that "nukes" all

opponents off the highway for miles

ahead; and a Nitro Injector, which sends

your car off at warp speed—or at least it

seems that fast.

The graphics are outstanding, a near

dead-ringer for the arcade version. The

only problem is that the screen, being so

small and with limited resolution, makes it

harder to see things like mines in the road

before it's too late. If you want to last

more than five seconds when the mine

warning sounds, slow down and drive

carefully!

The sound is better than average, but

not quite up to the Lynx's best. Although it

features digitized voices, they aren't as clear

as on the Klax cart for the Lynx, and the

game's music isn't even the same as on the

arcade machine.

The only real flaw in this game isn't the

fault of the game itself, but involves the

controller. The arcade version of Road
Blasters features a steering wheel,

permitting fine control of your car. The

joypad, by comparison, allows you to either

go straight or turn. Because there is no

possibility of an in-between position with

such a controller, it's exceedingly difficult to

keep your car in one lane or even to line up

on a target. Press the pad and the car

angles in too sharply. Don't press it while

turning a corner, and you risk some
unexpected lane-changing and a likely

crash. A little practice makes this problem

less bothersome, but it certainly serves to

illustrate the limitations of this common
home video-game controller.

Duck Tales
Capcom for the Game Boy

I know, I know. How good can a game
based upon a kid-vid program be? Actually,

pretty good. This game, which is also

available for the NES, does a pretty fair job

of capturing some of the key elements of

the Duck Tales program. You control

Scrooge McDuck, the richest duck in the

world— I want to know if there's another

animal who's richer?—and embark on a

series of adventures to add to his wealth,

traveling to the four corners of the Earth

and one corner of the Moon to boot. In

each "land" there is a treasure to be had,

and you must brave many dangers to obtain

it. Of course, there's always a "boss"

guarding the final prize, and you have to

defeat him/her before you can claim it.

Naturally, your three helpful nephews,

Huey, Dewey and Louie, are there to help

you, as are Mrs. Beakly, Webby and your

pilot, Launchpad. They assist you not so

much by accompanying you, but by

supplying you with clues or bonus food, or

even a lift from one place to another. This is

a pretty nonviolent game, so there's no

"blasting." Scrooge eliminates most

enemies by bouncing on their heads, using

his cane like a pogo stick! This pogo action

is also used to get Scrooge over tall

obstacles and past chasms too wide for him

to jump normally. There are all kinds of

enemies, from mummies in Transylvania to

snow bunnies in the Himalayas (not the kind

you find when skiing).

Naturally, even when you clear all five

lands and obtain all of the valuables, there's

still one final challenge. Your greatest rival is

out to get the treasures too, so get moving

or all your efforts thus far will be for nothing!

The graphics and sound in this game merit

special mention for surpassing the usual

continued on page 164
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FOR PLAY ON THE
NINTENDO

ENTERTAINMENT
SYSTEM

THIS PRODUCT IS DESIGNED
AND MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN GAMES
CARTRIDGES, INC. IT IS NOT
DESIGNED. MANUFACTURED,
SPONSORED OR ENDORSED

BY NINTENDO.
Nintendo and Nintendo

Entertainment System are

trademarks of Nintendo

of America, Inc.

American Game Cartridges, Inc
Simultaneous

Two-Player Games
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Send in the coupon below for one free

issue of TurboPlay, the only magazine f

the TurboGrafx-16 game player!

- ,,-y%

Yes! Send me my free sample premier issue! Sign me up for 6 issues of TurboPlay for the charter

subscription rate of $9.95!

NAME NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

(Limit one issue per name. Please send original coupon only—no photocopies accepted.)

Mail to: TllllPlM

9171 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300

Beverly Hills, CA 90210 ATTN: Subscriptions

Foreign add $10.

NEC and TurboGrafx-16 are registered trademarks of NEC Technologies (U.S.A.) Inc.

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

Payment Enclosed — Charge my Visa MC

# EXR_

Signature

MONEY BACK ON UNMAILED ISSUES IF NOT SATISFIED!

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO L.F.P. INC. Mail to: TurboPlay, P.O. Box 16928, N. Hollywood, CA 91615

OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 27, 1991
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You can do all this and more in the World of

Video Games, the new connection on the

DELPHI online network,

If you have a computer equipped with a

modem, you can join in on the fun and

excitement that the World of Video Games
offers, This SIG (special interest group) is

devoted to you, the hard-core gamer, and will

allow you to leave messages and have

conversations with other players like you.

Also, this instantaneous link will let VG&CE post

news flashes that can be read right away,

We'll cover all the hot game machines!

• Nintendo

• Sega

• NEC

• Atari

and any others, as they're introduced. And

you'll know about them right away through the

World of Video Games!

V. -

m

Join DELPHI now for only $9.95, and well include your first hour online. Additional time will

be billed at only $6 per hour during home time (evenings and weekends), Or get 20 hours for

$20 with DELPHI'S new 20/20 Advantage Plan. Details available online.

To sign up, follow these simple instructions:

1 . With your computer and modem, dial (800) 365-4636.

2. At the "Username" prompt, type "JOINDELPHI" and hit RETURN.

3. At the "Password" prompt, type "VIDEOGAMES" and hit RETURN.

(If you have any questions, call DELPHI at (800) 544-4005.)

Once you are on DELPHI, type ENT WORLD from the main menu to get to the World of

Video Games! You can leave electronic-mail messages for us at our own ID, VIDGAMES.

ELPHI

VG&CE • DECEMBER 1990
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continuedfrom page 160

standards of most Game Boy titles. There

are different pieces of music for each land,

in addition to a well-done adaptation of the

Duck Tales theme music at the start of the

game. The graphics are amongst the best

I've seen on the Game Boy, with clearly

recognizable characters and nicely detailed

backgrounds. And, although there's not a

lot of real "animation," the few bits of it

included are fairly good, one of my favorites

being when you have Scrooge smack an

immovable object with his cane and he

"vibrates" with the shock.

All in all, Duck Tales has more than

enough depth for most serious players, and

at the same time isn't so difficult to get into

that it would hinder more casual players.

Ms. Pac-Man
Atari for the Lynx

Here's another good game that's hindered

by inadequate controls. This is a game that

should be played with a joystick, plain and

simple. No amount of programming effort

can overcome the fact that navigating

mazes at high speed is not easily done with

a joypad. Just a little pressure in the wrong

place and Ms. Pac-Man will take an

unexpected turn for the worse. Also, one of

the "standard" Pac-strategies, wiggling the

joystick rapidly back and forth to keep your

The Lynx is turning into a mini arcade, with

such games as Ms. Pac-Man (shown above),

Xenophobe and Road Blasters.

Pac-pal stationary, while attempting to lure

the ghost monsters toward him/her, is

virtually impossible with a joypad.

However, if you think you can adjust to

joypad control for a maze game, this is a

good one. The idea in Ms. Pac-Man is to eat

all of the dots in each maze in order to

progress to the next level, using special

power pellets to make her ghost-monster

opponents momentarily vulnerable to her

bite. This conversion is true to the arcade

original in just about every respect, but

goes it one better by offering new

challenges for the seasoned player. In the

standard game, there are four different

mazes to complete, each staying on the

screen for two to four rounds before cycling

on to the next one. In the new options the

player gets "stretched" mazes that are

considerably wider (and thus larger) than

the standard mazes, and instead of four

there are 21 different mazes to complete,

with a new maze being presented on each

level (until you reach the 22nd level, where it

cycles back to the first). To help you survive

these "macro mazes," a special "lightning

bolt" bonus object occasionally appears

under the ghosts' starting pen. Gobbling up

this lightning bolt gives Ms. Pac-Man the

option of going to lightning-fast speed for

15 seconds, letting her outrun the ghosts.

The graphics and sound effects are a bit

below-par for a Lynx title, but not

unexpected considering how small the

characters must be in order to fit in the

mazes. The only "missing" graphic element

I noticed was that the ghost monsters' eyes

don't "look" in the direction they are

traveling. In the arcade game you can tell in

which direction a ghost will turn when

approaching a corner because its eyes will

shift in that direction just before they reach

the corner. That little "help" is missing here,

but everything else is there, from ghosts

Inky, Blinky, Pinky and Sue, to the "halftime"

animations. The new and expanded mazes

and the lightning-bolt bonus add a new

twist to the Ms., but whether or not you'll

want to buy this game will depend on if you

can live with the control limitations and

whether you're interested in playing an old

"classic" like this.

Xenophobe
Atari for the Lynx

"Hey, "
I hear you cry, "you reviewed this

game last issue!" True enough, but not

weeks after I turned that review in I was

informed that the game had been revised,

with the early levels made easier and

more levels added. You must now

complete 23 levels in order to reach

the Xeno mother creature instead of

the nine in the previous prototype I

reviewed. This addresses one of the

few complaints I had with the game:

that it was too easy to get to the end.

No more problems there, and 'nuff said

on this game

Wizards and Warriors X:

The Fortress of Fear
Acclaim for the Game Boy

This game, although the first of this series

for the Game Boy, is actually a follow-up to

a series of Wizards & Warriors titles

preceding it. In the game, you are Kuros,

one of the bravest warriors ever to wield the

Iron Sword. Your old enemy, the wizard

Malkil, is up to his old tricks again and is

suspected of kidnapping Princess Elaine

(again, as I said last issue, the woman is
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Acclaim’s

Wizards and

Warriors X: The

Fortress ofFear

is the third

installment of

Kuros’ battles

against evil.

always the "object" in these games). In

order to put down Malkil's threat, you have

to penetrate the Fortress of Fear and seek

out Malkil before he is ready to unleash his

evil plans on the world.

This game features five "chapters," each

composed of several levels. There are a

total of 18 levels to master, with your

primary objective being survival. You must

avoid missiles, fight off attacking creatures

and collect magic spells and gems.

There's nothing really wrong with this

game, but at the same time one can't help

but feel that it could be better. The graphics

do not tax the Game Boy's abilities and are

particularly weak in light of more visually

attractive Game Boy titles like

Castlevania—The Adventure and Gargoyle's

Quest
,
which use shading for more

"realistic" images that outstrip the simple

line-drawing look of The Fortress of Fear.

Likewise, the sound effects are nothing to

get excited about either. In fact, there's very

little "pulse-pounding" anything in this

game. The enemies are lackluster, and even

flying arrows don't seem to have any zip. It's

like the world is in slow motion, a laid-back

Atari’s Xenophobe has been altered since last

month’s review to include more levels.

sort of adventure. Too laid-back for me, I'm

afraid. Count me out.

Next time out we'll take brief ganders at a

bunch of newer Game Boy titles, including

Mercenary Force, Ghostbusters II, The Bugs

Bunny Crazy Castle and the delayed-until-

next-issue look at Gargoyle's Quest.

That's it for now. Gotta go! So many

games, so little time! *
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"OK LITTLE BUDDY, you just stay right behind your old pal the Skipper and

everything's gonna be just fine. All we have to do is follow these clues and

find the magic stone tablet and we can get off this forsaken island once

and for all. So Gilligan, please try not to mess things up just this one time.

Stay away from the quicksand and don't go wandering off into any dark

caves. Can you promise me that, little buddy? Little buddy? Now where has

he gone to? Gilligan get out ofthat tree andstop messing around!!

OK, just walk right in my footsteps and don't cause anymore trouble or

we could be stuck doing re-runs forever! OK, little buddy? Gilligan?

mganlir At last, Bandai debuts the most successfully re-run television show in

history for the first time on the Nintendo screen. This latest addition to

the Nintendo game library comes with our 90-day limited warranty.

Bandai is a registered trademark of Bandai America, Inc. IMS
Gilligan's Island is a trademark of Turner Entertainment Co.

© 1964, GLADASYA-UA TV. © 1989 Turner Entertainment Co.

© 1989 Bandai America, Inc.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are

Trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.

Licensed by Nintendo® for play on the

EnTERTBinmenT svsTEm®' (Nintendo)
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Wave goodbye to kid stuff. And pull on the

Power Glove™—the controller of the future.

You plug it in like any joystick. But the

similarity stops there. Because f

' r ' ' '' r ' f r

now you don’t just guide the
[

action. You’re in the action. r J|§|||||

Punch up the intensity in Teen-

age Mutant Ninja Turtles,® Super ~ITe ' *
,

Mario 3,™ Double Dragon II™ and your hot-

test video games. With the Power Glove,

you’ll feel all your moves like never before.

-— ——- " r f
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Super GloveBall

"
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Super Mario 3'
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Power Glove is a trademark used under license. Super Glove Ball is a trademark of Mattel, Inc.

©1990 Mattel. Inc. All Rights Reserved. Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles* is a registered trademark
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right, up, down. With the Power Glove

controller, you’ll also move in. Out. We say

it’s like playing in a virtual reality. Others

say it’s the future of video games.

So get a grip on the glove. And get a grip

on your game. Everything else is child ’s play.

And that’s only the beginning. Because

with games specifically designed for the

Power Glove, like Super Glove Ball,™ you’ll

be blown into another dimension: the third

dimension. Now you’ve got depth.

No longer is game play limited to left,

Licensed by Nintendo for play on the

v N—

f

> 1—1 I—I V A K S \^f V 1 ERTERTRinmEnT
of Mirage Studios, U.S.A. used SMST’EITl0

under permission. ©1989 Mirage Studios, 1 '.S.A. All Rights Reserved. Super Mario 3 " is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. Double Dragon II.
IM ©1989 Technos Japan Corp.
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to the limit. (You must hit the ramp

going at least 1 10 m.p.h. if you want

to make it.) If you're going too slow,

on either landing, you'll get the

chance to see what it's like to collide

head on with a concrete wall. As you

land, be prepared to slow down to

about 60-80 m.p.h. because there's

a turn, and if you're going any faster

than that on the tail end of the turn,

you'll go flying into the grass.

Immediately following the turn is

your first checkpoint. A sharp turn

that has to be taken at 60-80 m.p.h.

is in front of a broken loop or jump

loop. The best way past this is to hit

the loop at 90-plus m.p.h., posi-

tioned as close to the edge as possi-

ble in the riaht lane, then hold the

Gamers beware! This follow up to

Hard Drivin' is not a driving simula-

tor for the weak at heart! Oh, it looks

tame enough from the outside, but

once you get behind the wheel, get

ready for the ride of your life.

Race Drivin' not only includes the

original tracks of Hard Drivin', but it

also features two new tracks and a

"Buddy Race" as well as a variety of

cars to choose from. The Autocross

track is designed to help players per-

fect their driving skills by providing a

vector-drawn pace car and a lap

timer. The pace car is actually a

recorded replay of the player's best

previous lap.

With no other cars on the course,

the track will challenge the players

with 90-degree turns that will

have to be negotiated under a

certain time limit in order to con- 1|

tinue play. Once you feel comfor-

table with the way the steering re-

acts, it's time to select the ultimate |v

track, the Super Stunt track. This is
j

an incredible combination of hair- B
pin curves, high-banked turns, a S
super jump loop and more. Eg

VG&CE would like to thank C.A.

Robinson and Company and

Betson Pacific, both of Los Angeles,

for their assistance in providing

vital information for this column.

Atari's Race Drivin' takes what 1989's Hard Drivin' started

and goes further, adding a corkscrew, a jump loop and

even a traffic accident to the stunt run, as well as a two-

player/two-machine, head-to-head race that lets two

human competitors battle it out on the wide-open track.
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Forget everything you know about video spaceship. And there’s only one way out.

games. Because this is different. This is Bust through tiles. Knock through walls.

Super Glove Ball?' And it’s a whole new Make your way through an awesome

way to play. maze of confounding rooms filled with

No longer is game play limited to left. sharks. Wizards. Rasta Bombers. All

Right. Up. Down. Now you’ve got depth. kinds of creatures. All in 3-D perspective

You’ll move in. Out. Catch the ball. Throw graphics you’ve never seen before,

it back. You’ll feel like you’re really in the Will you escape? Who knows?

action. Play it with the Power Glove.
1 '1 Or One thing’s for sure. Once you play

any joystick. Super Glove Ball, everything else will

Ready? You’re trapped inside an alien seem . . . flat.

Power Glove is a trademark used under license. Super Glove Ball is a trademark

of Mattel, Inc. ©1990 Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

licensed 0y Nintendo tor play on the

(Nintendo)
EnTERTOinmEnT

svsTEnr

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc.
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to start your engine again. The sec-

ond annoyance was with the steer-

ing. Although there was an attempt

to improve the handling to create a

true simulated-driving experience,

Atari went too far with tweaking the

system. The end result is an over-sen-

sitive steering reaction that makes it

very hard to stay on the road in situ-

ations that you'd normally be able to

get out of if you were in a real car.

Just the same, who cares! We're

nitpicking to find flaws. The bottom

line is that Atari's Race Drivin' is an

incredible game that even non-driv-

ing game fans (like myself) will enjoy.

"Feeling a little sub-dude? Then let

me show you how I got hig in the to-

tally amazing story of Dr. Dude and

His Excellent Ray."

Pinball is getting more and more

elaborate, a quantum leap above the

now-ancient tables of old. Most of

the same elements, such as flippers,

bumpers and drop targets, are still

used, but many enhancements have

been made. Now you'll find pinball

tables with digitized speech, synchro-

nized light shows and eye-catching

graphics on the LED-based scoring

displays. Where pinball used to be a

game of 1 00% mechanical and elec-

trical devices, now computer brains

run the show—and we mean show!

A good example of how high-tech

has crept into pinball design is

Bally/Midway's Dr. Dude and His

Excellent Ray. This cutting-edge table

offers the standard banks of drop

targets, bumpers and holes to shoot

the ball into, but it's also loaded up

with all the up-to-date innovations

-
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WHATEVER YOUR GAME,
THE BANTAM GAME MASTERY SERIES
- CAN MAKE YOU A WINNER.
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We have died ten thousand deaths, fallen off uncounted cliffs and rescued

several hundred princesses. We've ridden on birds, bubbles and flying carpets

to escape our pursuers. And now, having survived, we're proud to bring you

THE BANTAM GAME MASTERY SERIES

This series covers nearly 400 of the hottest video games, including Nintendo®
Game Boy™, TurboGrafx-16™, Sega® Master® and Genesis®, and all the

Leisure Suit Larry™ PC adventures.

Every book in the Bantam Game Mastery Series was written by experts who
eat, sleep, and breath video games, so they know it all and reveal crucial tips,

secrets, and strategies you can't win without. And you'll save money with

back-of-the-book coupons from many of these popular video game and

peripheral manufacturers.

So don't waste another minute. Put the experts in your corner and come out a

winner!

The Bantam Game Mastery Series. Available wherever video game books are sold, or

call 1-800-223-6834, ext. 9479 (in New York, call 212-492-9479).
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that Bally/Midway and Williams

have sprung on the arcades recently

with such tables as Whirlwind, Rol-

lerGames and Eorthshoker.

When you first step up to

the flippers, you'll be

amazed at all that Dr. Dude's

designers have packed onto

the table, and the cartoony

layout, splashed with lots of |

color and images, will have

you looking long before you

even drop a coin into the slot.

It's the game's many and

varied targets that will attract

the avid pinballer though. For

instance, a section called the

Magnetic Personality requires

you to fling a ball at a target, which

in turn activates a magnet (similar to

the one used in RollerGames) that

holds the ball for a few seconds.

Other effects include the ex-

tensive use of digitized speech.

One hysterical chatter is the

one you get when you land the

ball in the Gift-O-Gab hole.

When you score this target, a

stream of pick-up lines flies out,

rapidly picking up speed until

it's just a mouse squeak. In a

similar fashion, the line of scor-

ing LEDs not only inform you of

your point total but also what

target you should hit next in

conjunction with verbal

prompts.

"With the Molecular Mix-

master online, / began to pro-

gram in the excellent ingredi-

ents of ultimate hipness: a Heart

of Rock 'n' Roll, a Magnetic Per-

sonality and the Gift-O-Gab! I set

the Mixmaster on 'Puree' and went

for a.. .SPIN!!"

By far, the wildest target in Dr.

Dude is the Molecular Mixmaster,

which is reached by running the ball

up the Molecular Million ramp. Once

you have completed the three "ingre-

dients" that bring the Mixmaster to

life, putting it into the Mixmaster will

treat the ball to a few laps around

the block, so to speak. If you hit the

targets inside the Mixmas-

ter enough, the game will

urge you to get the Excellent

Ray, which is captured by

entering a hole on the

upper-left of the table. This

activates multiball

play—as if one ball

wasn't enough

—

and ups your

scoring opportu-

nities and

bonuses as well.

Scoring is

what this ma-

ch ine was built

for. For exam-

ple, if you can

Mostly, what you'll find is a game
that is packed with humorous fea-

tures and bits of comedy. One inci-

dental target, the Big Shot, is topped

with a little tough-guy figure. Hitting

the target—though this "bully" taunts

you through the whole game—brings

forth an "ouch" and causes the figure

to jiggle simultaneously. Just reading

the back-glass comic, which details

the storyline that surrounds the

game, is a kick.

Bally/Midway has outdone itself

in furthering pinball design. To a pin-

ball fanatic, the multilevel layout

—

the game features lots of ramps and

chutes that take the ball to other sec-

tions of the table, as well as metal-

framed tunnels that carry the ball

over the playfield toward the flip-

pers—is state-of-the-art, pushing the

player to highly precise shots in

order to activate certain

scoring opportunities. But

The playfield in Dr. Dude and His Excellent Ray is filled with loads of point-filled targets,

wild effects and colorful artwork that makes the pinball game fun to play and look at. The

Molecular Mixmaster, a centrifugal chamber that's fed by a carefully placed ramp shot, can

give the player millions, even gazillions, of points if it's entered at the right time.

Rh t Me ..

put the ball back into the Mixmaster

during multiball play when the Dude-

O-Meter is set at Super Dude, you'll

be able to get a "gazillion," which is

defined as "a lot of points." A
spokesman for Bally/Midway said

that he had received as much as 26

million points for a gazillion bonus!

this isn't a game for just pinball wiz-

ards, as a virtual novice can plunk in

a few coins, follow the instructions of

the machine and still score a few mil-

lion. Dr. Dude is a pinball table for

everyone, offering targets and lights

on almost every square inch of its

surface. Where does it go from here?
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Isolated Warrior is a high-speed, uniquely

developed game based on a 3-D concept that

features over 40 types of enemy creatures,

realistic graphics and explosive sound effects!

Become Max Maverick, alone warrior, who must
defeat the awesome creatures that attack his

highly civilized planet!

Power Mission simulates a realistic sea battle

against a powerful enemy force. Select and
deploy one of seven fleets and then destroy the

enemy using radar, missiles and various weapons.

Power Mission has 10 stages and the enemy gets

stronger and stronger. Prepare yourself for this

challenging, strategic, Game Boy game!
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n 1989, basketball exploded

over the computer software scene.

Electronic Arts, Cinemaware, Virgin

Mastertronic and SportTime (Brpder-

bund) all released major new
round-ball simulations. So far

1990 has seen the addition of only

one new computer b-ball game

—

Season Ticket/Data East’s Dream

Team: 3 on 3 Challenge. In contrast,

the video-game world has experi-

enced a basketball boom similar to

last year’s computer bandwagon. An

incredible eight new video-game titles

have been announced so far this calendar

year, not to mention a new hand-held and

two Game Boy cartridges!

The Lone Dribbler

While last year’s computer basketball

games had to struggle for elbow room, Sea-

son Ticket’s Dream Team: 3 on 3 Challenge

(Data East) is this year’s lone original

entrant into the round-ball sweepstakes, so

far. This VGA simulation for IBM PC
machines features Patrick Ewing,

Dominique Wilkins and James Worthy as

an all-time super squad the user can play

either with or against in a rousing game of

three-on-three.

Designed by Scott Orr’s Season Ticket,

the game is largely an update of Scott’s

Gamestar classic, Two-on-Two, with the

addition of an icon-driven command sys-

tem similar to the one used in Monday Night

Football
,
also by Season Ticket.

Dream Team is designed to interface

with Data East’s new modem-based
hookup with the USA Today Sports Center.

This telecommunications setup allows

users to tap into the latest b-ball news and

stats and even

permits those

stats to be

worked into the

game play.

Dream Team

faces a tougher

challenge than

its stars ever

dreamt of. It must now face off in the mar-

ketplace against a crowd that includes Fast

Break (Accolade), TV Sports Basketball (Cin-

emaWare), Lakers vs. Celtics (Electronic

Arts), Magic Johnson Basketball (Virgin Mas-

tertronic), NBA (Avalon-Hill), Pure-Stat Col-

lege Basketball (SSG), Final Four {Lance

Haffner Software) and Omni-Play Basketball

(SportTime-Brpderbund).

Also coming to computers,

however, is Konami’s Double

Dribble
,
a classic arcade-style b-

ball contest originally on the

Above: Don't confuse Tradewest's Magic
Johnson's Fast Break (top pair) with

Accolade's Fast Break (lower pair).

Below (from left to right): Konami's Dou-
ble Dribble

,

NEC's Takin' It to the Hoop and
Gamestar's GBA Basketball (Two-on-Two).

NES. Double Dribble was a trendsetter in

the video-game field with its selection of

jump, set, foul and even three-point shots.

Konami hopes this easy-to-play simulation

will do just as well in the computer world.

Versions of Double Dribble will be available

on both the C64-128 and Amiga computers.

Video Games Go Hoop Happy

Anyone who thinks the computer

round-ball market is crowded would faint

after a look at this year’s video-game

shelves. In addition to such well-estab-

lished titles as Konami’s Double Dribble
,

Jaleco’s Hoops and Vic Tokai’s All-Pro Bas-

ketball
,
five new NES carts will show up.

Magic Johnson's Fast Break
,
from

Tradewest, allows players to compete with

an on-screen simulacrum of Earvin

“Magic” Johnson in an angled, side per-

spective, two-on-two round-ball game.

There are five levels of play skill and, as

the gamer advances through each, his salary

increases proportionally. The game can be

played by anywhere from one to four play-

ers, and statistics are displayed on screen at

the conclusion of every quarter.

Players who’d rather control an NBA
All-Star than play against him can check

out Jordan vs. Bird: One-on-One (Milton

Bradley), an NES version of the Electronic

Arts computer game of the same title. Jor-

dan vs. Bird is actually three games in one.

In addition to the one-on-one game in

which the two superstars go head-to-head

in half-court competition, there is also Jor-

dan’s Slam Dunk Contest and Bird’s three-

point Shoot

Out. The
games use a

vertically ori-

ented, angled

top-down per-

spective.

Fans of the

Clown Princes

of Basketball, the Harlem Globetrotters,

can bring the teams incredible round-ball

antics to the NES with GameTek’s Harlem

Globetrotters Basketball. This full-court, five-

on-five contest can be played by up to four

people, and fear not, it includes all the

wacky passes and trick shots that made the

Globetrotters famous. The ’Trotters can

spin the ball around the arms of opponents,
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pass behind their backs and even perform

their famous bounce shot (where they slam

the ball into the hardwood, ricocheting it

into the basket. That’s just during warm-

ups!) Harlem Globetrotters Basketball is also

equipped with GameTek’s exclusive

speech technology, so you’ll hear the on-

court sound effects, voices and

music that’s all part of the Globe-

trotter experience.

The ambitiously titled Ultimate

Basketball from American Sammy
for the NES is also a full-court,

five-on-five simulation rendered

in angled, side perspective with

numerous special

camera angles,

which kick in

when play moves

near the basket.

The fictional

players are rated

in terms of

speed, strength

and defensive

ability, with height and weight also listed.

The final new NES entry is Acclaim’s

home version of the coin-op hit Arch Rivals
,

perhaps the most violent version of round-

ball ever produced. This one- or two-player

contest puts spe-

cial emphasis on

the fist fights that

occasionally
break out in the

course of play. As

the Acclaim cata-

log puts it: “This

outrageous bas-

ketbrawl is slam-

dunkin’, full-

court action with

a twist—if you can’t block your opponent’s

shot—punch his lights out, instead!”

m. mmiits& mm

Sega’s Genesis and NEC’s Turbo-

Grafx- 16
,
will also be represented by hot

new basketball software. The Genesis has

Pat Riley Basketball (Sega), an angled side-

view round-ball simulation with additional,

situation-driven, on-court camera angles,

including a behind-the-head perspective

on three-point shots and an up-close view

Top: American Sammy's
Ultimate Basketball (left)

and SportTime's Omni-
Play Basketball (right).

Middle: UN's NBA All-

Star Challenge (for

Game Boy).

Bottom: Electronic Arts'

Lakers vs. Celtics.
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on all slam dunk attempts.

In addition to controlling the player of

your choice on the hardwood, several

coaching options are also available, includ-

ing player assignments and the ability to

select man-to-man

or zone defense for

each team member.

Pat Riley Basket-

ball is a one- or two-

player game with

three difficulty lev-

els and can be

played in either

limit
tPi'TON'/ F;3T£'$
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1 6-Bit Basketball

The senior video-game systems, the

A Basketball Gameography
Like all attempts to produce all-inclu-

sive listings, this one is doomed to imper-

fection before we even get started.

Nonetheless, we have called upon all the

resources at our disposal to make this the

most complete listing possible. We wel-

come all additions and corrections.

The video and computer games are list-

ed in order of their publication, to the best

of our research ability.

VIDEO GAMES
Basketball (Atari for 2600)—Very sophis-

ticated early round-ball simulation from the

fertile mind of Alan Miller. Full-court (non-

scrolling) one-on-one action. Historically

significant as the first sports video game to

use the trapezoidal, angled side-view of the

court, producing a now-familiar pseudo-

three dimensional effect.

Basketball (Magnavox for Odyssey2)

—

Part of a two-games-in-one package, with

Bowling. Extremely primitive non-angled

side view one-on-one contest.

NBA Basketball (Mattel for Intellivi-

sion)—Three-man teams playing at any of

three speeds easily made this the most

sophisticated b-ball game of its era. This

two-player-only simulation employed an

offbeat passing system: using the control

disk to direct a pass to a given zone, at

which point the teammate nearest that

zone would receive it if possible. First

video game with the NBA license, but

there are no real players or stats.

Great Basketball (Sega for SMS)

—

Scrolling, angled side-view with three-man

teams. Users get to choose their team’s

country. Includes foul shots, dribbling,

passing and shooting. Nothing special.

Double Dribble (Konami for NES)—The
game that brought round-ball to the NES
did it in style. Scrolling, angled side per-

spective with a 24-second clock, three-

point shots, foul shots and jump balls. The
first home game to use on-the-court close-

ups for plays near the basket. A classic.

Hoops (Jaleco for NES)—Superb

action-strategy playground-style b-ball sim-

ulation. Each of the playground superstars

(Mr. Doc, Jammer, Wiz, etc.) has specific

strengths and weaknesses. Playable one-

on-one or two-on-two to ten, 15, 20 or 25

points. One- or two-player. The game uses

a vertically oriented, angled top-down per-

spective with situation-based on-the-court

close-ups. Superb game.

All Pro Basketball (Vic Tokai for

NES)—Its emphasis on strategy separates

this game from the rest of the NES pack.

Players can set lineups based on player

height, and use other player characteristics

to select replacements and perform coach-

ing functions.

Magic Johnson's Fast Break (Tradewest

for NES)—Scrolling, angled side-perspec-

continued on page 1 78
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Earth-shattering stereo sound surrounds you with realism!

Dynamic shipboard scenes prepare you for the battle ahead!
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Cinematic launch and docking sequences hurl you into the action

We create worlds

Available in retail stores or call: 1
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exhibition (single game) or

tournament mode. The game

includes eight five-player

(non-NBA) teams.

Electronic Arts’ superb

Lakers vs. Celtics computer simulation is also

on its way to the Genesis. This angled side-

view re-creation offers some of the most

superb basketball graphics ever seen.

Both Pat Riley Basketball and Lakers vs.

Celtics will also be available, in somewhat

modified form, for the Sega Master System.

The big basketball simulation for the

TurboGrafx-

16 looks to

be Takin ’ It

to the Hoop

(NEC), a

one- or two-

player (with

TurboT ap)

angled full-

court side-

view contest

with a spe-

cial magni-

fied man-to-man perspective available on

command. Takin It to the Hoop offers tour-

nament, league and exhibition (single

game) options and allows the gamer to

modify the

starting lineup,

change any of

the five players’

positions and

even boasts a

selection of

offensive and

defensive for-

mations. The
eight available

( n o n - N B A )

teams each

have specific strengths and weaknesses.

For example, Los Angeles is a well-bal-

anced team while Dallas has team power

but is poorly balanced, and Boston has

good passing skills but

is slow on defense.

Game controls

allow the on-court

player to shoot, pass,

pivot, dribble and

steal. Players are rated

for power, speed,

shooting ability, passing skills and defense.

Available defensive formations include

man-to-man, zone and a combination of

both called zone plus man-to-man.

A Court in the Palm of Your Hand
The success of the Game Boy made the

appearance of a basketball title for that

hand-held programmable system

inevitable. In fact, no fewer than three

Game Boy b-ball contests are already either

in stores or on their way.

LJN’s NBA All-Star

Challenge brings super-

stars like Michael Jordan,

Larry Bird, Patrick Ewing

and Charles Barkley to

the small screen. This

program includes several mini-games,

including Around the World (in which

players must sink baskets from a variety of

court positions), Foul Shot and One-on-

Top: Jaleco's Hoops.

Middle: Data East's

Dream Team: 3-on-3

Challenge.

Bottom: Bally/Midway's

Arch Rivals coin-op.

continuedfrom page 176

tive round-ball game for one to four play-

ers. Notable mostly for its nice graphics,

use of salary (as the players progress

through five levels of play, the paycheck

grows) and for the deal Tradewest made,

which causes users to be subjected to a

gigantic Pepsi ad through the entire game.

Pat Riley Basketball (Sega for SMS)

—

Angled side-view, full-court, five-on-five

simulation with several coaching options.

Pat Riley Basketball (Sega for Gene-

sis)—The first b-ball game for the Genesis

employs a scrolling, angled side-perspec-

tive and several coaching options, includ-

ing defensive assignments (zone or man-

to-man) for each player. Uses several

situational on-court close-ups.

Jordan vs. Bird: One-on-One (Milton

Bradley for NES)—Three games in one,

all based on the early ’80s Electronic Arts

computer classic, Dr. J and Larry Bird Go

One-on-One. Includes slam-dunk competi-

tion, a three-point shootout and standard

one-on-one. Employs a vertically oriented

angled top-down perspective.

Ultimate Basketball (American Sammy
for NES)—Scrolling, angled side-view

round-ball simulation with several on-

court, situation-based close-ups. Players

are rated for speed, strength and defense.

Arch Rivals (Acclaim for NES)—Mad-

cap basketbrawl simulation puts emphasis

on the fights that can, and generally do,

break out between players. Based on the

coin-op of the same name.

Harlem Globetrotters (GameTek for

NES)—Basketball, Globetrotter-style.

Fancy passes and trick shots are integrated

into an otherwise conventional simulation.

Lakers vs. Celtics (Electronic Arts for

SMS)—Great graphics spark this scrolling,

angled side-view action-strategy game.

Lakers vs. Celtics (Electronic Arts for

Genesis)—Gorgeous graphics grace this

translation of the EA computer hit.

Takin It to the Hoop (NEC for Turbo-

Grafx-16)—Sophisticated action-strategy

basketball simulation. Scrolling, full-court

action with five-man teams rendered in an

angled side-perspective. Numerous strate-

gic options and extensive player ratings

make this a very strong entry.

COMPUTER GAMES
Basketball (Atari for Atari 400/800)—A1

Miller’s ground-breaking two-on-two b-

ball simulation playable by one to four

gamers. First computer sports game to

employ angled side-perspective.

Julius Erving and Larry Bird Go One-on-

One (Electronic Arts for multiple sys-

tems)—Ground-breaking one- or two-play-

er simulation using a vertically oriented,

angled top-down perspective as simu-

lacrum of Bird and Dr. J go head- to-head.

GBA Basketball ( Two-on-Two

)

(Game-

continued on page 180
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Top: American
Sammy's Ultimate

Basketball

.

Middle: GameTek's
Harlem Globetrotters.

Bottom: Cinemaware's
TV Sports: Basketball.

One. NBA All-Star Challenge can be played

either in solitaire mode or against another

Game Boy owner, via the Video Link.

Milton Bradley will bring its NES ver-

sion of Electronic Arts’ Jordan vs. Bird: One-

on-One to the Game Boy,

with a three-in-one

approach somewhat sim-

ilar to the LJN game.

Jordan vs. Bird pits the

two superstars against

one another in one-on-

one, slam dunking and

three-point shooting

competitions.

Finally, Jaleco, the

creators of the ground-

breaking NES game,

Hoops
,
will bring their

electronic round-ball

wizardry to the Game
Boy with the pugna-

ciously titled In Your

Face. This half-court,

one-on-one or two-on-

two competition fea-

tures impressive graphics, including special

on-the-court perspectives for breakaway

slam dunks. The schoolyard backgrounds

and distinctively rendered players give In

Your Face a unique and pleasing look.

Wrapping Up

The other new entry

to this year’s basketball

sweepstakes is

Acclaim’s dedicated

(read: non-program-

mable) hand-held ver-

sion of Arch Rivals
,
the

Bally/Midway arcade

game that Acclaim has

also brought to the

NES. This hand-held

version of the popular

coin-op features a non-

scrolling, angled side-

perspective of the

action as players guide

five-man teams up and

down court in this mad-

cap, brawling rendition

of the normally more

genteel sport of basketball.

B-ball, round-ball, basketball. By what-

ever designation, it remains one of elec-

tronic gaming’s most durable genres. We
are now in the second year of the new bas-

ketball revolution and have already seen

more than two dozen major releases across

coin-op, video, hand-held and computer

gaming systems, with more expected

(including a version of TV Sports Basketball

for the TurboGrafx-16).

So lace up those

sneakers, wash out

your gym shorts and

start up your favorite

hoop simulation,

’cause it’s a basket-

ball-loving world! a

continuedfrom page 1 78

star for multiple systems)—The next step in

the development of computer basketball

gave players two-man teams. GBA was the

first b-ball simulation to use a vertically ori-

ented, angled top-down perspective on a

full-court game.

Fast Break (Accolade for multiple sys-

tems)—The next evolution of basketball

on computer, Fast Break employed three-

man squads in a scrolling, full-court simula-

tion rendered in angled side-perspective.

Final Four (Lance Haffner for multiple

systems)—Text-only stat-replay game
allows users to coach real college teams in

an NCAA tournament.

NBA (Avalon Hill for multiple sys-

tems)—Statistical replay contest with ani-

mated plays. The first basketball stat-

replay game with graphics. Several

additional disks allow users to create teams,

make trades, keep stats and play with

newer teams.

Pure-Stat College Basketball (Software

Simulations for multiple systems)—College

version ofNBA by the same developers.

Jordan vs. Bird: One-on-One (Electronic

Arts for multiple systems)—Update of the

original One-on-One, this version includes a

“Slam Dunk” and “Three-Point Shot”

contests.

Magic Johnson's Basketball (Mastertronic

for multiple systems)—Arcade-style bas-

ketball game with the emphasis on action

rather than strategic input. Scrolling, angled

side-perspective graphics are outstanding

in the Amiga “Mega Game” version.

OmniPlay Basketball (SportTime for

multiple systems)—Ambitious attempt to

create a macro-simulation through the use

of several optional but interfacing modules.

These cellular modules include league

play; pro, college and fantasy leagues; a

side-view version of the game (which oth-

erwise employs a vertically oriented, angled

top-down perspective); and a print utility.

Lakers vs. Celtics (Electronic Arts for

multiple systems)—The first computer b-

ball game to use real NBA teams and play-

ers. Lakers vs. Celtics is an action-strategy

game rendered in angled side-perspective.

Each player comes with complete ratings

that include ball handling and shooting

abilities, as well as speed and height.

TV Sports: Basketball (Cinemaware for

multiple systems)—Hot graphics highlight

this action-strategy hit that can be played at

almost any level, from pure arcade action to

coaching strategy. This is one of the few

full-team simulations to use a vertically ori-

ented, angled top-down perspective.

Dream Team: 3-on-3 Challenge (Data East

for IBM)—VGA basketball contest starring

Patrick Ewing, Dominique Wilkins and

James Worthy.

Double Dribble (Konami for multiple sys-

tems)—Computer version of the NES car-

tridge classic.

—B. K.
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H
ello again, game fans. It's time for

your monthly sit-down with the Soft-

ware Surgeon. Take a seat in the

waiting room—there are plenty of copies of

VG&CE on the coffee table—and the Game
Nurse will get to you as soon as possible.

We've got one heck of a crowd today, so

I'd better see my first patient right away.

I have heard that Commodore is think-

ing of closing down its line of 64s, 128s and

Amigas because they are planning a new
line of computers. I think this is merely gos-

sip. But, just to be on the safe side, is it?

—Bobby Shively

Lancaster, California

CBM is indeed planning a new line of

computers. However, since those new com-

puters, called CDTVs, are basically Amigas

with a CD drive, it seems unlikely that the

standard Amiga will be discontinued any

time soon. As for the 64/128 series, the Doc

hasn't heard about Commodore cutting the

cord, but let's face it, these systems are

near the end of their lives as viable home
computers, certainly from a gaming per-

spective.

By the way, Bobby, I loved your enve-

lope artwork! I tell ya, one of the neat

things about this job is seeing the creativity

and intelligence of my readers. In fact, don't

feel bad if your question doesn't get

answered; Game Doctor mail is at an all-

time high. Approximately 80% of the ques-

tions I receive are good enough to be print-

ed, but there's just no way I can publish

them all! But I do read everything and I sure

appreciate it!

questionv
I have a Sega Genesis. Some software

dealers now have Mega Drive cartridges

(Japanese version of the Genesis). They say

they fit in the Sega Genesis with some
modification to the game port.

When I was on holidays I visited a video

store that had several titles for the Mega

Drive. The salesman told me that they

would fit with some modifications. I told

him I had [already) modified [my Genesis).

He asked me if the [Mega Drive] cartridges

got hot. Apparently some of the Genesis

systems (depending on when they were

made) had to be modified by changing

some diodes (at least I think he said

diodes).

© •

Life's Problems

Solved!

by
the Game Doctor

I was planning on buying a couple more

Mega Game cartridges, but now I am uncer-

tain. My Mega Drive cartridge does not heat

up, but I don't want to harm my Genesis.

—Jim McLaren

Whitefish, Ontario, Canada

Mega Game cartridge casings are slight-

ly wider than the game slot on the Genesis,

so users routinely either file down the sides

of that slot or simply remove the entire top

piece of the Genesis in order to play hot

Mega Game software (like SunSoft's incredi-

ble Batman).

As for Mega Game software getting hot,

we have should have complete information

on this subject by next issue. Let me say,

however, that the Doc has been playing

Mega Game software on his Genesis for sev-

eral months now with no obvious ill effects.

It may be that only certain models are prone

to this ailment. Stay tuned for the facts!

I was reading through your August '90

issue and came upon something that really

puzzled me. In the article "Genesis and Tur-

boGrafx-16 Take on the 16-bit Computers" it

stated that the Commodore Amiga had

320x200 resolution. I was going through a

computer review magazine, and it said the

C-64c had a maximum resolution of

320x200. Well, I own a C-64c, and the graph-

ics nowhere compare to the Amiga. If the C-

64 is only an 8-bit [machine], how is this pos-

sible?

—Eric Crowley

Reno, Nevada

Okay, let's get some technical stuff

straight. The machine's "bit" number—8-bit

vs. 16-bit, for example—refers only to the

amount of information its CPU can process

in a single "byte." A 16-bit machine can

therefore process twice as much data as an

8-bit in the same amount of time. This is

not necessarily related to screen resolution.

Resolution is only one factor in deter-

mining the quality of a system's visual pre-

sentation. Far more important are the num-

ber of colors the system can display. The

Amiga's palette of 4,096, with 32 colors

available per screen, is responsible for its

graphic superiority over the C-64.

question
I would be grateful if you would send

me everything you can about any kind of

game system and any tips and tactics or

anything you have you can send me.

—Tony Duke

Milton, Florida

Sorry, Tony, I'd love to be able to help

the many readers who request information,

etc., every month, but it just isn't possible.

The Doc doesn't have the facilities to

answer mail or provide information on an

individual basis. Just think of VG&CE as the

answer to your request, okay? And I loved

the holographic stamp!

I own a Sears Video Arcade II, and I can

play Atari 2600 games on it. I noticed there

are four joystick ports on it. What are the

extra three for? I have been to several

video-game and toy stores trying to find

games that are made just for it but can't. Is

this system any more powerful than the

original Video Arcade or the 2600?

P.S. Is the Atari 7800 an 8-bit system?

—Allan Cantrell

Phoenix City, Alabama

Once upon a time, Allan, long, long ago,

it was thought that multiple joystick ports

continued on page 188
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So whatll itbe? Shootinghoops with

a bunch ofnobodies. Orplaying with the

baddest of the NBA’s big boys.
Get real. It’s Lakers vs. Celtics & the

NBA®Playoffs”every time.

The onlySega*Genesis*game with

realNBA teams—1990b eightplayoff

contendersplus the Eastand WestAll Stars.
The only one with real players. Jordan,

Chambers, Robinson, Isiah, The Mailman, Ewing, and
114 otherhousehold names.
For unbeatable five on five action.

The only one with real signature moves, too. The
slams, jams, and three pointers thatmade the stars

famous.
Even real stats tom the 1990 /<

season. And a half-time

sports show.
In other words, action as

bigand intense as basketball itself.

Big sound. Intense graphics. Killeranimation. Forone
or two players.

You think you can find this level ofplayanywhere
else?Come on, get real.

Rule the court. Full-court action with

everything tom fouls to fast breaks. All to

the tune of a sizzling stereo soundtrack.



Jordan’s AirShow.
Find out what life’s

like above the rim.

Visit your retailer or order

byphone. 800-245-4525
between 8 am-5pm

Pacific Time.

The Class of VO. You get the complete
rosters of ’90’s top playoff teams, subs
included. Plus the Eastand WestAll Stars.

Clyde’s Glide.

Wham, bam a

tomahawk jam.

Your Best Shot. Get the best
action. The most realistic

animation. And gameplay
that lasts long after the rest have
burned out. Get real with

Electronic Arts.

Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM. “SEGA”and “GENESIS"are registered

trademarks ofSega Enterprises Ltd. Lakers versus Celtics and theNBA Playoffs is a trademark of Electronic Arts. The
individual NBA Team insignias depicted are trademarks which are exclusive property of the respective Teams and
maynotbe reproduced without the written consent ofNBA Properties, Inc. NBA is a registered trademark of

National Basketball Association.
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continuedfrom page 184

were a good idea. Call me reactionary, but I

always agreed. Believe it or not, the first

Atari computers, the 400 and 800, also

offered four joystick ports and several

games (including Basketball) to take advan-

tage of the luxury. For whatever reason, the

number of available joystick ports has con-

sistently shrunk over the past dozen years

to the point where the Genesis comes
packed with only one joystick and the Tur-

boGrafx-16 requires a peripheral for mul-

tiuser play!

The Atari 7800 is an 8-bit machine.

With Commodore concentrating more

on the CDTV, it would seem that you would

look at what Atari is doing with its ST (I

own a 1040ST). Well, it appears you

haven't, so I will update you.

They are currently working on a 520 and

1040 STe, which was released in England

about six months ago. The STe will boast

an improved color palette with 4,096 colors

and advanced hardware scrolling enabling

super-smooth scrolling in any direction and

superb split-screen effects.

It can phase-lock its video output to an

external video source, permitting direct

linking to a genlocking device. It will have 8-

bit PCM (pulse code modulation, which

allows it to replay sampled sound without

burdening the CPU) stereo sound. It will

have SIMM sockets, which allow easy

memory upgrades, so you don't have to

disassemble your ST to upgrade it.

It will have a blitter chip enabling it to

shift high amounts of data at high speeds

without burdening the CPU, a new 1.6 TOS
(the operating system) that even allows

MS-DOS-compatible disk formatting. And
lastly, with adapters, up to six people will

be able to use the STe at one time (normal

STs allow only four people to play at once).

I think Atari realizes that if it wants to

compete seriously with Amiga in the U.S.

(Atari already controls more than 60% of

the computer market in England and the

rest of Europe), then it had better get mov-

ing. I also think software companies have

finally realized that Atari is no longer a

meager company manufacturing 2600s. I

have noticed many software stores around

my neighborhood making deals with Euro-

pean software houses in order to get the

most recent software. For example, in the

September '90 issue you asked whether

Dragon's Lair was released yet. Well, I had

bought it a month earlier, through a soft-

ware store who got it from England a

month earlier.

I've heard a Sega portable has already

been released in Japan. Is this true?

Now to CDs. I have heard that there are

already about 100 games finished and in

the waiting room for Amiga's CDTV. Is that

true, and, if so, will Amiga try to push the

size of the games or the graphics and

sound quality or both?

I read in your September issue that Sier-

ra On-Line is working on CD [versions] of

King's Quest V and Mixed-Up Mother
Goose for the IBM. Will the CD versions of

these games be available in other formats

(preferably ST) and, if so, how much will a

CD player of that type cost? Could I buy an

NEC TurboGrafx-16 CD player now for

future use on my ST, or do I have to wait for

a special one specifically for my computer?

—Tal Funke-Bilu

Cambria, California

Great letter, Tal, with lots of good infor-

mation and intelligent questions. As for

your comments on the ST, however, the

brute fact is that the ST has no credibility in

this country and is actually losing market

share to the Amiga even in Europe. I love

the machine and wish Atari the best of luck,

but there are some serious problems (pri-

marily, getting the darned things fixed),

which I can't see Atari overcoming. The fact

is, ST versions of games frequently sell in

the hundreds of copies. Hundreds! If your

local software merchants are seeking out

European ST product, that's probably

because there are enough ST users in your

area to support it, but believe me, this is a

regional phenomenon.

A Sega portable has been released in

Japan but, unlike the TurboGrafx-16

portable, this is a new system, not a hand-

held version of the SMS as was earlier

reported.

Are there 100 games ready for release on

the CDTV? Well, unless Commodore is

counting all available CD products anywhere

in the world, I would be astonished if the

number were anywhere close to that. There

are products under development, but not

nearly the number that were in the works six

months ago, since Commodore cancelled so

many of its game projects. The nice thing

about the CD format, however, is that it is

easily translated from one CD-based system

to another, so developers will tend to sup-

port all CD systems—IBM, Mac, NEC and

whoever else joins the bandwagon.

An NEC CD drive will not be compatible

with your ST, and I have heard nothing

about any Atari plans to release a CD drive

for the ST. CD drives will probably span a

large price range, but my guess is that with-

in two years they will sell in the $200-500

range. Right now, of course, they are some-

what more expensive.

By the way, Tal, you are the winner of

this month's Game Doctor Prize Packet. A
collection of game-related goodies are

already speeding on their way. Enjoy!

q s t i o n

Why does it seem like NES game prices

keep getting higher and higher? I really like

the games and all, but shelling out a whop-

ping $60-70 a game is ridiculous. The
[cheapest] games are around $25. Is there

any hope for lower prices?

—Anthony Turner

Dayton, Ohio

One thing to keep in mind is that many
new games cost more for the consumer
because they cost the publisher more to

build. More sophisticated chips, such as

those used in state-of-the-art NES product,

cost publishers so much that the increase is

invariably reflected in the retail price.

Many industry observers, however,

believe that this Christmas could signal a

turning point in the NES marketplace. With

more and more titles swamping the market-

place, inventories at an all-time high and

the Super Famicom on the way, we could

see a major drop in prices within a few

months. Of course, such a price drop would

also signal the collapse of the 8-bit video-

game marketplace. If that happens, you

might be able to purchase your favorite

NES games for a much lower price at this

time next year. ^

QUICKIES
To the various readers, including Lance

Rice of Jaspar, Alabama, who wondered

how the same game or even license (e.g.,

Batman and Dick Tracy) can appear on multi-

ple systems, the answer is simple. If a pub-

lisher purchases exclusive video-game rights

on a game or license, that's what they get.

They may, however, simply purchase system

rights.

Back in the early '80s, it was standard

practice for popular games to appear in

every possible video game, computer and

hand-held format. Today, with the domi-

nance of Nintendo and that company's pen-

chant for exclusivity, that policy has faded

somewhat. If Nintendo loses its grip on the

video-game market, however, and there is

no longer one dominant player, but rather

several big ones, multiple licensing should

make a long-overdue comeback.

And that about wraps things up for this

installment of Game Doctor Remember to

send me all your comments, questions and

corrections: The Game Doctor, 330 S.

Decatur, Suite 152, Las Vegas, NV 89107.
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Michael Jordan's awesome

air reverse slam <

Charles Barkley's monstrous

gorilla dunk

Isiah Thomas' slashing drive

and finger-roll

Clyde the Glide's ferocious

tomahawk jam

All of the above

A. Land mines, hot dogS. and

swamp shrews \ \
B. Lasers, hamburgers, and\ ~

moving holes

C. Gravity, relativity, and math anxi

D. Terrorists, aliens, and dingo

smugglers

E. Adolescence, socialization,

and genetic inheritance



BE A GENESIS QUIZ WIZ:
WIN THREE GENESIS GAMES

Just fill out the G.A.T. quiz and mail it (postmarked) before February 14, 1991.

All G.A.T. quizzes with 100% correct answers qualify for a drawing to win

the next 3 of these 4 Genesis releases from Electronic Arts:

CENTURION:

DifiNDER OF

ROME™

—Rise from centurion to mighty Caesar as you conquer the

ancient world. Spectacular graphics and a unique blend

of role playing and strategy make a -great cinematic

adventure.

—Feel the pressure of competing with 60 PGA TOUR pros in

real PGA TOUR tournaments and courses. The best of live

action TV plus the most accurate, addicting golf simulation.

ROND RASH™ —A daring, no-holds-barred, superbike road racing challenge.

Knee-dragging danger. Anything goes— even the rules!

—Battle evil dragons, whipcracking henchmen, and mighty

wizards in a heroic quest to slay the Black Knight.

PGA TOUR®
GOLF

DARK

CASTLE™

Name

Address Apt

City State Zip

1 I

Phone T-Shirt Size

Send completed G.A.T. Quiz to:

G.A.T. Quiz, Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404-2497

I would like to be a Genesis game advisor for Electronic Arts. Give me a call sometime.

Sega and Genesis are registered trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.

Papulous, Budokan the Martial Spirit Lakers versus Celtics and the NBA

Playoffs, Zany Golf, and John Madden Football are trademarks of Elec-

tronic Arts. Sword of Sodan is a trademark of Discovery Software

International. Inc. Dark Castle is a trademark of Silicon Beach Software.

Employees of Electronic Arts, their agencies or affiliated companies are

not eligible. Winner will be notified by mail. ELECTRONIC ARTS

CIRCLE #177 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

1NNK YOU’RE SMART
GET REAL GAMES FR

i

SEND IN YOUR ANSWERS



rT^HAT BREAKING NOISE YOU HEAR IS THE SOUND OF SHATTERING MYTHS.

I Women, the hobby’s “silent minority” are speaking up at last, and

-L IT’s TIME TO REPLACE ILLUSIONS WITH SOLID FACT.
• •••••

The female video and computer gamer has remained an enigma to the

GAMING INDUSTRY SINCE THE FIRST PONG PADDLE KNOB WAS TWIDDLED TWO

DECADES AGO. ELECTRONIC-GAMING MAGAZINES, SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

EXECUTIVES AND AMATEUR ANALYSTS HAVE SPOKEN AND WRITTEN MUCH ABOUT

THE LIKES AND DISLIKES OF FEMALE PLAYERS. THE GLITCH: No ONE ASKED

WOMEN FOR THEIR OPINIONS.

We have. And the responses to VG&CE’s “1990 Survey of Electronic

Gaming” turned up a lot of fascinating information about women who

PLAY ELECTRONIC GAMES. SOME OF THE RESULTS TURN “CONVENTIONAL

wisdom” topsy-turvy. Forget the outmoded image of female players as

SEMI-INTERESTED POSEURS WHO HANG AROUND THE FRINGES OF THE ACTION

AND CHEER THEIR HUSBANDS, SONS AND BOYFRIENDS TO VICTORY. PARTICIPANTS

IN THE STUDY OWN MORE EQUIPMENT, SPEND MORE PER WEEK ON GAMING AND

DEVOTE MORE HOURS TO ACTUAL PLAY THAN THEIR MALE COUNTERPARTS!

H.
x^

,
To make the results more.00 Rifs

' i
* l, meaningful, a pair of

msB^ /. • • ,

questions in the

o survey enabled us

to separate the

electronic gaming

population into

three sub-groups.

We also asked

respondents to rate

their interest in computer, video and coin-

op games on a 1-10 scale. Approximately

55% of women consider themselves video-

game specialists, a slightly higher

percentage than among men.

These players share the same interest

profile as the entire video-game-specialist

segment. They are highly interested in

cartridges (9.7), moderately intrigued by

coin-ops (6.9) and fairly casual about

entertainment software (5.5).

Female video game specialists are old

enough to be the big sisters, if not the

mothers, of guys with similar interests. Most

male video gamers (58%) are under 16 years

of age, while the majority of female

cartridge fans (75%) are 26 or older.

Exactly half of female video game

specialists play more than ten hours a week,

and three-quarters allot at least six hours.

Two-thirds spent over $10 per week,

though only 32% of the total sample has

such a big budget. Computer-game

specialists represent the smallest division in

the hobby. Women are a little more likely

(9.9%) to fall into this classification than

men. The difference is only about 2%,

which is hardly significant.

In general, computerists spend about a

buck a week less than video-game fans.

This pattern holds true for women too.

Distaff gamers put in at least ten hours a

week at the console. They love software

(10.0), but evidence shows even less liking

for video games (5.0) and coin-ops (4.5) than

the total computer-specialist sample.

The remaining 36% of the female survey

respondents fall into the megagamer

category. These are the people who love all

types of electronic gaming. No age group

predominates among the megagamers, with

an equal number falling into the 12-16, 17-

25 and 26-40 age brackets. Female

megagamers are, on the whole, a few years

younger than the average computer- or

video-game specialist.

A megagamer isn’t as apt to be an arcade

regular as a video-game specialist, but

almost all of them occasionally visit the

family amusement centers. They devote a

little less time and a little more money to

the hobby than the VG&CE reader average,

though other women who like just one kind

of electronic game actually do more playing

and buying than the megagamers.

Players Pick Favorite Machines

Women are very committed to 8-bit

video-game systems. They are more likely

to own one than are males. An

overwhelming majority of female survey

participants, 85%, have a Nintendo NES,

and nearly half, 45%, own a Sega Master

System. These are much higher figures than

for the total survey sample: 66% for NES,

33% for SMS.
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More than nine out of ten female video-

game specialists have an NES, and nearly

six out of 10 possess an SMS. Again, both

figures are much greater than for the

corresponding group of males. Women are

8-bit loyalists, but they display more

resistance to the powerful 16-bit consoles

than the mass of the magazine’s readers. At

this time, 27% have bought a Genesis and

14% own a TurboGrafx-16. Software for

Sega’s top-of-the-line machine includes a

lot of fast-action shoot-’em-ups, and the

relative scarcity of strategy-oriented contests

has evidently hurt initial acceptance.

Another factor leading to lower 16-bit

hardware ownership is that female

computerists have simply not investigated

the world of 16-bit video gaming. You’ll

have to look mighty hard to find a female

computer specialist who owns either a

Genesis or TurboGrafx-16.

When it comes to computer gaming, the

main difference between the sexes is that

women are much more likely to play on an

IBM PC system. This is another instance in

which software has affected the choice of

hardware. Male players gravitate toward the

fast-action C-64 titles, but women choose

the IBM PC, with its emphasis on

adventures and electronic board games.

What They’ll Buy

Women are cagier about future buying

plans than male survey respondents. Most

elected to skip this question, so it’s hard to

be definitive about how they’ll spend their

money this fall and winter.

A couple of general trends do emerge,

however. About 16% of female gamers plan

to buy a 16-bit machine, with Genesis the

four-to-one choice over the TurboGrafx-16.

On the computer side, IBM PC looks like it

will remain the prime system for women, as

more intend to buy an IBM or compatible

than all other brands of home computers

combined.

The Final Reckoning

Women don’t like exactly the same

hardware and software as men, but their

love of gaming is no less sincere. They

expend as much time and money as any

player, and their tastes range just as widely.

To build a complete audience for

interactive electronic entertainment,

hardware manufacturers and software

publishers will have to abandon their

preconceptions about female gamers and

start dealing with reality.

'hether it’s disks
*

or cartridges,

the verdict from

women is the

same: They like

action, but only when it’s

wedded to challenging

strategy. Although there

was some support for fast-

action combat games, the

ones that gathered

enough support to make the

“favorites” list, like Altered Beast,

%\l D ty
/

of

mmc

GAMING FANDOM

require the player to do

more than mindlessly

punch and kick

everything in sight.

Computer adventures

and strategy games are

tops with female

megagamers. The entire

top five consists of two

quests and three ski 11-

oriented contests, and no

arcade-style program accumulated

more than a few scattered vote points.

The following charts show some of the "favorite game" tabulations:

Female Megagamers Rate

the Top Video Games

(First-Place Votes in Parentheses)

1. Super Mario Bros. 2 (2)

2, Legend of Zelda (2)

3. Altered Beast (1)

4. Dragon Warriors (1)

5. Super Mario Bros. Ill (1)

6. Phantasy Star II (1)

Female Video Gamers

Pick Top Cartridges

(First-Place Votes in Parentheses)

1. Phantasy Star (2)

2. Ultima (2)

3. Revenge of Shinobi (1)

4. Ninja Gaiden (1)

5. Battle of Olympus (1)

6. Blazing Lasers (1)

1. Double Dragon (1)

8. Ghouls Y Ghosts (1)

Female Megagamers Pick

Top Computer Games

(First-Place Votes in Parentheses)

1. King's Quest (1)

2. Archon (1)

3. Jangled Jales (1)

4. Jetris (1)

5. Wheel of Fortune (I)
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C
all them storm warnings or call them

danger signs. Whatever the catch phrase,

one thing is certain: There are momen-
tous events taking shape in the home video-

game business.

Don't sell the electronics stock and don

black arm bands yet, but there's a crisis brew-

ing in video gaming that's likely to dramati-

cally change the face of America's favorite

entertainment addiction.

I'm not talking about something that's

going to happen in 2001, folks. By the time

this issue of VG&CE hits the newsstand, I

believe you'll see some big stuff happening.

In June 1989, 1 examined the potential for

a video-game crash. Then and now, I don't

see much chance that video games will sud-

denly vanish from the pop culture scene the

way they did in the country at the end of

1984. But history, they say, repeats itself. It

seldom repeats itself exactly, because the

conditions are always at least slightly differ-

ent for every event.

The steep decline in sales of video-gam-

ing hardware and software in the second half

of 1984 triggered a total bailout, because the

hobby had no long-term roots. Retailers and

distributors had no reason to think that car-

tridges would make a comeback.

Well, we've all seen the renaissance. Mer-

chants probably will feel that if the business

can revive once, it can do it again. That

should keep video-game departments alive in

electronics and discount stores even though

the Nintendo-inspired boom is coming to an

end after four years of stupendous growth.

The 16-bit invasion has received a tremen-

dous amount of media exposure, as well it

should. The improved sound and graphics,

enhanced game play and increased program

execution speed are worth all the headlines.

It's great technology; a clear and significant

improvement over the 8-bit generation of

consoles. Technology is the basis of our

hobby, but companies can't just toss a prod-

uct out to a waiting world. It has to be mar-

keted. Advertising, promotion, editorial cov-

erage and word of mouth must convince

consumers to spend money to bring new

units home.

Aye, there's the rub. The Sega Genesis

and NEC TurboGrafx-16 have had modest

success so far, and Nintendo is still shilly-shal-

lying about introducing the U.S. version of its

Super Famicom. This year's sales of all 16-bit

hardware and software are a fraction of

what Nintendo is still doing on the 8-bit.

There's no guarantee that the Nin-

tendo 16-bit will gain more accep-

tance than its two rivals already

on the market. Previous at-

by Arnie Katz

Writer, editor, lecturer and game
designer Arnie Katz knows the field

from every perspective. Each month his

column takes readers inside the world

of video and computer games. This time

around, he analyzes some disturbing

trends in the video-game field.

tempts by video-game hardware manu-

facturers to build on the success of a popular

game machine with a "next

generation"

system have

failed.

Cases in point include the Atari 5200 and

7800, the Odyssey3 and the Intellivision II.

Historically, success in one video-game

generation breeds failure in the next. I won't

pretend to understand this phenomenon, but

there are too many examples to deny it

exists. Here's one possible explanation: Fans

of a video-game system often display hostil-

ity toward a company that introduces a next-

generation console that makes their favorite

unit seem obsolete. This reaction is always

more intense if the fan's newly downgraded

machine is made by the same company. Per-

haps the reason follow-up hardware doesn't

make it is because the manufacturer can't

induce enough of its existing customer base

to overcome these bad feelings and buy the

new system.

NEC had no reservoir of consumers to

alienate, since the TurboGrafx-16 is its first

product. The Sega Master System sold

"only" a million units in the U.S., and Mike

Katz's crew hopes to sell a lot more Genesis

machines than that over the next three years.

Nintendo, on the other hand, has a huge

customer base. If these people feel alienated

and betrayed by the Super Famicom, what

are the chances that it can convert a sizable

percentage of them, and then find another 15

million or so new video-game buyers to

equal its 8-bit success? It's about the same as

lightning striking the same place twice.

Sales of NES systems have peaked, and

software sales are soft. Units-per-copy are

down sharply, and Nintendo is already re-

flecting this by sharply lowering allocations

to its cartridge-duplication business. A year

ago, everyone expected a solid title to sell at

least 500,000 or even a million copies. Now
titles are going out with initial reproduction

runs of 50,000 carts or even less.

Inventories are growing in the face of an

increased number of titles and declining cus-

tomer demand. Retailers and distributors are

apt to cut orders for new merchandise or

request "stock balancing" (a fancy term for

exchanging old, unsold goods for new
releases). Can the dreaded discount car-

tridge market, which ruined the business

in 1984, be far behind?

The Mass Market
Nintendo's overwhelming success

created a mass market for cartridges that

dwarfs the audience for electronic stand-

alone or computer games. The size of the tar-

get audience makes it possible to promote

hardware, software and accessories through

highly effective mass media, including net-

work TV and major magazine advertising.
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Before the LAPC-1 Music Card After the LAPC-1 Music Card

Actual results may vary.
Ifwe were you,we sure as heck wouldn’t run out and buy an LAPC-1 without knowing

something about what it does. So ifyou give us a moment, we’ll tell you.

The LAPC-1 is a music synthesizer card which, when you stick it into your computer,

takes the pitifully anemic sounds computer games offer up and turns them into something quite

extraordinary. Or, to put it another way, instead ofgoing “plink” theway it does now, your com-

puter will go “KA-PHLOOM” theway it’s supposed to. And as luck and our ingenious engineers

would have it, it’ll do all this with the games from Sierra' Activision' MediaGenic, Lucasfilm®

Access' MicroProse" and nearly everybody else.

And since the LAPC-1 uses the same L/A

Synthesis circuitrywe put in our professional mu-

sical equipment, combined with the only true MIL

interface on the market, it also provides you with

something else—access to all of the tools you need for creating incredibly realistic music as well.

There.We’re done. Nowyou can mn out and buy one.

Roland*
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 213 685-5141

CIRCLE #178 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Here's one small example of the possibili-

ties open to NES-oriented companies. Game
shows often give NES carts as prizes,

because there's a reasonable possibility

that the recipient will have the

hardware to play them. Makers

of Amiga software can't do

that because its market

penetration is so light.

Makers of software for

the Nintendo Entertain-

ment System can take

advantage of hard-hitting

media to tell people about

their new titles. That just

wouldn't be practical if there

wasn't a machine in approximately 30% of

America's homes.

Heavy television and print advertising will

back all three 16-bit consoles, at least until

each flies or fails. After that, hardware ads

will diminish as the suppliers see less poten-

tial for additional sales. A commercial on

Cosby makes sense if the publisher antici-

pates selling $2 billion worth of consoles, but

it might be reckless overspending if likely

sales are 5% of that.

Nintendo used its 8-bit clout to reimpose a

concept most people had considered out-

moded: system exclusivity. Developers of

games for the NES are prohibited from doing

editions for other brands.

One big change that should start blos-

soming by next spring is a resurgence of

cross-system publishing. Barry Friedman,

who originated the concept with Miner

2049er nearly a decade ago, is again assem-

bling interlocking publishing consortiums to

blast hot games across all video- and com-

puter-game systems.

As Nintendo's share of the total video-

game universe shrinks, it will become harder

to demand exclusivity on new software. Pub-

lishers will want to put each title on as many

machines as possible, to achieve a total tar-

get market sufficiently large enough to make

mass market advertising and promotion fea-

sible. Limited exclusivity will become the

rule. Various systems may have a good, new

game for three to six months before it debuts

on other equipment, but all of its versions

will be advertised and marketed

together. If this doesn't happen,

don't expect to see a lot of car-

tridge commercials on MTV by

this time next year.

Software quality is a grow-

ing concern. The "game
design gap" between Japan

and America is no illusion. The

societies have numerous similar-

ities, but there are enough differ-

ences to assure that no Japan-based

development house has its finger on the U.S.

gaming pulse. The analogy to the computer-

game situation of 1989 is as obvious as it is

threatening. American computer-entertain-

ment-software companies dumped dozens of

games conceived and developed in Europe

on the stateside market and then

watched them die because

they did not satisfy the

expectations of Ameri-

can gamers.

Japan's culture is

more
alien to

ours than Britain's.

After all, we share his-

tory, customers and lan-

guage with the

British. No Ameri-

can design house

would attempt to

invade the Japanese software market

from a base in Silicon Valley, but it

hasn't stopped Japanese concerns

from trying the exact opposite.

Gamers in this country are coming to see

Japanese video games as repetitive, unimagi-

native and formulaic. The whole "bosses and

levels" shtick has been done to death.

Japanese designers are also not adept at

creating new game genres and formats. The

latest release from the Pacific Rim is most

likely to be an upgrade of last year's hit, with

enhanced graphics and sound. Doing the

same thing, over and over, even doing it bet-

ter each time, can only hold the interest of

American gamers for so long. More and more

people are already renting their games at the

local video store instead of buying them,

because each new game cloys a little faster

than the previous one.

Japanese games also suffer from an

imperfect grasp of U.S. popular culture and a

less-than-fluent command of written English.

The latter manifests itself in sometimes ludi-

crous documentation and faulty on-screen

presentation of text.

To paraphrase a line by science-fiction

writer Harlan Ellison, the third-party cartridge

suppliers are kneeing the 16-bit systems in

the groin. At the summer CES, too many
games for the Genesis and TurboGrafx-16

were scarcely more advanced

than the average NES title.

And there's no reason to

assume that the Super Famicom

will be any less dependent on

Japanese design/development

than its two rivals.

The only solution

is to do what the

computer-entertainment business

has done: limit overseas designs

to the cream of the crop and

increase investment in U.S.

development. There are signs

that this shift is already under

way. Pray that it comes before

too many gamers become jaded by the same-

ness of the cartridges.

The decay of the 8-bit market is happen-

ing today, but it doesn't have to signal the

end of video gaming. Retailers, distributors

and publishers must allow this hobby to have

its ups and downs, like every other compara-

ble pastime. They must also heed the warn-

ing signs and address today's real problems.

It's their move. 1

F
andom needs two types of people:

fanzine editors and fanzine readers. Part of

VG&CE s effort to foster the development

of the electronic-gaming hobby is to put

folks who want to publish computer and

video-gaming fanzines together with

potential readers. Everything described in this

section can be obtained from Arnie Katz: 330 S.

Decatur, Suite 152, Las Vegas, NV 89107. Please

send a self-addressed stamped envelope if you are

requesting a list or reply.

Would you like to receive sample issues of cur-

rent electronic-gaming fanzines? Its easy. Just send

me your name and ask to be added to the “Fanzine

Readers List.” The list will be distributed to fanzine

editors who want to add interested readers.

Fanzine publishers who want to receive the

“Fanzine Readers List”—more than enough names

to make a first issue mailing list—can request one

from me at the same address. And when you pub-

lish those fanzines, don’t forget to send them to

me so I can tell VG&CE’s readers about them.

Megagaming
,
the biweekly fan newsletter pub-

lished by Bill Kunkel, Joyce Worley and me is

available for $1. It contains Bill Kunkel’s fanzine

reviews, Joyces Worleys fanzine editors’ advice col-

umn and all the latest reviews and happenings of the

gaming world.
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WE PAY
THE

HIGHEST
PRICES!!

WE SELL
AT THE
LOWEST
PRICES!!

1 GAMES We Sell GAMES We Buy We Sell GAMES We Buy We Sell GAMES We Buy We Sell GAMES We Buy We Sell GAMES We Buy We Sell

1942 9.00 16.95 CIRCUS CAPER 18.00 36.95 GOLGO-13 8.00 17.95 MARVEL’S X-MEN 18.00 32.95 SESAME STREET ABC 12# 20# TOP SECRET EPISODE 12.00 26.95

1943 11.00 20.95 CITY CONNECTION 12.00 22.95 GOLGO-13 II 17.00 32.95 MASTER CHU & THE DRUNKHARD HU 15.00 29.95 SHADOW GATE 18.00 29# TOTAL RECALL 17.00 34.95

720 DEGREES 17.00 32.95 CLASH AT DEMONHEADS 15.00 27.95 GOONIES II 10.00 17.95 MATCH PLAY 12.00 26.95 SHINGEN 19.00 39# TRACK AND FIELD 10.00 18.95

8 EYE’S 14.00 26.95 CHUBBY CHERUB 10.00 24.95 GOTCHA 9.00 17.95 MECHANIZED ATTACK 15.00 29.95 SHINOBI 14.00 27# TRACK AND FIELD II 10.00 21.95

A BOYSAND HIS BLOB 15.00 27.95 CASTLEVANIA II: SIMON’S QUEST 15.00 29.95 GRADIUS 8.00 14.95 MEGA MAN II 16.00 32.95 SHOOTING RANGE 9.00 17# TROJAN 8.00 17.95

ABADOX 13.00 26.95 CLASSIC CONCENTRATION 12.00 26.95 GRAND PRIX 8.00 14.95 MEGA MAN 25.00 42.95 SHORT ORDER/EGGSPLOOE! 12.00 22# TURBO RACING 16.00 33.95

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 12.00 26.95 CLU CLU LAND 8.00 17.#? lillpABBER 12.00 26.95 METAL FIGHTER 15.00 27.95 SIDE POCKET 40.00 67.95 TWIN COBRA 15.00 27.95

ADV. IN THE MAGIC KINGDOM 18.00 36.95 COBRA COMMAND? 7^^ PUT guardIMlegend 9.00 17.95 METAL GEAR 7.00 14.95 SILENT ASSAULT 14.00 26# TWIN EAGLE 15.00 27.95

ADVENTURES OF LOLO 13.00 24.95 COBRA TRIANGLE? Mfl, >>mO0 23.95 GUERILLAWAR 10.00 20.95 METROID 6.00 13.95 SILENT SERVICE 14.00 25.95 U.S.M.C. HARRIER 12.00 26.95

ADVENTURES OF LOLO II 15.00 27.95 CODE NAME: SflpiR 15.00 >28.96 guwshqe?! 10.00 18.95 MICKEY MOUSECAPADES 14.00 24.95 SILKWORM 17.00 32.# ULTIMA 16.00 31.95

ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER 15.00 25.95 Qg^pWi':
'v '

10-00 MJML GUNSMOkiT'*^ 9.00 17.95 MIGHTY BOMB JACK 15.00 27.95 SKATE OR DIE 12.00 22.95 URBAN CHAMPION 6.00 16.95

ADVENTURES OF BAYOU BILLY H-OQ iWlMANDO ,,,>>«», 700 l4#I GYRQMITE. # 12.00 26.95 MYKE TYSON’S PUNCH-OUT 18.00 32.95 SKULL AND CROSSBONES 9.00 17# VEGA’S DREAM 14.00 26.95

ADVENTURE ISLAND ^ *iiiP ;:s22# CONFLICT 11 ift l&or 31.95 Qpuss.->:*
#

' # 10.00 22.95 MILLIPEDE 8.00 19.95 SKY SHARK 9.00 17# VINDICATOR 13.00 25.95

ADVENTURES OF.:^ili»fii:i;

12.00 >2195 coNim m 10#* >#jP HARD DRIVIN’"^ 12.00 26.95 MILON’S SECRET CASTLE 12.00 22.95 SKYKID 10.00 19# VIPER 10.00 19.95

AFTER BURNElliP" 13190 *23# C^MliEXf%OSiON ilPif 26.95 HEAVY BARREL 15.00 29.95 MISSION COBRA 14.00 27.95 SKYSCRAPER 12.00 26# VOLLEYBALL 8.00 17.95

AIR WOLF 23 96 CRYSTAL MINE^ 8.00 17.95 HELL RAISER 12.00 26.95 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 15.00 32.95 SLALOM 12.00 22.95 WAR IN THE MIDDLE EARTH 12.00 26.95

AIR FORCE iMI W9S CRYsaa^SP^ 21.00 42.95 HOGAN'S AI.LEYjssss*.,. 14.00 27.95 MONSTER PARTY 14.00 27.95 SNAKE’S REVENGE 15.00 27# WEBWORLD 12.00 26.95

AIR FORTREn 14.00 25J8&: PilRNOID 10.00 19.95 HOLLYVy(^l5a^iii!!i: 16.00 31.95 MOTO CROSS MANIACS 12.00 26.95 SNOOPY 16.00 31# WHEEL OF FORTUNE 16.00 31.95

AL UNSER JR.'S RACING., j&m liiOSsf' CYCLE SHOOTING 12.00 26.95 HOME-lpEET HOME 26.95 MS. PACMAN 14.00 26.95 SOCCER 15.00 27# WHEEL OF FORTUNE JR. 15.00 29.95

ALIEN SYNDROtit mmr 53.95 DANCE AEROBICS 8.00 17.95 HOOiS 15.# >$29.95 MTV REMOTE CONTROL 13.00 27.95 SOCCER MANIA 12.00 26# WHEEL OF FORTUNE FAMILY EDITION 16.00 31.95

ALL PRO BASKETBALL 23.00 32.95 DASH GALAXY IN THE ALIEN 10.00 19.95 homage 12.00 28415 MUPPET ADVENTURE 12.00 26.95 SOLOMON’S KEY 15.00 27# WILD BOYS 12.00 26.95

ALPHA MISSION 7.00 16.95 ASYLUM 9.00 17.95 H(3fROCKS 12.00 26#:: MUSCLB^iliSl5 16.00 27.95 SOLSTICE 18.00 32# WILD GUNMAN 8.00 17.95

AMAGON 11.00 21.95 DEADLY TOWERS 10.00 -mr«#r FORiibpCTiilfl 12.00 26.95 :|6YSTillYQUE§T 14-Oil
1 ?24#' : SPELUNKER 8.00 16# WILLOW 14.00 26.95

ANTICIPATION 12.00 21.95 DEFENDER II
15.00 28£&5 HYbLIDE 1 1 IF# 1: 5.00 10.95 17# 32.11: SPY HUNTER 8.00 17# WIN, LOOSE OR DRAW 13.00 25#

ARCHON 16.00 31.95 DEFENDER OF THE CROWN 16.00 27195 ICE CLIMBER 9.00 17.95 :NiS PLAY ION FOOTbIIl 16# 39.98:1 SPIVS. SPY 7.00 19# WINTER GAMES 7.00 15.95

ARKANOID WITH CENTERS. 40.00 67.95 DEMON SWORD 15.00 w ibEHOCKEY tej.00 17.95| PNJAGitfN mm 26#? SQQp 13.00 26# WIZARDRYWIZARDS AND moo 32.95

ARKISTA’S RING 15.00 28.95 DESERT COMMANDER 13.00 0m IKA&WARBKSfm^ 10.68
ft
19# NINJA GAIDEN II 20# 36.981 sta$f|rce 9.00 17# WARRIORS 8.00 18.95

ASTYANAX 15.00 29.95 DESTINATION EARTH STAR 18.001 36.95 IKAFU WARRIORS II 111# *11.95 imiAipf 15.001 27.#! STAifi SpjpiER 14.00 24# WOOD AND WATER RAGE 12.00 26.95

ATHENA 12.00 21.95 DICK TRACY 14.0§f 26.95 iMA^fiwr mm, 29# N^NIP’S AMBiioNl 22.001 33.95 STARfRCflCS 12.00 26# WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING 18.00 36.95

ATHLETIC WORLD 9.00 17.95 DIG DUG II
11.0(1 22.95 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION || 7.00 1*3.95 DERATION WOUT | .

9.00 '17*95 STAR VOYAGER 5.00 16# WORLD GAMES 14.00 22.95

BABY BOOMER 12.00 23.95 ADVENTURES OF DINO RM v 12.00 #95 INbjJlA#fc |;l|00 17# oUllF ""
8.00 iile STARS# HECTOR 17.00 34.95 WORLD GP 12.00 26.95

BABY GANGSTER 12.00 26.95 DODGE BALL %oT INFlTRAtOH illoo 11.95" 10.00 22.# STEALTfj ATF 5.00 17# WORLD RUNNER (3-D) 7.00 17.95

BACK TO THE FUTURE 16.00 29.95 DONKEY KONG IftflO 22.95 !i3p 24.95 PA^IjiOY
.

'

""
16.00 26.95 STINGER 12.00 20# WRATH OF THE BLACK MANTA moo 29.95

BAD DUDES 15.00 28.95 DONKEY KONG JR. MA|]H mo
1'

17-95 IRON TANK moo 18.#: H^ltS^ i^GHTER 1§|f 17.00 32.95 STREEfbOP 13.00 26# WRECKING CREW 8.00 19.95

BAD NEWS BASEBALL 17.00 33.95 DONKEY KONG 3 12.00 ,:#.95:?! ISOLATED WARRIOR 12.00 26 95 Px&t TY 11>: 18.00 29.95 STRIDER 13# 24.95 WRESTLEMANIA 12.00 22.95

BAD STREET BRAWLER 17.00 32.95 DONKEY KONG CLASS 10% JACK NICKLAUS GOLF Ssss mod? 19# mmm jr in 12.00 22.95 SUP#bONTRA~ moo 31# XENOPHOBE 9.00 17.95

BALLOON FIGHT 10.00 19.95 DONKEY KONG JUNIOR 18.00 ws* JACKAL HU 17# liiS^Loeisf
-

moo 23.95 mpEr dodgeball 15.00 27# XEVIOUS 12.00 22.95

BARKER B'S TRICK SHOOTING 12.00 26.95 DOUBLE DARE|f
:

15.00 27# JAWS 8.00 P5.#smm i 15.081 29# BUPER MARIO 1 5.00 14# XEXYZ 15.00 29.95

BASEBALL 6.00 17.95 DOUBLE DRAGON 19.00 JEOPARDY 1100 122.95 PIPE DREAMS 16.00 SUPER MARIO 2 moo 31# XYBOTS 12.00 26.95

BASEBALL SIMULATOR 1,000 17.00 31.95 DOUBLE DRAGONH 9.00 f7.|g lEQPARDYJR. 15.00 F27.95 PLATOON 10.00:;: P7.95 SUPER MARIO 3 30.00 42# ZANAC 9.00 17.95

BASEBALL STARS 15.00 27.95 DOUBLE DRIBBLE 16-ooi 27.95 JEOPARDY) 25#iANNIV EDITION 16.00 $ 29.95 POLICE ACADEMY!® 12.0i| 26.95 SUPER OFF ROAD 18.00 34.95 ZELDA moo 22.95

BASES LOADED 12.00 23.95 DR. CHAOS iiEisnxTi POPEYE mp 22.95 SUPER PASSWORD 12.00 26.95

BASES LOADED II 16.00 32.95 DR. JECKYLL AND MR. HYDE Mm Jd^PANVS.BtWP^
1 14.# 126.95 PRADpIS moo

.
31# SUPER PITFALL 14.00 26.95 GAME BOYBASHI BAZOOK 15.00 29.95 DRAGON POWER IjKtjf? JOURNEY TO SILfOSf ,#00 126.95, Pftg&ATOR 13# SUPER RALLEY 12.00 26.95

BATMAN 20.00 37.95 DRAGON WARRIOR 12.00 26.98! ifPUST 10.00 117.951 PRINCESS TOMATO IN THE SAfc® 26.# Uper RESCUE 12.00 26.95 GAMES We Buy We Sell

BATTLE 6F OLYMPUS 15.00 28.95 DRIVING GAME 4.00 13.95 KARATE :^tAMP 7,# 15.# liiSNER OF WAR 11# 26#! HIer SPIKE VOLLEYBALL 14.00 26.95 ALLEYWAY 9.00 15.95

BIG FOOT 15.00 2895 DUCK HUNT 15.00 29.95 KARATE mm iilSpCING mod 117# iliER SPRINT 15.00 27.95 BASEBALL 8.00 15.95

BIONIC COMMANDO 12.00 22.95 DUCK TALES 18.00 38.95 KARNOV 10.00 17.98 PFKLTORE^TWNG 1:12.081 mm SUPER SUSHI PINBALL 12.00 26.95 BASES LOADED 9.00 16.95

BLACK BASS 15.00 28.95 DUNGEON MAGIC 16.00 33.95 KICLBCUBtOLE Sp #00 26# PUSSN BOOTS 17-00
J Ijis SUPER TEAM GAMES 12.00 26.95 BOOMER S ADV. IN ASMIK WORLD 9.00 15.95

BLADES OF STEEL 12.00 23.95 DUSTY DIAMOND'S All STAR SOFTBALL 14.00 27.95 KID ICARUS 15.00 26,98 Kunx? Hi# 17# Super trucks 12.00 26.95 BOXXLE 8.00 16.95

BLASTER MASTER 12.00 22.95 DYNOWARZ 15.00 27.95 KID KOOL
1

1800 RACKET ATTACH * lUo SUPERMAN 15.00 26.95 CASTLEVANIA 9.00 17.95

BOMBERMAN 15.00 26.95 ELEVATOR ACTION 12.00 26.95 KID NIKli: 2795 RAD RACER 16#::: ipi5 T & C SURF DESIGN 8.00 17.95 DAEDALIAN OPUS 8.00 16.95

BOOMER'S ADV. IN ASMIK WORLD 15.00 30.95 EMPIRE CITY 15.00 28.95 KING'S KNIGHT 10 00 19.95 RAD RACERi lllSI m# 32# TABOO 6TH SENSE 8.00 16.95 DEXTERITY 8.00 17.95

BATTLE CHESS 16.00 32.95 EVERT AND LEANDL TENNIS 9.00 17.95 KINGS OF THBI:.BEACkiIlll 14.00 RAID 2020 moo 1:22.95 TAG TEAM WRESTLING 12.00 26.95 DWEEBERS 8.00 17.95

BOULDER DASH 15.00 29.95 EXCITE BIKE 8.00 17.95 KLAX 15.00 '#95 RAID ON BUNGLING BAY 4.00 F# TASfN'ORAGQN 16.00 29.95 FIST OF THE NORTH STAR 9.00 17.95

BOWLING 12.00 26.95 FANTASY ZONE 12.00 26.95 KNIGHT RIDER 10.00 19# RALtEYBiKE 1700 134.# TARGET RENEdABE 17.00 30.95 FLIPULL 8.00 16.95

BOXING 12.00 26.95 FARIA 15.00 27.95 KUNG FU 17.95 RAMBO 5.00 ||6# TAROSiUSSI 12.00 26# GOLF 9.00 16.95

BREAK THRU 10.00 22.95 FAXANADU 16.00 27.95 KUNG FU HEROES 22#KE
1

6.00 lb# 1

teCMQ BASEBALL 1K5-0Q,mm heart ATTACK 9.00 17.95

BUBBLE BOBBLE 15.00 28.95 FESTER'S QUEST 15.00 24.95 KWIRK
|

RESCUE EMBASSY MISSION >14.00 1p# T^MOBQWL moo FCTANKY ALIEN 8.00 16.95

BUG BUSTER 12.00 26.95 FIGHTING GOLF 13.00 24.95 LEGACY OF THE WIZARD 13#!mm RING KING 12.00 JIP5 TECMQ WORLD WBESUWG 17# '32#? It^fW-OOe RUNNpi \ 7.00 15.95

BUGS BUNNY’S CRAZY CASTLE 14.00 27.95 FISHER PRICE: 1 CAN REMEMBER 13.00 24.95 LEGEND OF KAGE 8.00 19.95 RIVERblTy
1

RANSOM 15.00

1

IP5 TEENAGEWWI NINllt«ILES 37# KWIftlt
1 THECALLED TOMATO 8.00 16.95

BUGS BUNNY BIRTHDAY 12.00 26.95 FISHER PRICE: PERFECT FIT 14.00 27.95 LEGENDARY WINGS 10.00 if# ROAolpINER 15.081 IP5 TEN YARD FIGFiif?!*,
700' iHir lockn !€wase

' ’

j. 8.00 16.95

BUMP 'N JUMP 12.00 22.95 FIST OF THE NORTH STAR 10.00 19.95 LICENSE TO KILL 12.00 26.95® RCSKbiLASTER 13,00 ill# TENNIS *?8# 18# Smajjbu BeAdH v^LIyball 9.00 17.95

BURAI FIGHTER 15.00 29.95 FLYING DRAGON 12.00 26.95 LIFE FORCE 10.00 16.95 ROBO COP l#7.M TERRA CRESTA 115# 29# MOTOCROSS (AANIACS 8.00 16.95

BURGERTIME 9.00 22.95 FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX 10.00 17.95 LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL 16.00 29.99 ROBO DEMON 14.00 26.# TETRIS (NINTENDO) 15#;, **# NEMESIS '

> ( 10.00 18.95

CABAL 16.00 32.95 FREEDOM FORCE 9.00 17.95 LODE RUNNER 14.00 22.95 ROBO WARRIOR 10.00 19# THE LAST STARFIGHTER 15.00 mm NFL FOOTBtei, .'‘""I 1::*,00 16#
CALIFORNIA GAMES 15.00 27.95 FRIDAY THE 13TH 13.00 24.95 LUNAR POOL 16.00 27.95 ROCK AND BALL 14.00 26# THE PUNISHER >,:##- F^E^BOY

' ,r

9#!: $,17.95

CALIFORNIA RAISINS 12.00 26.95 GALACTIC CRUSADER 12.00 1 22.95 MACH RIDER 8.00 17.95 ROCKET RANGER 19.00 35.# THEY’RE ALIVE \l2.00' 26.95 O BILLtQN
™™'

liaoo. 17-95

CAPTAIN COMIC 10.00 19.95 GALAGA 10.00 19.95 MAD MAX 16.00 32.95 ROGER RABBIT 16.00 29# THREE STOOGES mob 26.95 qix
r —

"i 7# 15.95

CAPTAIN SKYHAWK 18.00 34.95 GAUNTLET 15.00 29.95 MAFAT CONSPIRACY 16.00 33.95 ROLLER BALL 15.00 26# THUNDERCADE 15# 26.95 SHANGHAI sidib 18#
CARD SHARKS 12.00 26.95 GENGHIS KHAN 13.00 22.95 MAGIC JOHNSON’S FASTBREAK 16.00 29.95 ROLLING THUNDER 14.00 27# TIGER-HELI 7.00 17.95 SKATE OR DIE: BAD N 10.00 if#
CASINO KID 18.00 29.95 GHOSTBUSTERS 16.00 32.95 MAGIC OF SCHEHERAZADE 15.00 27.95 ROMANCE OF 3 KINGDOMS 15.00 26# TIME LORD 12.00 26.95 SPACE INVADERS 8# lie#
CASTLE QUEST 10.00 19.95 GHOSTBUSTERS II 10.00 19.95 MAGMAX 10.00 22.95 RUSH’N ATTACK 7.00 14# TO THE EARTH 12.00 22.95 SPIDER-MAN 9.00 17.95

CASTLEVANIA 12.00 22.96 GHOSTS AND GOBLINS 15.00 29.95 MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 8.00 18.95 RYGAR 8.00 16# TOMBS AND TRESURE 15.00 29.95 SUPER MARIO LAND 8.00 15.95

CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING 18.00 31.95 GOAL 16.00 29.95 MANIAC MANSION 12.00 26.95 SECRET WARRIORS 12.00 26# TOOBIN' 16.00 28.95 TENNIS 8.00 15.95

CHAMPION SERIES 12.00 26.96 GODZILLA 8.00 17.95 MAPPY LAND 12.00 21.95 SECTION Z 6.00 13# TOP GUN 1 9.00 18.95

THE CHESSMASTER 16.00 32.95 GOLF-PEBBLE BEACH 8.00 17.95 MARBLE MADNESS 16.00 26.95 SEICROSS 13.00 23# TOP GUN II 18.00 32.95

CHESTERFIELD 12.00 26.95 GOLF-NINTENDO 8.00 17.95 MARIO BROTHERS 15.00 28.95 SESAME STREET 123 12.00 20# TOP PLAYERS TENNIS 15.00 29#

Price may vary without notice. • Video Gameland reserves the right to turn down any order.

and Much Much More!!

also IMPORTED GAME CASSE ES from JAPAN!!

TO ORDER CALL NOW! (21 3) 792-1 1 90
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

All orders should be paid in full and must include sales tax and shipping. Money orders and personal checks will be accepted
|

but no credit cards will be honored. C.O.D. orders will not be honored. All orders available in stock will be shipped within 7
J

days. All orders what are not available may be cancelled or turned down by Video Gameland. Please allow 21 days for I

personal checks. Residents from Canada, Hawaii, Alaska may call for shipping charges by phone. Prices may call for shipping

charges by phone. Prices may vary depending on the area you live. Prices listed are cassette prices only. For Nintedndo and
Sega Games, we deduct $1.00 for missing instructions, $1.00 for missing box or slip case, $2.50 for missing controller or 3D
glasses and $3.50 per game if a game needs to be returned to you. All California orders must pay a 6.75% sales tax. Refunds
or exchanges must pay a 5% handling charge or $3.50 amount whichever is greater. No refunds, credits or exchanges given

|

without prior notice. All new defective merchandise is warranted by the manufacturer only. All used games are given a 7 day
guarantee from their date or arrival. Both used and defective games can be traded in, only for the same game. Those ordering I

in large amounts will be granted a discount. Used atari games are no longer accepted.

n>RDER FORM
VIDEO GAME LAND
PLAZA 1000 #D, 1000 TORRANCE BLVD
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90277

PLEASE CHECK ONE: I WANT TO BUY

NAME Please Print

ADDRESS

CITY

WANT TO SELL

AGE _

STATE ZIP

I-PHONE ( ) SIGNATURE -J

CIRCLE #179 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Future Classics
Collection

LIVE STUDIOS

Versions: Amiga ($49.95),

IBM PC ($39.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 B 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

It's a wonder there aren't more prod-

ucts like Live Studios' Future Classics Col-

lection, in these days of overpriced soft-

ware and underdeveloped sales. This

package includes five attractive genre con-

tests: Diskman and Diet Riot are maze-

chase games; Blockalanche is a variant on

kinetic sorting puzzles like Welltris and

Blockout; Lost 'n' Maze is a first-person

labyrinth-clearing game and, finally,

Tankbattle is an arcade-style armored-

combat shoot-out.

Diskman and Diet Riot are the weakest

of the quintet. The nearly identical graph-

ics make the games seem indistinguish-

able, and neither one is much fun to play.

The graphics are so tiny that it can be diffi-

cult to even find the player-characters,

much less identify and align them with

other game objects. Both games employ

an angled top-down perspective, but Diet

Riot has a couple of interesting features

that elevates it above its more mundane
cousin.

In Diet Riot, the player-character is

waging a one-man crusade against junk

food by gathering food crates from

stores and tossing them in a dumpster.

As the fast food is inadvertently con-

sumed, the player's ECG-like heart moni-

tor and a heart icon fluctuate to indicate

increasing danger. The player can work

off some of that lard by pumping iron,

courtesy the bench press icons located

throughout the maze. Beware, however,

as strenuous exercise is also dangerous

to the old ticker.

Blockalanche is a creative take on the

idea of three-dimensional puzzle pieces

falling into a cube-like container, a la Cali-

fornia Dreams' Blockout and Spectrum-

Holobyte's Welltris. In this version, how-

ever, rather than looking down on the

falling blocks, the container is displayed

from a two-thirds side perspective, creat-

ing a whole new type of challenge.

Lost 'n ' Maze is a compelling maze-ex-

ploration game in which the player is fur-

nished with both a first-person viewpoint

and limited overhead mapping; the map
shows where the treasures are hidden, but

doesn't display the labyrinth walls. The

graphics are excellent.

Tankbattle hearkens back

Live Studios7

Future Classics Col-

lection is an attrac-

tive bundle off

games—-a maze-
chase, a three-

dimensional geomet-
ric puzzler and an
arcade-type shoot-

'em-up-filled with
good gaming.

less Pong-type tank combat contests. The

player must drive a tank around a variety

of obstacles, do battle with enemy jugger-

nauts and capture extra gas, as well as the

enemy "flag" (in this case, a coat of arms).

The top-down graphics are attractive,

though small.

All in all, there may not be any actual

future "classics" in the Future Classics

Collection, but there is plenty of good

gaming to be had; this is the best soft-
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annons thunder, chariots race over grassy fields, and dragons

hurl fireballs at opposing forces in the latest animated strategy

game from Interplay Productions. Battle Chess II: Chinese Chess™, an
ancient cousin to western chess, features stunning graphics, realistic

sound effects, and more humorous animation than the original Battle

Chess™. Watch as dragons toast hapless knights, counselors flatten

pawns with enormous mallets hidden in their robes, and cannons
merrily blast away at opponents cowering behind other pieces. Some
of the many features included in Battle Chess II: Chinese Chess are:

• A Strong Chinese Chess algorithm • Play by Modem
• 2D & 3D viewing modes • Recommends best move
• Multiple levels of difficulty • Show legal moves
• Take back and replay moves

With Battle Chess II: Chinese Chess, chess is no longer an
abstract mental exercise. It is an entertainment that

will prove the words of the famous Oriental

Philosopher/Chef Kung Pao who I //
said “War is fun!”

To order Battle Chess II: Chinese Chess,
call 1-800-969-GAME. Available on
MS-DOS for $49.95. Amiga Coming Soon

©1990 Interplay Productions. Battle Chess and
Battle Chess II: Chinese Chess are trademarks
of Interplay Productions. MS-DOS is a trademark
of Microsoft Corporation.

Interplay Productions
3710 S. Susan, Suite 100
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714)549-2411

Actual IBM Screens Pictured
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ware bargain since Arcadia's Awesome
Arcade Action Pack.

—Bill Kunkel

Live Studios

30151 Branding Iron Road

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

(714) 661-8337

Rings of Medusa
STAR GAMES

Versions: Amiga ($39.95),

Atari ST ($39.95),

Commodore 64 ($39.95),

IBM PC ($49.95)

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

The packaging for Rings of Medusa
does a distinctly inadequate job of com-

municating the nature of the product in-

side. A look at the back of the box would

give most gamers the impression of a

lightweight adventure containing a few

imbedded arcade games and a gambling

module for acquiring filthy lucre. Nothing

could be further from the truth.

Rings of
Medusa, by Star

Games, is one of

the most detailed
multilevel simula-
tions ever pub-
lished. It will

keep most
gamers
enthralled for

months.

Rings of

Medusa is,

in fact, one

of the most

detailed
m u Iti level

simulations

ever pub-

lished; too

detailed,
perhaps,
for the ma-

jority of adventure fans. If, on the other

hand, intricately modeled adventure simu-

lations containing everything from com-
plex war-gaming to an ongoing search for

raw materials is your cup of mead,
Medusa will keep you enthralled for

months.

The player is cast as Prince Cirion,

whose kingdom of Morenor has been

tainted by the evil goddess Medusa, strik-

ing out from her residence in the Under-

world. The once storybook realm is sud-

denly torn by revolution as Medusa
imposes her malign will upon Morenor's

populace. The only way to retake the king-

dom is to locate five powerful rings, which

can then be used to summon up the god-

dess and face her down.

Alas, Morenor is a pretty poor place

and, in the tradition of adventure games,

the player-character starts out with all but

empty pockets. In order to find the rings, it

is necessary for the Prince to raise an

army. Raising an army, of course, requires

money, and this can be acquired by estab-

lishing trade routes, attacking caravans,

conquering towns and looting them, ex-

ploiting raw materials, uncovering trea-

sure and, of course, visiting the kingdom's

gambling casino.

The five rings, in addition to their col-

lective ability to invoke Medusa from her

underworld sanctum, each grant the

Prince some special ability. The first pro-

duces a display of both armies' strength;

the second reveals to the player which

goods are produced in each town; the

third gives the Prince the ability to scout

all towns, no matter how far away; the

fourth increases the strength of the

Prince's army by 50%; and the fifth allows

him to summon Medusa.

Rings of Medusa employs several vi-

sual presentations, including a two-thirds

overview of Morenor, a first-person per-

spective for sea battles and the traditional

top-down view during gambling se-

quences. The game is played largely

through a series of icons and commands
that appear at the base of the screen. Un-

fortunately, the game's interface is its

weakest element. Non-experts will spend

much of their time learning how to oper-

ate the system. The documentation does

not clearly present the information, and

many gamers will be discouraged and

frustrated by the difficulties involved in

getting started.

Nonetheless, adventure and war-gam-

ing fans, in addition to those who measure
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Eye of the Beholder
Advanced

Dungeons££)ragons
COMPUTER PRODUCT

® Computer

Before!

OftOOEB TftKEN

IBM & AMIGA!
CLUE BOOK!

To order: visit your retailer or call:

I '800-245-4525, in the U.S.A. & Canada, to

charge on VISA or MasterCard.

To receive SSI's complete

product catalog, send $ 1.00

to: SSI, 675 Almanor Avenue,

Suite 201,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 / A

I
ntroducing Eye OF THE BEHOLDER,

volume 1 of the first graphically

based ADM) computer fantasy

role-playing saga - The Legend Series!

Stunning 3-D graphics and explosive

sound deliver mesmerizing face-to-face

combat and encounters!

Easy "point-and-dick" commands
and 3-D point of view create a "you are

there" feeling throughout your entire

adventure. Everything you experience,

including movement spell-casting and

combat, is from your point of view!

ADM) computer fantasy role-playing

has never been like this!

"Legend has it there's a criminal

conspiracy hiding in the Waterdeep

sewers* Is this true? Well ifsomeone is

hiding down here, we're going to find

them... and destroy them!"
TSR, Inc.

ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS.

AD&D, FORGOTTEN REALMS, and the

TSR logo are trademarks owned by and

used under license front TSR. Inc.

£1990 TSR. Inc. ©1990 Strategic

Simulations. Inc. All rights reserved.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC



SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 H 8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

Ecology is the "in" thing today. People

are showing more concern than ever be-

fore about what happens to the environ-

ment. In an effort to provide insight into

the problems that threaten our planet,

Chris Crawford created and has self-pub-

lished a simulation titled Balance of the

Planet , currently

available from Ac-

colade's distribu-

tion department.

The world fi-

nally tired of the

Earth's environ-

mental situation,

and the U.N. put

the player in

charge of a mas-

sive effort to clean

up the mess. Un-

fortunately, the

world is not ready

to foot the bill for the cleanup and instead

requires the effort to be totally self-

funded.

Taxes can be levied and are useful for

limiting certain harmful activities, such as

the production of chlorofluorocarbons

(CFCs) that harm the ozone layer. They

also provide needed funds for the budget.

Part of these funds must cover costs of

damage already done to the environment,

but the majority are used to finance

promising research, such as solar energy

and material recycling.

Balance of the Planet is rich with equa-

tions, 150 in all. Though they are all inter-

related and open for inspection, it takes

quite a while for would-be en-

vironmentalists to learn just

what will straighten out the

world situation.

Much of the game infor-

mation is presented in a se-

ries of 150 different screens,

each showing one factor af-

fecting the world's environ-

mental situation. The art has

a rather simple and stylistic

feel to it. Mr. Crawford used

this kind of screen work inten-

tionally to focus on the issues

at hand, rather than on fancy graphics.

The informative screens provide a good

bit of background detail, and two present

most action during the simulation. The

policy summary screen shows the various

tax rates, damage costs and subsidies lev-

els. The results screen provides feedback

on the actions taken during the last turn.

Positive points are given for success in

areas ranging from bio diversity to quality

of life. Negative points are accrued for un-

desirable outcomes, such as starvation

and lung disease. The user starts with a

total of 0 points, and even successful play-

ers will see this value drop into negatives

at an alarming rate for the first few turns.

It is questionable whether Balance of

the Planet has the best interface for the is-

sues at hand. While the hypertext system

shows a lot of information, it is very easy

to get lost in all the help screens. It can be

difficult to get a grasp of exactly what the

results are of changing the different game
settings. The user can view and adjust any

of the 150 equations that govern the

game's behavior. But actually figuring out

how to achieve a positive point total is

very difficult, requiring a deeper under-

standing of the system than most gamers

are willing to spend the time to acquire.

Taking on Hie environ-

mental state of Earth,

Chris Crawford, one of the

best-known game design-

ers of all time, has creat-

ed Balance of the Planet,

which does for ecology
what his earlier Balance
at Power did for politics.

a game by how many hours of play it pro-

vides, will find Rings of Medusa a delight-

ful surprise.

—B. K.

Star Games
708 W. Buffalo Ave., Suite 200

Tampa, FL 33603

(813) 933-8023

Balance of the Planet
CHRIS CRAWFORD
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Experience the faithful, detailed re-creation of Tolkien's

classic work.

Duel one-on-one with the evil Ores and Dunlendings

Interact with individual characters and lead the elite

cavalry of Rohan as they battle across realistic ,

3-D terrain, or let the computer rfl„ m
a

handle the details of combat.

See your local retailer, or call 1-800-826-0706 to order.

...to ride with Gandalf, Aragorn, and the other
Fellowship characters against the forces of the traitorous

wizard Saruman?
Then explore the all-new fantasy adventure game

based on J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings.

Are you hero enough...

J
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(intufaff

sent to Middle Earth to

unite ftie free Peoples

flqoimf Sauron.

Trornfanued offer

Ims defeat of ffw Bokoq

info Coi\doA{ flie Whife.

lie would now confeitd

wifti Saruman as well.

System Requirements: IBM PC, true IBM compatibles. DOS 2.1 or higher. 512K RAM, MCGA, VGA, EGA or Tandy graphics card. 5.25" and 3 5" disks available. Amiga and Atari STE. Mouse optional. Ad Lib card support.

The program is published with the cooperation of the Tolkien Estate and their publishers, George Allen & Unwin (Publishers) Ltd. The plot of Riders of Rohan, the characters of the Hobbits, and the other characters from the

Lord of the Rings are copyright George Allen & Unwin (Publishers) Ltd 1966, 1974, 1979, 1981. All brand names and trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Spinnaker is a registered trademark of the Spinnaker

Software Corporation. ©1990 Spinnaker Software Corp.
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Many of the assumptions made in the

default formulae lean toward the views of

the environmentalist movement. Some of

it is debatable. The game does feature

three other preset bias files, each with its

own set of equations and development

priorities, and all formulae can be adjusted

to anything the user desires. There is a lot

of flexibility here.

Once again Chris Crawford has

stretched the boundaries of game design.

Much of his innovation is away from

the mainstream, and this may lose

some of his traditional followers. But

some people enjoy this type of simu-

lation, and perhaps he will draw new
people into the field.

Calling Balance of the Planet a

game is stretching it, but this simula-

tion is an interesting look at this im-

portant area of popular concern.

—R. Bradley Andrews

Accolade

650 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 985-1700

Harmony
ACCOLADE

Versions: Amiga ($29.95), Atari ST

($29.95), Commodore 64 ($29.95),

IBM PC ($44.95)

This game lives up to its name, both

conceptually and graphically. Described

on the box as "A New Age Challenge," Ac-

colade designers specifically sought to

counter the destruction that typifies many

games. Not that things don't go blooey all

over the place in Harmony; they can and

do. But the object is to minimize uncon-

trolled devastation, and this is best done

by calm, harmonious manipulation of the

game elements.

Floating on-screen are energy spheres

of various sizes and colors, frequently con-

nected to each other by elastic strings,

which let them share or transfer their mo-

mentum. There are also fixed barriers off

which the colorful balls bounce. Push one

ball and others attached to it also move.

The player uses a hovering disc with a

pointer on it to herd the spheres in the de-

sired directions. It, too, may be connected

to one or more of the spheres.

All the action is accompanied by music

appropriate to the New Age concept, cre-

ated when the balls interact with each

other. (You might call it the Music of the

Spheres.) The software supports Roland,

AdLib and QMS sound boards, and any

Accolade's Harmony
takes the passive approach
to game play, requiring the
player to calmly analyze
the situation at hand and
try to bump matching
spheres together to elimi-

nate them from the screen*

MIDI device.

There is more to

Harmony than just

pushing colored mar-

bles through space.

When two like-col-

ored energy spheres

collide, they harmo-

nize; the docs de-

scribe this as a "grate-

ful, musical sigh."

The player must
bring this happy oblivion to all spheres on

screen in order to move to the next level.

If two balls of different colors bump
into each other, they create a third, smaller

sphere, called a pod. For the first three

seconds, the player may gobble it for

added energy; after that it expands into a

new sphere. Things could get cluttered,

except for one thing: pulse time. If energy

spheres are not united within a certain

time limit, they begin to pulsate, faster

and faster, until they explode. This is, of

course, nonharmonious behavior, and the

player loses energy (measured on a gauge

across the top of the screen.)

The player wins bonus points for getting

through each level, and there are bonus

levels with special instructions and chal-

lenging arrangements of pods. The player

starts with four lives and earns an addi-

tional life for every 20,000 bonus points.

Unfortunately, the mechanics leave

something to be desired. The controller

disc is driven by a method similar to
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GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER
YOUVE HEARD ABOUT 50 TO 100 GAMES IN ONE CARTRIDGE, NOW LEARN ALL THE
DETAILS. GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS THE SOURCE FOR THE LATEST UNDERGROUND
NEWS ON NINTENDO* AND OTHER GAMES AND ACCESSORIES. IT IS A UNIQUE NEWS
SOURCE THAT PULLS NO PUNCHES AND GIVES THE LATEST GOSSIP AND NEWS THAT
CANNOT BE FOUND ANYWHERE ELSE.

LEARN HOW TO BUY NEW GAMES, BEFORE OFFICIAL RELEASE, BELOW RETAIL

AND EVEN WHOLESALE PRICES

FIND OUT ABOUT OVERSEAS SOURCES FOR GAMES IN THE ORIENT AND
ELSEWHERE

SEE HOW SOME PEOPLE ARE PAYING AS LITTLE AS $2.00 TO $4.00 PER GAME

GAMES LIKE TETRIS II, SUPER MARIO INVISIBLE FANCY, STAR SOLDIER, DEVIL

WORLD, GOONIES, NINJA ADVENTURE. AND MANY MORE.

DISCOVERWHAT IS HAPPEN ING BEH IND TH E SCENES AND IN OTHER COUNTR IES

A 70 MINUTE VIDEO TAPESHOWING AND DESCRIBING MANY OF THE ABOVE GAMES IN

ACTUAL ACTION, MULTIPLE GAME CARTRIDGES, AND MORE IS ALSO AVAILABLE FREE
WHEN A TWO YEAR BIMONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS

PURCHASED. THEVIDEO TAPE IS A $24.95 VALUEAND IS AVAILABLE IN VHS ONLY. ORDER
BOTH NOW BY CALLING:

1-900-990-0606 $16.50 PER CALL

BUY A SIX MONTH SAMPLE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NEWSLETTER WITHOUT THE TAPE BY

CALLING:

1 -900-990-0707 $5.00 PER CALL

REMEMBER, THE ABOVE CHARGES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ADDED TO THE PHONE BILL OF THE

PHONE FROM WHICH THE CALL IS MADE. WHEN CALLING, BE PREPARED WITH YOUR FULL NAME,
ADDRESS (INCLUDING STREET, APARTMENT NUMBER, AND ZIP CODE)

OR OBTAIN BY USING THE ORDER FORM BELOW. FOR CUSTOMERS IN NEBRASKA, ADD LOCAL
SALES TAX OF 6%% ALL TELEPHONE ORDERS ARE SHIPPED POSTAGE PREPAID WITHIN 48 HOURS.
MAIL IN ORDERS TAKE 7 TO 14 DAYS. NO COD ORDERS. U.S. FUNDS ONLY.

DON’T WAIT! ! ! THESE INTRODUCTORY PRICES WILL NOT LAST! 1 1

1

'NINTENDO IS A TRADEMARK OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA, INC.

FOR FREE INTRODUCTORY ISSUE AND MORE
INFO SEND 25C FOR POSTAGE TO:

GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER, INC.
5078 SOUTH 108TH STREET, SUITE #126

OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68137-2314

PLEASE PRINT:

Name: Age:

.

Address:

City: State:

Zip: Phone: ( )
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Space War or Asteroids. The pointer is

turned the desired direction and then

given thrust to move. Only practice makes

this approach comfortable. Either joystick

or keyboard may be used.

Accolade uses the copy protection tech-

nique of printing look-up information on

red-chocolate paper (so it can't be photo-

copied). This is difficult to see in normal

light, even for players with reasonably

good vision. It's

bearable when the

information is text

or numbers. But in

this case, Acco-

lade presents 24

screen pictures of

energy spheres

and pods. To boot

the game, one of

these must be

identified by num-

ber. This is ex-

tremely difficult,

especially since

there are several with quite similar ap-

pearance.

Once past the copy protection gauntlet,

when the techniques of maneuvering the

seeker are mastered, the player begins the

learning curve. Over and over, the player

is urged to relax, to seek the elegant solu-

tion: tension leads only to disharmony. Try

it. You may learn to like a little more har-

mony in your life!

—Ross Chamberlain

Accolade

650 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 985-1700

LHX Attack Chopper
ELECTRONIC ARTS

Version: IBM PC ($59.95)

Many will consider Elec-
tronic Arts' LHX Attack
Chopper, an engrossing
game that provides a lot of

replay value and depth, as
the new standard by which
future helicopter simula-

tions should be fudged.

aircraft) or the LHX, a prototype light at-

tack helicopter that incorporates stealth

technology. Each features meticulously

detailed cockpits with unique handling

and weapons characteristics.

Unlike many of its predecessors, LHX
does not require memorization of an inor-

dinate amount of commands simply to fly

the aircraft. The player controls rotor

thrust with the function keys; yaw and

pitch are controlled by the joystick. Flight

simulator purists may initially scoff at the

apparent simplicity of these controls, until

they get into the

scenarios. Then
the action is so

intense that the

elegance of one-

handed flight is

both necessary

and transitory (if

one takes suffi-

cient damage).

Three tours of

duty are avail-

able: Libya, South-

east Asia and the East German buffer

zone. There are 14 basic mission types,

but virtually limitless possibilities. The

type and disposition of opposition varies

with the theater of operations selected, the

area of the map the mission objective is

set in and the type of airframe the player

chooses to fly. In this respect, LHX Attack

Chopper has a great deal of depth and re-

play value.

Individual missions may involve POW
rescues, supply drops, sanitizing landing

zones, sanctions against enemy leaders

(ever dream of getting Kaddafi in your

sights?), surgical strikes, aerial intercepts

and more. Players also control the diffi-

culty setting, which has a major impact on

density and skill of the enemy. Aviation

experts may think they can start this pro-

gram at the higher skill levels, but they are

Move over Gunship; there's a new stan-

dard by which all helicopter simulations

will be judged. LHX Attack Chopper is a

seat-of-the-pants, completely engrossing

simulation of four separate aircraft. Play-

ers may opt to fly the Apache, the Black-

hawk, the Osprey (experimental tilt rotor
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Mean Streets has

set a new standard

'enture
•

_
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:

—-R. A. Frisk

Sugarland

H

Beautiful! A new
step ahead in

computer enter-

tainment

—M. A. Platnick

Bluefield, WV

P Mean Streets is

a major technical

breakthrough for the

I.B.M.

—Electronic Gamer

Mean Streets is a
1 1 dazzling product! A
showpiece game for VGA
machines.

—Video Games and
Computer Entertainer

An
synchronizing them

voice and sound simu-

lation for IBM RC. make
Mean Streets more
realistic than anything

you may already have
experienced. To call

Mean Streets just

another computer game
is an understatement!

-Game Player’s Strategy

Texas
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It’s the year 2033. Your name is Tex Murphy,

private investigator in San Francisco. You’ve

been hired by the beautiful daughter of a
university professor to uncover the facts

about her father’s death

,you

uncover the deaths of several prominent

members of the scientific community.

Are these deaths coincidental, or is

something more sinister going on?

9 You will interact with more than 27
characters which animate and
respond to questions, bribes and
threats.
n Some characters actually talk.

This spectacular effect is

achieved by synchronizing

digitized animation with

hdWU".
• You’ll crack high-tech

security systems.
*
You’ll rummage
through offices,

warehouses, and

i factories as you

search for vital clues.

You’ll risk your life in

action-packed

shootouts.

1 Mean Streets’ Real Sound’s
1—

r

quality of music, voice & special

effects beats anything I’ve heard from

my “Ad Lib”™. . . hands down!

—H. Nichols

v;>
CPAA

Mean Streets features

Rut btttJ. ™, our own
proprietary technology that

allows MS-DOS computers to

play high quality digitized sound
effects, music and speech
WITHOUT HARDWARE.
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in for a shock.

After 60 hours of

play, the easy level

still holds unex-

pected challenges,

and the expert

level remains over-

whelming.

Once a mission

is selected, the

screen zooms in

from the overhead

map display until

the player is sitting in the cockpit. The

graphic display is 3-D polygon fill. This

technique is not innovative, but LHX
scrolls so smoothly that depth perception

problems are nonexistent. The gamer is

completely convinced of a 360-degree, 3-D

environment.

The player sees incoming tracer

rounds, hears them thump into his aircraft

(particularly with an Adlib sound board)

and watches his instruments shatter from

the shock waves. Missiles leave the rail

with a satisfying whoosh and streak to

their targets, leaving blackened

craters in their aftermath.

The player watches the ac-

tion from numerous viewpoints

outside the cockpit: above, be-

hind or circling the aircraft, from

the nose of a missile, the

ground or even from the per-

spective of the enemy currently

targeted. Whichever view is se-

lected, the pilot still retains full

control of the aircraft, albeit

without seeing the instruments.

Night and reduced-visibility flying are

also included. One such night mission

over the desert of Libya, amidst a sky full

of stars and riding the heavy thermal

drafts close to the sand, left me breathless

with its realism.

There are only two minor gripes. Explo-

sions sound unnatural, like someone hit-

ting a tin roof with a baseball bat. And, it

is necessary to type all the options desired

from the DOS prompt every time the

game is booted.

LHX Attack Chopper is a superlative of-

fering that should not be missed!

—Ed Dille

Electronic Arts

1829 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404

(415) 571-7171

Nerdy Larry Laffer

returns to action in the lat-

est installment of Sierra's

hilarious adventure series,

though Leisure Suit Larry
HI: Passionate Patti in Pur-

suit of Pulsating Pectorals

introduces a female coun-
terpart to the story*

Leisure Suit Larrv III:

Passionate Patti in
Pursuit of

Pulsating Pectorals
SIERRA ON-LINE

Versions: Amiga ($59.95), Atari ST

($59.95), IBM PC ($59.95)

Welcome back,

fellow Lounge
Lizards! Last scene

(pun intended),

Larry Laffer was
living it up on

Nonooky Island.

Content in the mar-

ried life (our Lar-

ry?), it was inevit-

able that things

would not last.

True to form, Sierra

gleefully tosses

Larry's life back in the dumpster and prods

players to pull it out again.

Leisure Suit Larry III picks up soon after

its predecessor left off. Larry's wife has left

him for a woman and thrown him out of

the house, and his father-in-law has fired

him. Destitute and depressed, Larry must

begin a new path to happiness.

As in all Sierra adventures, the proper

path is far from obvious. Many puzzles are

somewhat obscure, but persistence and ob-

servation of one's surroundings always

pays off. As an example, who would think

that a dull and useless knife could be

sharpened on the steps of the casino? It is

not always possible to enter locations on

the first attempt; others must be visited

several times. If access is denied in an area,

it's because an item is missing or some ac-

tion has yet to occur. In this manner, the

game keeps the player from getting ahead

of the plot without being excessively linear.

The exception to the rule is Patti, whose se-

quences are completely linear.

Larry's first stop on the road to happi-

ness should be the Comedy Club, where

it's possible to talk to the game's design-

ers. Touches like this reflect the tongue-in-

cheek approach to design that made Sierra

famous. Leisure Suit Larry III is replete

with this brand of welcomed humor. In the

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

OVERALL 1234567 8 9 10
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ACTUAL
256 COLOR
VGA SCREENS

A powerful crime
syndicate has taken Vi^
over large areas of our

major cities turning them iB

into vast criminal wastelands

Arson, extortion, drug distribution. wt ~ wk
murder and now. ..terrorist abduction! You
have just learned that they have taken the U.S. President's

daughter and are holding her and our country hostage.

YOU’VE HAD A GUT-FULL! . . . YOUR PURPOSE: To wipe out this

criminal organization and rescue the president's daughter. Even
with the most sophisticated Assault Technology available, it won't

be easy. You are the only one that can save the country from this

sinister infestation . . .

Bring arcade action home like never before! SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

Crime Wave, with and 256 color digitized VGA
graphics, puts you on the streets for real!
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Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons: Secret of the

Silver Blades
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, INC.

Versions: Commodore 64 ($39.95);

IBM PC ($49.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 | |

8 9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 l2j
8 9 10

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

end game, players also drop in on the Po-

lice Quest III a nd Space Quest III sets.

Gamers receive points for specific ac-

tions, and a running tally is kept against

the total (4,000). Larry has the opportu-

nity—no, the obligation—to make out with

five different women, the last of whom is

Patti. After they make love, Larry runs off

into the bamboo jungle, and the player as-

sumes the persona of Patti. This character

change is both unique and interesting, as it

forces male players to think like females to

complete the game.

Patti needs to get dressed, stock up on

provisions and be prepared for that magi-

cal moment when she finds Larry. Before

venturing off into the bamboo forest, she

also needs to visit Chip 'n' Dales.

The bamboo forest is frustrating and

difficult to map, because every screen is

virtually identical. Once through the forest,

Patti must deal with several natural obsta-

cles (this is where thinking like a woman
really pays off) before coming to the river.

Players must guide Patti down the river in

an upsetting arcade sequence. Fortu-

nately, the designers took pity on the aver-

age adventure gamer and included the

ability to save at any point.

Leisure Suit

Larry III places a

heavier emphasis
on sex than its pre-

decessors, but the

Sierra age-verifica-

tion process is still

intact. Furthermore,

none of the situa-

tions portrayed

transcend moral

boundaries estab-

lished in mediums
like television. One
should simply be aware that this

is not the Bugs Bunny Show.

Leisure Suit Larry III has a

user-friendly mouse interface,

and the graphic presentation is

equivalent to the other Sierra of-

ferings. Novices will find the puz-

zles difficult, but experienced ad-

venturers should enjoy the

challenge.

—E. D.

Sierra On-Line

P.O. Box 485

Coarsegold, CA 93614

(209) 683-4468

SSI successfully contin-

ues its Forgotten Realms
series of gomes with
Secret of the Silver

Blades, giving the player
a lot of quality questing
and ample challenge.

Secret of the Silver Blades , the third

segment of the Forgotten Realms series,

requires the player to destroy an ancient

evil loosed upon the

world. Apparently, the

terrified miners of Drag-

onspine Mountain un-

wittingly dug into un-

hallowed ground and

released a nasty band

of bloodthirsty crea-

tures. The miners called

upon the Well of Knowl-

edge to send them a

hero. This scenario sets

up the player's task,

one far more difficult

than the last two Forgotten Realms ad-

ventures, maybe even too difficult.

The player can create a party from

scratch or import existing characters from

an earlier Forgotten Realms story. If creat-

ing from scratch, the player selects each

member's class, race, alignment and so

on, in order to build a well-rounded team.

The game begins in the miners' town,

where the party gets initial instructions.

From then on, the village is the place to

rest, memorize spells or buy and sell vari-

ous treasures.

During the adventure, the player

chooses between an overhead
view of his surroundings or a

three-dimensional perspective. The

player must also constantly moni-

tor the characters' vital signs and

positions within the party. All en-

counters center on the lead charac-

ter, so gamers have to learn who
to put on point at what time if they

are to succeed.

Fighting in Secret of the Silver

Blades is tactical and probably the

hardest aspect of the game. The

player sets up each character's ob-

jective: where he'll stand, what

HAME
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You've Been
Framed!

Agent Frank McBain is dead. ..but

why did they pin it on you? You've

just 96 hours to find out...crack an

international spy ring...and prevent

an INTERNATIONAL DISASTER.

You're American agent Mason Powers
and you've just intercepted an ultra

secret message about an international

terrorist group. Just as you're

about to brief CIA Section Chief,

Frank McBain, everything goes

black...and you wake up in a

remote prison hospital in

Turkey...with no memory of

what happened and charged with

the murder of Frank McBain!

Who set you up? Who is trying to

kill you? And why do you feel such intense

urgency? The Countdown has begun...and

you'd better find the answers fast.

If you break out of the hospital you'll set

out on an interactive adventure of intrigue and

espionage taking you from Istanbul to

Paris...with both agents and terrorists in hot

pursuit. Interview different characters which
converse, animate and respond (some
actually talk!). ..use your hand held computer
to search for key evidence...gain valuable

clues in realistic Motion Graphics flashbacks!

But can you complete your mission in

time to avoid global disaster?

Motion Graphics*

Countdown is brought to you by Access

Software... the same madmen who brought you
Mean Streets. You'll experience movie-quality

Motion Graphics action. ..with 256-color

screens that bring new meaning to VGA. Add
RealSound ™ high-quality digitized sound
effects and you've got an interactive movie
that will involve you totally...mind, body and
soul.

Start the Countdown...and live the ultimate

interactive movie.

SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

*So Realistic, you’ll think you’re there
Countdown features breathtaking Motion Graphics...combining stunning 256<olor

movie-quality graphics with R.t*l &***/, the revolutionary technology that gives

you astonishing digitized sound effects, music and speech without hardware.

Countdown also supports the major sound boards.

To experience COUNTDOWN,
visit your retailer or call

® 1-800-824-2549
TOLL FREE

(Credit Card orders only) or clip and return the order form

545 West 500 South, Bountiful, Utah 84010

801-298-9077 FAX 801-298-9160

ORDER FORM
YES! I want to clear my name and prevent a Global Disaster ... with the breathtaking

reality of Motion Graphics 256-color graphics and digitized sound effects. Please rush me
my copy of Countdown. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

5 1/4-inch Disk 3 1/2-inch Disk

I’ve enclosed $59.95 as payment in full.

Charge this order to my:

VISA MasterCard D American Express

Card No.

Expires

Signature
(all orders must be signed)

Name _

Address

City

State Zip

Mail to: ACCESS SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

545 West 500 South, Suite 130, Bountiful, UT 84010
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he'll hold, where he'll aim, what spell he'll

cast, etc. Once done, the player may opt to

allow the computer to control his charac-

ters based upon the settings they've en-

tered.

Not all monsters are evil, of course.

Some give players vital information and

others even offer to join the party. These

new members are computer-controlled

and often flee at the sign of any real danger.

The graphic representations of mon-
sters and scenery are well-done and imag-

inative. However, movement of these pic-

tures is blocky, and the sound effects poor.

But, as veteran role players know, AD&D
movement is based on segmented mo-

tion. Therefore, fluid motion and mind-

blowing sound effects aren't really ex-

pected.

Secret of the Silver Blades is an incredi-

bly intricate, all-encompassing adventure.

It follows the AD&D principles for charac-

ter control, experience levels, combat and

magic use. Players unfamiliar with this in-

tricate play style may be better off starting

with Curse of the Azure Bonds to get a feel

for the complexity of these types of

games. Secret of the Silver Blades is a

When you're exploring
a sunken ship, the action

is slow, but you can bet
that danger lurks around
every bend in Electronic

Zoo's Treasure Trap.

See Your GAME BOY

game that takes a lot of time to under-

stand. However, if Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons interests you, be prepared for the

challenge of a lifetime!

—Frank Tetro, Jr.

Electronics Arts Distribution

1920 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404

(415) 571-7171

Treasure Trap
ELECTRONIC ZOO

Versions: Amiga ($39.95), Atari ST

($39. 95), IBM ($39.95)

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 Q 8 9 10

In A Whole New Light

• Folds For Compact Storage
• Adjustable Light

• Lightweight Design
• Great For Travel

G
THE ILLUMINATORtm is a trademark of

'. ' Greer & Associates Inc. Greer & Associates Inc. Nintendo®,

\
Hayward, CA GAME BOYtm and Official Seals are

?. bfiMOM (800)426-5767 trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.

©1990 Greer & Associates Inc.

This is the first game in a while to

plunge computerists under the sea rather

than blast them into outer space, send

them through caves or flying through the

air. Although numerous games have at-

tempted to explore the watery depths, the

oceans have never been as popular to

gamers as drier locales. Part of the reason

is that, in order to simulate underwater

movement, designers have often slowed

the action to a dismaying pace. Treasure

Trap overcomes this problem by giving

the player a lot to do while in the water.

Treasure Trap lives up to its name: It

places the player in a sunken ship to look

for golden treasure while he avoids the

many traps and dangers that lurk around

every corner. The game is a notable one

from a promising new contributor to the

game market: Electronic Zoo.

What started as just an idea for a

game with a three-quarters perspective

turned into a delightful and challenging

product. The player controls a diver in his

search for gold bars and spare air tanks

214
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LINKS features totally realistic 3D terrain...combining stunning 256<olor,

3-dimensional terrain graphics with \ the revolutionary technology that

gives you astonishing digitized sound effects without hardware.

Actual 256-Color VGA Screens

Introducing

Tdtal Reality
This 256-color, true-to-life golf simula-

tor gives you unprecedented 3D

graphics. . .so realistic—so advanced

you’ll think you’re on the course.

I
t’s a beautiful Spring morning as you prepare to

tee off. You select your #1 driver (ignoring your

caddy’s wisecrack)...take a practice swing... adjust

your stance. . .and drive one right down the middle

for 290 yards. As you approach your second shot,

you notice every detail of your surroundings...

the location of each tree...the contour of each

hill and slope...the lay of the ball...

A day on your favorite course? Not

quite, but it’s the next best thing.

LINKS... The Challenge of Golf is a totally real-

istic golf simulator that’s a quantum leap ahead

of any computer golf game you’ve ever seen.

You’ll control your game to the degree you pre-

fer...from defaulting to the standard swings...to

adjusting your stance, backswing, acceleration,

power and snap. With every drive and putt, your

ball will act according to the true laws of physics.

And you’ll experience all the sounds of a real

tournament. . .from commentary. . .to caddy’s

remarks...to the swoosh of the swing... click of the

drive ....and bloop of the ball in the water.

LINKS also includes a practice area for driving,

chipping and putting.

3D Terrain

LINKS is brought to you by Access Software . .

.

the same fanatics for accuracy and realism who gave

you World Class Leader Board Golf

—

and the graphics

are unbelievably realistic. Gone are square-edged

screens that look like Lego blocks. With LINKS, hills

actually look like hills, trees look like trees, water

looks like water. (And, yes, golfers even look like

golfers.) In fact, LINKS uses graphics technology so

advanced that a VGA system is absolutely required

for play.

Experience the next generation of golf simula-

tors. Reserve a Tee Time with LINKS.

We guarantee you’ll absolutely love it—or

your money back!

To get on the course with LINKS,

visit your retailer or call

545 West 500 South, Bountiful, Utah 84010

801-298-9077 FAX 801-298-9160

CIRCLE #187 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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ORDER FORM

vrc?
I Lo! I’m ready to Tee Off with LINKS. . .and experience the astonishing reality of

3D terrain with 256-color graphics and digitized sound effects. Please rush me my copy.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. (VGA system and hard disk required).

I ] 5 1/4-inch Disk !

1 3 1/2-inch Disk

L ] I’ve enclosed $59.95 as payment in full.

L J Charge this order to my:

Name _

Address

LJ VISA l J MasterCard LJ American Express City

Card No. State Zip

Expires

Signature
(all orders must be signed)

Mail to: ACCESS SOFTWARE INCORPORATED

545 West 500 South, Suite 130, Bountiful, UT 84010
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through over 100 rooms. A detailed over-

head map can be brought up during the

exploration to give a better view of the

surroundings.

The tough part of playing Treasure Trap

is the orientation of the screen. Only the

diagonal directions of the joystick are

used. It would have been better if the

game had allowed more freedom with joy-

stick positioning to move the character.

However, the ability to redefine keys is

built into the interface, and after a few

games, any decent arcade gamer will be

Electronic

Zoo, a new-
comer to the
computer-
game scene,

takes to the
watery depths
in search off

gold and
spare air

tanks in Trea-

sure Trap.

dodging sea ane-

mones and electric

eels with the best

of them.

Graphics are de-

tailed and colorful

without any fuzzi-

ness. Although

there may be a lot

of objects and

creatures moving
in a room, it is

easy to tell things

apart, even in the

unusual perspective. Sounds are minimal,

but a rousing sailor's theme plays before

and after every game. The package de-

serves mention, especially for the plastic

gold nugget and diver's log tablet.

It is fun to figure out the different logi-

cal and spatial puzzles in the many rooms.

They keep Treasure Trap fresh and elimi-

nate boredom even after a couple of hours

of undersea adventuring. Now put on your

helmet and head below!

—Russ Ceccola

Electronic Zoo

3431-A Benson Ave.

chips & BITS
NEO GEO $380 » GAMES $175

SEGA

GENESIS
T URb 0
GrafX

GENESIS System
Arcade Power Stick

Control Pad
Power Converter

After Burner II

Air Diver

Alex Kidd Castle

Atomic Robo Kid

Baseball Lasorda

Bball Pat Riley

Boxing B Douglas

Budokan
Burning Force

Columns
Cyberball

Dick Tracy

Dynamite Duke
E-SWAT
Final Zone
Fire Shark

Football J Montana
Forgotten World

Ghostbusters

Ghouls ’N Ghosts

Golden Axe
Golf Arnold Palmer

Hard Driving

Hell Fire

Herzog Zwei

Insector X
Kageki

Klax $ 44

Lakers vs Celtics $ 46
Last Battle $ 43
Madden Football $ 46

Mickey Mouse $ 42
Mondu’s Fight $ 42
Moonwalker $ 40
Mystic Defender $ 46
Phantasy Star II $ 47
Phelios $ 45
Populous $ 44
Rambo III $ 43
Revenge Shinobi $ 50

Shadow Blasters $ 44

Shove It $ 35
Soccer $ 33

Space Harrier II $ 43

Strider $ 56

Super Hang-On $ 43

Super Hydlide $ 49

Super Monaco GP $ 40

Super Thndr Blade $ 43

Sword of Vermillion $ 59

Target Earth $ 45

Techno Cop $ 47
Thunder Force II $ 46

Thunder Force III $ 49

Trampoline Terror $ 39
Truxton $ 46
Whip Rush $ 44

Wrestling $ 42

Zany Golf $ 46

Zoom $ 36

TurboExpress

TurboGrafx 16

Turbo CD Player

TurboBooster

TurboBooster Plus

TurboPad
TurboStick

TurboTap
Alien Crush

Blazing Lazers

Bloody Wolf

Bonk's Adventure

Boxyboy
Bravoman
Chew Man Fu

China Warrior

Cratermaze

Cyber Core

Deep Blue

Devil's Crush

Double Dungeons
Dragon Spirit

Dragon's Curse

Drop Off

Dungeon Explorer

Fantasy Zone
Fighting Street

Final Lap Twin

Final Zone II

Galaga '90

JJ and Jeff

KLAX $ 42

King of Casino $ 38
Last Alert $ 45
Legendary Axe $ 37
Legendary Axe II $ 41

Magical Dinosaurs $ 47
Military Madness $ 45

Monster Lair $ 45
Moto Roader $ 39
Neutopia $ 45
Ninja Spirit $ 49

Ordyne $ 45

Pac - Land $ 37

Power Golf $ 45

Psychosis $ 37

R -Type $ 54

Shanghai $ 34

Sidearms $ 43

Sonic Spike $ 37

Space Harrier $ 54

Splatter House $ 47
Super Volleyball $ 37

Tactical Gladiators $ 47
Takin' It to the Hoop $ 37

Tiger Road $ 47
Timeball $ 38

TV Sports Football $ 47

Vallis II $ 45

Victory Run $ 27

Vigilante $ 45

World Baseball $ 37

World Court Tennis $ 37

Y's Book 1 & II $ 45

$175

$ 40

$ 20

$ 32

$ 42

$ 49

$ 33

$ 44

$ 50

$ 42

$ 42

$ 44

$ 45

$ 27

$ 40

$ 42

$ 42

$ 42

$ 44

$ 43

$ 42

$ 46

$ 40

$ 46

$ 50

$ 44

$ 47

$ 43

$ 37

$ 44

$ 52

$249
$145
$359

$ 29

$ 46

$ 19

$ 35

$ 19

$ 37

$ 45

$ 47

$ 40

$ 37

$ 47

$ 39

$ 35

$ 37

$ 45

$ 37

$ 45

$ 45

$ 39

$ 37

$ 39

$ 45

$ 35

$ 45

$ 45

$ 45

$ 27

$ 37

No Surcharge for Mastercard or Visa. Shipping by UPS Ground or US Mail $3, UPS 2 Day Air $5, CODs $3

TURBOGRAFX16: We buy Used at $25 less than our new price. We sell Used at $10 less than our new price.

SEGA GENESIS: We buy Used at $30 less than our new price. We sell Used at $15 less than our new price.

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES ARE FOR NEW CRARTIDGES.

PO Box 234 Rochester VT 05767 • CALL 802-767-3033

Baltimore, MD 21227

(301) 646-5031

Wolfpack
BR0DERBUND

Version: IBM PC ($54.95)

SOUND/MUSIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8HH

1

9 10

GRAPHICS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PLAYABILITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

OVERALL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Wolfpack can only be classified as a

genre buster, one of those rare games that

sets a new standard for other releases in

the same field to live or die by.

The Battle of the North Atlantic has

long been a popular topic in other enter-

tainment mediums. One may gain an ap-

preciation of the surface warrior's perspec-

tive by reading The Cruel Sea , by Nicholas

Monsarrat. To discover what life was like

on board one of Admiral Doenitz's U-

boats, view the film Das Boot Or, if one is

truly bold, dive straight into Wolfpack, a

game that allows play from either side of

this pivotal conflict.

The game includes twelve predesigned

scenarios, some fictional, to illustrate par-
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Official

f CNintendo')

Seal of Quality

OFFICIAL

GAMEBOf,
GAME PAK

TOHO CO, LTD,

CAMEBOY

Licensed by

Ninfendo

NINTENDO. GAME BOY AND THE

OFFICE SEALS ARE TRADEMARKS

OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC.

C 1989 NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC

2049 Century Park East, Suite 490,
Los Angeles, CA 90067
TEL . (213)277-1081

FAX! (213)277-6351

C 1990 TOHO COMPANY. LTD.

GODZILLA” is a registered trademark of TOHO COMPANY. LTD

MINILLA tv
is a trademark of TOHO COMPANY LTD
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ticular tactics or serve

as vehicles to learn

the game, some based

on actual convoys. In

addition, the game in-

cludes a versatile sce-

nario editor to allow

modification of sce-

narios, as well as de-

velopment of entirely

new missions. Using

these features, enter-

Missions can be day or night, and the

period of the war, which affects the tech-

nology available, may be specified. As one

might expect, the U-boats possess a dis-

tinct advantage early on, but it diminishes

rapidly when Allied sonar and radar im-

provements occur.

During a mission, each unit's com-
manding officer possesses a distinct per-

sonality that impacts upon the unit's tac-

tics. Whether passive, aggressive or

somewhere in between, each unit will act

prising players with a

degree of patience can create campaigns.

WE'VE DECLARED WAR ON HIGH VIDEO GAME PRICKS
NINTENDO
! Adv. Bayou Billy $35.95

1 Adv. Magic Kingdom 39.95

1 All Pro Basketball 34.95

1 A1 Unser’s Racing 39.95

I Arch Rivals TBA
I Arkista's Ring 29.95

I Back to the Future 2 & 3 39.95

I Bandit Kings Anc. China TBA
I Bases Loaded 2 39.95

I Batman 34.95

I Battle Chess 34.95

1 Battle Tank 32.95

1 Beetlejuice TBA
1 BIGFOOT 37.95

I Cabal 36.95

1 Captain Skyhawk 44.95

1 Castlevania 3 42.95

1 Caveman Games 39.95

1 Chessmaster 39.95

1 Crystalis 49.95

1 Days of Thunder 44.95

1 Destiny of an Emperor 44.95

1 Dick Tracy 42.95

I Dirty Harry 42.95

I Double Dragon 29.95

I Double Dragon 2 44.95

I Dragon Warrior 2 TBA
I Dragons Lair TBA
I Dungeon Magic 44.95

1 Dusty Diamond Softball 34.95

I Family Feud TBA
I Fast Break 39.95

I Galaxy 5000 TBA
I Gauntlet 2 45.95

I Genghis Khan 49.95

I Ghostbusters 2 34.95

I Hollywood Squares 34.95

I Hunt for Red October TBA
I Image Fight 34.95

I Journey to Silius 39.95

I Kid Kool 34.95

I Klax 34.95

I Little League Baseball 35.95

I Loopz 34.95

I Ms. Pac Man 34.95

I Mad Max 39.95

I Mafat Conspiracy 34.95

I Maniac Mansion 44.95

I Mega Man 29.95

1 Mega Man 2 39.95

1 Mega Man 3 TBA
1 Mechanized Attack 35.95

NINTENDO
Mission Impossible $35.95

Narc 39.95

Nightmare on Elm Street 39.95

NinjaGaiden2 44.95

Nobunaga’s Ambition 49.95

Orb 3-D TBA
Pictionary 39.95

Pinball Quest 34.95

Pipe Dream 34.95

RBI Baseball 2 36.95

Rad Gravity TBA
Remote Control 29.95

Rescue Rangers 39.95

Robocop 39.95

Romance of 3 Kingdoms 54.95

Sesame Street ABC 29.95

Sesame Street 123 29.95

Skate or Die 2 29.95

Snake’s Revenge 35.95

Solar Jetman 44.95

Spot 39.95

Street Fighter 2010 39.95

Super C 35.95

Super Off-Road 39.95

Swords & Serpents 39.95

Tecmo Bowl 39.95

Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles 35.95

TMNT: The Arcade Game TBA
The Punisher TBA
The Simpsons TBA
Thunderbirds 32.95

Tombs & Treasures 39.95

Top Gun: Second Mission 37.95

Ultimate Basketball 39.95

Wheel of Fortune-Family 39.95

Win,Lose or Draw 29.95

World GP (Andretti’s) 39.95

Bases Loaded $ 22.95

Batman 24.95

Boxxle 22.95

Bubble Ghost TBA
Bug’s Bunny Castle 22.95

Castlevania 24.95

Chessmaster TBA
Cosmo Tank 24.95

Daedalian Opus 19.95

Dexterity 24.95

Double Dragon 24.95

Dragons Lair TBA
Fist of North Star 22.95

Fortress of Fear 24.95

Gargoyle’s Quest 24.95

Ghostbusters 2 TBA
Heavyweight Boxing 22.95

Hyper Lode Runner 22.95

In Your Face TBA
Kwirk 22.95

Light Boy Accessory 22.95

Lock ‘N Chase 19.95

Malibu Beach V-Ball 19.95

Mercenary Force TBA
Motocross Maniacs 22.95

NBA All-Star Chall. TBA
NFL Football 22.95

Nemesis 26.95

Paperboy 22.95

Penquin Wars 24.95

Pipe Dream TBA
Quarth 22.95

Shanghai 24.95

Skate or Die 24.95

Spiderman 24.95

Spot 22.95

Super Scrabble TBA
Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles 26.95

Wheel of Fortune 26.95

OUR POLICY: VISA & MASTERCARD accepted • No surcharge for

credit card orders • Your card is not charged until we ship • No shipping

charges on backorders for currently available product(s)»Separate orders

for product(s) not yet available »Two weeks clearance on personal and

company checks • No C.O.D.'s • We will gladly exchange defective

cartridge(s) for the same title only within 30 days of purchase. No other

exchanges or refunds will be given. All items subject to availability. Prices

subject to change without notice • SALES TAX: FL residents add 6%.

SHIPPING POLICY: Continental US: All orders ship via UPS
Ground for $3.50 or UPS Blue for $6.00. Alaska,Hawaii &Puerto Rico :

Call/write for info. Canada: All orders shipped via UPS-call 1st for rates.

VGE *1120 Holland Drive #16 • Dept. VG12 « Boca Raton, FL 33487

PHONE ORDERS: 407-241-8511 FAX ORDERS: 407- 241-8609
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independently until the player intervenes.

Using the mouse (highly recommended),

the player may jump from ship to ship, to

coordinate attacks without fear of losing

the big picture.

It is best to note which captains are the

weakest and intervene on their behalf,

leaving the stronger ones to their own de-

vices. One can also sit on the bridge with

the existing captain and simply observe

his tactics. This illustrates the flexibility of

Wolfpack; it allows players of varied skill

levels to get into the game right away. Ex-

perienced players will have a field day,

mastering both the destroyers and sub-

marines. The game is deep and because of

its complexity, Wolfpack should have even

more endurance than the classic Silent

Service (Micro prose).

There is a strong difference between

the VGA and EGA displays in this product.

While the latter is all right, close-up views

of the ships tend to be a blocky. The differ-

ence is not strong enough to discourage

EGA owners, but VGA owners do receive

much nicer visuals.

Operating at night under a cloud

canopy with a few stars peeking through,

the gamer sees the distant fires of ships

sinking on the horizon. One hears (with

the aid of an Adlib board) the reassuring

rumble of the diesels, and the disconcert-

ing thump and ripple of distant depth

charges and hedgehogs falling on your

brethren. The merchant you've been shad-

owing is wallowing like a fat duck. Below,

there is a satisfying whoosh as the silver

fish streaks toward its prey. Soon the clank

of metal on metal precedes the billowing

explosion that blossoms from the tankers

belly. Get the picture? Don't miss it!

—E. D.

Brpderbund

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415) 492-3200
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Nintendo

TOHO CO., LTD To Game Purchaser & Player:

For any question about playing

these video game, please phone

(708 ) 916-7665
2049 Century Park East, Suite 490
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(213)277-1081 FAX: (213)277-6351

GHIDRj

GODZILLA® is a

iRA™ and GHIDI

iMmiT

EiMKiCTiiiMn



Accolade's Harmony is

following the trend of some
game developers of intense

strategy and non-violent

action, though the frustra-

tion level for the player is

still as high.

If a sphere collides with a different

colored pod, it produces a small pod of

yet another color. The player can

increase the seeker's energy if he imme-
diately runs over this small pod. After

five seconds the pod increases to nor-

mal size. If it does not have a match on

the screen, the player has no choice but

to wait for it to explode, which costs

valuable energy.

Some screens feature spheres con-

How to Win in Harmony
ACCOLADE

Versions: Amiga, Atari ST,

Commodore 64, IBM PC

Accolade's latest arcade challenge is

one of those easy-to-learn, difficult-to-

master games. The player must maneu-
ver a seeker around a world of colorful

spheres, then knock like-colored balls

into one another until they're gone.

Unfortunately, getting these little bug-

gers to go in a certain direction is

not as easy as it sounds.

The first couple of rounds give

the player a chance to get a feel

for how things work and to prac-

tice the ship's controls. The seeker

rotates in tiny increments, which
is good for a veteran player, but

difficult for the novice. The ship

flies much like the old Asteroids

craft. The longer the space bar is

held, the more thrust is applied,

and the faster the ship travels.

The small turns and banking abilities

the gamer practices early will be used a

lot in the latter stages.

Once a player gets comfortable
maneuvering the ship, it's time to start

banging the spheres around. A sphere

moves in exactly the opposite angle it

was hit. For example, to send a sphere

to the upper right at a 45-degree angle,

it must be hit from the lower left at that

precise angle. This type of control takes

time to master.

Start off tapping the spheres lightly

rather than smashing them. If a level

has obstacles in it, try to bounce the

spheres off the obstacles into their

respective counterparts.

nected by a sort of black rubber band.

Use caution when bumping these balls.

Moving one pod has an effect on the

one it's connected to. Concentrate on

matching one of each of the connected

spheres quickly; doing so will eliminate

the rubber band. If you bump a sphere

that is connected off the screen, the
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EXTRA! EXTRA! ULTIMATE GAME CLUB TELLS ALL! EXTRA! EXTRA!

Dear Video Gamers, Mom & Dad,
about the Ultimate Game Club, what
order companies or shopping at the

WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE GAME
CLUB?

We are the largest mail order

company of its kind where you the

consumer can join and have the abil-

ity to buy games at low prices, days
and sometimes weeks before they

come out anywhere else! Plus pur-

chase certain products available

only through us.

WHERE ARE YOU LOCATED?
We are at 1491 Boston Post Road.

Old Saybrook, CT. 06475. We also

have several stores in CT that you
can stop in and see! Soon there will

be a store near you!

WHAT NUMBER DO I CALL?
For sales only: 1-800-TOY-CLUB.

Since that line is constantly busy
we’ve installed another line 1-203-

388-6741 for your convenience. For
customer service or questions about
your order call 1-203-388-6366. For

information on new games, release

dates, new products, what we buy
your used games for call 1 -900-TIP-

LINE.

HOW CAN I PAY FOR GAMES?
We accept checks, Money orders,

Master Card, Visa, American Ex-

press, and Discover. With the Ulti-

mate Game Club your order will not

be held up for 3 weeks by sending a
check. We clear all checks though
Telecheck as fast as we receive

them.

WHAT POLICIES DO YOU HAVE?
The last paragraph at the bottom

of this ad will explain just about every
rule and policy we have. These rules

are to protect us and you the con-
sumer so we can keep a good work-
ing business relationship together.

WHAT DO YOU SELL?
Quite simply- EVERYTHING! We

sell both new and used games for all

American and Japanese systems.
We buy direct from the manufacturer
to save you money as a member. We

Grandma & Grandpa, Kids: The following is the result of an overwhelming response to tell you, the customer, a little

it is, what we sell, how we operate and most importantly the pros and cons of ordering through us instead of other mail

local stores. So here goes!

sell Nintendo Seoa a Bit Genesis Most games are released in small and a
^
e gon ®, tbe

.

nex
.!

: The
4!!’’sell Nintenao, bega tut, uenesis,

f.,.

a
th fi t ohinment Rut of mate Game Club has been in the

Turbo Grafx, Gameboy, Lynx, PC quantities oni tne tirst snipment. but ot
ti nfth a inp

Enaine SuDer Grafx Famicom Su- course the Ultimate Game Club gets the very earnest issues ottne magazine
g ’

.

P
.

1 _ ’ tamest amount oossible oav extra you now have in your hand. Most
per Famicom, Japanese Gameboy, *a»g?si amount possiDie. vve pay extra '

•

, advertise ir

Neo Geo, FM Towns plus any and all
to airfreight them to our warehouse so companies only advertise u

other systems that will come out in that we can ship them to you the very

the future next daY- Most companies take 5-10

days to get stock to their warehouse by

HOW ARE YOUR PRICES? 9»>“"d freight then another 5-1 0 days to

As a member von are Guaranteed 9et them to their stores. By then you ve and raa|° stations tnan any otner

thetoweTt Pnces n
y
o ma^X.fsoff already received the game

7
from Js. order company. (Over 20 in

you see another company with a
.

'*

lower price call us- We’ll match it as —
long as they have it in stock. There’s

in sev-

We’re in

companies only
eral consecutive issues,

them all!

8. We advertise in more maga-
zines, comic books, newspapers,

no need to shop anywhere else! We
have the lowest prices guaranteed!

9. We warranty all products:

We can ship via UPS- ground, 2nd New, Used, American and Japa-

day and overnight, US Mail- 4th class nese -

and 1st class, Federal Express-Stan-

dard, Economy, Overnight Priority.

WHATTYPE OFWARRANTY DOYOU
HAVE?

All new American products are

10. We have stores and show-
rooms you can visit and experi-

ence- Not just a cold office and an
empty warehouse!

11. We set the standards and
prices for the competition. Look at

HOW MUCH IS A MEMBERSHIP?
The membership is free with any pur-

guaranteed for 90 days by us and the over $50.00 or if you call 1
1 -900-

manufacturer which means if you TIP-LINE. This costs only .95 a minute. - ~~
Monkev see ^Monkev

havp a nrnhipm cpnri it hark tniK and Leave your name, address and phone aT Tneir iaeas - Monxey see! ivionxey
have a problem send it back to us and >

. area
’

code
K

Do! Try the rest then try the best!
we M send you a new one. All used number with area code.

12.We buy direct! Who knows

davs
U

A*f new^ap’anesep^^^ a^e WHAT DO I GET FOR MY MEMBER- where the rest get their product.

ouarameed'bvu^^gtfdSrs^BasT SHIP? 13 We buy used games for
guaranteed by us tor yu a ys. basi

lowest orices The best service credit towards everything we sell!
cally if you order anything at all you 1 ne lowest prices, i ne oest service^ y y

are. guaranteed performance satis- 9
cTor cate nese gam^s and systems by ma*.

no Zter whatf
y 9 *'

log/magazine
P 9

1 5 We even buyused Japanese

of our own; "Beyond Gaming” full of9amesforcredit -

\/\/l-ipDp pan YOU SHIP TO? passcodes, articles, hints, tips etc., on
.

16. We supply American transla-

Everywhere! If you are alive and both American and Japanese games. tl0ns for a!l Japanese games and

have an address or PO Box we’ll get it
^ou can a *so buy °ur very own hint book

to you. We ship anywhere in the world and VCR tape catalogs of games sel-

so please call us. Note: The toll-free
^dom seen before!

number (800-TOY-CLUB) will

work outside the US.
NOT

systems where available!

17. We’ll special order anything!

If they make it, we can get it!

18. We also have tips, hints and

WHAT MAKES THE ULTIMATE GAME passcodes for the games you buy

DO YOU STOCK WHAT YOU SELL?
We stock almost everything that

was ever made both new and used,
American and Japanese. We have the

largest stock of any mail order com-
pany in this magazine-Call us! But
remember call fast, we sell out

CLUB BETTER THAN ANY OTHER MAIL
ORDER COMPANY?

1. We get the games 1st.

2. We ship the games the fastest.

3. We have the largest inventory.

4. We have the lowest prices- guaran-
teed!

from us, both American and Japa-
nese!

19 We ship to more places by
more means than any other com-
pany!

20. We accept more methods of

payment than any other company.

I hope this answered some of your
5. We have more knowledge and ex-

quickly! We of course do not stock perience than anyone else!
m.eefirme Th^Q ^

games that have not been released 6. We pioneered the (dea of selling ^®s,'°"s
r
Ih°®®

°Ly°L° J
yet-Thatwould be impossible. But be video games by mail 1st! f, um other companies give us a call

sure- WE aet them first! 7. The Ultimate Game Club adver- and see wbat y° u think. Those of

tises in every issue! Unlike other compa- y°u
.

wh° have never ordered by

nies that have 900 #’s, or fly by night mail, please give us atry. We will do

companies that advertise in one issue our best to make your shopping
experience a pleasure.

HOW FAST DO YOU GET NEW RE-
LEASES?

NEW TURBO TITLES
Bravoman
Camp California

Chew-Man-Fu
Devil's Crush
Double Dungeon
Dragon's Curse
Drop Rock
King of Casino
Psycosis
R.B.I. Baseball 3
Splatter House
Super Volleyball

Tiger Road
j§

Timeball
TV Football

Sonic Spike V-Ball

CD GAMES m.
Valis II

Last Alert

Magical Dinosaurs
Final Zone II

Y's I & II

Turbo Express
Express TV Tuner

49.99
39.99
45.99
49.99
49.99
45.99
45.99
45.99
45.99
TBA
54.99
45.99
49.99
45.99
54.99
39.99

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

GENESIS
E-Swat
Insector X
Burbibg Force
Curse
Fire Shark
Mond Fight Palace
Phelios
Shadow Blaster

Trampoline Terror

Zany Golf
Bimini Run
Super Volleyball

Final Zone
Whip Rush
Thunder Force III

Hard Drivin'

Buster Boxing
Dick Tracy
Mickey Mouse
Dynamite Duke
Joe Montana F-Ball

Wrestle War
St rider

Shadow Dancer
Vermillion

\\

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
46.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
42.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
59.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
64.99
64.99
69.99

Sword of Sodan
Battle Squadron
John Maden F-batl

49.99
49.99
49.99

£
nx- Call

intendo- Call

Sega 8-Bit- Call

Super Famicom- Call

Sega Game Gear- Call

Gameboy Games- Call

Japanese Gameboy- Call

NEO GEO American
System 389.99
System w/ 2 cont, Nam
’75 or Baseball 529.99

Extra Controller 49.99
All Games Are 179.99
Ninja Combat
Baseball Stars

Magician Lord
Nam 75
Top Player Golf
Riding Hero
Cyber Lip

Baseball Stars 2
King of Monsters

Joy Joy Kid

Ghost Fighter
Boxing
Super Spy
League Bowling
Plus Many more on the way!

SUPER GRAFX
System
Battle Ace
Grand Zot
Ghoul's n Ghosts
St rider

Out Run
Darius Plus

MEGA DRIVE
All Are 79.99
Darwin 4081
D.J. Boy
Twin Hawk
Osumatsu
New Zealand Story
Rastan Saga II

XDR
Ringside Angel

359.99
79.99
89.99
109.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

Rainbow Island
Junction
Atomic Robo Kid
Darius 2
Granada

CD GAMES
All games are 79.99
Super Darius
Crazy Car Racing
Last Armagedon
Legion
Professional Baseball
Battle of Bastille

PC ENGINE
Core Grafx 229.99 ,

All Games
Tricky

Son of Dracula
World Beach V-Ball

Load Runner
Waracure Legend
Burning Angle
Power Leaue 3
Hell Explorer

Operation Wolf
Die Hard
Rabio Lepus Special

Formation Soccer
W-Ring
Batman
FI -Curds
Okinawa
Naxat Stadium
Cyber Knighjt
Violent Soldier

Honey in Sky 2
Final Blaster

Cyber Comber Force
JB Harold Murder
Champion Wrestler
Aero Blaster

We do not accept COD orders. Gail for poStage rates on orders for accessories & large orders. Discounts available on large orders. We do not accept Atari games. We deduct $2 for missing
instructions, $1 for missing box or slip cover, $2.50 for missing controller or 3-D glasses and $3.50 if we return a game back to you. All CT orders must pay 8% sales tax. Any refunds or excha
are subject to a 5% handling charge or $3.50 whichever is greater. We reserve the right to change policies or specials at any time without prior notice. No refunds, credits or exchanges withou
authorization. All new defective merchandise is warranted by manufacturer only. All used games guaranteed for 30 days from ship date. All used & defective games can only be exchanged for the
same game. We make no guarantees for product performance. Once your order is placed it cannot be changed without authorization. All games you wish to reserve must be paid in advance. You
must be a member to buy and sell games at club prices, or else pay list price for all accessories and $5 more for any games. We also will pay you $2 less for games you sell us unless you are a
member. Please allow 4 weeks upon receipt of used games you send us so we can process and test your games. Then we will send you a credit slip or games you’ve ordered from us within 30 days,
c 1989 Ultimate Game Club, Atari, Sega, Genesis, Turbo Grafx and Nintendo are registered trademarks and are not related nor endorsed by them. Prices subject to change without notice. We are
not responsible for typographical errors. Some orders will take longer than 24 hours to process due to verification of orders, unavailability of product or other things beyond our control. All
listed are member prices only. NOTE: Some of the items in this ad may not be in stock when you read this ad. All games that are preordered cannot be cancelled or refunded- only credit will be
issued towards a future purchase. All credits take 30 days to process. Memberships are non-refundable. Ultimate Game Club 1491 Boston Post Road,Old Saybrook, CT 06475
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band will reappear across the entire

playfield and send the pods flying at

each other at high speed.

Finally, at every fourth round, the

player gets a chance to earn extra

points in a bonus run. Here, the seeker

must grab only the blue spheres, while

avoiding the orange ones. The trick is to

take it slow and use short spurts of

thrust to maneuver toward each pod.

Too much thrust will cause the player to

overshoot a pod and most probably hit

an orange one by mistake, thus ending

the round.

—Frank Tetro, Jr.

Accolade

650 S. Winchester Blvd., Suite 200

San Jose, CA 95128

(408) 985-1700

the center position early on lets the

player better maneuver subsequent
facial parts.

As pieces fall, remember that they can

be rotated in position, as well as

swapped. If the pieces that fall do not fit

perfectly, try swapping them to get a

perfect match. If a piece still doesn't fit,

try to drop it in the lowest column so it's

not in the way.

In the first two rounds, it's often bet-

ter to let a piece that isn't a perfect

match slide by, and wait for the right

piece. Don't worry about building up the

columns yet. The points you gain by

waiting for the perfect faces will make
up for it. It is by building these faces

that the debris in each column is

cleared. Keep in mind that a wrong face

removes only one piece of debris, while

a perfect face clears a column all the

way to the next face.

Be a Champ at

Making Faces
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE

Versions: IBM PC, Macintosh

In this third intriguing Soviet chal-

lenge, the player maneuvers falling

pieces in order to build a perfect face.

Placing a piece incorrectly destroys the

face, and the player must start a new
one over the old. As with the other tum-

bling block games from Russia, the

game ends once a column reaches the

top of the screen.

For high scores in Faces, concentrate

on building as many perfect mugs as

possible early in the game. Start by

dropping the first two pieces one click

to the right of where they originally

began falling. By doing this, the left

piece drops in the center column. This is

crucial because two falling pieces may
only be moved independently if there is

a piece between them. Therefore, using

\

At Level 4 and

above, things get

faster, and the

pieces become
harder to distin-

guish from one
another. To com-
pensate, focus

your eyes on the

top row as the

pieces fall, to get

an immediate
readout of each

piece. Another
way to see which

piece goes with which

face is to match the col-

ors of falling segments.

Line up all the reds with

the reds and so on.

Finally, if things get

too hairy, there is a way
to cheat slightly. Once
two pieces appear,

observe what they are

and quickly pause the

game. This allows play-

ers time to figure out

where to put the pieces.

It's probably not what
the pause feature was designed for, but,

after all, who's gonna know?

—F.T., Jr.

Spectrum Holobyte

2061 Challenger Drive

Alameda, CA 94501

(415) 522-3584

Faces, the third in the

series of games to come out
of the puzzling mind of

Alexey Pajitnov, follows the

same style that was initiat-

ed with Tetris, pushing the

player to the limit of

endurance and brain power.
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SUPREMACY

Crisis in the Far East
In the dimly lit Situation Room, Charles

stands alone. Intelligence reports confirm

the worst. The Chinese army has captured

the Soviet port of Vladivostok. Moscow

wants help now!

Charles glances at the map, his heart

pounding. If he sends troops, will the

Chinese pull back... or escalate to a

nuclear strike?

Live on the edge like Charles. Play

Supremacy" - the world conquest board

game fought in the nuclear age.

FREE COLOR CATALOG OF GAMES

Call Toll Free 1-800-333-0589

24 hours / 7 days

At better game stores worldwide.

CIRCLE #195 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

• Nintendo • Genesis

• Tips • Passwords

• Hints • Techniques

• Turbografx - 16

+ IP MASTER

Master the Power

over all your favorite video

games with the MASTER’S
BOOKLET including
Super Mario Bros. 3 for

only $9.95! Booklet also

includes detailed maps
and much more!

Tip Master
24307 Magic Mountain Parkway,

Suite 322

Valencia, California 91355

(CA res. add 60C sales tax)

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for Delivery

5AK RENT

(Nintendo)

"UNLIMITED TIME"

for $10 .00?

The idea of renting Nintendo games

for an un-limited time, for $10.00

seems, at first, to be un-reasonable

or "too good to be true." The truth

is that exchanging Nintendo games

for $10.00, while not "technically"

the same as renting is, in effect, so

similar that the game-player might

be forgiven for not seeing any

significant difference. To get your

FREE
$5.00 introductory discount coupons

and full details send self-addressed

stamped envelope to:

U.S.A.G.E.

1201 HWY 377

GRANBURY, TX. 76048

CIRCLE #196 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Modem owners! VG&CE
can be reached online with

comments and hints. We'd
be happy to hear from you.

Electronic Mail can be sent

to us on the following
systems:

CompuServe: 70007,3554
GEnie: VIDGAME
DELPHI: VIDGAMES
Prodigy: CKJB66A

MCI Mail: VIDGAMES

If you'd like more
information on how these

systems operate and how
to sign up, give them a call

and tell them VideoGames
& Computer Entertainment

sent you!
/ ©

CompuServe: 800-848-8990

GEnie: 800-638-9636

DELPHI: 800-544-4005

Prodigy: 800-822-6922, x556

MCI Mail: 800-444-6245
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WE WE
PAY SELL

TITLE OF GAME YOU USED
10 Yard Fight $10 $16
1942 12 19

1943 20 34

720 14 22
8 Eyes 20 34

Abadox 24 39

Adv. Bayou Billy 10 16

Adventure Island 18 29

Adv Island II Feb ’91

Adv. Mg. Kingdom 24 39

Adv. of Lolo 14 22

Adv. of Lolo II 24 39

Adv. Tom Sawyer 10 16

After Burner 18 29
Air Fortress 18 29

Airwolf 16 26
Al Unser 18 29

Alien Syndrome 14 22

All Pro Basketoall 24 39
Alpha Mission 12 19

Amagon 12 19

Anticipation 12 19

Arch Rivals Dec
Archon 18 29
Arkanoid w/conffl 37 89

Arkanoid (Ctrl only) NEW 19

Arkistas Ring 26 42
Astyanax 20 34

Athena 8 14

Athletic World 16 26
Baby Boomer "26 42
Back to Future 16 26
‘Back to Future II 24 39

‘Back to Future III 24 39

Bad Dudes 16 26
Bad News Bsebl 24 39
Bad Str Brawl 18 29
Baloon Fight 12 19

‘Bandit Kugs Anc 24 39
Bards Tale Mar ’91

Bart Simpson CALL
Baseball 10 16

Baseball Simftr 20 34

Baseball Stars 26 42
Bases Loaded 14 22
Bases Loaded II 22 36
Batman 16 26
Battle of Olympus 20 34

Battte Chess 24 39
‘Battle Tank 24 39
‘Beetle Juice 24 39
‘Big Bird Hd/Sk 24 39
Big Foot 26 42
‘Bill/Ted's Adv. 24 39
Bionic Comm. 14 22
Black Bass 30 49
Blades of Steel 14 22

Blaster Master 10 16

Block Jan '91

Bomber Man 18 29
Boulder Dash 24 39

A Boy/his Blob 16 26

Breakthru 10 16

Bubble Bobble 16 26

Bugs Bunny 24 39

B Bunny Bthdy 24 39

Buirp & Jump 18 29

Burai Fighter 22 36

Burger Time 14 22

‘Cabal 24 39
California Games 22 36

Calif Raisins Dec
Captain Comic 12 19

Capt Skyhawk 24 39

Casino Kid 24 39

Castle Dragon 24 39

Castlequest 12 19

Castlevania 12 19

Castlevania II 12 19

‘Castlevania III 24 39

‘Cave Man Ugly 4 39

Chmpshp Bowling 24 39

Chessmaster 24 39

Chiller 12 19

Chubby Cher32 54

Circus Caper 24 39

City Connection 14 22

Clash/Demonhead 18 29
‘Classic Cone. 24 39

Clu Clu Land 24 39

Cobra Command 14 22

Cobra Triangle 12 19

Code Name Viper 18 29

Commando 14 22

Conan Dec
‘Conflict 24 39

*Conq/Crystal Pal 24 39

Contra 12 19

Crystal Mines 18 29

Crystal is 28 46
Cybernoid 14 22

Dr. Chaos 14 22

Dr. Jekyll/Hyde 14 22
Dance Aerobics 12 19

‘Dare Seed 24 39

Dash Galaxy 14 22

Days of Thunder 24 39
Deadly Towers 14 22
Defender II 18 29
Demon Sword 14 22

Defender/Crown 14 22

*Deja-Vu 24 39

Desert Command 16 26

Dest. Earth Star 18 29

‘Destiny/Emperor 24 39

Dick Tracy 24 39
Dig Dug II 18 29
‘Digger 24 39

Dino Riki 16 26

‘Dirty Harry 24 39

Disney Adv. 24 39

Donkey Kong 14 22
Donkey Kong Jr 12 19

Dnky Kg Jr Math 28 48
Donkey Kong 3 14 22
D Kong Clas. 16 26

Double Dare 24 39

Dbl. Dragon 14 22

Dbl. Dragon II 16 26

Dbl. Dribble 10 16

‘Drac's Night Out 24 39

Dragon Power 10 16

Drag Spirit 24 39

Drag Warrior 14 22

‘Drag Warrior II 24 39

‘Drag Lair 24 39

Duck Hunt 4 8

Duck Tales 20 34

‘Dungeon Magic 24 39

‘Dusty Diamond 26 42

Dyno Warz 22 36

Elev. Action 14 22
Evert/Lendl Tn 20 34
Excitebike 12 19

Family Feud 24 39
Fantasy Zone 24 39
‘Faria 24 39

Faxanadu 14 22

Fester’s Quest 16 26
Fighting Golf LT 26 42
Final Fantasy 30 49
‘Firehse Rescue 24 39
Fist/North Star 14 22

‘Flight Intruder 24 39

Flying Dragon 1 20 34

‘Flying Dragon II 24 39

‘Flying Dragon III 24 39

‘Formula 1 24 39
‘Frankenstein 24 39

Freedom Force 18 29

Friday the 1 3th 10 16

‘Fun House 24 39

*G. 1. Joe 24 39

Gal Crusader 22 36

Galaga 18 29

Gauntlet 14 22

‘Gauntlet II 24 39

Genghis Khan 32 54

Ghost/Goblins 10 16

Ghost Busters 16 26

Ghost Busters II 26 42
‘Gilligans Isle 24 39

Goal 18 29

Godzilla 18 29

Golf 10 16

Golf Pble Bch 18 29
Golgo 1

3

12 19

Goonies II 12 19

Gotcha 10 16

Gradius 10 16

Gran Prix 24 39
‘Gremlins II 24 39

Guardian Lgnd 14 22
Guerilla War 12 19

Gum Shoe 12 19

Gunsmoke 12 19

Gyruss 12 19

‘Hap B-Day Bugs 24 42
Hard Driven CALL
‘Harlem Gbtrttr 24 39
‘Hatris 24 39
Heavy Barrel 24 39

‘Heavy Shredin 24 39
Heroes/Lance Jan '91

Hogans Alley 12 19

Hollywood Sqs. 24 39
Hoops 10 16

*Ht Red Oct 24 39
Hydlide 10 16

Image Fight 24 39

1 Can Remember 22 36

Ice Climber 12 19

Ice Hockey 10 16

Ikari Warriors 10 16

Ikari Warriors II 12 19

‘The Immortal 24 39

Imp Mission II 20 34

Indiana Jones 12 19

Ind. Jns. Lst Crus Dec
Infiltrator 20 34

Iron Sword 14 22

Iron Tank 14 22

‘Ishido/Syones 24 39

‘Isolated Warrior 24 39

J.Nicklaus Golf 20 34
Jackal 10 16

J. Chan Kg/Fu Dec
Jaws 12 19

Jeopardy 22 36

Jeopardy Jr. 24 39
John E. Qtrback 10 16

Jordan Vs. Bird 16 26

‘Journey Silius 24 39

Joust 14 22
Karate Champ 8 14

Karate Kid 14 22

Kamov 16 26

‘Kickle Cubicle 24 39

Kid Icarus 18 29

Kid Kool 22 36

Kid Niki 14 22
King Knight 10 16

Kings/Beach 16 26

Kiwi Kraye Feb '91

KLAX 24 39

Knight Rider 16 26

‘Krion Conqst 24 39

Kung Fu 12 19

Kung Fu Hero 18 29

Last Ninja Dec
Last Starfighter 24 39

Legy/Wizzard 10 16

Legnd of Kage 12 19

Legnd Wings 12 19

Life Force 12 19

Little Lg. Baseball 24 39

*Ltl Nemo Dr. Mstr. 24 39

Lode Runner 18 29

Loopz 24 39

‘Lord of Lightning 24 39
‘Low G Man 24 39

Lunar Pool 26 42
‘M.U.L.E. 24 39

M. Andretti WrkJ. 24 39
*M. DitkaBg Ftbl 24 39

Ms. Pacman 24 39
Mach Rider 12 19

Mad Max 24 39
Mafat Conspiracy 24 39

M Johnson Bskb. 18 29
Magic/Sherezade 26 42
‘Mag/Sherezade II 24 39
Magmax 12 19

Maj Lg Baseball 10 16

‘Maniac Mansion 24 39
MappyLand 20 34

Marble Madness 18 29
Mario Brothers 14 22
Marvels X-Men 20 34

Master Chu 22 36
Mtch Bx Racers Feb '91

Mechanized Attack 24 39

‘Mechanoids 24 39

Mega Man 24 39

Mega Man II 16 26

Mega Man III Dec
‘Mendel Palace 24 39

Metal Fighter 20 34

Metal Gear 8 14

Metal Mech Dec
Met raid 12 19

Mickey Mouse 14 22

Mighty Bmb Jack 16 26
Millipede 20 34

Milon's Sec Castle 12 19

All games
come with

a 90-day

warranty.

Mission Cobra 24 39

‘Mission Imposs 24 39

Monster Party 12 19

‘Mnstr Truck Rally 24 39

‘Motor City Patrol 24 39

‘Muppet Adv. 24 39

Muscle 14 22

Mystery Quest 16 26

NARC 26 42

*NES Ply Act. Ftbl 24 39

*Nasc Challenge 24 39

Natl. Football Lg 18 29

N. Zealand Stry Feb '91

Nightmare Elm Str. 26 42

‘Ninja Crusaders 24 39

Ninja Gaiden 16 26

Ninja Gaiden II 24 39

Ninja Kid 12 19

Nobun. Ambition 28 48

*Noid Game 24 39

‘North & South 24 39

‘ORB 3D 24 39

Operation Wolf 10 16

Othello 12 19

P.O.W. 10 16

Pacman 14 22

‘Palamedes 24 39

Paper Boy 18 29

Password 26 42

Perfect Fit 22 36

Pesterminator 24 39

Phantom Fighter 24 39

Pietionary 26 42
Pinball 14 22

‘Pinball Quest 24 39

Pinbot 20 34

Pipe Dream 24 39

Pirates Dec
Platoon 8 14

Police Academy 22 36

Popeye 16 26

‘Power Pad Ftbl 24 39

Predator 12 19

Price is Right 26 42
Princess Tomato Dec
Pro Am Racing 12 19

Pro Wrestling 12 19

Punch Out 14 22

Punisher Dec
Puss and Boots 22 36

‘Puttmaster 24 39

‘Puzzle 24 39

‘Puzznic 24 39
*Pyro 24 39

Quix 24 39

Q-Bert 16 26
Racket Attack 14 22

Rad Gravity CALL
Rad Racer 16 26

Rad Racer II 22 36

Raid Bungl. Bay 14 22

Raid 2020 20 34

‘Ralley Bike 24 39

Rambo 12 19

Rampage 16 26

RBI Baseball 14 22

RBI Baseball II 26 42

Remote Control 24 39

Renegade 10 16

Rescue Emb. Miss. 14 22

Rescue Rangers 26 42

Ring King 20 34

MOST GAM
TO ORDER,
CALL
OR WRITE TO:

WITHIN 2 BUSINESS DAYS

(612) 533-8118
FUNCO, INC.

THE FUN CLUB
4948 Highway 169 N.

New Hope, MN 55428

To Purchase: Send check or money order, or credit card number to

FUNCO, INC., 4948 Highway 169 North, New Hope, MN 55428. Add $4.50

Shipping plus 500 per game. Add $1 .00 per title if ordering by credit card.

APO's, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, please double shipping charges. MN
residents please add 6% sales tax.

WE DO NOT CHARGE YOUR
CREDIT CARD UNLESS YOUR GAME IS IN STOCK.



SEND US YOUR
USED GAMES AND

UP
TORECEIVE

FUNCO rrTHE FUN COMPANY"

When it comes to our customers,

Friendliness, Honesty & Quick Delivery

are what we do best.

River Cty Ransom 16 26 Super Off Road 24 39
Road Blasters 12 19 Super Pitfall 16 26
Road Runner 16 26 Spr Spike Vlleybl 24 39
Robo Demons 22 36 Super Sprint 14 22
Robo Cop 14 22 Spr Tm Games 12 19

Robo Warriors 14 22 Super Xevious 24 39
Rock 'N Ball 22 36 Swords/Serpents 24 39
Rocket Ranger 24 39 Taboo 6th Sense 16 26
Roger Rabbit 18 29 Tg Tm Wrestling 8 14

Roller Ball 22 36 Tagin Dragon 24 39
‘Roller Games 26 42 Talkg Spr Pwrd Jan '91

Rolling Thunder 14 22 Target Rengade 14 22
Romance/3 Kings 36 59 Tecmo Baseball 14 22
Rush 'N Attack 10 16 Tecmo Bowl 20 34
Rygar 12 19 Tecmo World Wrst 22 36
‘Samurai Conflict 24, 39 Teenage M.N.T. 18 29

Section Z 10 16 *T. M. N.T. II 26 42
Seicross 14 22 Tennis 12 19

Ses Street 123 20 34 Terra Cresta 22 36
Ses Street ABC 18 29 Tetris (Nintendo) 24 39
‘Shadow of Ninja 24 39 3 Stooges 16 26
Shadowgate 14 22 Thunderbirds CALL
Shingeh, the Ruler 28 18 Thundercade 12 19

Shinobi 18 29 Tiger Heli 8 14

Shooting Range 18 29 ‘Time Lord 24 39
Short Order 18 29 To the Eartn 12 19

Side Pocket 42 79 Tombs/Treasures 24 39
Silent Assault 22 36 Toobin 18 29
Silent Service 14 22 Top Gun 12 19

Silk Worm 24 39 Top Gun II 20 34
‘Silver Surfer Dec Top Seer Episode CALL
The Simpsons Jan '91 ‘Total Recall 24 39
Skate Or Die 10 16 Town & Country 10 16

‘Skate Or Die II 24 39 Track& Field 12 19

‘Ski Or Die 24 39 Tracks Field II 10 16

‘Skull/Crossbones 24 39 Trojan 8 14

Sky Kid 16 26 Twin Cobra 22 36
Sky Shark 12 19 Twin Eagle 24 39
Slalom 12 19 Ultima 22 36
Snakes Revenge 20 34 Ultima II CALL
Sn. Silly Sports 24 39 ‘Ult. Basketball 24 39
Soccer 14 22 Urban Champion 6 12

‘Solar Jetman 24 39 Vegas Dreams 30 49
Sotoman's Key 24 39 Vindicators 16 26
Soltice 24 39 Volleyball 16 26
Spelunker 16 26 *WWF Challenge 24 39
*Spot:The Game 24 39 Wall Street Kid 26 42
Spy Hunter 8 14 ‘War vs Drugs 24 39
Spy Vs. Spy 10 16 War on Wheels Dec
Squoor. 32 54 ‘Warewolf 24 39
Stack-Up 24 39 Wheel /Fortune 20 34
Stadium Events 24 39 Wheel/Fort Fam 24 39
Star Force 12 19 Wheel /Fortune Jr. 24 39
Star Ship Hector 24 39 Wild Gunman 12 19

Star Soldier 14 22 Willow 18 29
Star Voyager 8 14 Win/Lose/Draw 24 39
Stealth 18 29 Winter Games 12 19
Stinger 14 22 Wizards/Warriors 10 16

Street Cops 22 36 Wizardry 24 39
Street Fighter 26 42 Wrld Champ Wres 26 42
Strider 12 19 Wrld Class Tr. Mt 12 19

‘Super Cars 24 39 World Games 10 16

Super Contra 20 34 World Runner 10 16

Super Dodge Ball 20 34 ‘Wrld Trphy Scr 24 39
‘Super Glove Ball 24 39 Wrath/BIk Manta 20 34
Superman 20 34 Wrecking Crew 18 29
Super Mario 8 14 Wrestlemania 12 19

Super Mario II 16 26 Wurm Jan '91

Super Mario III 32 49 Xencphobe 8 14

Spr Mario/Dk Ht. 4 10 Xevious 10 16

CALL US FIRST! (612) 001COCOin

24

24
Xexyz

‘Xybots

Yol Noid

Zanac

Zelda

Zelda II

Zombie Nations

*New Releases

Please call—these may or may not

be out by the manufacturer.

14

14

12

39

39

Dec
22

22

19

Jan '91

NINTENDO
ACCESSORIES

Control Deck 40 59

AC Power Supply NEW 15

Advantage Joystick 16 29
Double Player System 12 22

Game Cleaner NEW 15

Light Gun 3 6

Mec. Joypads 10 19

Misc. Joysticks 6 14

NES Max Joypad 10 19

Power Glove 24 42
Power Pad 16 29

RF Adapters NEW 15

Satelite 18 34

Single Wireless Remote 8 16

U Force 30 49

GAME BOY
na

Game Boy
(BattVGame Not Incl.) 48 69

Alleyway 10 16

‘Amazing Penguin 14 22
‘Arazon’s Lair 14 22
Baseball 10 16

Bases Loaded 16 26

Batman 18 29

‘Beetlejuice 14 22

Boomer's Adv. 16 26

Boxxle 12 19

Bowling 12 19

‘Bubble Ghost 14 22
Bugs Bunny 16 26
Castlevania Adv. 10 16

‘Cat Trap 14 22

‘Chase HQ 14 22
‘Chess Master 14 22

‘Chins Gourmet Par. 14 22

‘Cosmo Tank 14 22

Daedalain Opus 16 26
‘Days of Thunder 14 22

‘Dead Heat Scrarrble 14 22

Dexterity 14 22
Double Dragon 20 34
Ducktales Dec
Dweebers Dec
Flipull 12 19

‘Final Fant. Leg. 14 22
Fist of N. Star 16 26
Formula 1 CALL
‘Fortress of Fear 14 22
Gargoyles Quest 18 29

Ghostbusters II CALL
‘Godzilla 14 22

Golf 12 19

Hatris Dec

Heianko Alien 16 26

*Hvy Wt. Chmp Box 14 22

Hyper Lode Runner 12 19

In Your Face Dec
‘Ishido 14 22
‘Jeopardy 14 22

Jordan Vs. Bird Feb '91

Kwirk 14 22

Loc 'n Chase 14 22

Loopz 14 22
Mechanoids Mar '91

Mercenary Force Oct

Motor Cross Maniac 12 19

MouseTrap Hotel CALL
‘NBA All Stars 14 22

NFL Football 12 19

Nemesis 14 22
‘North & South 14 22
Paper Boy 18 29
Penguin Wars 14 22

‘Pipe Dream 14 22

‘Power Racer 14 22

Q Billion 16 26

‘Quarth 14 22

Quix 14 22
R-Type Jan ’91

Revenge of Gator 12 19

Ronguer Wars 14 22

‘Selection 14 22

Shanghai 18 29

‘Skate or Die 14 22

‘Snoopy's Mg Show 14 22
‘Soccer Mania 14 22
Solar Striker 12 19

Soloman's Club Jan '91

Space Invaders CALL
Spiderman 16 26

Street Fighters 2010 Oct

Super Mario Land 14 22

Super Scrabble Dec
‘Tasmania Story 14 22

Tennis 10 16

*TMNT Fall Ft. Clan 18 29
Ultima Quest/Arator Dec
‘Volleyball 12 19

WWF Superstars Feb '91

‘Wheel Of Fortune 14 22

World Bowling 14 22

World Boxing 14 22

SEGA to

GENESIS
Control Deck-NEW $179
Control Deck-USED 95 149

Controller 8 16

Powerbase Converter 1

8

34

Power Joystick 30 54

After Burner II 26 42
Air Diver 26 42
Alex Kidd 16 26

Bimini Run CALL
Budokahn 24 39

‘Burning Force 26 42
‘Buster Dolas Boxing 26 42

Colums 24 39

‘Crack Down CALL

SEGA
GENESIS

Cross Fire CALL
Curse 24 39

Cyberball 26 42

*D.J. Boy 26 42

‘Dick Tracy 26 42

Dynamite Duke Jan '91

E-Swat 26 42

Final Zone CALL
Fire Shark 24 39

Forgotten Worlds 14 22

Ghost Busters 26 42

Ghouls ‘N Ghosts 16 26

Golden Axe 26 42

Golf 22 36

Hard Driven 26 42

Hell Fire 24 39

Herzog Zwie 18 29

Inspector X 24 39

‘Joe Montana Football 24 39

KageKi 24 39

*KLAX CALL
Last Battle 18 29

Maze Hunter 24 39

M Jackson Monwalker 28 48

Mickey Mouse II Nov
Missle Defense 24 39

Mondus Fight Palace 24 39

Mystic Defender 18 29

Neutopia CALL
Outrun 26 42

Paperboy 26 42

Pendulum Laird 24 39

Phantasy Star II 34 56

‘Phelios 26 42

Populous 24 39

Rambo 111 16 26

Revenge of Shinobi 22 36

Road Blasters 24 39

Robo Kid 24 39

Shove It 24 39

Skull & Crossbones 26 42

Soccer 24 39

Space Harrier II 14 22

Spiderman CALL
Storm Lord Jan '91

Strider Oct

Super Basketball 30 49

Super Hang On 22 36

Super Hydlide 26 42

Super Monoco GP 26 42

Super Thunder Blade 18 29

Super Volleyball CALL
‘SWAT 24 39

Target Earth 26 42
Techno Cop Dec
Thunder Force II 22 36

‘Thunder Force III 26 42
Tom Lasorda Baseball 24 39

Trampoline Terror 24 39

Truxton 18 29

Whip Rush CALL
‘Wrestle War 26 42

Zaxon 24 39

Zillion 24 39

Zoom 18 29

PRE-BOOK TODAY!

To Sell Us Games: Call us first for current prices. Prices

based on game, instruction manual and original box. Subtract

$1 .00 for missing manuals and $3.00 for missing boxes.

(Due to a 3 month lead time to place this ad, our sell or buy

prices may be different)

(We reserve the right to refuse any purchase or sale.)

ALL CHECKS ARE PROCESSED PROMPTLY.

FREE MEMBERSHIP—Just fill out coupon

and mail in. You will receive "The Fun Club"
€

catalog.

THE FUN CLUB
4948 Highway 169 North, New Hope, MN 55428

Name

Address

City _
State Zip

CIRCLE #198 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



HEALTH
HEALTH

YouVe always wanted to be a swashbuckling

pirate, sailing the high seas, journeying to

the ends of the earth, exploring ancient

castles and caves for precious booty. And if

there’s a beautiful Princess to rescue from

an Evil Wizard and his nasty underlings, so

much the better. All this— and more— are

yours to enjoy when you and a friend play

Skull & Crossbones on your Nintendo.® It’s

the most excellent adventure of your life!

ORDER TODAY! Visit your
RETAILER OR CALL WITH VISA/MC:

1-800-2-TENGEN (283-6436)

TEIMEERI
ARCADE HITS THAT HIT HOME
Tengen's products are designed and manufactured in

USA by Tengen. They are not designed, manufac-
tured, sponsored or endorsed by Nintendo

?

Skull & Crossbones: TM Atari Games; licensed to Tengen, Inc. ©1990 Atari Games. Nin-

tendo and Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) are trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.

CIRCLE #199 ON READER SERVICE CARD.



Play PAC-MAN
like you've

never played

before — in

spectacular 3-D!

That's right,

everything

comes alive in

PAC-MANIA:
The lovable

ghosts glide

through the air.

Dots and
energizer

pellets hang in

midair. And
Pac-Man gets a

new power:

He can jump
up and over

ghosts! You'll

love the new
challenging

mazes — they

come in so

t many mind-

f boggling

f shapes, they'll

turn you into

a certified

Pac-Maniac!

Iill*

Visit your
RETAILER OR CALL
TOLL-FREE WITH
VISA/MC:

1-800-
2-TENGEN
(1-800-283-6436)

Tengen's products

are designed and
manufactured in

USA by Tengen.

They are not

designed
,
manu-

factured,
sponsored

or endorsed by

Nintendo®

PAC-MANIA: TM Namco, Ltd.

©1990 Tengen, Inc.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment

System (NES) are trademarks of

Nintendo of America, Inc.
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Welcome to sports

training - 2 million

B.C.! Forget jogging *

and weightlifting-
J|

Caveman Games is

serious athletics. Six

radical Neanderthals M
compete in hilarious and

dangerous events. Winners

join the Caves of Fame; losers

WfLmk join the fossils!

% Struggling to sur-

9 1
. vive has never

m been so fun! Get

bashed, beaten

chased and

ea ter) jn th e

r greatest pre-

ever

It’s cool cave action for one

LICENSED BY NINTENDO
FOR PLAY ON THE ' ONxrtJil

(Ninlundo

S**l of Qualttj

IM.MJ f

ntendoj

Caveman Games: © and TM 1990 Data East USA, Inc.

Game: © 1988 Dynamix, Inc. All rights reserved. Package
Design: © 1988 Electronic Arts. Manufactured by Data

East USA, Inc. under license from Electronic Arts.

1850 Little Orchard Street

San Jose, California 95125

Phone (408) 286-7074
Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are

registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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VideoGames

&

Computer

Entertainment

From

Silver

Screen

to

Home

Screen


